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Read This First! 
 
There is no advice this manual can offer that is more important than the following:   
 

MAKE FREQUENT BACKUPS OF YOUR DATA FILES. 
 
We strongly recommend that you backup your data files each day. We also strongly recommend 
that you cycle the media that you use for your backups. (Maintain a different disk for each day of 
the week. Maintain an extra disk for each month end.) By cycling the media in this manner, you 
lessen the risk that you will inadvertently copy a damaged set of data over a good backup. 
 
AltaPoint does not recommend the use of unattended automatic backups unless a trained 
professional has installed the backup scripts. Due to past experience, we have found that many 
offices when relying on these backups have either not selected the AltaPoint data files properly 
or have set up the automatic backup features improperly. Using the backup program supplied 
with your AltaPoint software will ensure that the correct files are backed up. 
 

LOCATION OF DATA FILES: 

Your data files are located in a folder named “DATA.” This DATA folder can be found in 
the directory you selected when you installed the software (ALTA if you used the 
directory recommended by the installation program). If you are not sure where your data 
files are located, check the properties of your AltaPoint icon. The “Start In” field of the 
icon properties will tell you the path location of your data files. 

 

NOTE TO BILLING SERVICES: 

If you are using the software as a billing service or have created multiple practice files, 
you will need to backup each practice’s data separately. When using the AltaPoint 
backup, the files that are backed up are the files currently open at the time the backup is 
made.  
 
As identified above, the original data files are located in a folder called “DATA.” When 
you create a new set of data for a new practice you will be asked by the program to give 
the new set of data files a new name. The new data set will be placed in a folder by the 
same new name. For example, if you called the new set of data JONES (for a Dr. 
Jones,) your data files will be located in a folder called “JONES.” This new set of data 
would need to be backed up separately from the data in your “DATA” folder.  

 
See File Format List section for more detailed information regarding your data file names 
and formats. 
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AltaPoint Backup 
There are two AltaPoint methods for backing up your data; a default “legacy” (same as in 
previous AltaPoint versions) backup and a “Hot” backup. The legacy backup creates a 
compressed single file (AltaPointBackup.abz) that includes all of the data files and the data 
dictionary. These files when uncompressed are still attached to the data dictionary. In order to 
run the legacy backup all other workstations must exit the program during the time of the 
backup. (One of the major advantages of the “Hot” backup is that it does not require other users 
to exit AltaPoint. The legacy backup is described in more detail in the next section. The “Hot” 
backup simply makes a copy of the data files in the location you designate. The backed up files 
are unattached from the data dictionary at the time of the backup and are free tables. 
 

Legacy Backup 

Your AltaPoint V22 software has a “Legacy” backup option that is the default AltaPoint backup. 
This backup is the same as the original backup used in previous versions of AltaPoint. This 
backup creates a compressed AltaPointBackup.abz file. 
 
**This backup method requires every workstation to be closed out of AltaPoint during the 
backup process except for the machine doing the backup. (One of the main advantages 
of default “Hot” backup is that it doesn't have this limitation.) 
 

Using the Legacy Backup 

To backup the data of the practice you are currently working on, select the Backup Icon , or 
“Backup Data Files” from the “Utilities” menu. You will see the following screen: 

 
Enter the drive and directory of the location where you want your backup file to be placed. For 
example, if you entered: D:\ the backup program would put your backup on drive D:.  The drive 
can be a removable drive or fixed drive as long as the backup will fit on one disc. This internal 
backup will not span multiple disks. It is preferable to have your data backed up to a 
removable type of storage media so that you can store your backup away from your computer. 
 
Once you have entered the backup location and clicked the OK button, the system will start 
making a backup (copy) of your files. You will know the backup is done when the progress bar 
has completed to 100%. The backed up file will be called AltaPointBackup.abz. The file will be 
located in the drive and folder you specified in the Backup Location box. The backup file must 
be restored using the AltaPoint program. 
 
Your AltaPoint software will give you an opportunity to back up your data files each time you exit 
the program. (This option can be disabled by selecting “Disable Backup Reminders” from the 
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Options tab of the Practice Information file.) When you exit the program you will see the 
following screen: 

 
 
From this screen you can begin the backup process, cancel and return to AltaPoint, or exit the 
program. 
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AltaPoint “Hot” Backup 

The “Hot” backup simply makes a copy of the data files in the location you designate. The 
backup will be placed on the server (machine where the data files reside). The backed up files 
are unattached from the data dictionary at the time of the backup and are free tables. One of the 
major advantages of the “Hot” backup is that it can be made while other users are still using the 
system.   
 

Setting up AltaPoint to use the “Hot” Backup 

To use the optional “Hot Backup” feature, you must add the command line parameter 
“hotbackup” to the Target line of the AltaPoint icon's properties.  

 
To backup the data of the practice you are currently working on, select “Backup Data Files” from 
the “Utilities” menu.  You will see the following screen: 
 
Enter the path of the location where you want your backup file to be placed. By default, the 
backup will be placed on the server (machine where the data files reside). You can have the 
data backed up to a work station if the path entered in the box above is recognizable from the 
server’s perspective. For example, if you entered: \\workstation1\alta\backup the backup 
program would place your data files on workstation1. The drive can be a removable drive or 
fixed drive as long as the backup will fit on one disc. This internal backup will not span 
multiple disks. It is advisable to have your data backed up to a removable type of storage 
media so that you can store your backup away from your computer.  

 
Once you have entered the backup location and clicked the OK button, the system will start 
making a backup (copy) of your files. You will know the backup is done when the progress bar 
has completed to 100%. The backed up files will be located in the drive and folder you specified 
in the Backup Location box. The backup file must be restored using the AltaPoint Program. 
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Restoring Files Backed up by the AltaPoint Program 
To restore data from a recent “Hot” or “Legacy” AltaPoint backup, select the Restore Data Files 
option under the Utilities menu. The following screen will display: 

 

This screen allows you to select the files you would like to restore. Using the buttons at the right 
side of the screen, you can select all or none of the files, or you can individually select the files 
you wish to restore.   
 
***IMPORTANT NOTE: 

It is generally advisable to select all files when restoring from a backup unless you are 
very confident of the consequences in using the selective restore. You must use this 
feature with care as many files within the system are related. For example, the “Billings” 
file and the “Billing Item Detail” file comprise the transaction entry screen. If you restore 
one without the other you will have mismatched and therefore corrupted data. 

 
Because you have the ability to selectively restore files, AltaPoint will automatically recalculate 
the patient balances in the system. This can take a long time if your data files are large. If you 
do not wish to reset the patient balances after the data has been restored, place a check mark 
in the “Do not reset balances” check box. If you are restoring all the files from a previous 
backup, it may not be necessary to reset the balances. 
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You can select the “Close AltaPoint When Done” check box if you would like to have the 
program shut down after the backup is completed. This can be useful if you start a data restore 
at the end of the day. 
 
When you have selected the files you wish to restore, select the OK button. The following 
screen will display: 

 
Insert your backup disk, then enter the letter of that drive in the “Backup Location:” box. For 
example: If you put your backup on removable drive E: you will need to type: E: in the box.  
Press the OK button to begin the restore process. The restore program will restore your data in 
the same folder from which it was backed up. 
 
NOTE:  

You must have the proper security access to use the restore command. 
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End-User License Agreement for AltaPoint Software 

 

Thank you for purchasing AltaPoint Software. 
 
Carefully read the following license agreement before using this software product.  
 
This agreement (this "Agreement") is a legal agreement between you and MedPharm 
Services, LLC ("AltaPoint"). Use or retention of this software product (this "Product") 
constitutes your acceptance of the terms of this Agreement. If you do not agree to the 
terms of this Agreement, promptly return the product (including written materials and 
packaging) within 30 days from the date of purchase to AltaPoint for a refund of the 
purchase price.   
 
1. LICENSE. AltaPoint grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use the 
Product on a single computer or a single network for network versions of the Product. 
Other than making one copy of the Product for archive or back-up purposes, copying 
the software is prohibited. You may not translate, reverse engineer, decompile or 
disassemble the Product. You may not rent or lease the Product. You may not make the 
Product available to third parties over a network or the Internet. You may not copy the 
accompanying printed materials. 
 
2. COPYRIGHT. The Product is protected by United States copyright laws and 
international treaty provisions. Copyright and all other rights in the Product shall remain 
with AltaPoint and its suppliers. This Product is licensed to you, not sold, and no title or 
interest to or in the Product is transferred to you. 
 
3. LIMITED WARRANTY. AltaPoint warrants that the Product will perform substantially 
in accordance with the accompanying written materials for the period of thirty (30) days 
from the date of purchase.   
 
4. CUSTOMER REMEDIES. AltaPoint's entire liability and your entire remedy shall be 
(1) the return of the original purchase price of the Product or (2) at AltaPoint's option, 
replacement of the Product. 
 
5. NO OTHER WARRANTIES. ALTAPOINT DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE 
PRODUCT IS ERROR FREE. EXCEPT FOR THE LIMITED WARRANTY EXPRESSLY 
SET FORTH ABOVE AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY 
APPLICABLE LAW, THE PRODUCT IS LICENSED "AS IS" AND WITH ALL FAULTS, 
AND ALTAPOINT DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH REGARD 
TO THE PRODUCT AND ITS ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS. THIS LIMITED 
WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC RIGHTS. YOU MAY HAVE OTHERS WHICH 
VARY FROM JURISDICTION TO JURISDICTION. 
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6. NO LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. IN NO EVENT SHALL 
ALTAPOINT OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, 
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES OF ANY KIND (including, without 
limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business 
information, for personal injury, for loss of privacy, for failure to meet any duty including 
of good faith or of reasonable care, for negligence, and for any other pecuniary or other 
loss whatsoever) ARISING OUT OF THE DELIVERY, PERFORMANCE OR USE OF 
THE PRODUCT, EVEN IF ALTAPOINT HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY 
OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN NO EVENT WILL ALTAPOINT'S LIABILITY EXCEED THE 
ORIGINAL PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT, IF ANY. 
 
7. CERTIFIED PRODUCTS. Some AltaPoint products have received certification 
("Certification") by government accredited organizations for having met standards 
demonstrating the meaningful use of an electronic health record  ("Meaningful Use"). In 
order for an end-user to demonstrate Meaningful Use, all AltaPoint component products 
that were used when AltaPoint received Certification must be properly implemented and 
used. These products include but are not limited to AltaPoint EHR versions 11,12,14, 
and NewCrop Electronic Prescribing. Contact AltaPoint for details of additional 
requirements for demonstrating Meaningful Use. Certification does not represent an 
endorsement by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services or guarantee the 
receipt of incentive payments. 
 
8. U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. If Customer is acquiring the Software, 
including accompanying documentation, on behalf of the U.S. Government, the 
following provisions apply. If the Software is supplied to the Department of Defense 
("DOD"), the Software is subject to "Restricted Rights", as that term is defined in the 
DOD Supplement to the Federal Acquisition Regulations ("DFAR") in paragraph 
252.227-7013(c)(1). If the Software is supplied to any unit or agency of the United 
States Government other than DOD, the Government's rights in the Software will be as 
defined in paragraph 52.227-19(c)(2) of the Federal Acquisition Regulations 
("FAR").  Use, duplication, reproduction or disclosure by the Government is subject to 
such restrictions or successor provisions. Contractor/Manufacturer is: MedPharm 
Services, LLC 
 
9. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, AltaPoint may terminate this 
Agreement if you fail to comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. In such 
event, you must delete or destroy all copies of the Product and all of its component 
parts. AltaPoint reserves the right to disable the Product following any termination of this 
Agreement. END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR ALTAPOINT SOFTWARE 
 

Thank you for purchasing AltaPoint Software. 
 

Carefully read the following license agreement before using this software product.  
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This agreement (this "Agreement") is a legal agreement between you and MedPharm 
Services, LLC ("AltaPoint").  Use or retention of this software product (this "Product") 
constitutes your acceptance of the terms of this Agreement. If you do not agree to the 
terms of this Agreement, promptly return the product (including written materials and 
packaging) within 30 days from the date of purchase to AltaPoint for a refund of the 
purchase price.   
 

1. LICENSE.  AltaPoint grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use the 
Product on a single computer or a single network for network versions of the Product. 
Other than making one copy of the Product for archive or back-up purposes, copying 
the software is prohibited.  You may not translate, reverse engineer, decompile or 
disassemble the Product.  You may not rent or lease the Product. You may not make 
the Product available to third parties over a network or the Internet.  You may not copy 
the accompanying printed materials. 
 

2. COPYRIGHT.  The Product is protected by United States copyright laws and 
international treaty provisions.  Copyright and all other rights in the Product shall remain 
with AltaPoint and its suppliers.  This Product is licensed to you, not sold, and no title or 
interest to or in the Product is transferred to you. 
 

3. LIMITED WARRANTY.  AltaPoint warrants that the Product will perform substantially 
in accordance with the accompanying written materials for the period of thirty (30) days 
from the date of purchase.   
 

4. CUSTOMER REMEDIES.  AltaPoint's entire liability and your entire remedy shall be 
(1) the return of the original purchase price of the Product or (2) at AltaPoint's option, 
replacement of the Product. 
 

5. NO OTHER WARRANTIES.  ALTAPOINT DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE 
PRODUCT IS ERROR FREE.  EXCEPT FOR THE LIMITED WARRANTY EXPRESSLY 
SET FORTH ABOVE AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY 
APPLICABLE LAW, THE PRODUCT IS LICENSED "AS IS" AND WITH ALL FAULTS, 
AND ALTAPOINT DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH REGARD 
TO THE PRODUCT AND ITS ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS.  THIS LIMITED 
WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC RIGHTS.  YOU MAY HAVE OTHERS WHICH 
VARY FROM JURISDICTION TO JURISDICTION. 
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6. NO LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.  IN NO EVENT SHALL 
ALTAPOINT OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, 
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES OF ANY KIND (including, without 
limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business 
information, for personal injury, for loss of privacy, for failure to meet any duty including 
of good faith or of reasonable care, for negligence, and for any other pecuniary or other 
loss whatsoever) ARISING OUT OF THE DELIVERY, PERFORMANCE OR USE OF 
THE PRODUCT, EVEN IF ALTAPOINT HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY 
OF SUCH DAMAGES.  IN NO EVENT WILL ALTAPOINT'S LIABILITY EXCEED THE 
ORIGINAL PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT, IF ANY. 
 

7. CERTIFIED PRODUCTS. Some AltaPoint products have received certification 
("Certification") by government accredited organizations for having met standards 
demonstrating the  meaningful use of an electronic health record  ("Meaningful 
Use").  In order for an end-user to demonstrate Meaningful Use,  all AltaPoint 
component products that were used when AltaPoint received Certification must be 
properly implemented and used.  These products include but are not limited to AltaPoint 
EHR versions 11,12, 14 and NewCrop Electronic Prescribing.   Contact AltaPoint for 
details of additional requirements for demonstrating Meaningful Use.  Certification does 
not represent an endorsement by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
or guarantee the receipt of incentive payments. 
 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS.  If Customer is acquiring the Software, 
including accompanying documentation, on behalf of the U.S. Government, the 
following provisions apply.  If the Software is supplied to the Department of Defense 
("DOD"), the Software is subject to "Restricted Rights", as that term is defined in the 
DOD Supplement to the Federal Acquisition Regulations ("DFAR") in paragraph 
252.227-7013(c)(1).  If the Software is supplied to any unit or agency of the United 
States Government other than DOD, the Government's rights in the Software will be as 
defined in paragraph 52.227-19(c)(2) of the Federal Acquisition Regulations 
("FAR").  Use, duplication, reproduction or disclosure by the Government is subject to 
such restrictions or successor provisions.  Contractor/Manufacturer is: MedPharm 
Services, LLC 
 
9. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, AltaPoint may terminate this 
Agreement if you fail to comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. In such 
event, you must delete or destroy all copies of the Product and all of its component 
parts. AltaPoint reserves the right to disable the Product following any termination of this 
Agreement.  
 

10. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This is the entire Agreement between you and AltaPoint 
regarding the subject matter of this Agreement and supersedes any other agreement or 
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discussion. This agreement may only be modified by a written agreement signed by you 
and AltaPoint. 
 
11. GOVERNING LAW. This agreement shall be interpreted and governed by the laws 
of the state of Utah. 
 
12. FORUM SELECTION. The Parties agree that any action or proceeding arising 
under or relating to this License Agreement, shall be in the United States District Court 
for the District of Utah or in the Third Judicial District Court for Salt Lake County, State 
of Utah, and not in any other court or jurisdiction. Both parties hereby consent and 
agree that they are subject to personal jurisdiction by those Utah courts for any such 
disputes. 
 
10. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This is the entire Agreement between you and AltaPoint 
regarding the subject matter of this Agreement and supersedes any other agreement or 
discussion. This agreement may only be modified by a written agreement signed by you 
and AltaPoint. 
 
11. GOVERNING LAW. This agreement shall be interpreted and governed by the laws 
of the state of Utah. 
 
12. FORUM SELECTION. The Parties agree that any action or proceeding arising 
under or relating to this License Agreement, shall be in the United States District Court 
for the District of Utah or in the Third Judicial District Court for Salt Lake County, State 
of Utah, and not in any other court or jurisdiction. Both parties hereby consent and 
agree that they are subject to personal jurisdiction by those Utah courts for any such 
disputes. 
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About this Documentation 
This manual is designed to assist you with your AltaPoint software. AltaPoint, at its sole 
discretion, reserves the right to change, add, or delete functionality at any time without 
notice. Consequently, this documentation may not exactly reflect the features of the AltaPoint 
software you are using. This documentation is the property of MedPharm Services, LLC and 
cannot be copied, modified, or redistributed in any way without the prior written consent of 
AltaPoint. 

 

System Requirements 
AltaPoint Software requires Windows 7 (Professional or Ultimate), Windows 8 (Professional, 
Ultimate, or Enterprise), Windows 8.1 (Professional or Enterprise),  Windows 10 (Professional 
or Enterprise), Windows 11 (Professional or Enterprise). (Home or Starter varieties of 
Windows versions are not suitable for this software environment.) AltaPoint recommends 
a minimum of 512 MB of memory to run, unless your chosen operating system recommends or 
requires more resources. More memory will generally help your system performance. 
 
AltaPoint hardware requirements mimic those specified by your chosen operating system. 
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Installing AltaPoint  
AltaPoint Software requires Windows 7 (Professional or Ultimate), Windows 8 (Professional, 
Ultimate, or Enterprise), Windows 8.1 (Professional or Enterprise), Windows 10 (Professional or 
Enterprise), or Windows 11 (Professional or Enterprise). (Home or Starter varieties of 
Windows versions are not suitable for this software environment.) AltaPoint recommends 
a minimum of 512 MB of memory to run, unless your chosen operating system recommends or 
requires more resources. More memory will help your system performance. 
 
To install AltaPoint, follow these steps: 
 
1. Double click on the downloaded file from AltaPoint. The setup program should begin to run 

automatically. If it does not, run Setup.exe from the start menu. 
2. Follow the instructions displayed on your screen. 
 

Multi-User Installation of AltaPoint 
If you have purchased a multi-user license of the AltaPoint system, follow these simple 
installation instructions: 
 

1. Double click on the downloaded file from AltaPoint. The setup program should begin to run 
automatically. If it does not, run Setup.exe from the start menu. 

2. The installation program will create a program shortcut titled AltaPoint on your Windows 
desktop. 

3. With your mouse, right-click on the AltaPoint icon. 

4. Select Properties. 

5. From the AltaPoint Properties dialog, select the Shortcut tab. 

6. Verify that the Target field contains the location that you installed AltaPoint ON THIS 
MACHINE. For example, C:\ALTA. 

7. Change the Start In field, on the workstation(s) only, to identify the location on your network 
server where the AltaPoint data files will reside. For example, F:\ALTA where F: is a shared 
drive located on your network server. This drive should be available to all AltaPoint users on 
your network. Note that the use of the F: drive here is for illustration purposes only and may 
be different on your network. Contact your network administrator for the appropriate server 
designation on your network. 
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Client-Server Installation of AltaPoint 
You will follow the same instructions as those given above for the Multi-User installation with 2 
important additions: 
 
1. You will have sent to you another software package that is the Client-Server database 

engine. This additional software is called “The Advantage Database” by Sybase Inc. This 
engine should only be installed on the machine you are using as the server. In other words, 
the database software should not be installed on any machine other than the main server 
where the active database(s) are accessed. This server can act as a workstation if you 
would like, or can act as a dedicated file server. 

 
2. You will need to modify the AltaPoint program icon on each machine so that the “Target” 

line includes the word “clientserver” at the end of the line. The “Target” line will look 
something like this:  “C:\Alta\AltaPoint.exe clientserver” 
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To make this change, right click on the AltaPoint program icon, select “Properties” then the 
“Shortcut” tab. You can then make the change to the “Target” line. 
 
**Each machine on the network will need this modification. 
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Obtaining Program Updates 
Program updates and bug fixes are available free of charge and may be downloaded from our 
website at any time for the version of AltaPoint you own. You can check for new updates by 
selecting Utilities -> Display Version -> then selecting the “Updates” button from the display 
version screen.  
  

 
 
You will be directed to AltaPoint’s website where you can download the latest update for your 
software. 
 
You can also find our website by typing www.altapoint.com from your Internet browser. To 
download the current update for your version of AltaPoint, go to www.altapoint.com/ and click 
the “Downloads” link. After agreeing to the licensing agreement, select the newest build of the 
version you own. 
 

 
Make a practice of periodically checking our website to make sure you are always running the 
current update version of AltaPoint. We recommend that you always make a backup of your 
data files prior to installing any update to your system.   
 
 
 

Obtaining Support from AltaPoint 
 

NOTE:  
Make sure you only download and install the version that you own. For 

example, if you own version 12 of AltaPoint, do not download the version 16 
update. If you install the wrong version number update you will likely damage 
your data files.  

 

AltaPoint Software-As-A-Service (SaaS) subscribers may continue to 
update to the latest version, regardless of version changes, though a new 
Serial Number and Activation Key may need to be obtained. 

 

To check which version you are currently running, open AltaPoint, 
select Utilities, then select Display Version. 

 

http://www.altapoint.com/
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Note: The AltaPoint technical support policy is subject to change at any time. For our current 
technical support policy check our website. 

Contacting Support 

AltaPoint’s technical support hours of operation are from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Mountain 
Standard Time. 
 

● Phone: (888)258-2552 

● E-mail: support@altapoint.com 

● Website: http://www.altapoint.com/ 

● Fax: (801)569-9370 

Basic Technical Support 

The scope of service provided by AltaPoint’s basic technical support includes: explanation and 
training of the software’s features and usage and basic software troubleshooting. The service 
does not include hardware troubleshooting or support, network troubleshooting or support, 
forms or report creation, data manipulation, or data corruption issues. The support line is also 
not designed as a training option. Our support staff works hard to answer your questions related 
to the usage of the software. 
 
For technical support pricing call us at (888)258-2552, or visit our website at www.altapoint.com.                                       

Custom Reports & Forms 

An unlimited number of custom reports and forms can be designed by the user, free of charge. 
AltaPoint will design custom reports for users, though a fee will apply. Contact us for more 
information and pricing. 

Data Corruption 

AltaPoint software comes equipped with an advanced utility to rebuild the system’s data files in 
the event of data damage. Data damage can occur for a number of reasons including: improper 
program shut down, improper windows shut down, electrical power failure, static electricity, and 
other hardware related problems. In a situation involving data-corruption, it is always best to 
restore your data from a recent backup. If you do not have a recent backup, AltaPoint can 
attempt to repair your data files, but data repair cannot be guaranteed. AltaPoint will provide its 
best efforts to return to you the data in working order and with all records that could be 
salvaged. 

mailto:support@altapoint.com
http://altapoint.com/customers/support-services/
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General Program Notes & Tips 

Backing Up Your Data 

This has been mentioned before, but is worth repeating. There is no advice this manual 
can offer that is more important than the following:   

 
Make frequent backups of your data files. We strongly recommend that you back up 
your data files each day. We also strongly recommend that you cycle the media that you 
use for your backups. (Maintain a different disk for each day of the week. Maintain an 
extra disk for each month end.) By cycling the media you use in this manner, you lessen 
the risk that you will inadvertently copy a damaged set of data over your only good 
backup. 

Starting the Program / Logging in 

Double-click on the AltaPoint program Icon to enter the system. You will be asked to 
enter an Employee Code and a Password (if established), with an option to enter a 
Location, a Room, or use an Emergency logon. The employee Code must be entered 
and does not have a lookup by design. Only the Employee Code and Password are 
mandatory. 
 
New Employees must be created in the Employee file from within the program. Likewise, 
new Locations must be created in the Address File from within the program. New Rooms 
can be created from the Room lookup on the Logon Form. Some codes can be looked 
up by selecting the magnifying glass icon or press the “F5” key on your keyboard for the 
desired field.  The employee login is not a password, although the system does have a 
password protection feature, which can be accessed from the HIPAA menu. The 
employee code makes it easier for you to work in the system. The Logon Form is 
illustrated below: 
 

 
 
The Location and Room is remembered as a default for a given computer. Simply enter 
or select the location and/or room prior to clicking OK to set the default for this machine. 
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Emergency Logon 

See “Emergency Access” in the Passwords section of this documentation for more 
information. 
 
 
NOTE: 

The first time you start the program after installation you will see the following 
“No data found” message: 
 

 
 
Click the OK button to create new data files, or select one of the convert radio 
buttons to convert an existing set of data.   
 

NOTE: 
If you are on a multi-user program (more than one computer) and get this 
message after the first time you enter the program, it means that the current 
machine is not finding the path to the data files on the server machine. This is a 
network mapping problem and should be fixed by the person who established the 
network for you. Oftentimes rebooting the network will re-establish these links to 
the network drives so that each machine can see the data files properly. 

Temporary Log Off 

You have the ability to log off of the program without exiting AltaPoint. This feature is 
very helpful in controlling who has access to and can see the data in your program. 
HIPAA guidelines mandate that you control who sees the patient information in your 
practice. This feature helps you comply with that requirement.   
 
To temporarily log off from the program, select the “Log off” option from the File menu 
item or press the  icon on the main toolbar. This will temporarily log you off the program. 
Generally you will want to use this in conjunction with the software’s Password feature 
so that when you log back in the correct password is required to regain access to the 
system. 
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Main Program Icon Toolbar 

  
 
Pass your mouse over any icon to see a description of that particular icon. Each of the 
functions associated with an icon can be accessed through the menu options as well. 
You can choose between four different icon sets. To view or select a new icon set, select 
the “System Preferences” option from the File menu. 

Lookup Icon  & the “F5” Key 

Many places throughout the system allow the ability to lookup codes when entering a 
specific patient, billing code, provider, etc. In most instances, you will see the 
“magnifying glass” icon, which gives you the ability to lookup the specific code. You can 
either click on the icon or press the “F5” key on your keyboard to perform the lookup. 

Moving from Field to Field 

Your program comes with a feature that allows you to move from field to field within a 
screen by using the “Enter” key on your keyboard. You can also have the system use 
the “Tab” key, which is the Windows standard. It doesn’t matter which method you use, 
the results will be the same. To choose between the “Enter” and “Tab” keys, select the 
“Options” tab from the Practice Information screen from the File menu. Place a check 
mark in the “Use Enter Key for Next Field” box to use the Enter key. (If this box is 
checked, you will be able to use both keys.) 

Auto Fill 

Your AltaPoint program comes with an advanced auto fill feature. Whenever you are 
typing data in most fields that have a lookup icon  , the auto-fill feature will begin to show 
you the closest match to your inputted characters. If the correct entry does not 
immediately appear, press the “F5” key on your keyboard to display a list from which you 
can select the correct record. An example is shown below: 

 
Notice that you have the ability to press the Enter key to select the input or to press the 
“F5” key to narrow your search from a list. This feature will save you valuable time. 

Date Spin 

In most date fields throughout the program you have the ability to advance the date 
forward or backward by pressing the “+” or “-“ key on your keyboard. If a date field is 
blank, pressing the “+” or “-“ key will input the current system date. 

Convention for Setting up Codes 

The AltaPoint software uses a system of codes. Each patient, contact, insurance 
company, billing procedure, and provider is identified by a unique code. These codes 
can be up to 20 characters in length using any combination of letters and numbers. The 
software can sort these alphabetically and numerically. As a recommended option, you 
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can have the system automatically generate alphanumeric codes for your patients and 
contacts. This option is defaulted. To turn off the automatic generation of alpha-numeric 
codes, select the Options tab of the Practice Information screen from the File menu. You 
will see check boxes for enabling and disabling the auto-number features. The auto-
numbered fields will be a combination of the patient or contacts last name and a numeric 
value. For example: SMIT000001 
 
For entering new codes for non auto-numbered fields it is important to note that having 
alpha-numeric codes in the system will make it unable to change to numeric only, 
despite unchecking the auto creation check box. Also, the system reads these codes 
from left to right. This is important because numbers will display strangely if care is not 
taken to plan your numeric codes. 
 
Example: If you begin entering codes with the number 1 and go on sequentially, you will 
see a strange result when you reach 10. The number 10 will display in the list after 1 and 
before 2. Again, this is because the system reads the code from left to right.  

1 
10 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
etc. 

 
To avoid this you should use zeros as place holders if you use numeric codes. For 
example: 

00001 
00002 
00003  
00004 
00005 
00006 
00007 
00008 
00009 
00010 
00011 
etc. 

 

Shortcut – Keys 

There are a number of shortcut keys setup in the program for your convenience. These 
shortcut keys will take you directly to certain functions in the software without having to 
work through any menus. The Shortcuts are generally a series of keystrokes. These 
Shortcut Keys are listed below for your convenience. (They are also listed throughout 
the program next to their respective menu items.) 
 

KEYSTROKES FEATURE 
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Ctrl + A Appointments 

Ctrl + B Billing Code File 

Ctrl + C Copy 

Ctrl + D Diagnosis Code File 

Ctrl + E Providers and Employees File 

Ctrl + F Print Insurance Claims Screen 

Ctrl + G Guarantor File 

Ctrl + I Insurance File 

Ctrl + K Task File 

Ctrl + M Medical Records Screen 

Ctrl + O Open Practice File 

Ctrl + P Patient File 

Ctrl + R Address File 

Ctrl + S Print Statements Screen 

Ctrl + T Transaction Entry Screen 

Ctrl + U Unbilled Visits Screen 

Ctrl + V Paste 

Ctrl + X Cut 

Ctrl + Y Batch Payments Screen 

 

Alt Keys  

Many menus, buttons, and tabs have a caption with an underscored letter. For example: 
File. This means you can select the “File” option by holding down the “Alt” key on your 
keyboard while pressing the “F” key. Most menu options have a similar key that can be 
used as an alternative to using your mouse. 
 

Default System Date 
The default system date is a very useful tool when you are entering information for a 
past date. When asked for a transaction date, the system will default to the current 
system date. This can be inconvenient when you are trying to enter a significant number 
of transactions from a prior date. You can set the Default System Date to the prior date 
you need so that each new item entered defaults to the prior date rather than the current 
system date of the computer. To do this, select the “Default System Date” option from 
the File menu. 

 
Your AltaPoint software offers some options for configuring the look of the program. You 
can modify these settings by selecting “Systems Preferences...” from the File menu on 
the main form. The AltaPoint Preferences form will be displayed. 

 

 

Select Data Grid Colors 

Select the way you would like your Data Grids to appear and whether or not you would 
like to use a custom color. Your options are Standard (shown above,) Color Without 
Lines, and Color With Lines. You can also define the color you would like. A Sample 
screen showing Color With Lines is illustrated below: 
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Screen Font 

Select the lookup icon to identify the font that you would like menus and screen prompts 
to appear in. The default font is MS Sans Serif, 8 point. 
 
 
 

Tutorial 

Welcome! 

Thank you for your interest in AltaPoint Practice Management. We believe AltaPoint to be one 
of the finest Medical software packages available. This introductory tutorial will help you become 
familiar with the basic workings of the system. We wish you success with your practice and with 
our software. 
 

Overview 

The AltaPoint Practice Management software program centers around the main activities of 
entering patient information, patient & insurance billing, patient reminders, and appointment 
scheduling. This tutorial is designed to give a general overview of some of the basic workings of 
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AltaPoint. Additional detail about other system functions can be found in the product’s 
documentation. 
 
In the following sections we will talk about the main functions, giving examples where practical. 
 

Starting the Program 

Start the program by double-clicking the AltaPoint icon on your desktop. You will be asked to 
enter an Employee Code. Due to HIPAA and legal requirements, there is no lookup (magnifying 
glass) icon or “F5” key search option that would allow for the selection of an employee code 
from a list of employees already in the system. The employee login is not a password. The 
system does have a password protection feature, which can be set up or changed from within 
the HIPAA menu. 
 

Navigating Throughout the System 

⮚ Alt Keys – Many menus, buttons and tabs have a caption with an underscored letter. For 
example: File. This means you can select the “File” option by holding down the “Alt” key on 
your keyboard while pressing the “F” key. Many menu options have a similar key that can be 
used as an alternative to using your mouse. 

 

⮚ Enter, Tab Key, and Shift-Tab – Most windows programs use the Tab key to move 
between fields. Your AltaPoint software allows you to use either the Tab key or the Enter 
key to move between the fields on a given record. (The Shift + Tab key will move you back a 
field.) By default, the program uses the Tab key. If you would like to use the Enter key, you 
must enable the option by going to the File menu, selecting the “Practice Information” 
option, clicking the Options tab, and placing a check mark in the “Use Enter Key for Next 
Field” check box. 

 

⮚ Function Keys – Throughout the system you can use the “F5” key on your keyboard 
any time you have the option to look-up a code. Otherwise you can click on the 
magnifying glass look-up icon next to the field. 

 

⮚ Mouse – You can click the left mouse button on any field or button in the system to help you 
navigate through the program’s screens. 

 

Flow of the Program  

The Patient file is the central information screen of the program. From the patient file you can 
enter patient information, enter new patient bills, apply payments to a bill, review and create 
new patient appointments and recall notices, print patient ledgers and insurance claims, as well 
as many other important functions. Generally speaking, the patient file is the best place to 
start when managing a patient’s account.   
 
Below is an illustration of the patient file. Notice the tabs along the top of the screen.  These 
tabs help you manage all of the import information for each patient. 
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Setting up the Practice 

Before you enter any patient information you will need to set up your practice. Go to File, 
Practice Information. The following screen will appear: 
 

 

Before you can use the program you will need to enter the Practice Name, Serial Number, and 
Activation Key. This information will need to be entered exactly as it appears on your invoice. 
Once these fields have been entered, you can fill out the rest of the information on this screen. 
You will want to make sure to enter the names of the Billing Contact and the Privacy Official.  
 
NOTE: More detailed information about the Practice Information screens can be found later in 
this manual under Practice Information. 
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Options tab 

 

You can select the Options tab with your mouse or by selecting [Alt+T].  The following screen 
will appear:

 
 

 
 

The program is defaulted to automatically create alphanumeric patient and contact codes when 
patient and address files are created (Example: SMIT000001). If you would like to use numeric 
codes, enter a numeric code when you create the first Patient or Address file (Ex. 0000001).  
 

Billing Service tab 

The Billing Service tab is reserved for billing services. In order to have multiple practices for 
which to perform billing services, you should have received the appropriate license under the 
name of your company. AltaPoint uses the Billing Service Name field to validate your license. It 
is therefore important to put it correctly in this box along with the correct serial number and 
activation key on the Practice tab. You may then enter the name of the practice for which you 
perform billing services in the Practice Name field on the Practice tab. If the Billing Service 
Name field is blank, the program looks in the practice name field to validate your license.  
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Electronic Claims tab 

 

Select the Electronic Claims tab. The following screen will appear: 

 
 

  
 
 

This is where you enter your Organization\Group NPI number, even if you will not be 
submitting claims electronically.  
If you are not sure if you have an Organization or Individual NPI number, you can search using 
that NPI number and it will reveal if that NPI number is Organizational or Individual.   
 
Website: 
https://NPIregistry.cms.hhs.gov 
 
 

Note: Do not enter an Individual NPI number here.  

https://npiregistry.cms.hhs.gov/
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System Connectivity 

  

 

System Connectivity is a central location for settings which connect AltaPoint to ancillary 
programs. There are four tabs: “e-Prescribe”, “Online Services”, “zPatient Settings”, and 
“Integration”. To access these settings, go to File -> “System Connectivity...”.  

e-Prescribe 

The settings here are for connecting the e-Prescribing system available using AltaPoint. 
For more information, see the “Electronic Prescription” section in this manual, or contact 
AltaPoint. Call 888-258-2552 or email sales@altapoint.com for pricing. 

Online Services (Pictured above) 

Set up direct connections to BillFlash, Apex EDI or Availity clearinghouses. Connection 
info will be available from the appropriate company or companies. 

mailto:sales@altapoint.com
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Setting up Providers and Employees 

Before setting up the patient file, create files for your providers and employees. To do this, 
select File, Providers and Employees. Select [New]. The following screen will appear: 

 
 
 
 

Each provider and employee MUST have an employee code. Manually enter this code first, then 
enter the provider or employee name. Title and Name will automatically show the name you 
entered. You will want to add any credentials in the Title and Name field, as the data in this field 
will appear on the claim forms and other documentation. 
 
Enter the rest of the information on the Main Info screen.  
 
NOTE: More detailed information about the Employee File can be found later in this manual 
under Employee File. 
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Setting Up Insurance Companies 

To create an insurance company file, select List, Insurance Companies. Select [New]. The 
following screen will appear: 

 
  
 
If you’ve selected Auto Number Addresses in the Practice Information file, you won’t need to 
enter a code in this screen – the program will do it for you. Enter the name of the insurance 
company along with the address.  
 
NOTE: More detailed information about the Insurance File can be found later in this manual 
under Address File. 
 
Some fields to be aware of, however, are the Insurance Type field and the fields on the Practice 
ID’s tab. The Accept Assignment checkbox should be checked if you are expecting the 
insurance payment. If it is unchecked, you are instructing the insurance company to send their 
payment to the patient.  
 
The Insurance Category field gives you the ability to group insurance companies together for 
billing and reporting functions. You can create these categories in any way you wish. When you 
create a new Insurance Category, the new category will show up in the list for future use.   
 
An excellent use of this feature is grouping certain insurance companies together for insurance 
form printing. You can group each of your commercial carriers together so that when you go to 
print a batch of insurance claims you can print only those that have a certain code. There may 
be many other reasons why you might want to give an insurance company a certain category 
code. 
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Entering Diagnosis Codes 

 
To access the Diagnosis Codes select Lists, Diagnosis Codes. The Diagnosis Code List can 
store all the diagnosis codes generally used by your practice. Once you enter a code in this list 
it will always be available to use in the Patient Billing portion of the program. The Diagnosis 
Codes search form will display: 

 

  
To enter the diagnosis codes select List, Diagnosis Codes and press [New] and the following 
screen will appear:  
 

 
You have the ability to view the items on your Short List. The Short List is designed to be a list 
of your most frequently used codes. This list will help you quickly find the code(s) you are 
looking for without wading through a potentially very long list. To add a code to the short list, 
mark the check box in the lower-right of the screen.  
 
Another search option is the Word Search. Pull up your list of diagnosis codes and set the “Sort 
by:” field to either description options (ICD-9 or ICD-10), which will add a “Word Search” field 
below the list of codes. Type in any part of a description into the Word Search field and the 
program will narrow the search to include any descriptions that have that portion of the word. In 
the following example the search word is “SAL”. The result is as follows: 
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Notice that the first descriptions listed have “SAL” as a part of their description. Searching the 
descriptions with the “Find” field will search alphabetically. 

 

Entering Billing Codes 

 
Access the Billing Code list by selecting Lists, Billing Codes. Billing Codes should be set up 
for all of the procedures that you perform in your practice. In addition to procedures, billing 
codes should also be set up for payments, inventory items, and any other code that 
would be entered on a patient’s bill. It is not necessary to enter every code in the beginning 
because the system will allow you to enter additional codes “on the fly” when entering patient 
bills. 
 
 
 
To enter the billing codes select List, Billing Codes and Press [New]. From here, you can set 
up the billing codes that will be used throughout the system. Notice the different tabs across the 
top of the screen. These options are available for each code, although not every tab will be 
relevant for each code. For example, if you were inputting an “office visit” code you would not 
need to enter any information in the “Inventory” tab, as an office visit is not a product. 
 
Enter the code for the new billing code, and then enter the Description in the Name field. Identify 
what type of code the new code will be by using the drop-down arrow at the end of the Code 
Type box. Select between code types: Procedure, Patient Charge, Lab, Patient Payment, 
Insurance Payment, Credit Adjustment, Write-Off, and Deductible. 
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The table below identifies what each code type is and how it should be used. 
 

CODE TYPE USE 

Procedure For all office procedures – Will Print On A Claim Form. 99% of 
your codes will likely be this type.  

Patient Charge For finance charges and other patient charges – WILL NOT PRINT 
ON A CLAIM FORM. 

Lab Used for internal lab ordering. 

Patient Payment For patient payment codes. 

Insurance Payment For insurance payment codes. 

Credit Adjustment For credit adjustment codes. This code type goes in as a positive, 
so if you want it to be a negative, enter it with a minus (-) sign. 

Write-Off For write-off codes. For use when writing off a portion of a patient’s 
balance. 

Deductible For calculating the deductible met/remaining. 

 
The Graphics Category field is optional but can be used to categorize groups of billing codes for 
graphing practice analysis data. View the Presentation Graphics section later in this manual for 
more information. 
 
The General Ledger field is also optional but can be filled out to correspond with a QuickBooks 
account. AltaPoint includes a utility that allows you to post the transaction activity in AltaPoint to 
QuickBooks, the popular bookkeeping software from Intuit, Inc. This feature provides a great 
benefit to QuickBooks users by eliminating the need to enter transaction activity in both 
programs. It is not necessary to purchase QuickBooks to use AltaPoint. The QuickBooks 
option is entirely optional. 
 
The Standard Fee is the ordinary fee your office would charge for this billing code. You should 
also enter the relevant CPT code for the procedure.  
 
NOTE: More detailed information about Billing Codes can be found later in this manual under 
Billing Codes. 
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Setting up Fee Schedules 

Select the “Fee Schedule” tab to enter fee schedules for the billing code. The screen appears as 
follows: 
 

 

You can create an unlimited number of fee schedules. You may have a fee schedule for each 
insurance company that you work with or you may choose to set up a fee schedule for several 
basic plan coverages. You can select which fee schedule a specific patient should use by 
entering the appropriate schedule in the patient’s file under the Billing tab. 
 
You can experiment with the other fields of the “Billing Codes” file to become familiar with how 
they work for each code. 
 
NOTE: More detailed information about Fee Schedules can be found later in this manual under 
Fee Schedules. 
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Entering a new Patient  

You can access the patient file by selecting the  icon, pressing [Ctrl + P], or by selecting List, 
Patients. 
 
When creating a new patient, there are several pieces of information that should be entered. An 
outline of the steps you should follow is listed below: 
 

Step 1 Begin entering basic information in the Patient file for the patient (Page 1 & Page 
2). 

Step 2 In the Responsible Party field, select the person responsible for payment of the 
statement. If the responsible party has not yet been entered in the system, enter 
that person in the Guarantor List (as a non-patient guarantor), or if the 
responsible person is a patient in the practice, enter that person in the Patient 
file. 

Step 3 Enter relevant billing & insurance information for the patient in the Billing tab. 
The insured code should be the person who carries the insurance for this patient. 

Step 4 Enter charges and payments for the patient from the Ledger tab. 

Step 5 Enter future appointments, reminders, or notes for the patient on the appropriate 
tabs. 

 
These steps are described in more detail below: 

 Step-by-Step Instructions – Patient File 

Step 1 - Enter basic information in the Patient file (Page 1 & Page 2). 
The patient file can be accessed by selecting the   icon on the menu bar or by selecting List, 
Patients. The screen below illustrates the first screen of the patient file. 

 
To enter a new patient, select the [New] button from the bottom of the screen. Each patient 
must be assigned a patient code. The patient code is the unique code that distinguishes each 
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patient from all others in the system. The system defaults to automatically assign consecutive 
numbers.  
 
You may also create your own patient codes. The patient code field will accept letters and/or 
numbers, up to 20 characters. To turn off the automatic generation of alpha-numeric codes, 
select the Options tab of the Practice Information screen from the File menu. You will see check 
boxes for enabling and disabling the auto-number features. For entering new codes for non 
auto-numbered fields it is important to note that having alpha-numeric codes in the system will 
make it unable to change to numeric only, despite unchecking the auto creation check box. Be 
aware that the system reads these codes from left to right. This is important because numbers 
will display strangely if care is not taken to plan your numeric codes. 
 

Enter the appropriate information for the patient on screens 1 and 2. 

 Patient File Checklist 

⮚ Select the patient file by pressing the   icon, pressing [Ctrl-P] or by selecting List, Patients.  

⮚ Press the [New] button or press [Alt-N] on your keyboard to add a new patient. 

⮚ Enter the new Patient Code or leave this field blank to let the system automatically assign 
an alphanumeric code based on the patient’s name. 

⮚ Press the “Tab” key on the keyboard to move to the next field. 

⮚ Enter the Patient’s name. 

⮚ Continue entering relevant information in each field moving between the fields by pressing 
the tab key on your keyboard or selecting with your mouse.  

 
NOTE:  In order to save a new patient’s file you must enter the patient’s last name, first 

name, sex and birth date. 
 
NOTE: Anytime you are required to look up a code in the system, you can either click on 

the lookup icon or press “F5” on your keyboard to get a list of the relevant codes 
from which to select. 
 

⮚ Select the “Patient Page 2” tab to continue entering the appropriate information for the 
patient.  

 

Step 2 - In the Responsible Party field, select the person responsible for payment 
of the patient statement. If the responsible party has not yet been entered 
into the system, enter that person in the Guarantor List (as a non-patient 
guarantor), or if the responsible person is a patient at the practice, enter 
that person in the Patient file. 

 
 
 
 
 
Select the lookup icon next to the Responsible Party. The Responsible Party screen appears as 
illustrated below: 
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The guarantor can be “Self”, “Another Patient”, or “Guarantor”. If the guarantor is Another 
Patient or a Guarantor, you must enter the code of that person in the code box, or create a new 
record from the lookup screen. You can access the lookup screen by pressing the lookup icon 
or by pressing “F5” on your keyboard.  
 
If the patient doesn’t already exist, you can select the [New] button to enter the new patient who 
is the responsible party.  
 
You can also use the lookup icon to select the appropriate guarantor. If the guarantor doesn’t 
already exist, you can select the [New] button to enter the new guarantor.  
 
NOTE: If you have already entered the patient’s address information in the new patient file 
before entering the above screen, that address information will be automatically entered on the 
new guarantor’s file (this information can be overwritten if not accurate). 
 
NOTE:  The program stores non-patient responsible parties (guarantors) in the Guarantor 
List so that the Patient File will only contain people who are actually patients of the 
practice.  
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You can access the Guarantor screen by pressing [Ctrl + G], or by selecting List, then 
Guarantors. The Guarantor screen is where you enter non-patient responsible parties. 
 

⮚ Enter the new code for the guarantor. This code can include numbers and/or letters. The 
program default enters this information for you automatically. If you want to enter the code 
manually, uncheck the box next to Auto Number Addresses in the Practice Information's 
Option screen. 

 

⮚ Enter the first and last name of the guarantor in the appropriate fields. Then include the 
address and telephone information. You can also include information such as Employer and 
Birth Date.  
 

⮚ Press [OK] to save the information. 

⮚  
 

Step 3 - Enter relevant billing & insurance information for the patient in the Billing 
Tab. 

 
From the Patient File, select the Billing tab. The screen appears as follows: 
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⮚ From this screen input the billing information for the patient. If “Bill Patient” is checked, a 

statement will be printed for the patient whether or not insurance has paid. If you leave it 
unchecked, you will manually need to check Bill Patient on a per bill basis once insurance 
has paid and you’re ready to bill the patient for the balance. Alternatively, you can set up 
your insurance payment billing code to “Bill patient after insurance has paid”. You can learn 
more about this in the Billing Code section of the manual. 
 

⮚ Enter the Fee Schedule that you want to assign to this patient. This is generally the primary 
insurance company’s fee schedule. (Fee schedules will be discussed more in the next 
section.) 

 

⮚ Indicate which signatures you have on file for the patient.  
 

⮚ Enter the appropriate information for the patient’s Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary 
insurance, if applicable. The insured code is the person who carries the insurance for this 
patient. 

 
NOTE:  These billing settings will be used on any new bill that is created. However, you 
can change these settings on the new bill if needed. (Bill/Invoice settings can be different 
from the current settings of the patient file.) 
 

⮚ Check the “Always Bill” check box if you want the insurance company billed (an insurance 
form printed). 

⮚ Check the “Accept Assignment” check box if you want the insurance company to send 
payment to your office.  
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Step 4 - Enter charges and payments for the patient from the Ledger tab. 
 
The patient file is a great place to start to view the current state of the patient’s account and to 
enter or edit charges and payments. To do this, select the Ledger tab from the Patient File. The 
screen will display as follows: 

 

 
 

To enter new charges or payments you can either enter them on an existing bill or you can start 
a new bill. Generally, you will want to start a new bill for a new series of services. To start a new 
bill, select the [New Bill] button at the right of the screen. This will take you to the Transaction 
Entry screen. The Transaction Entry screen is also available at any time by selecting the  icon 
or by selecting Activities, Transaction Entry. 
 
The following screen will appear: 
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If entering a charge for a procedure or payment, enter the Date, Provider, Billing Code, and 
Diagnosis Code for the work being done. The Amount should come up automatically based on 
the information put in the billing code file. You can do a lookup of the Provider code and the 
Billing Code by pressing the   icon when in the particular field. To enter a diagnosis code, 
choose the code with the lookup in the diagnosis field, press the [Line Detail] button at the 
bottom of the screen, or click in the Diagnosis box at the top of the screen. 

 
More detailed information can be found in the next section titled “Entering Transactions on a 
Bill.” 

 
If you are entering historical information or a balance forward amount, you can change the line 
item date to reflect the correct date when the charges were performed. 

 
NOTE:  You must enter a valid Date, Provider Code, and Billing Code for the 
system to allow you to save the record.  
 
NOTE:  The current line is automatically saved once you go through the end of the 
line to the line below. You can do this by “Tabbing” through to the end of the line 
or by pressing the down-arrow key on your keyboard to go to the line below. 
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Step 5 - Enter future appointments, reminders, or notes for the patient on the 
appropriate tabs. 

 

⮚ Select the “Appointments” tab to set up or view a list of the patient's appointments. 

⮚ Select the “Reminders” tab to set up or view a list of the patient's reminders. 

⮚ Select the “Notes” tab to enter any notes for the patient. 

⮚ Press the [OK] button at any time to save & exit the patient record.  
 

Entering Transactions on a Bill 

Once you have entered some of your patient demographic information and some basic billing 
codes, you can begin entering new bills for a given patient. Bills are entered through the 
“Transaction Entry” screen. 
 
The “Transaction Entry” Screen can be accessed from the   icon, selecting Activities -> 
Transaction Entry, or from the Ledger tab in the Patient file. 
 
The Transaction Entry form is where a practice spends much of its time while in the AltaPoint 
program. This is because all charges, payments, and procedures are entered in this screen.  
 
The billing function in AltaPoint Medical software is designed as an invoice style accounting 
system. This means that you will usually create a different bill for each patient visit. Each bill will 
create an independent insurance claim form. A patient can have an unlimited number of bills. 
Each bill is totaled separately and is combined to compute the patient’s total balance. 
Statements can be printed that reflect the balance of multiple visits for a given patient.  
 
To create a new bill, select either the   icon or select Activities, Transaction Entry. 
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Select the “magnifying glass” or press the “F5” key on your keyboard to look up the patient code 
for the patient you are creating the bill for. The Bill Number will be assigned once you get to the 
service date field (The bill number increments by 1 for each new bill). To move between the 
fields select the “Tab” key on you keyboard or click a box with your mouse.  
 
Today’s date will automatically appear in the “Date” box. This date can be changed if needed. 
Anytime the system asks for a date, you can advance the date by one day by pressing the “+” 
key.  The “-“ key can be used to go to the previous day. If a date field is blank, you can press 
the “+” or the “-“ key to enter the current date. 
 
Press the tab key again to move to the provider box. Enter the provider code for the provider 
responsible for the billing (or the supervising physician). 
 
Press the tab key one more time or click your mouse in the white grid in the center of the 
screen. Now you can enter the date of the transaction, the provider who performed the service, 
and the billing code that was administered. If a fee schedule has been input for the patient, an 
amount will automatically appear in the “Amount” field. The amount can be manually changed if 
you choose. Note also that there is a “Units” box that indicates the quantity of the billing code 
entered.  
 
NOTE: Remember that anytime you need to look up a code of any sort you can press “F5” on 
your keyboard or select the lookup icon in the current field. To move between lines in the 
Transaction Entry form you can press the up or down arrows on your keyboard, or press the 
“Tab” key at the end of a line. 
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Entering Payments 

You can enter patient or insurance payments the same way you enter transactions as discussed 
in the previous section. You will want to enter payments on existing bills. One easy way to 
identify the patient’s bills is to select the Ledger tab from the patient’s file. 
 

 
To go directly into a bill, highlight the bill in the ledger then press the [Edit Item] button at the 
bottom of the screen. This will take you directly to the Transaction Entry screen. 
 

 
 

At this point you can either enter a non-specific payment to the entire bill or you can pay a 
specific line item. 
 
To enter a non line-item-specific payment to the bill, press the down arrow on your keyboard 
until you get to a new line in the bill, then enter a new transaction line using a payment Billing 
Code, rather than a procedure Billing Code. (You must first create the payment billing code in 
the system. To learn about creating new billing codes, see the section about billing codes earlier 
in this tutorial.)   
 
 
 
 
 
To pay a specific line item in the bill (generally for insurance payments), select the Pay Item 
button at the bottom of the screen. The following screen will display: 
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From this screen you can enter the amount of the payment, the patient or insurance payment 
code, payment and patient aging dates, and any notes (like check number, etc.). After you have 
pressed the [OK] button the record is saved. 
 
You may also wish to enter payments in a batch mode rather than individually. To learn how to 
use the Batch Payment feature of your software, see the section titled “Batch Payments” later in 
this manual. 
 

 

Printing an Insurance Form 

 
You can print Insurance forms in one of two ways.  

1. You can print an insurance claim individually from the Transaction Entry screen.  

2. You can print forms in a batch of several claims. 
 
To print a claim from the Transaction Entry screen, bring up the bill you want to print, click the 
“Process...” button at the bottom of the screen, and select “Print Insurance”. 
 
 
 
 
Select “Print Insurance” from the list and you will see the following screen: 
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Select the claim form you would like to use. While you can select whether the claim type will be 
Medical Paper or Medical Electronic, AltaPoint will generally determine the type automatically by 
the claim's form details. You can indicate whether to include insurance or patient payments on 
the claim form and if you would like the claim to print on plain paper or a preprinted form. The 
“Ranges to Print” tab has already been set to print only the claim for the specific bill. 

For paper claims, you can preview the claim form or you can print the claim directly by pressing 
the “Preview Claims” button. If you need to change any billing information for this claim or for 
the patient, you can make those changes through the Patient File, from the “Billing” button at the 
bottom of the Transaction Entry screen, or by clicking in the “Bill To” box at the top of the 
Transaction Entry screen. 
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Processing Electronic Claims 

 
Choose the form you would like to use as well, as any other options, then press Preview. (The 
claim type will generally be defaulted based on the claim form you use.) A screen will appear as 
follows:  

 
 
The File Name field tells you where the file will be saved, as well as the file name. You can 
change it at this point if you’d like. You can also assign the number of lines per page that your 
clearinghouse requires. Once the settings are correct, press [OK].  

 

AltaPoint will create an electronic file that you will send to your clearinghouse. For electronic 
versions of the paper claims: If this is not the first time you’ve created a claim with this file name, 
the following message will appear: 

 

 

If you have already sent the previous file to your clearinghouse, choose [Replace]. If you have 
not yet sent the file to your clearinghouse you will want to press [Add to] so that your new claim 
will be added to the existing batch. You can continue to add to the batch until it has been sent to 
the clearinghouse. 
 
NOTE: ANSI files will automatically replace the file without the option to “Add to”. Please 
be sure to send your claim or use a different file name so as to not write over unsent 
claims. 

 

When the claim(s) are finished processing, you will see the following: 

 
 

Press [OK] to finish the operation. 

 

 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: A claim will only print if it is “pending.” To check if a claim is 
pending, press the [Billing] button or check the “Show Bill Detail” box on the Transaction 
Entry screen. The following screen will display: 
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A bill is only pending if: 

⮚ The Bill Insurance checkbox is checked and the Date Last Billed box is blank 
and the Status is “pending.” 

              OR 

⮚ The Bill Insurance checkbox is checked, the Date Last Billed box has a date 
and the Resubmit Claim check box is checked. 

 
Also make sure you have a valid insurance company listed for the claim you are 
trying to print. 

Printing a Batch of Insurance claims 

 
To print a batch of Insurance claims select Activities, Print Insurance Claims. You will see the 
same option screen as shown earlier. Select the “Ranges to Print” tab to indicate the ranges of 
claims to print. If you leave all the ranges blank, the system will assume you want all pending 
claims to print that meet the criteria set in the ranges. 
 

Creating Patient Statements 

There are two ways to create statements. The first method will create a statement from a 
specific bill. To do this, go into the transaction entry for that bill. “Press Process...”, “Print 
Statement”. 
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The second method is for all patients who meet the criteria you set up. To create statements for 
multiple patients, go to Activities, Billing & Collections, Print Statements, or press [Ctrl + S].   
 
 
For either method, the following screen will appear: 
 

 
Select the statement form you would like to use. Fill in the other fields as desired. (More 
information on printing statements can be found later in this manual under “Statements.”)  
 
If you would like to preview the statement(s) prior to printing, Press [Preview]. There are options 
for printing, creating a PDF, or using Email or E-Fax (if AltaPoint settings allow) to create the 
statement for your patients. 
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Creating Reminders (Patient Recall) 

 
There are two ways to generate reminders. You can have the system create an automatic 
reminder for you based on the use of a specific billing code or you can manually create 
individual reminders.  
 
Generating reminders in your system is a two-step process. First, you must create the reminder 
in the program, then you print or email the reminder(s). Generally, you will want to print a batch 
of reminders for a specific range of dates.  
 
To have the system generate an automatic reminder when a specific billing code is used, select 
Lists, Billing Codes, then select the billing code for which you want to create the reminder. 
Once selected, press the “Reminders” tab to view the following information:  
 

 

You must click on the box next to “Generate Reminder” to activate the reminder. Then select 
“Reminder Only” as the reminder type. (The other options relate to AltaPoint system alerts.) You 
have the ability to enter a follow-up procedure. If a follow-up procedure is entered, the patient 
will receive a reminder for the follow-up procedure, not the code that the reminder was created 
in.  

Next, enter the period of time before the patient needs to be recalled in the “Recall After” field 
and indicate whether the unit is in days, weeks, months, or years. For example, if you wanted to 
see a patient 3 months after having performed this procedure you would put a 3 in the “Recall 
After” field, then select “Months” from the menu. Press [OK] to save. 
 
The next time the code is used, a reminder will be generated in the reminder screen of the 
patient file for the Procedure or (if entered) the Follow-up Procedure. The following screen 
illustrates the reminders on file in the patient file: 
 

  
The reminder file can be accessed by clicking on the   icon, by selecting Activities, Reminders, 
or by selecting the Reminders tab from the Patient file. From these screens, a manual reminder 
can be created when the [New] button is selected. 
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Once a reminder has been created it can be printed by selecting Reports, Print Custom 
Reports. The screen that appears will ask you for a report code. Click on the lookup icon or 
press “F5” on your keyboard to select a “reminders” report. The system comes with two 
reminder templates that you can use or modify. The “POSTCARD” report is designed to print a 
4”x 6” postcard. The “LETTER2” report will produce an 8.5” x 11” reminder letter. You can also 
produce a Reminder list to view all pending reminders by printing the “RECALL” custom report. 
 
Select the “LETTER2” report code from the list and select [OK].  The following screen will be 
displayed: 
 

 
 
You can enter filters to select which records will print. In the above example, only the reminders 
that fall in the month of November 2015 will be printed. You could print reminder postcards 
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similarly by using the “POSTCARD” report instead. You can print reminders anytime for virtually 
any range of dates. 
 
You can also send reminders via e-mail. To learn how to do this, please see the section titled 
“Sending Reminders via E-mail” later in this manual. 
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Creating Appointments 

Use the Scheduler form to enter and track all your appointments and tasks. To access this form, 
select the  icon, select Activities, Appointments, or press [Shift + Ctrl + A].  
  

 
You can maintain a detailed calendar for each doctor and practice employee. 
 
NOTE: More detailed information about the scheduler is available later in this manual under 
“Scheduler”.  
 
NOTE:  There are many, many more features available in AltaPoint that are discussed in 
detail in this AltaPoint reference manual. We hope that this brief introductory tutorial has 
given you a feel for the power and ease of AltaPoint Medical. 
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Electronic Medical Records Tutorial 

Overview 

The AltaPoint Electronic Medical Records software assists you in maintaining information for the 
following activities: the patient’s visit (including taking a medical history), administering 
immunizations, tracking allergies, creating prescriptions, and printing encounter forms. 
 
In the following tutorial we will discuss the main functions listed above, giving examples where 
practical. 
 
NOTE: Before you can use the Electronic Medical Records interface, you have to set up the 
following: 
 

● Practice Information – specifically the Practice Name, Serial Number, and Activation Key 

● Provider file – at least one provider must be set up 

● Patient file – a patient must have a file created before he or she can be checked in to the 
EMR 

● Diagnosis Codes – this is to allow you to assign diagnosis codes to the visit 

● Billing Codes – this is to allow you to assign billing codes to the visit 
 
Other sections of this manual explain each of the above actions. 
 

Checking the Patient In 

There are two ways to check a patient into the Electronic Medical Records.  
 

1. Through the Patient File 
2. Through the Medical Records screen 

 
If you prefer to check a patient in through the patient’s file, go to List, Patients, find the patient 
you would like to check in and press [OK]. Go to the “Check In/Out” tab. You will see the 
following:   
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From this screen you can enter in details about the new visit. 
 
The patient can be added to the Check In List by filling out the information on this tab and 
pressing the [Check In] button (unless the patient has already been checked in). This window 
allows the user to enter information for the current visit, view last visit information, record the 
chief complaint of the patient, and enter the Co-Pay assignment information.  
 
The [Check Out] button can be used to check the patient out. Once a patient has been checked 
in and checked out, that visit will then be added to the records in the Past Visits list.  
 
NOTE: Prior to checking out a patient, please review the medical record. The visit details will be 
locked 24 hours after a patient has been checked out. Once the record is locked, the only way 
to “correct” an error or omission is to append a note to the visit. 
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If you prefer to check a patient in through the Medical Records screen, click on the  icon or 
select Activities, Medical Records. You will see the following:  

 
Press the [New Check In] option on the left side of the screen. This will bring up the following: 
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1. Select a patient by clicking on the lookup icon and choosing a patient from the list, or 
begin typing the patient code and press Enter when the program shows you the right 
name, like so: 

 
 
 

2. Enter a chief complaint. You may click on the lookup icon to bring up a choice of words 
or you may type in your own text. 

 
3. Select a Visit Type, or create a new one, by clicking on the lookup icon. You may create 

as many visit type codes as you’d like. 
 

4. The current date and time will automatically be entered, but may be altered if needed. 
Choose the responsible provider by either clicking on the lookup icon and choosing the 
provider from the list, or by typing the provider code. 

 
5. You may assign the patient to a room. Click on the lookup icon next to Room. You have 

the ability to create as many room codes as you need. 
 

6. If the patient is under eighteen years of age, click the lookup icon to choose who has 
accompanied this patient to the appointment. You will see the following: 

 
  

 
Select the person who accompanied the patient. If the person is not listed, press Add and 
enter the appropriate information. Press OK. 
 

      7. Press OK. The patient is now checked in. 
 

Recording Vital Signs 

Once the patient has been checked in, press the Current Visit button. You will see the 
following: 
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Enter the patient’s height, weight, temperature, pulse, blood pressure, etc. Press OK when you 
are finished, which will save the information to the patient’s current visit record. 
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Recording the Medical History 

Press the Medical History button. You will see the following: 

 
Depending on the age of the patient, one of three medical history screens will automatically 
display. In the above example the medical history is for an adult. Press the “Through 5 Years” 
button or the “6 to 18 Years” button to enter medical history for those ages, if appropriate. 
 
On the right-hand side of the screen, select either Yes or No for each item listed. If Yes is 
selected, you can press the lookup icon and enter further information. For example, if you mark 
Yes next to Surgery, then press the lookup icon, you will see the following: 
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Enter the diagnosis associated with the surgery, the dates of onset and resolution, as well as 
any notes. Press [OK] and you will be back on the Medical History screen. 
 
 
Family History and Social History 

Press the Family History or Social History button to record further medical history for the patient 
whose history you are recording.   

 
In the above example, we show the Family History exam. Click on a word in the upper left pane, 
then click on [None] if there is no family history of the selected disease. If there is a family 
history of the disease, click on the family member affected. Do this for each item. You may also 
press the [All Normal] button if there is no family history of any of the diseases.  
 
The Social History screen would be similar, but a different word list is used, which can be 
customized by going to Exam Word Lists under the List menu. 
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Recording Allergies 

Press the [Allergies] button for the patient whose information you are recording. You will see the 
following: 

 
Press “New” if you would like to add a new allergy. In the Diagnosis column you may enter the 
appropriate diagnosis code. Tab to the next field and AltaPoint will automatically enter the 
diagnosis description. Enter the Date of Onset and the Date Resolved, if applicable. If you mark 
this allergy as Critical, the word (ALERT!) will appear next to the Allergies button when this 
patient is selected. Any allergies marked as critical will also appear in the Immunization screen. 
 

Recording Immunizations 

Press the Immunizations button to enter any immunizations given in the past or to administer 
new ones. You will see the following: 
 

 
 
For detailed instructions on how to use this screen, see the section later in this manual titled 
“Immunizations”. 

Entering Problems in the Problem List 

Press the [Problem List] button and you will see the following: 
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You can add as many problems as necessary. Press the [New] button to add a new line, or just 
tab down to the next line. Once you add a diagnosis code and tab over, the diagnosis 
description will automatically appear. Enter the Date of Onset. If the problem has been resolved, 
enter the Date Resolved. Mark this problem as Critical if necessary (when an item is marked 
“Critical” the button to the left will have include the note “(ALERT!).”) Press OK to save the 
record.  

Entering Medication Taken or Being Taken by the Patient 

Press the “Medication List” button to enter any medications the patient has taken or is currently 
taking. You will see the following: 
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Press “New” to enter a new prescription or to create a record on other medications the patient 
may be taking or have taken in the past. Unless you've signed up for--and are using--electronic 
prescriptions, you will see the following: 

 
 

● Select a Medication from the lookup list. 

● If you are dispensing the medication yourself, select the appropriate billing code from the 
lookup list. If they billing code is set up to do so, this will relieve your inventory. 

● Select the appropriate Formulation for the medication. 

● Select the appropriate dose, route, frequency, and dispensing information. 

● Enter the appropriate number of refills.  

● If this is a chronic medication, enter the start date in the upper right part of the screen.  

● Enter advice to the patient. This can print on both the prescription and the encounter 
form. 

Printing Prescriptions 

Once you’ve created a prescription, press the Print Rx button to print the prescription.  
 
If you would like to create a refill, follow the steps outlined below: 

● Go to the patient file, then to the Visits tab. 

● Click on a visit and press [Visit Detail] button. 

● Press the Medication List button. 

● Highlight the medication you want to refill and press Refill. 

● The medication screen shown above will display. Make any changes necessary and 
press Print Rx. 
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Accessing Past Visits 

 
To access past visits while in the EMR, press the Past Visits button. The following will appear: 

 
Select the visit you would like to see and press either [View Detail] or [Print Visit.] The [View 
Detail] button will take you to the detail of the past visit. [Print Visit] will allow you to print the 
encounter form for that visit. 
 
You can also access a similar screen from within the patient’s file. Bring up the patient’s file, 
then go to the Visit tab. You will see the following: 
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You can highlight a visit and press [Visit Detail] to view the visit detail as well as print the 
encounter form for a visit and view the detail from a note. 
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Creating Reminders 

You can create reminders from within the EMR. Select a patient from the Check In list, then 
press the Reminders button. You will see the following: 

 
To create a new reminder, press the New button. You will see the following: 

 
You can enter a procedure code, but it is not required if you enter a description. Press OK to 
save. 
 
NOTE: For more detailed information on how to create reminders and alerts, see the section 
titled “Reminders”. 
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Creating Date-Based Notes for the Patient 

You can create date-based notes from within the EMR. Select a patient from the check in list 
and press the Notes button to view the notes for that patient. Press the New Note button to 
create a new note. You will see the following: 

 
 
Type in your note, then enter a diagnosis code and assign a category. You can place a check 
mark next to “Add to Problem List”, “Add to Allergy List”, and “Mark as Critical”. 
 
NOTE: To get more detailed instructions on how to use this page, see the section titled “Notes”. 
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Finishing a Visit 

Once your visit is complete, you will want to assign diagnosis codes, billing codes, and sign and 
print the encounter form. To do this, highlight the patient in the check in list, press the Current 
Visit button, and then press Assessment, Plan and Billing. You will see the following: 

 
 
Enter any diagnosis codes and billing codes you would like to assign to the visit. or select the 
[Duplicate] button to copy the details of a previous bill. Press “Create Bill Now” or “Send Bill 
Later”. If you select neither, this visit will automatically go into the Unbilled Visits list, where you 
can create the bill sometime later. 
 
NOTE: For more detailed instructions on how to use this screen, see the section titled 
“Assessment, Plan, and Billing”. 
 
Press Sign Encounter Form and enter your PIN # (this is set up in the provider file). Press OK. 
 
To print the encounter form, press Print Encounter Form. You will see the following: 
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Place a checkmark next to the items you want included on the encounter form, then press either 
[Print] or [Preview] to create the encounter form.  You can also print the encounter form from the 
preview screen. 
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Checking a Patient Out 

To check a patient out of a visit, press the “Check-In List” button. 

 
 

Highlight the person you would like to check out and press “Check Out”. 
 
 

NOTE: Prior to checking out a patient, please review the medical record. The visit details 
will be locked 24 hours after a patient has been checked out. Once the record is locked, 
the only way to “correct” an error or omission is to append a note to the visit. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
There are many, many more features available in AltaPoint that 
are discussed in detail in this AltaPoint reference manual. We 
hope that these brief introductory tutorials have given you a feel 
for the power and ease of AltaPoint EMR. 
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Passwords 
Your AltaPoint software has a password protection feature. The password feature allows your 
practice to have distinct levels of security for each employee and provider.  

 
To set these password levels go to the “Passwords and Security” option under the “HIPAA” 
menu. The following screen will display: 

 
Select the Employee or user for which you will be creating or changing the password settings.  
You will see the following screen: 
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Employee 

You must first select the Employee (or provider) that you wish to set up password 
clearance for.   

Password 

Type in the password for this employee. The dots in the password fields are a mask 
only, hiding the length of a password (if any) used. 

Verify Password 

Verify (re-type) the password to ensure that the password was typed correctly. The dots 
in the password fields are a mask only, hiding the length of a password (if any) used. 

Default Provider 

You can indicate a default provider for the employee being entered. The program will 
automatically input this provider code any time a provider code is required, while this 
employee is logged in. (This field is optional. You can leave this field blank.) 

Office Role 

Electronic Prescribing Field:  The “Office Role” feature is designed to identify the role 
of an employee for the purposes of e-Prescribing. This feature is detailed later in the e-
Prescribing documentation. 
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Employee Audit Trail 

Check this box if you want an audit trail kept for this employee. The audit trail will track 
any edits or deletions made by this employee to transaction or appointment records. 
(You can print an audit log from the Reports menu.) 

Patient Access Trail 

When this check box is selected the system will keep a detailed log of the patient files 
accessed while this employee is logged in. (You can print an access log from the 
Reports menu.) 

Disable CDS (Clinical Decision Support) 

Clinical Decision Support attempts to ensure quality health care by offering suggestions 
based on a combination of observations with health knowledge to influence health 
choices by clinicians. 

Disable CDS References 

 
Next, check the check boxes for each item that you would like the employee to have access to 
when working in the program.  
 

[Give Full Access] 

The [Give Full Access] button is an easy way to select each item in every category at 
once. You can deselect any specific item thereafter. 

[Check All] 

The [Check All] button selects all items of the selected category. 

[Check None] 

The [Check None] button deselects all items of the selected category. 
 

 
NOTE: 

 
1. VERY IMPORTANT: At least 1 employee must have “Full Access” to the system. 

(AltaPoint recommends that two people maintain this level of access.)  Otherwise 
the password feature will not work. This is a safety feature so that you do not 
accidentally lock yourself out of the password maintenance feature indefinitely. 

 

 

 

Emergency Access 
The Emergency Access specification is designed to give more comprehensive access to a user 
who would otherwise only have limited access to EHR data in an emergency situation.  
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Steps to Granting Emergency Access: 

1. Create an employee with the code “EMERGENCY”. 

2. Select the features to be accessed by the EMERGENCY user under the HIPAA menu's 
“Passwords and Security”. (This could include giving full access.) 

3. Assign the EMERGENCY user a password. This password would then be used in the 
case of an emergency, as determined by the practice, to let a user access the program 
more fully.   

 
The AltaPoint logon screen is shown below for illustration: 
 

 
 
The employee would utilize his or her own Employee code, but would enter the password for the 
EMERGENCY user after pressing the “Emergency...” button. 

 
The password should be changed after the emergency to ensure data security. 
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Practice Information 
Enter your Practice's information by selecting Practice Information from the File menu. The 
following form will display. 

 

The following is a description of each field on the Practice Information form. 

Practice 

The practice tab includes basic demographics, as well as a fields to enter pertinent Serial 
Number and Activation Key information. It also includes fields that can be used to print 
information on statements. 

Practice Name 

 Enter up to 40 characters for practice name. The practice name will appear on most 
reports as well as patient statements. Your Activation Key is derived from your practice 
name as reported to AltaPoint Data Systems. If you enter your practice name differently 
than that furnished to AltaPoint, your Activation Key will not work. Please view your 
original invoice for your Serial Number and Activation Key. 

Address1, Address2 

 Each of the address fields allows up to 40 characters. 

City 

           Enter up to 20 characters for the city. 
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State 

 Enter 2 characters for the state or province. 

ZIP 

 Enter up to 20 characters for the ZIP or postal code. 

Phone 

 Enter the phone number with area code. 

Fax 

 Enter the fax number with area code. 

Email 

Enter an email address for the practice. This may be placed on statements for 
correspondence. 

Serial Number 

Enter the serial number as received from AltaPoint. 

Activation Key 

Enter the required activation key as received from AltaPoint. 

Billing Contact 

Enter your billing contact's name and the telephone extension in these fields at which 
this person can be reached. 

Privacy Official 

This person sees to privacy requirements for the office. This may be a doctor, office 
manager, or another associate assigned to the responsibilities related to HIPAA. 

Employer ID 

 Enter the employer Tax ID in this field. 

Sales Tax Rate 

Enter your local sales tax rate in the format of 99.999.  For example, you would enter 
6.250 for six and one quarter percent.   

Customer ID 

This is your AltaPoint Customer ID Number. This is important to know when contacting 
AltaPoint. 

Portal ID 

Portal ID is a unique number furnished to your practice when you sign up for the 
AltaPoint patient portal (zPatient). 
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Practice Type 

Choose your practice type in this field. Choosing your practice type will enable specific 
features depending on your specialty. Practice Type options are: Medical, 
Ophthalmologic/Optometric, Chiropractic, or Dental. 
 

Options Tab 

 

Log Off After ___ Minutes 

AltaPoint will automatically log off after the amount of time, in minutes, specified here. 
This feature is designed to help you in your HIPAA efforts. This option will go to a logon 
screen for the employee previously logged in after the designated number of minutes of 
inactivity.  

Local Area Code 

Enter the local area code for the practice. 

Schedule 

Specify the scheduling record locking options. Use the day or appointment options for 
appointment record locking. Appointment record locking prevents two people making 
changes at once. Generally you will want to use the “Lock Records by Appointment” 
option.  

Inventory Costing 

Indicate whether you would like the system to calculate inventory based on the Standard 
or Average cost. 

Credit Card Processor 

Specify your credit card processor. 

Credit Card Server 

Specify the credit card path used by your system. 

Merchant Number 

Enter your merchant number for your credit card system in this field. 

Path for Documents 

Specify the path and the folder where you would like the documents stored that are 
created from the Documents tab of the Patient file. 

Next Document Number 

Specify the next document number to be used when creating documents for patient 
records. 
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Default Lab Reviewer 

Select the provider who will be the default Lab Reviewer from the drop-down arrow. All 
unassigned lab results will be assigned to this provider and placed in his/her task list. 

Auto Number Patients 

With this box checked, the system automatically generates a sequential numeric code 
each time you create a new patient. 

Auto Number Addresses 

With this box checked, the system automatically generates a sequential numeric code 
each time you create a new address. 

Multiple Patient Windows 

This option will allow users to pull up the patient list window multiple times with different 
patient records. 

Multiple Billing Windows 

This option will allow users to pull up the billing window multiple times with different 
billing records. 

Use Enter Key for Next Field 

Use this option to enable the Enter key to move from field to field in addition to the Tab 
key. 

Disable Backup Reminders 

Check this option to disable backup reminders when users exit the system. 

Force US Zip Code Format 

Select this option if you want the program to force users to enter zip codes using a 
numeric format of XXXXX or XXXXX-XXXX. If this option is set, you will receive the 
following error when a zip code entered in a different format: 

 
Note: Using the Force US Zip Code Format option to enter zip codes can help your 
practice when sending Electronic Claims in the ANSI format. 

Use Primary Insurance Fee Schedule 

Mark this check box to have the program utilize the Insurance’s Primary fee schedule 
rather than the patient’s fee schedule. 
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Day Sheet Locking 

If this item is checked, billing items will only appear on the Day Sheet one time. Some 
users are used to billing systems that work this way. If you prefer to use this method but 
need to reprint items for a certain day you can simply print a Transaction Journal Report 
for that day. 

Improve Grid Performance 

Some grids in AltaPoint offers more functionality, such as the ability to sort the data by 
different columns, with the trade off of some speed. This check box disables the 
functionality. This is particularly helpful to larger practices. 

ICD-10 Diagnosis View 

Defaults views in the program, such as the Transaction Entry Journal, to ICD-10 codes.  

Default Insurances to ICD10 

Sets new insurances created to ICD10 codes for billing purposes. 

Custom Field Tabs 

Custom Fields are a powerful feature that let you customize the type of information you 
track for each patient, contact, employee, and bill. To create a custom field: 

1. Select the desired “Fields” tab (patient, contact, employee, or billing). 

2. In the column titled "Description," enter up to 20 characters to describe the custom 
field. The description entered here will appear with the custom field on the patient, 
contact, employee, or billing form. 

3. In the column titled "Data Type," select the type of data to be stored in the custom 
field. Valid selections are: Text, Number, or Date. If you are creating a field with a 
data type of Number, specify the number of decimal places to use in the column 
titled "Decimal Places." 

 
You can create up to 20 custom fields each for patients, contacts, employees, and 
billing. 
 
Example:  If you wanted to track the date that you started collection proceedings for any 
patient, you could create a custom field called “Collection Started” in the Description 
field. In the Data Type field you would select the “Date” type. After doing this, each 
patient would have a field called “Collection Started” in his or her patient file under the 
Custom Fields tab. The date field would be left blank until you filled in a date for that 
patient. 

Messages Tab (for Statements) 

 You can select the Messages tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+S] while in the 
Practice Information menu. The messages tab allows you to customize the standard 
message and any dunning messages you would like printed on patient statements. You 
can have different messages for accounts that are current, 30 Days Late, 60 Days Late, 
90 Days Late, and 120 Days Late. For more information about including dunning 
messages on patient statements see the section titled Patient Statements in this 
manual.  
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Graphics Tab 

You can create up to 20 different categories for graphing the procedures you perform.  
Sample categories could include, but are not limited to: Examinations, Laboratory, 
Procedures, Surgery, Anesthesia, Supplies, etc. See the section entitled “Presentation 
Graphics” in this manual for more information. 

Logo Tab 

You can enter a logo for your practice that will appear in statements and in some custom 
reports. 

 

 
To import a logo, the logo must first be scanned and converted to a Windows Bitmap 
(.bmp) file -- approximately 240 x 220 pixels in size. To include the Windows bitmap 
image on the practice information screen, select the Load Logo button. You will be 
prompted for the Windows bitmap file name. Select the appropriate file name and select 
OK to save or Cancel to exit. 
 

E-Mail Tab 

Enter your email and e-fax settings on this screen. When you send an email or e-fax 
through AltaPoint, the program will use these settings.  
NOTE: You must have an electronic fax provider to send e-faxes from AltaPoint. 

Electronic Claims Tab 

Enter the practice’s group electronic claims identification numbers. This information 
could include the Medicare ID, Medicaid ID, Custom ID numbers, Taxonomy Codes, and 
the practice’s NPI number. These items will be utilized in the ANSI claim-processing 
portion of the program. 

Billing Service Tab (For use of Billing Services only) 

**Licensing Note: AltaPoint allows you to open multiple practices; however, you 
are limited to the total number of users who can simultaneously enter all practice 
databases by the number of licenses you have purchased. For example, if you 
have a 2 user AltaPoint license and you have 3 different practice files (data sets), 
you can only have 2 concurrent logins for all the data sets. Both users could be in 
the same practice data set simultaneously, but the other practice files would not 
be accessible until one of the users closed out of the first data set. Additional user 
licenses can always be purchased by calling AltaPoint at (888) 258-2552. 
 
Enter billing service information into this tab. This will enable required fields to print on 
insurance claims and statements. (See section below entitled “Opening and Creating a 
Practice File.”) 
 
*For Activation Key purposes, enter your Registered Name in the Billing Service 
field. When entering the program, the software will validate the Serial Number and 
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Activation Key from this field when it is populated. This allows you to enter your 
customer’s practice information on the Practice tab. 

Opening and Creating a Practice File (Billing Services Only) 

If you are a billing service, your AltaPoint software will allow you to keep separate data files for 
each practice. In this way you can maintain distinct databases for each practice you serve.   
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:   

When you use the AltaPoint backup program to backup data files, you are only backing 
up the data files of the practice you are in at the time that you start the backup program. 
In other words you will need to back up each set of data separately. You may choose to 
use other backup methods if you wish. For more information about using the AltaPoint 
backup program, see the section entitled “AltaPoint Backup” in this manual. 

 
To create a new set of practice data, or to access an existing practice’s data, select the “Open 
Practice” option from the “File” menu.  You will see the following screen: 

  
This screen will list any valid data set that exists in the data folder you are currently in. From this 
screen you can either select an existing data set or create a new data set. 
 
If you are interested in creating a new data set for a fictitious Dr. Jones, press the New button. 

 

Enter the word “JONES” to create the new data files. Notice that in your Alta folder you will now 
have a folder named JONES. These are the data files for Dr. Jones’ practice. 
 
Now that the new, blank data files have been created, enter Dr. Jones’ practice information in 
the “Practice Information” file as discussed in the “Practice Information” section of this manual. 
The Activation Key and Serial Number must be entered to validate the new data files.   
 
Follow these steps to properly set validate the new data files. 
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1. Enter your billing service’s registered name (as issued by AltaPoint) in the Practice 
Information screen 

2. Enter the Serial Number and Activation Key as issued to your billing service. 

3. Press OK to save the Practice Information file. 

4. Open the Practice Information file again. 

5. Re-enter your billing service’s registered name in the “Billing Service” field of the 
Billing Service tab. 

6. Now you can return to the main Practice Information screen and enter the practice 
name and information for your billing service's customer. 

 
The following screen illustrates where you would enter your billing service name. 

 

You can create any number of distinct data sets for your clients. Once you have created a new 
set of data, as we have done for the example JONES practice above, you can open that data 
set by selecting the “Open Practice” option from the “File” menu and selecting the practice from 
the list. 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:   

This is worth repeating. When you use the AltaPoint backup program to backup data 
files, you are only backing up the data files of the practice you are currently in at 
the time that you start the backup program. In other words you will need to back up each 
set of data separately. Also, since the AltaPoint Backup program always uses the same 
name to for its backup file (AltaPointBackup.abz), you will need to use separate media 
or backup to different locations for each practice to prevent overwriting another 
practice’s backups. 
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You may choose to use other backup methods if you wish.  For more information about 
using the AltaPoint backup program, see the section entitled “AltaPoint Backup” in this 
manual. 

 
**Licensing Note: AltaPoint allows you to open multiple practices; however, you are 
limited to the total number of users who can simultaneously enter all practice databases 
by the number of licenses you have purchased. For example, if you have a 2 user 
AltaPoint license and you have 3 different practice files (data sets), you can only have 2 
concurrent logins for all the data sets. Both users could be in the same practice data set 
simultaneously but the other practice files would not be accessible until one of the users 
closed out of the first data set.  Additional user licenses can always be purchased by 
calling AltaPoint at (888) 258-2552. 
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Practice Spotlight 
AltaPoint’s Practice Spotlight is a great way to get a snapshot of your business. There are two 
ways to view the Practice Spotlight:  

1. Open the menu on the left-hand side using the “Open Menu” button.  Select the 
“Spotlight” option from the menu. 

2. Select “Practice Spotlight” from the “Spotlight” option on the main menu toolbar, followed 
by “Practice Spotlight”. 

  
The screen appears as shown below: 
 

 
 
Each field is a calculated SQL query. AltaPoint has included some basic queries for your use. 
You can modify these existing queries by selecting the [Modify] button or you can create new 
queries by selecting [Modify] then selecting the [Add Row] at the bottom of the Modify Query 
screen. 
 
Contact AltaPoint Support at (888) 258-2552 if you would like assistance creating new SQL 
queries. Additional charges may apply. 
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Activity Monitor 
Your AltaPoint Software comes with an Activity Monitor that helps you view where providers and 
employees are logged in within your practice. 
 
There are two ways to view the Practice Spotlight:  

1. Open the menu on the left-hand side using the “Open Menu” button. Select “Activity 
Monitor” from the menu. 

2. Select “Activity Monitor” from the “Spotlight” option on the main menu toolbar. 
 

 
 
When you select Activity Monitor you will see the following screen: 

 
This illustration shows three users logged into the system. You can see the Location and Room 
they are logged into. (You must specify these items when you log on in order to see them in the 
Activity Monitor.)   
 
The [Log User Off] button allows you to log off a specific user, if necessary. You must have 
security permissions in order to be able to log off another user. See Passwords and Security 
under the HIPAA menu item to learn more about setting security permissions. 
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Instant Messaging 
You can send an instant message to any other user who is logged in. This can be accomplished 
by pressing  on the main screen, or by going to the Activity Monitor, selecting the logged-in 
employee you want to send a message to, and clicking the [Instant Message] button to start a 
message session. The messaging screen is illustrated below: 

 
Select the recipient, then type the message in the bottom panel and select [Send]. The 
conversation is shown in the upper panel as seen below. Use the [Close] button to end the 
session. 
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The Employee File 
Use the employee file to store all of your provider & employee information. To access the 
employee file, select the Employee button  from the command window. Or choose Employees 
from the File menu. The following form will display after selecting the employee, or creating a 
new employee file.  
 
  
 
The following is a description of each field on the employee form. 

Employee Page 1 

You can select the Employee Page 1 tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+1]. 

Employee Code 

 Enter up to 20 alphanumeric characters (A-Z, 0-9) to uniquely identify the provider or 
employee in the system. 

First Name 

 Enter up to 30 characters for the employee's first name. 

Middle 

 Enter the employee's middle initial.  

Last Name 

 Enter up to 30 characters for the employee's last name. 

Credentials 

Enter the provider’s credentials in this field separated by commas. This field is used in 
AltaPoint’s e-Prescribe solution. There is also a pull-down option for this field. 

Title and Name 

Enter up to 30 characters for the employee's title. For providers, enter the full name with 
credentials. This field will be used to print on insurance forms and other reports. 

Address1, Address2 

 Enter up to 40 characters for the employee's address line 1 and address line 2. 

ZIP 

 Enter up to 20 characters for the employee's ZIP or postal code. 

City 

 Enter up to 20 characters for the employee's city. 

State 

 Enter up to 2 characters for the employee's state or province. 
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Work, Home, and Mobile Phone 

Enter the work, home, and mobile phone numbers with the area codes in the fields 
provided. There is also a place for a work extension number. 

Default Location 

Enter the location where this employee usually works (for offices that have more than 
one location). 

Patient Portal Access Check box 

Check this box if the employee/provider has access, and has subscribed with AltaPoint, 
to AltaPoint’s patient portal. 

Inactive 

Making an employee or provider inactive removes the former employee's access to 
AltaPoint. (This option is only available if there is not a schedule kept for the employee, 
which is on the “Schedule” tab of the Employee file.) 

Employee Page 2 

You can select the Employee Page 2 tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+2]. 

Birth Date 

 Enter the employee's birth date. 

SS# 

 Enter up to 9 characters for the employee's social security number. 

Tax ID 

Enter up to 20 characters for the employee's Tax ID number. 

License 

Enter up to 20 characters for the employee's license. 

DEA# 

 Enter the employee's DEA number. 

E-mail 

 Enter up to 60 characters for the employee's Internet E-mail address. 
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Electronic Signature... 

 Allows for importing a .bmp image of a signature to be used on forms. Also allows for a 
PIN to be created which will be required when the signature is used, such as signing visit 
notes in the EHR. 

 

Custom Fields 

 If you have defined any custom fields for your employees, these fields will also be 
displayed on this tab. For information on defining custom employee fields refer to the 
section titled Practice Information in this manual. 

Employee Notes 

You can select the employee Notes tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+E]. The options 
available from the Notes tab include: 
 
 
 

Print Notes. You are given the choice of printer and other printing options.  
 
 

Import from file. This feature allows you to import text from an external file. The 
external file must be either plain text or "Rich Text" (.rtf) format. Most word 
processors have the ability to Import/Export "Rich Text" documents. 

 
Export to a file. This feature allows you to export notes to an external file. The text 
is saved in a "Rich Text" (.rtf) format. Most word processors have the ability to 
Import/Export "Rich Text" documents. 
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Insurance ID’s 

Each Provider or employee can have an unlimited number of specific Insurance ID 
numbers. Press the New button on the bottom of the form to enter a new insurance ID. 
Note: These are legacy identifies and have largely been replaced by NPI numbers for 
claim submission.   
 

Insurance Company 

Select the Insurance Company by clicking on the lookup button at the end of the 
“Insurance Code” box or by typing the Insurance Code. You can enter a new Insurance 
company by pressing the New button on the right of the screen. 
 

Signature Required on Claims 

Select Yes and No to indicate whether or not a signature is required on the specific 
insurance company’s claims. 

 

Provider ID  

Enter up to 10 characters for the provider's ID number. This number will be used on 
insurance claims submitted to this particular company by this provider. 
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Electronic Billing 

The electronic billing tab contains fields needed for electronic claims submission. Some fields 
have been created but reserved for future use and are currently not used by the program.   
 

 

Electronic Provider ID 

This field is currently not used by the program. 

Provider Site ID 

This field is currently not used by the program. 

Professional Designation 

This field is currently not used by the program. 

Specialty Code 

Enter the Provider’s Taxonomy code in this field. Select the lookup icon to select from a 
list of taxonomy codes. Updated taxonomy codes may be found by searching on your 
individual NPI number here: https://npiregistry.cms.hhs.gov 

Specialty License 

This field is currently not used by the program. 

https://npiregistry.cms.hhs.gov/
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Provider Type 

This field is currently not used by the program. 

National Provider ID (NPI) 

Enter the provider's Individual NPI (National Provider ID) number in this field. 

CLIA 

Enter the Provider’s CLIA number in this field. 

Medicare Participating 

This field is currently not used by the program. 

Default Insurance ID’s 

The Default Insurance ID’s box allows you to enter the providers default legacy ID numbers for 
a number of common insurance types. These codes will be used in the absence of codes being 
entered at the insurance company file level. You can enter codes for the following Insurance 
types: 

Medicare 
UPIN-USIN ID 
Medicaid 
TRICARE/CHAMPUS 
Blue Shield 
Commercial 
Other 
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Word Lists tab (For EMR Use Only) 

In AltaPoint EMR you have the ability to have the system show you clinical data in two different 
ways, either the Traditional EMR view or the S.O.A.P. Note view. When the Traditional EMR 
check box is selected, specific word lists are associated with parts of the exam as shown below: 
 

 

Check the S.O.A.P. Note check box if you'd prefer. The Word Lists screen is displayed below: 

 

This option is selectable per provider so that different physicians may choose the method they 
prefer. 

Report Forms Tab 

The report forms tab allows a provider to identify the reports he or she would prefer to use for 
specific situations. These fields are optional. Select the reports you would like to use by default 
for the items listed on the screen below: 
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Schedule Tab 

The Schedule tab allows you to customize certain features of the schedule on a per provider 
basis. 

 

Maintain a Schedule for this Employee check box 

Place a check mark in this box if you want the program to create a schedule for this 
employee. Note that once a schedule has been created for an employee or provider, 
deselecting this check box will not delete the schedule. 

Default Schedule(s) 

The Default Schedule box allows the provider to identify which schedules he would like 
to see when the Pro Schedule or the legacy Group View Schedule is displayed. Select 
the [List Schedules...] button to select from the available schedules. This window can 
also be accessed when in the Group Scheduler view by selecting the  icon. 

Resources per Page / Group Column Width 

Depending on what you have selected in the “Default View” described below, you can 
either select how many schedules per page you want to view in the Pro-Schedule view, 
or you can define the width of each column when viewed within the Group View of the 
older (legacy) scheduler. The best way to work with this feature is simply to experiment 
with different values. 
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Default View 

This feature allows you to identify which schedule view you would like to see upon 
entering the Scheduler. Select between Pro Schedule; or the Day, Group, Week or 
Month views of the legacy scheduler.   
 

Navigating through the Employee File 

Select the appropriate button to move through the employee file: 

 

Finding an Employee 

Select Search to quickly find a specific employee. The employee lookup form will display. You 
can search by last name or employee code. 
 

Adding a New Employee 

To add a new employee, simply press the New button on the employee form. A blank record will 
be inserted into the file that can then be edited with the appropriate employee information. Press 
OK to save the new employee or Cancel to exit without saving the new employee. 
 

Deleting an Employee 

To delete an employee from the file select the Delete button from the employee form. Press OK 
to confirm that you wish to delete the employee. In order to delete an Employee from the 
system, however, all activity for that Employee must removed before the deletion will occur. This 
is a data integrity provision that ensures that orphan records are not created. If there are other 
activities (such as bills, visits, etc.), please use the Inactive check box on Employee Page 1 
instead. 
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Including a Employee Photo 

You can include a photo to be displayed as part of the employee file screen. There are two 
methods of including a photo into your AltaPoint software. The first method is to save a photo 
to your computer’s hard drive, then “Insert New Photo from File” (this is a two step process).  
The second method is to use AltaPoint’s TWAIN interface to directly access the photo from a 
camera device attached to you computer.  
 
Both of these options can be found by selecting the “Photo” button at the bottom of the 
Employee Page 1. The screen appears as follows: 

 

Method #1 – Two Step Process 

You can include a photo to be displayed as part of the employee file screen. To import a 
photo, the photo must first be scanned and converted to a Windows Bitmap (.bmp) file 
-- approximately 240 x 220 pixels in size. To include the bitmap image on the employee 
screen, select the Photo button, then select the “Insert New Photo from File” option.  
You will be prompted to find and select the bitmap file name. Select the appropriate file 
name and click OK to save, or Cancel to exit. 

 
Once you have entered a photo for an employee you have the option to insert a new 
photo, save the photo, or delete the photo from the record.   
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Method #2 – TWAIN Interface Direct Connection 

As mentioned earlier, your AltaPoint software has been equipped with a TWAIN 
(standard imaging protocol/API) Interface. This TWAIN interface allows you to directly 
access the photo from a camera or scanner (device) attached to you computer.  
 
NOTE: You must first install your camera, scanner and any software as directed by your 
device’s manufacturer.  
 
Once your device is installed correctly, you are ready to identify the device to the 
AltaPoint software. To do this, you must first click the “Select Source” button from the 
“Photo” button on the Employee file to select the device that has been connected to your 
PC. When you click this button a list will appear with any camera or scanner devices 
detected by Windows. Select the proper device by highlighting it, then click the “Select” 
button. Once you have done this you should be ready to begin acquiring photos from 
your camera or scanner.   
 
To acquire a photo from your attached camera or scanner (device), select the “Acquire 
Photo” button from the “Photo” button on the Employee file. This will call up your 
device’s software that will allow you to operate your device. Your device’s software will 
allow you to “capture” or “save” an image. This image will then be saved in the 
employee’s file. Consult your device’s documentation for specific information about 
working with the device and its software. 
 
NOTE: The photo must be a Windows Bitmap (.bmp) file -- approximately 240 x 220 
pixels in size -- to be used in the Employee file Page 1. 

Billing Codes 
Use the billing code file to set up all accounting codes. Billing Codes should be set up for all of 
the procedures that you perform in your practice. In addition to procedures, billing codes should 
also be set up for payments, inventory items and any other code that would be entered on a 
patient’s bill. Billing codes are used to classify each entry in the system. 
 
Access the billing code file by selecting Billing Codes from the Lists menu of the command 
window. The Billing Codes search form will display: 

 

Search for a code by entering the first few characters of either the code or name, depending on 
how the list is sorted as indicated in the “Sort by:” box. Notice that you can also limit the view to 
only the items of your Short List or to codes that are payments or adjustments. The Word 
Search option allows you to do a search on a partial billing code or description if you don’t know 
the exact code or description of the desired billing code. 
 
Select the OK button at the right when you have located the desired Billing Code. The following 
screen will appear: 

  

 
The following is a description of each field on the Billing Codes form. 
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Code 

 Enter up to 20 alphanumeric characters (A-Z, 0-9) to uniquely identify the billing code in 
the system. 

Description 

 Enter up to 40 characters to describe the billing code. 

Code Type 

Indicate whether the code is a Procedure, Patient Charge, Patient Payment, Insurance 
Payment, Credit Adjustment, or Write-Off. Use the down-arrow icon to make your 
selection. 
 

TIP: 

Most of the codes you will set up will be the “Procedure” type. This should be 
used for all office procedures. The “Patient Charge” code type is used for patient 
charges such as finance charges and do not show up on insurance claim forms.   

 
 
The table below identifies what each code type should be used for. 

 

CODE TYPE USE 

Procedure For all office procedures – Will Print On A Claim Form.  99% of 
your codes will likely be this type.  

Patient Charge For finance charges and other patient charges – WILL NOT PRINT 
ON A CLAIM FORM. 

Patient Payment For patient payment codes. 

Insurance Payment For insurance payment codes. 

Credit Adjustment For credit adjustment codes.  MUST BE ENTERED WITH A 
MINUS (-) SIGN in Transaction Entry screen. 

Write-Off For write-off codes.  For use when writing off a portion of a bill. 

Deductible For calculating the deductible met/remaining 

 

Graphics Category 

You can organize your billing codes into 20 different graphics categories. This allows 
you to print charts or graphs to help you analyze your practice income.  
 
Graphics categories are defined in the Practice File. Sample categories could include: 
Examinations, Laboratory, Procedures, Surgery, Anesthesia, Supplies, etc. For more 
information on graphics categories, see the section titled Practice File in this manual. 

General Ledger 

This is an optional field that allows you to assign a general ledger number to each billing 
code. This field will correspond with your QuickBooks accounts if you choose to use 
QuickBooks. For more information on how to use the QuickBooks interface, see the 
section entitled “Interfacing with QuickBooks” in this manual. 
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Standard Fee 

Enter your practice’s standard fee amount for this procedure in this box. This amount will 
also show up under the Standard Fee schedule on the Fee Schedule tab. 

Type of Service 

 Enter up to 10 characters for the type of service. 

Default Location 

 Enter up to 10 characters for the default location. 

Appointment Length 

Enter the length that an appointment should be made for when utilizing this billing code.  
If an appointment is scheduled for a patient where this billing code has been specified, 
the appointment length will be entered based on what you input here. 

Appointment Color 

Press the lookup button to select a color that will be associated with this code. Anytime 
this code is used in a scheduled appointment, the appointment will display using the 
color. 
 

To view a list of colors, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field or 
select this field and press [“F5”]. 

CPT Code 

Enter the correct CPT code for this procedure in this box (if applicable). This box will 
automatically update with the information input in the Code field. This is done as a 
convenience for you if you use the CPT codes as your billing code name. 

Inactive 

Select this checkbox if you don’t want this particular billing code to be used any longer.  
With this box checked, the billing code will no longer appear in the billing code list. Note 
that the code will not be deleted, simply not displayed. 
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Billing Options Tab 

The Billing Options tab gives you a number of helpful options in determining how a Billing Code 
will function in the billing process. These options are discussed below: 

 

Place on Short List 

Check this box if you would like to have this billing code added to your “Short List” of 
billing codes. The short list gives you the ability to create a subset list of the billing codes 
that you most commonly use. Once you have selected those billing codes that you wish 
to include on your short list, those codes will appear on the “Short List” lookup on the 
billing screen.  
 
NOTE: 

The check mark for this box may be grayed out. This does not mean this bill code 
has been added to the short list. Make sure to click on the box to insert a black 
check mark in the box. 

Taxable 

Check this box if the code being entered is for a taxable product or service. 

Bill Patient Only 

Check this box if the code being entered should only be billed to the patient and never 
included on insurance forms. 

Bill Insurance Only 

Check this box if the code being entered should only be included on insurance forms 
and never billed to the patient. 

Never Bill 

Use this checkbox if the code being entered should never be used on an insurance claim 
form or a patient statement. (This option might be used to create a code for internal 
office use.) 

Primary Insurance Payment  *Only used for Insurance Payment type codes. 

If you select this check box, when this Insurance Payment code is used, it will 
automatically mark the bill it is being entered on as “Paid” by primary insurance. In other 
words, you are making the decision that when this code is used you are not expecting 
any other payment from the primary insurance company. 
 

This option should only be used when the “Code Type” on the Billing Code 
tab is set to Insurance Payment.  
 
The effect of this checkbox is illustrated below. Notice the check mark in the “Insurance 
Paid” portion of the Primary Insurance area. This check mark will automatically appear 
when this option is selected.   
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Marking whether or not insurance has paid is important. Several reports are 
generated based on whether or not a bill has been paid by insurance. Your Outstanding 
Insurance Claims report, Insurance Payment Analysis report and Insurance Aging report 
calculate data based on the check mark in this field. 
 
NOTE: 

You can always manually select or deselect the Insurance Paid checkbox unless 
the code you used was set up with one of the Insurance Payment checkboxes 
checked. In this case, once the bill is marked “payed,” the checkmark will remain. 

Secondary Insurance Payment 

Check this box if you want the Insurance Payment code you are creating to 
automatically mark the Insurance Paid checkbox for the Secondary Insurance Company.  
This option works exactly the same way as the Primary Insurance Payment item above 
only for the Secondary Insurance. (See above for more detail.) 

Tertiary Insurance Payment 

Check this box if you want the Insurance Payment code you are creating to 
automatically mark the Insurance Paid checkbox for the Tertiary Insurance Company.  
This option works exactly the same way as the Primary Insurance Payment item above 
only for the Tertiary Insurance.  (See above for more detail.) 

Bill Patient After Insurance Has Paid 

This option works hand in hand with the Insurance payment boxes above. When you set 
up an insurance payment code and have it automatically flag the primary, secondary or 
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tertiary insurance as having been paid, you can also automatically have it flag the “Bill 
Patient” checkbox if it has not previously been checked.   
 
NOTE: 

Some practices like to bill the patient (send a statement) while waiting for the 
insurance company to pay on a claim, while other practices prefer to wait until 
they have received the insurance payment before billing the patient for the 
remainder. The last several options help manage the process more 
automatically. You can always manage these billing decisions manually. 

Show on Deposit Slip (Payment Codes Only) 

Check this box if you want this billing code item to show up on a deposit form when this 
code is used. Generally, this should be for patient payments by check or insurance 
checks. 

SNOMED Code 

Enter the proper SNOMED Code that corresponds to this billing code. (If applicable) 

HPCPS Code 

Enter the proper HPCPS Code that corresponds to this billing code. (If applicable) 

UB04 Revenue Code 

Enter the proper UB04 Revenue Code that corresponds to this billing code. (If 
applicable) 

Anesthesia Base Units 

Enter the Anesthesia Base Units for this procedure.  When a valid number is placed in 
this field, the value will be used to calculate the billable rate on the transaction entry 
screen. 

NDC Code 

Enter the proper NDC Code that corresponds to this billing code. (If applicable) 

Fee Schedule 

You can select the Fee Schedule tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+F]. 
 
You can set up an unlimited number of different fee schedules for each Charge code. This 
allows you to bill different rates for the same procedure based on the patient and his or her 
insurance coverage. Each insurance carrier and plan can have a separate fee schedule. When 
you set up each patient record, you have the option of specifying which fee schedule you would 
like the patient billed at. You can copy a fee schedule to a new fee schedule as the starting 
point for a new schedule. The standard fee schedule should include your practice’s normal fee 
for a given service and is input from the main billing code screen. The following screen 
illustrates the Fee Schedule page: 

 

In the example above, a fee schedule has been created for a fictitious Aetna plan. Notice that 
the fee has been set up for $30.00 instead of the standard fee of $35.00. You might also have a 
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different Aetna plan that only allows this office service to be charged at $25.00. This is only an 
example, but should serve to demonstrate the ability you have to create differing fee schedules 
for different clients and situations. You have the ability to indicate which fee schedule a patient 
should use on the patient’s file on the Billing tab. 
 
The fields of the Fee Schedule tab are defined below: 

Modifier 1,2,3 & 4 

Enter the default modifiers, if any, for this code.  These modifiers can always be 
changed or deleted when used on the Transaction Entry screen.  

Type of Service 

Enter up to 10 characters for the type of service. 

Fee 

Enter the dollar amount of the fee for this procedure. 

CPT Code 

Enter the correct CPT code for the procedure. 

Amount Allowed 

Enter the amount allowed by insurance for this code for this particular fee schedule, if 
applicable.   

Co-Pay Amount  

Enter the co-pay amount, in dollars, for this procedure for this particular fee schedule. 

Co-Pay Percent 

Enter the co-pay percent for this procedure for this particular fee schedule. 

Write-off Code 

Enter the write-off code in the box. (You must set up a billing code in advance that will 
be used to write-off charges. This code should be set up as a “write-off” code type in the 
billing code file.) 

Write-off Amount 

Enter the amount to be written off.   

Write-off Percent 

Enter the percentage amount to be written off.  

Consider Deductible 

Check this box if the deductible should be considered when calculating this fee.  

Base Co-Pay Percent on Allowed 

Check this box if the “Allowed Amount” should be considered when calculating this fee.  
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Creating A New Fee Schedule 

You can create a new fee schedule at any time by pressing the “New Fee Schedule” button on 
the bottom of the Fee Schedule screen. When this button is selected the following screen will 
display: 
 

  
Enter the code and description for the new fee schedule. Notice that you have an option to copy 
the contents of an existing fee schedule as the starting point for your new fee schedule. You do 
not have to use the “Copy From” option however. If you would like to copy an existing fee 
schedule, click on the lookup icon or press the “F5” key on your keyboard from within the field to 
select from a list of existing fee schedules. Press the OK button to create the new fee schedule. 
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Deleting A Fee Schedule 

You can delete unwanted fee schedules at any time by pressing the “Delete Fee Schedule” 
button on the bottom of the Fee Schedule screen. When a fee schedule is selected and this 
button is clicked the following screen will display: 

 
  

 
 
Notice the AETNA fee schedule was selected before clicking the “Delete Fee Schedule” button.  
Also notice that you must reassign any patients that were assigned to this fee schedule to 
another fee schedule.   
 
NOTE: 

If you do not reassign the patients of the deleted fee schedule to another existing fee 
schedule, they will automatically be assigned to the Standard Fee Schedule. The system 
will not allow you to delete the Standard Fee Schedule. 
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Adjusting Fee Schedules 

You have the ability to adjust the dollar amounts of any fee schedule by a fixed dollar amount or 
by a percentage amount. This will change the fee amount for all billing codes for that particular 
Fee Schedule. For example, if you wanted to increase your standard price (Standard Fee 
Schedule) on all procedure charges by 10%, you would select “Adjust Fee Schedules” from the 
“Activities” menu and enter the following information: 
 

 
Then, press the “Calculate New Fee Schedule” button. 
 
The Fee Schedule can be adjusted all-at-once, or one procedure at a time. If you want to adjust 
all current fees, enter an amount or percentage in the “Adjust by Amount” or “Adjust by Percent” 
fields. If you want to change any one procedure to a different amount or percentage, you can 
click on that specific “New Fee” or “New W.O.” cell and change the amount. The fee schedule 
changes will not take place until the “Save New Fee Schedule” button is selected. 
 
The “Import new” and “Export Current” buttons allow you to import or export a comma separated 
file that is modifiable by other programs. 
 
You also have the ability to have the adjustment round to nearest dollar or fraction of a dollar 
amount.  If you want to round to the nearest dollar, place a 1 in the “Round to Nearest” box.  
You can select the rounding method by selecting from “Round to Nearest”, “Round Up” or 
“Round Down” from the drop-down arrow next to the “Rounding Method” box. 
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Inventory 

AltaPoint allows you to track the inventory & immunization items in your practice.  To indicate 
that the particular billing code that you are working on is an inventory item, follow the directions 
listed below.  You can select the Inventory tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+I].  The 
following screen will display: 
 

 

Costing Tab 

Inventory Item 

Check this box if the billing code is for an inventory item or product. 

Standard Cost 

Enter the standard cost to you for this item. This only needs to be done one time. 

Average Cost 

Enter the average cost for the product currently on hand. This field will be updated by 
the system automatically as you receive new inventory for this product. 

 

Lot Number 

Enter the Lot Number for the inventory item if applicable. 

Expiration 

Enter the Expiration date of the item if applicable.   
 
NOTE: 

Once the date entered in this field is passed, the inventory item becomes 
“Inactive” and will not show up in a billing code list. Once you receive new 
inventory and change the expiration date, the code again becomes “Active.” 

Inventory Location 

☼  This field is intended for use in the EMR package. 
Enter the facility code where this medication is located. This field is useful when your 
practice has more than one physical location. 
 

To view a list of Locations, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field 
or select this field and press [“F5”].  New locations can be added when logging into 
the system by selecting the lookup button next to the Location field, then selecting 
“New.” 

Manufacturer 

☼  This field is intended for use in the EMR package. 
Enter the manufacturer code for the manufacturer code of the medication. 
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To view a list of manufacturers, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. To add a new manufacturer, click the 
lookup button and press “New.” 

General Ledger Accounts 

Inventory Asset 

This is an optional field. Enter the General Ledger number for the Inventory Asset 
account for this item. 

Cost of Goods Sold 

This is an optional field. Enter the General Ledger number for the cost-of-goods-sold 
account for this item. 

Inventory Levels 

Quantity on Hand 

Enter the initial quantity on hand for this product. The system will automatically maintain 
this value as you buy and sell this product. 

Reorder Point 

Enter the item count that you would like to maintain in inventory for this item. Print the 
Inventory Reorder Report for a list of items that are at or below the reorder point. 
 

Immunization Tab 

(This tab is intended for use in the EMR package.) 
Identify details of the immunization in these fields.   

 

 

Medication Code 

Enter the code for the medication this inventory item represents.   
 

To view a list of medications, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Imm. Costing Method 

Enter the immunization costing method you are using to account for the cost of this 
medication. Select between Dose Based or Volume Based from the “drop-down” icon to 
the right of the field. 

CVX Code 

Identify the proper CVX code for the selected immunization. Select multiple items for 
combo shots. 
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Immunization Code 

Enter the proper Immunization code for the inventory item being entered. Select from the 
list of valid immunization codes. Select multiple items for combo shots. 
 

New Code from This Code 

The [New Code from This Code] button is helpful in creating a copy of a billing code to a 
new code. This can be useful in many situations and will be particularly helpful when a 
new vaccine lot is introduced into inventory to replace an old lot. That way a practice can 
track different lots through the different Billing Codes. 
 

 

 

Receiving New Inventory 

When you purchase new supplies you can update your inventory items by selecting “Receive 
Inventory” from the Activities menu. The following screen will display: 
 

  
 
Select the inventory item to update by clicking on the lookup icon or by pressing “F5” on your 
keyboard. Once selected, enter the quantity of the item purchased and the total cost of items 
(not individually). After entering this information press the Post button. 
 
When you have entered this information, your quantity on hand, and average cost fields in the 
billing code screen (as described in the section above) will have been updated to reflect the 
newly received inventory.   
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Product Details (Product Categories) 

 
The Product Details section of the Billing Code enables you to track more detailed information 
for certain inventory items. In order to use the Product Details tab for a particular billing code 
you must first set up some product categories. You can do this by selecting Product Categories 
from the File menu or clicking the search magnifying glass icon and selecting “New”. The 
following screen is used to edit the Product Profile: 

  

In this example, the doctor is tracking different vitamins information (this example may not fit 
your type of practice, but will illustrate the functionality). The code has been set up as “Vitamins“ 
and the description as “Vitamins and Nutrition.”  At this point, up to 20 custom field descriptions 
can be defined. Description, Manufacturer, and Classification have been defined for tracking.  
When setting up the custom fields, you must tell the system what type of data will be entered in 
the field. You have the option of selecting between Text, Number and Date for Data Types. 
(These can be selected from a drop-down arrow that appears when a Data Type box is 
selected.)  If you select “Number” as the Data Type, you can indicate how many decimal places 
the field should include. 
 
Once you have set up the product categories you want to track, you can begin creating billing 
codes for those specific items. In our example, the product details page might look as follows: 
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From the “Product Details” tab you can click on the lookup icon at the end of the “Product 
Category” box to select from a list of Product Categories that you have already set up. After you 
select the product category, the screen will list the custom fields associated with that category.  
You will be able to enter the specific information for the product. In our example above, a billing 
code named B1 has been set up as a fictitious Vitamin B1 supplement. In this manner, you can 
set up billing codes for any product you want to track with this level of detail. 
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Billing Text 

You can select the Billing Text tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+T]. The following 
screen will appear: 

  

When entering Transaction Entry, you have the option to include an unlimited amount of 
instructions or other notes for each item on the bill. If you would like a set message to appear 
each time you enter a specific billing code, enter the message here. You can edit or remove the 
message, if you wish, when you select the billing code from the billing form. 
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Reminders 

You can select the Reminders tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+R].   
Use this tab to have the system automatically generate a reminder each time the billing code is 
used.  Select the Reminders tab and the following screen will display: 

  

NOTE: 
For additional information about reminders, see the section entitled “Reminders” later in 
this manual. 

Generate Reminder 

Check this box to have the system generate a reminder each time the billing code is 
entered on a bill. 

Reminder Type 

Enter the type of reminder that you are setting up. You will either be setting up a 
reminder or an alert for the given patient. Use the drop-down arrow to select between 
Reminder Only, Alert on New Appointment Only, Alert on New Billing Only, or Alert on 
New Appointment or Billing. Generally, for a CPT procedure you will want to use the 
“reminder only” option. (See section entitled Alert Codes down below for more 
information.) 

Followup Procedure 

Enter the procedure code for the procedure that the patient will be recalled for (if 
different than the current code).  This procedure will appear on the patient’s recall notice. 
 

To view a list of procedures, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Recall After 

Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years in the future to when the patient 
should be seen again. 
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Compound Codes 

You can select the Compound Codes tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+M].  The 
following screen will display: 

 

The Compound Codes tab allows you to combine any number of different service codes using a 
single billing code. 

With this feature, you can create a single code that when entered on a patient bill, will "explode" 
to several other service codes. 

If you would like to create more than 5 billing codes under a single compound code, you can do 
so by creating a compound code that calls other compound codes. 

 
NOTE:  

When a compound code is created and executed, only the codes listed on the above 
screen are saved on the invoice. The compound code itself is only a shell for calling up 
the other codes that it combines. No fee amount should be entered for a compound 
code. 
 

NOTE:  
Do not enter the main billing code in the compound code fields. This will cause a loop of 
attempting to add all of the compound codes repeatedly, resulting in errors.  
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Navigating through the Billing Code File 

Select the appropriate button to move through the billing code file:  
 

 

Finding a Billing Code 

 

Select Search to quickly find a specific code. The Billing Code lookup form will display. You can 
search by description or billing code. 

Adding a New Billing Code 

To add a new billing code, simply press the New button on the Billing Codes form. A blank 
record will be inserted into the file that can then be edited with the appropriate code information.  
Press OK to save the new code or Cancel to exit without saving the new billing code. 

Deleting a Billing Code 

To delete a billing code from the file select the Delete button from the Billing Code form. Press 
OK to confirm that you wish to delete the code. 
 
NOTE: 
The system will not let you delete a Billing Code that has already been used. This is done to 
maintain the referential integrity of the system. You can always mark a code Inactive to have it 
removed from display lists. You can also delete or reassign transactions that use the Billing 
Code you wish to delete. 
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Diagnosis Codes 
The Diagnosis Code List can store all the diagnosis codes generally used by your practice. Your 
AltaPoint software can accept ICD-9 & ICD-10 codes. Once you enter a code in this list it will 
always be available to use in the Patient Billing portions of the program. Access the Diagnosis 
Code file by selecting Diagnosis Codes from the Lists menu of the command window. The 
Diagnosis Codes search form will display: 
 

 

 
 
From this screen you can edit or delete an existing code or create a new code. Note that you 
have the ability to view the items of your Short List or to do a Word Search. The Word Search 
allows you to enter a portion of a word or an entire word. Results can be found either way. 
 
When you select the [New] button to create a new code, a black screen will be opened to add 
the new information, as shown in the following screenshot: 

 

 
Enter the new code, then identify the respective ICD-9 and/or ICD-10 codes and descriptions.  
Additionally you can enter a SNOMED and MUVS code. Also identify whether or not you want 
the new code to be a part of your “Short List.” The Short List is designed to be a list of your most 
frequently used codes. This list will help you quickly find the code(s) you are looking for without 
wading through a potentially very long list.   
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ICD-10 

ICD-10 codes can be added to AltaPoint as either new diagnosis codes, or appended to an 
existing ICD-9 code to aid in the ICD-9 to ICD-10 transition. 
 
To create a new ICD-10 code, access the Diagnosis Code List, then click [New]. Enter a Code 
and Description, then enter the ICD-10 code in to the ICD-10 field. If there is a corresponding 
ICD-9 code, you can enter it in to the ICD-9 field. 
 
To add an ICD-10 code to an existing ICD-9 code, access the Diagnosis List, locate the ICD-9 
code, then click [Edit]. Once in the Edit screen, you can enter the ICD-10 code in to the 
appropriate field and click [OK] to save. 
 
NOTE: Because ICD-10 codes are generally more specific than ICD-9 codes, you will likely 
have the same ICD-9 code associated with more than one ICD-10 code. 
 
 

Compound Diagnosis Codes 

You can also create a Compound Code. This compound code option is much like the compound 
code feature found in Billing Codes.  It is designed to allow you to link up to four different 
diagnosis codes using a single diagnosis code. Select the Compound Code checkbox. A 
“Compound Code” tab then appears on the screen. The tab and screen appears as shown 
below: 
 

 

 
With this feature, you can create a single code that when entered on a patient bill, will "explode" 
to several other diagnosis codes. 
 
If you would like to create more than 4 diagnosis codes under a single compound code, you can 
do so by creating a compound code that calls other compound codes. (Use the “Diagnosis 4”  
field to call your next compound diagnosis code.) 
 
NOTE:  

When a compound code is created and executed, only the codes listed on the above 
screen are saved on the invoice. The compound code itself is only a shell for calling up 
the other codes that it combines. 
 

NOTE:  
Do not enter the main billing code in the compound code fields. This will cause in a loop 
of attempting to add all of the compound codes repeatedly, resulting in errors.  
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The Patient File 
Use the patient file to store all of your patient information. To access the patient form, select the 
Patient button   from the command window. Or choose Patients from the Lists menu. The 
Patient search screen form will display. Press OK to view the selected patient’s screen.   

 
NOTE: 

For Patient information input, Default Patient Settings can be entered. The information 
that is entered on the Default Patient’s account will appear on every new patient that is 
subsequently created. This way you can enter data such as City, State or Zip Code 
information that is common to many of your patients. 

 
To enter information into the default patient file, select the File menu option, then the 
Default Patient Settings option. Enter any default information you wish then press the 

OK button. The default Patient Code will always be the number zero (0) however, it will 

not show up in a patient list. The default patient record information can be changed at 
any time. 
 

NOTE: 
Another feature for your convenience is a zip code, address fill. If you enter a zip code 
that has already been entered on another patient, the system will automatically fill in the 
City and State for the appropriate zip code. This zip code database will continue to grow 
as you enter new zip codes for your patients. 
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Navigating through the Patient File 

Select the appropriate button to move through the patient file:  

Finding a Patient 

Select Search to quickly find a specific Patient. The Patient lookup form will display. You can 
search patients by a number of ways including: Patient Code, Name, Social Security #, Zip 
Code, Birth Date, Home Phone or Address. Select on of the above listed sort orders from the 
“Sort by” drop-down box, then enter the appropriate search information in the box to the left. 
 
NOTE: 

You can enter a partial last name then add a comma or space, then a partial first name 
to narrow the search more quickly on large data sets. For example, you could enter 
Smi,Je or Smi Je to get to Jeff Smith more quickly. (This works when searching by 
name only.) 

Adding a New Patient 

To add a new patient, simply press the New button on the Patient form. A blank record will be 
inserted into the file, which can then be edited with the appropriate patient information. Press 
OK to save the new patient or Cancel to exit without saving the new patient. 

Deleting a Patient 

To delete a patient from the file select Delete from the Patient form. The system will only allow 
you to delete Patients with no active transaction history, appointments or Reminders. Press OK 
to confirm that you wish to delete the patient. The patient record will be deleted. 

Including a Patient Photo 

You can include a photo to be displayed as part of the patient file screen. There are two 
methods of in including a photo into your AltaPoint software. The first method is to save a photo 
to your computer’s hard drive, then “Insert New Photo from File” (this is a two step process). 
The second method is to use AltaPoint’s TWAIN interface to directly access the photo from a 
camera device attached to you computer.  
 
Both of these options can be found by selecting the “Photo” button at the bottom of the patient 
page 1. The screen appears as follows: 

 

Method #1 – Two Step Process 

You can include a photo to be displayed as part of the patient file screen. To import a 
photo, the photo must first be scanned and converted to a Windows Bitmap (.bmp) file 
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-- approximately 240 x 220 pixels in size.  To include the Windows bitmap image on the 
patient screen, select the Photo button, then select the “Insert New Photo from File” 
option.  You will be prompted to find and select the Windows bitmap file name.  Select 
the appropriate file name and click OK to save or Cancel to exit. 

 
Once you have entered a photo for a patient you have the option to insert a new photo, 
save the photo or delete the photo from the record.   
 

Method #2 – TWAIN Interface Direct Connection 

As mentioned earlier, your AltaPoint software has been equipped with a TWAIN 
(standard imaging protocol/API) Interface. This TWAIN interface allows you to directly 
access the photo from a camera or scanner (device) attached to you computer. Note: 
you must first install your camera, scanner and any software as directed by your device’s 
manufacturer. Once your device is installed correctly, you are ready to identify the 
device to the AltaPoint software. To do this you must first click the “Select Source” 
button from the “Photo” button on the Patient file, to select the device that has been 
connected to your PC. When you click this button a list will appear with any camera or 
scanner devices detected by Windows. Select the proper device by highlighting it, then 
click the “Select” button. Once you have done this you should be ready to begin 
acquiring photos from your camera or scanner.   
 
To acquire a photo from your attached camera or scanner (device), select the “Acquire 
Photo” button from the “Photo” button on the Patient file. This will call up your device’s 
software that will allow you to operate your device. Your device’s software will allow you 
to “capture” or “save” an image. This image will then be saved in the patient’s file. 
Consult your device’s documentation for specific information about working with the 
device and its software. 
 
NOTE: 

The photo must be a Windows Bitmap (.bmp) file -- approximately 240 x 220 
pixels in size to be used in the patient file page 1. 
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Printing a Patient Face Sheet 

To print a sheet with important patient information (face sheet), select the specific patient, then 
select Print. The “FACEPRO” report is the default face sheet and is illustrated below: 
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The following is a description of each field on the Patient File form. 
 
 

Patient Page 1 

You can select the Patient Page 1 tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+1]. 

 

Patient Code 

 Enter up to 20 alphanumeric characters (A-Z, 0-9) to uniquely identify the patient in the 
system. 

Responsible Party 

Click on the Lookup Icon or press the “F5” key on the keyboard to select from a list of 
potential responsible parties.   
 
NOTE:  You can transfer a patient’s history information from one guarantor to another by 
simply changing the guarantor’s code on the patient’s file. All bills will be included on the 
new guarantor’s statements. 

Last Name 

Enter up to 30 for the patient's last name 
 

First Name 
 Enter up to 30 characters for the patient's first name 
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Middle 

 Enter the patient's middle initial. 

Suffix 

 Enter up to 10 characters for the patient's suffix 

AKA 

 Enter up to 30 characters of a patient's preferred name or nickname.  

Birth Date 

 Enter the patient's birth date. 

SS# 

 Enter up to 9 characters for patient's social security number. 

Marital Status 

Select the marital status of the patient using the drop-down arrow. 

Sex 

Indicate the patient’s sex.  Use the drop-down arrow to select the gender. 

Address1, Address2 

 Enter up to 40 characters for the patient's address line 1 and address line 2. 

ZIP 

 Enter up to 20 characters for the patient's ZIP or postal code. 

City 

 Enter up to 20 characters for the patient's city. 

State 

 Enter up to 2 characters for the patient's state or province. 

Home, Mobile and Work Phone 

Enter the work, home, and mobile phone numbers with the area codes in the fields 
provided. There is also an extension field for the work phone. 

Pref. 

Identify the patient’s preferred contact number. Choose between Mobile, Home, & Work. 

Employer 

 Enter the patient’s employer. 
 

To view a list of employers, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 
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Provider  

Enter the provider code of the doctor who sees this patient.  
 

To view a list of providers, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field 
or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

E-Mail Address 

Enter the patient’s email address in this field. 
 

Spruce 

 

You may paste the Spruce Link in this field. Once it is there, you can click on the 
magnification glass and it will open the Spruce Link.  
 

 Skype 
Enter the Skype ID of the patient. Once the Skype ID is present, you can click on 

“Call” and AltaPoint will launch your Skype software placing a call to the patient via 
Skype. 
 

Reminder Notice Checkboxes 

Indicate how you would like to send reminder notices to this patient. You can choose 
between regular mail or e-mail. If you choose e-mail, be sure the patient’s e-mail 
address is entered in the E-Mail Address box. 

Inactive 

Select this checkbox to mark the patient as inactive. This checkbox can be used to filter 
reports. 

Co-Pay Button  

Select the Co-Pay button to accept a patient co-pay amount. The screen appears as 
shown below: 
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Enter the co-pay amount and identify the Payment Code using the lookup.  Identify any notes 
such as check number or other notes about the co-pay. Then either create a new bill for the 
current visit of add the co-pay to a previously entered bill. 
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Patient Page 2 

You can select the Patient Page 2 tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+2]. 
 

 

First Seen, Last Seen 

 Enter the appropriate dates in the fields provided. The Last Seen field is updated 
automatically each time you enter a new transaction for the patient. 

 

Use the “Date” icon to select a specific date. 
 
If you would like to change the date a day at a time, you can use the + and - keys to 
change the date forward and backward respectively. 

Patient Type 1 

This field is provided for any use that you find helpful. It allows you to assign a category 
code to each patient. For example, you might use this field to categorize your patient’s  
financial standing with the practice. 
 

Use the lookup icon to view a list of previously used categories. 

Patient Type 2 

This field is provided for any use that you find helpful. It allows you to assign a second 
category code to each patient. 

 

Use the lookup icon to view a list of previously used categories. 

Referral Type 

Choose between Physician, Patient or Other as the referring person type. 

Referral Code 

Enter the doctor, patient, media, or other source of referral for this patient. 
 

To view a list of referrals, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Referral Date 

Enter the date of the referral here. 

Attorney Code 

Enter the attorney code for the attorney representing this patient, if needed. 
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To view a list of attorneys, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Facility 

Enter the facility where this patient is usually seen (if you are a multi-location facility). 
 

To view a list of facilities, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Pharmacy Code 

This field can be used to link to a pharmacy code in the address file.   
 

To view a list of pharmacies, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Race 

Select the patient’s race from the drop-down list. 

Ethnicity 

Enter the patient’s race from the drop-down list. 

Language 

Select the patient’s preferred language from the drop-down list. 

Primary Care Type 

Identify the Primary Care Type for this patient. Choose between Internal or External. 
Internal means a physician within the practice, External means a physician outside the 
practice. 

Primary Care Physician 

Enter the code for the primary care physician for this patient. If the field above is marked 
“Internal,” the lookup window will show physicians from the Provider/Employee file. If the 
field above is marked “External,” the lookup window will show physicians that have been 
set up in the Address file. 
 

To view a list of physicians, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

PCP Last Seen 

Enter the date the patient last saw their Primary Care Physician 

Cause of Death 

Enter the cause of death in this field if the patient is deceased. 
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Deceased 

Enter the date of the patient's death in this field. 

School 

Enter the school, if applicable, for the patient.  
 

To view a list of schools, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Full Time Student 

Check this box if the patient is a full time student. 

Patient Portal Access 

Check this box if this patient should be given access to the practice’s online patient 
portal (zPatient). zPatient patient portal is an optional subscription service which will 
connect your patients to their medical records. Contact AltaPoint at 888-258-2552 or go 
to www.altapoint.com to learn more about zPatient.com. 

Portal PIN: 

The portal pin number is a random, unique number assigned to each patient. This 
number in connection with the practice’s Portal ID and the patient’s Patient Code can 
give the patient access to their medical records. Requires the practice to be subscribed 
to the zPatient.com service. 

 

Diagnosis Tab (Permanent Diagnosis) 

The fields on this tab identify the patient’s permanent diagnoses. 
 
 

http://www.altapoint.com/
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Patient Prescriptions and the Vision RX Tab (Vision Users Only) 

The Vision RX tab of the Patient file allows you to create and manage spectacle and contact 
lens prescriptions. 

 

 
Press the [Rx…] button to choose from several options. Select New Lens RX to create a new 
lens prescription. Select Copy Lens Rx to copy the most recent lens prescription and create a 
new prescription to be altered by new measurements. Press the New Contact Rx button to 
create a new contact lens prescription. The selected prescription in the Vision RX tab may also 
be deleted or printed. 

  

The following explains the Lens or Spectacle Prescription entry screen. 

Spectacle Prescription: 

Select New Lens RX to access the following entry screen. 

  

 
There are four sections in the screen including RX, LENSES, FRAMES and NOTES. Right eye 
prescription entries are listed under “OD.” Left eye prescription entries are listed under “OS.” 
(OD = oculus dexter = right eye; OS = oculus sinister = left eye) 

RX Entries 

All RX entries provide drop down lists where entries may be selected. However, the user 
may also type numbers directly into the fields. The following spectacle prescription 
entries are available. Descriptions follow some of the following terms to help identify the 
entry. 

 
Sphere 
Cylinder 
Axis 
Add 
Horizontal Prism 
Vertical Prism 
B Curve: Base Curve 
Distance PD: (Distance Pupillary Separation: distance from center of each eye) 
Near PD: (Near Pupillary Separation) 
Seg HT: (Segment Height) 

 

Recommendations 

Use the Recommendations checkboxes to specify recommendations as part of the 
spectacle prescription. 
 
Bi: Bifocal 
Tri: Trifocal 
P.A.L.: Progressive Add Lens 
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Readers: Reading glasses 
Distance: Distance glasses 
Clear: Clear lenses 
UV: Ultraviolet, sunglasses 
A.S.: Anti-scratch 
PGX: Photo Chromic  
A.R.: Anti-reflective coating 
H.I.: High Index, thinner lens material 
Aspheric: lens design type 
 

Lenses 

Use the following fields to specify additional information about the prescription. These 
fields give the provider great latitude in being able to specify a prescription. 

  
Lab: Specify a manufacturing lab in this field. This area targets the Addresses list 
(available from the Lists menu). The manufacturing labs used by the provider will need 
to be entered here or may also be entered “on the fly” by pressing the New button in the 
Addresses dialog box. 
Lens Type: Choose from lens types (these need to be entered into the Billing code list) 
for the prescription. Suggestions for codes include single vision, bifocal, trifocal and 
progressive. 
Material: Choose a material (these need to be entered into the Billing code list) for the 
prescription. Examples include resin, polycarbonate and glass. 
Bill To: Choose the party to be billed for the prescription. 
Scratch Coat: Set up bill codes for multiple scratch coat types. 
Misc Services: Miscellaneous service, which may be selected from the billing code list. 
Ship To: Choose a party from the Addresses list to whom the lenses are to be shipped. 
Color: Choose color preferences for the prescription. Suggestions include Clear, Solid, 
or Gradient. 
Edge Finish: Choose lens edge finishing (these need to be entered into the Billing code 
list) for the prescription. Suggestions include polish, high gloss, no special finish, satin 
polish and high gloss polish. 
Ref Inv 
Edging: Choose the edging type (these need to be entered into the Billing code list) for 
the prescription. Suggestions include bevel, rimless and drill. 
Anti-Reflect: Choose an anti-reflective coating type. Examples include anti-reflective 
coatings. 

 

Frames: 

Frame Code: Choose a frame code. This field targets the billing code list. Plan the 
definitions of your frame coding before building your entire code list. When creating 
billing codes for frame codes, it is wise to set up a system that will help you easily 
identify the type of frame you’re using. The following is an example: 
Example Code: XXX31156 
Example: XXX  (manufacturer) 311 (model)  56 (eye size)  
Manuf: Choose a manufacturer (this field targets the Addresses list). 
Model: Choose the model as identified by manufacturer. These may be added on the fly 
as frames are used or set up beforehand. 
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Color: Select a color, also to be set up under the billing codes. Examples include yellow, 
clear and others. 
FC: 
FM: Choose between Zyl and Metal 
Bill To: Choose the party to be billed for the prescription. 
Ship To: Choose a party from the Addresses list to whom the frames are to be shipped. 
Eye Size: Select or enter an eye size. 
Bridge: Select or enter the bridge size. 
Temple: Enter temple size. 
Type: Enter type: SK or CC. 
A: Enter appropriate measurement. 
B: Enter appropriate measurement. 
ED: Enter the effective diameter. 
FT: Choose between Bevel, Groove, Drill, or Notch 
Ordered: Enter date of order. 
Needed: Enter the final date needed. 
Received: Enter received date (when appropriate). 
Dispensed: Enter dispensing date (when appropriate). 

Notes: 

Enter notes that apply to the prescription.  

Exam Date: 

An exam date may be entered.  

Expires: 

Enter an expiration date. Use the calendar,1 Year, or 2 Years buttons to select dates 
quickly. 

Bottom of the tool bar:  

Create Bill Now: This item takes the elements of the prescription (billing codes) and 
automatically creates a bill with those codes. 
Sign RX: Use this feature to sign, print and send the prescription to the necessary 
parties. 

 
 

Additional items on the contact lens screen 

The contact lens screen has many similarities to the spectacle lens screen. Access the 
contact lens prescription screen by selecting Contact Lens RX from the Rx button. 
Changes in the contact lens screen from the spectacles screen include the following: 

  

 
Solutions System: Specify the solutions system to be used for the contacts. This field 
targets the billing code list. 
OD: Choose the right contact lens, manufacturer. This targets the Billing Code list. 
OS: Choose the left contact lens, manufacturer. This also targets the Billing Code list. 
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Family Tab 

The family tab is designed to give you information about patients that are linked together 
by virtue of the Responsible Party field on the Patient File Page 1. 

  

From this screen you can work with all the members of a family. 

New Member 

When you select the New Member button, a new Patient File record will be started that 
includes the current address information for the family. Make any necessary additions 
then save the new patient record. 

Zoom 

The Zoom button will take you directly to the patient file that is currently highlighted. In 
our example above, pressing Zoom would take you to Teri Simpson’s patient file. 

Update Address 

The Update Address button lets you change all family members address information to 
be the same as the highlighted patient’s. This is particularly helpful when you need to 
make a change in the family’s address. You can change the information on one family 
member’s record, then select the Update Address button to have the system update 
each of the other family member’s records. 

Patient Ledger 

You can select the patient Ledger tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+L]. The patient 
ledger tab displays all billing detail on file for the selected patient. The ledger screen appears as 
follows: 
 

  

 
This screen is a powerful patient information tool. You can control how charges and 
payments appear on the screen for the patient.   

Billing Summary 

This option when checked will show you a one-line summary of each bill instead of every 
detail line. 

Payments Only 

Check this box to view only the Payments of a given patient.  

Unpaid Bills 

Using this checkbox will display only those bills that have yet to be paid. (They do not 
have a $0.00 balance.) 

All Family Members 

Check this box to include ledger information for all members of a family. 
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Estimates 

You have the ability to view the pre-treatment Estimates by selecting this checkbox.   
 
NOTE:  

When viewing Estimate information you should not check the Billing Summary 
box as this only pertains to actual billing information. The display will never mix 
Estimates and Bills. 

Order By: 

Select the desired sort order for the invoice list. Choose between Date and Bill Number.  
You can also sort the selected order by ascending or descending. 

View Transaction Date Ranges 

Utilize these date ranges to narrow your ledger detail items that appear on the screen. 

Bottom-of-the-Screen Buttons: 

 
   The Bill History button is very useful in tracking the history of the bills and insurance claims 

sent to each patient.   
 
   Select the Zoom button to expand the view of the ledger to fill the entire screen. 
 
 
   Select the New Bill button to create a new Bill for the current patient.   
 
 
   Select the New Plan button to create a new Estimate for the current patient. 
 
 
   The Edit Item button will take you directly to the Transaction Entry screen in the bill that was 

highlighted on the Ledger screen.   
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Billing Tab 

The billing tab holds all the relevant billing information for the patient. Each time a new 
bill is created it copies the billing information that originates from this screen. You can 
select the Billing tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+B].   

  

Bill Patient 

Check this box if you want the patient billed directly (In addition to insurance).  

E-Mail Statements 

Select this checkbox to indicate the selected patient would like his/her patient 
statements emailed. The program will use the patient’s email address identified on Page 
2.  For more information about emailing statements see the section “Electronic 
Statements” in the Printing Statements section of this manual.  

Fee Schedule 

Identify the fee schedule to use for this patient. For more information on fee schedules 
see the section titled “Billing Codes” in this manual. 
 

To view a list of fee schedules, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Signature on file – Assignment of Benefits 

Check this box if you have the Patient’s signature on file for Assignment of Benefits.  
Enter the date when the patient signed for the Assignment of Benefits in the box to the 
right of this field.   

Signature on file – Release of Information 

Check this box if you have the Patient’s signature on file for Release of Information.   
Enter the date when the patient signed for the Release of Information in the box to the 
right of this field. (This date will print in box 12 of the insurance paper claim form.) 
 

Primary, Secondary & Tertiary Insurance 

Select the appropriate tab to input the patient’s specific insurance information. 

Insurance Company 

Input the Patient’s insurance company. 
 

To view a list of Insurance Companies, select the lookup button displayed to the 
right of this field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 
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Insured Code 

Input the Code of the person who carries the insurance for this patient. This can be the 
Patient, a different Patient, or a Guarantor. Click on the appropriate circle then select the 
code as indicated below. 
 

To view a list of Patients or Guarantors, select the lookup button displayed to the 
right of this field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Insured Relationship 

Select the insured’s relationship to the patient by using the drop-down arrow. Select 
between Self, Spouse, Child, or Other. 

Program Name 

Enter the Patient’s Insurance Program Name from the patient’s insurance card. 

ID No.  

Enter the Patient’s Insurance ID number. The ID number is required by insurance 
companies. 

Group No. 

Enter the Patient’s Insurance Group Number. May also be known as their “Policy 
Number.”  

Insurance Type 

Select the patient’s insurance type by using the drop-down arrow. Select between 
Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, ChampVA, Medical Group, FECA, BC/BS, Workers 
Comp. or Other Medical. Hint: Use “Other Medical” for third party liability (auto accident). 
Most will be Medical Group (Aetna, Cigna, UnitedHealthcare)  

Contract Type 

Select the patient’s insurance contract type for this coverage by using the drop-down 
arrow. Select between Per Diem, Variable Per Diem, Flat, Capitated, Percent, or Other. 

Annual Deductible 

Enter the amount of the Insured’s annual deductible in the box. This amount will 
continue to appear on new bills you create until the amount in the “Deductible Paid” field 
equals the amount in the “Annual Deductible” field.  

Deductible Paid 

Enter the amount of deductible that has already been paid. This is not a calculated field.   

Effective Date 

Enter the effective date of the policy for the particular coverage. 

Expire Date 

Enter the expiration date of the policy for the coverage. 
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Always Bill 

Check this box to indicate that the selected insurance should be billed. If you want only 
the primary insurance company billed until you have received initial payment, leave this 
box unchecked for the secondary and tertiary insurance. A similar checkbox is available 
directly from the Transaction Entry screen from the Billing button.  

Accept Assignment 

Check this box if the Provider accepts assignment for this patient. (This field can also be 
selected for each bill and corresponds to box 27 of the paper insurance claim form.) 

Co-Pay per Visit 

Enter the co-pay amount that the patient should pay your office for each visit. (This 
amount will appear in the notes on the schedule for each appointment made for this 
patient and will be entered on the transaction screen.) 
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Collections Module 

    From the Patient File Billing screen, you will also see a tab option for “Collections.”  This 
module gives you the ability to send a series of letters to a patient who has become delinquent 
in paying their bill. When you select the [Collections] button the following screen appears:   
 
  
 
When you place a check mark in the “Begin Collection Letters” check box, dates will 
automatically populate the Scheduled Date field for each letter. Each successive letter is 
scheduled one month after the previous. You can change these schedule dates for any range of 
dates you prefer. After a collection letter has been sent the date will be updated in the Date Sent 
field. You can clear these settings entirely by clicking the [Clear Collection Status] button, 
effectively taking the patient out of collections mode. 
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Printing Collection Letters 

Periodically you will need to print letters for the patients you have selected for collections. You 
can do this on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. There are four default collection letters in the 
system (LETTER1 through LETTER4). Periodically you should print each letter so that the 
recipients receive the letter they should be receiving. 
 
To print collection letters, select Activities, Billing and Collections, then Collection Letters. You 
will see the following screen:  
 

  
 
Use this screen to print Letters 1 through 4. You can create your own collection letters or modify 
the default collection letters as you wish. A sample collection letter is shown below (LETTER1): 
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Payment Contracts 

 
  You have the ability to set up a payment contract for each patient. The payment contract is a 
commitment to pay a fixed amount of money for a specified number of payments. This can be 
set up in the patient’s file on the [Contract] tab within the Billing tab.   
 
NOTE: 

The amount of each contract payment will not show up in the Accounts Receivable until 
the contract installment is billed. 

Original Contract Amount 

Enter the total amount of the contract. 

Periodic Payment Amount 

Enter the amount desired for each periodic payment or installment 

Total Payments Charged 

This field is updated automatically by the program when a periodic payment is charged.  
The amount reflects the total charges already charged to the patient. 

Unbilled Balance 

This field is updated automatically by the program when a periodic payment is charged.  
The amount reflects the charges that remain to be billed to the patient. 

Contract Type 

This field is optional. Enter the contract type for the contract. This field can be useful to 
distinguish between different contract types when generating contract charges. 

Date of Last Charge 

This field is updated automatically by the program when a periodic payment is charged. 

  

In the example above, the contract amount is $3,000.00 charged at $120.00 per 
installment. The screen shows how much has already been charged, when the last 
charge was incurred and what portion of the contract remains to be billed. 
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Generating Contract Payments 

 
You cannot successfully generate contract payments until you have first set up a contract for at 
least one patient. As you set up these contracts, you will need to generate the contract 
payments periodically. In other words, these contracts are not billed automatically and must be 
initiated by “Generating Contract Payments” as discussed here. Most offices will choose to 
generate contract payments each month. You can generate contract payments by selecting 
Generate Contract Payments from the Billing and Collections section of the Activities menu. The 
following screen will display: 
 

  

 
NOTE:   
We recommend making a backup of your data before proceeding with this feature as there is no 
automatic way to reverse the charges.  
 

Billing Code 

Enter the billing code for the contract charges. This code should have been set up prior. 
If not, this code can be set up by pressing “F5” or clicking the lookup icon, selecting new 
from the billing code screen. The code should be set up as a “Patient Charge” Code 
Type. 

Effective Date 

Enter the date when the charge should be executed. The date will default to the current 
date. 

Last Charge Before 

This date will automatically display for the day before the current date. This helps ensure 
that you do not inadvertently charge a patient’s account twice. 

Patient Type 1 

Enter the Patient Type 1 code for the contracts that you want to bill. Leave this blank to 
create a charge for all contracts. 

Patient Type 2 

Enter the Patient Type 2 code for the contracts that you want to bill. Leave this blank to 
create a charge for all patient contracts. 

Patient Contract Type 

Enter the Contract Type code for the contracts that you want to bill. Leave this blank to 
create a charge for all contracts. 

Range of Patients 

Enter the range of patients for whom you want contracts to be billed. If the same patient 
code is in both the “From” and “To" range fields, a charge will only be generated for that 
patient. Leave this blank to create a charge for all patient contracts. 
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Range of Providers 

Enter the range of providers for whose patient’s contracts you want billed. If the same 
patient code is in both the “From” and “To" range fields, a charge will only be generated 
for that patient. Leave this blank to create a charge for all patient contracts. 

 
After selecting your ranges, press the OK button to generate the contract charges. For each 
patient contract that fits within your selected ranges, a new charge on a new billing number will 
be created. 
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Custom Fields Tab 

You can select the patient Custom Fields tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+F]. 
 
If you have defined any custom fields for your patients, these fields will be displayed on this tab.  
For information on defining custom patient fields see the section titled Practice Information in 
this manual. 

Patient Notes 

You can select the patient Notes tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+E]. The Notes screen 
allows you to keep patient notes in three distinct areas. These areas are Patient History, 
Narrative and Administrative Notes. 

  

Patient History 

The Patient History section allows you to create distinct notes that are time and date 
stamped. After 24 hours have passed these notes are locked and cannot be modified. 
The notes from this screen can be searched by Start Date, End Date or by Provider.  
Select “New Note” to create a new note with today’s current time and date. 

Narrative 

The Narrative section is designed to give you a virtually unlimited area to input free-form 
text notes. Select the Print button at the bottom of the screen to print these notes. 

Administrative Notes 

The Administrative Notes section is also designed to give you a virtually unlimited area 
to input free-form text notes.  The notes of this section should normally be billing or 
administrative in nature. Select the Print button at the bottom of the screen to print these 
notes. 
 

This button allows you to create a new Patient History note that is date and time 
stamped. This feature is not needed in the Narrative and Administrative Notes 
fields. 

 

The File button contains several options. Some of these options are not available 
in all note field type (Patient History, Narrative & Administrative Notes). 

Edit & Delete Notes 

These options are available only on Patient History type notes. (You can freely 
edit and delete text in the other, more free-form, type of notes.) 

Add To Problem/Allergy List & Patient Medications 

These options are available only on Patient History type notes and only if you 
have a license to run the EMR version of the program. These features help EMR 
users add note information to the specific lists identified. 
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Import & Export 

This feature allows you to import and export text to/from an external file. The 
external file must be either plain text or "Rich Text" (.rtf) format. Word processors 
(like Microsoft Word) have the ability to Import/Export "Rich Text" documents.  
These features are accessible only in the Narrative & Administrative Note type 
sections. These functions are found by pressing the “File...” button. 

Insert Template 

See the section entitled “Templates” in the next few pages of the manual for this 
functionality. Note: Templates are usable only in the Narrative & Administrative 
Note type sections. 

  
You are given the choice of printer and other printing options.  

 

 
The system includes powerful spell correction capabilities including the option to 
add your own names and terms to the dictionary files. 
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Imported Records CDA 

The [Imported Records CDA] button allows you to import Clinical Document Architecture 
(CDA) files in CCR or CCD format. These records are often transferred from other 
practices or providers and should be imported into the specific patient’s record. From the 
File button at the bottom of the screen select “Import”, and then navigate to where the 
file has been saved on your system. Select the file, then click on the “Open” button to 
have the record inserted into the patient record. An example is shown below: 
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Templates 

On the patient notes screen you have the ability to create templates to help you save time in 
taking routine notes. 
 
An AltaPoint template is a basic text file with an extension of .TPL. You will find a sample 
template file called EXAM.TPL in your Alta folder (if that is where you installed the program 
originally). If you open EXAM.TPL in a basic text editor you will see the following: 
 
Patient: [CODE] [FULLNAME] 

 

Age: ~Patient Age~ 

Weight: ~Enter Patient Weight~ 

Height: ~Enter Patient Height~ 

Blood Pressure: ~Enter Patient Blood Pressure~ 

 
There are three main elements you can use when creating a template: 
1. Basic Text. Any text you enter will appear in your notes after the template is run. 
2. Prompt Line. The line above that reads - "Age:  ~Patient Age~ " is a prompt that when the 

template is run will display the word "Age:" and offer a field for you to enter your answer. 
3. Fields from the patient file. You have the ability to use fields from the patient file in your 

templates. Above, you will see the words [CODE] & [FULLNAME]. These are fields in the 
patient file that are being invoked for this template. (To see a full listing of the fields available 
in the patient file, see Appendix A.) 

 
The EXAM.TPL template when run in the patient note screen looks like this: 
 
Patient: SIMPS00001 Simpson, Teri E 

 

Age: 37 

Weight: 130 

Height: 5'8" 

Blood Pressure: 120/70 
 

Running Templates 

To run a template you have created, select “Insert Template” from the File button on the 
Administrative or Narrative note screen. The screen is shown below: 
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When you select the Insert Template option, then the EXAM.TPL, the following screen will 
appear: 

  

Notice this is the first prompt as discussed above. Enter information for each prompt. After the 
last prompt is entered the entire note will be entered into the note page.   
 
You can create as many templates as you would like. Simply make sure you give each template 
the file extension .TPL. 
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Documents Tab 

AltaPoint gives you the unique ability to store documents that are associated with a particular 
patient. When you select the Documents Tab from the Patient File you will see the following 
screen: 

  

Creating a new Document 

The “New” button allows you to create a new document to associate with the currently 
selected patient. (The patient can be changed from within the New Document screen.) 
When you press the “New” button you will be offered the following screen: 
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Document ID 

The Document ID will be incremented automatically as you create new documents. You 
can modify the initial number used in the Document ID by going to the “Practice 
Information” File located under the “File” menu option, then select the “Options” tab and 
modify the value in the “Next Document Number” field. The system will left-fill the 
numbers with zeros up to 8 characters. 

Document Type 

Document types that can be created from this option are Microsoft Word, Microsoft 
Excel, Open Office (or Star Office) documents & spreadsheets, and WordPerfect 
documents. 

Author 

Identify the Author from the list of employees existing in the system.   

Description 

You can add some text to describe the document for future retrieval.   

Patient 

Identify the patient from which the document will be accessed.   

Date Created 

The current date will be used as the creation date. 
 
NOTE: 

Documents created from this screen will be stored in a folder called “Documents” 
in your main AltaPoint directory. 

Attaching an Existing Document 

Although you can only create documents of certain types from within AltaPoint, you can 
reference documents of virtually any file type within the program. To attach (reference) 
an existing file to a particular patient, select the “Attach Existing…” button from the 
bottom of the Documents screen. You will be given a Windows browse screen whereby 
you can select the desired file to associate with the selected patient. 
 
NOTE: 

Files associated using this method are not moved on your computer, they are 
simply referenced for future retrieval. If the document is moved or deleted, 
AltaPoint will be unable to open the file. 

Editing an existing document 

Select the “Edit” button to modify an existing document. The application used to create 
the document will be launched if it is accessible and recognizable from the computer 
attempting to edit the document. 
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Details Button 

The Details button will show you information about a particular document. You can 
modify many of the fields of this screen. See the section “Creating a New Document” 
above for information regarding the fields of this screen. 

Deleting a Document 

By selecting the Delete button, you will be deleting the reference to the document on the 
patient file only. The original document will not be deleted.  

Document Category 

You can categorize your patient documents in any relevant way you would like. Select 
the lookup icon to view a list of categories. From this list you can add, edit or delete 
categories. 

 

Reminders 

You can select the Reminders tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+R]. Select this tab to 
view all reminders for the patient. To learn more about entering reminders go to the section 
heading entitled “Reminders” later in this manual. 
 

Appointments 

You can select the Appointments tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+A]. Select this tab to 
view all appointments for the patient. See the section entitled “Appointment Scheduler” in this 
manual for more information on scheduling patient appointments. 
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Images 

On this screen you can save an unlimited number of images for each patient. You can also 
include notes about each image in the Notes section.   
 
The screen appears as illustrated below: 

 

Each image is stored in a date ordered sequence. As you store additional images, you may 
wish to categorize these images for easier retrieval at a later time. To create a new category, 
click on the lookup button next to the “Image Category” field, then select the New Button. The 
screen on the next page illustrates the resulting screen: 
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Enter a new category code in the Code field then enter a description for the new category.  
Having now created this category, you can enter this category name on any existing or new 
image.  Later you will be able to view only the images that belong to a certain category if you 
choose.  You can also view images that fall within a certain range of dates.  Both of these 
options become particularly useful once you have a multitude of images stored for a given 
patient.   
 

Storing Images 

 
NOTE:   

The images stored in this tab must be “JPEG” files. A jpeg file is a common type of 
digital image file that has a file extension “.jpg” (This image type is different than the 
.bmp type of image that the patient’s picture requires on Patient Page1). If the image you 
are trying to insert into this screen is not a jpeg file, you must convert the image to a jpeg 
file. There are programs available that convert images from one file format to another. 
Contact your local vendor to acquire such a program. 

 
As discussed in previous sections, there are two methods of including a photo or image into 
your AltaPoint software. The first method is to save a photo to your computer’s hard drive, then 
“Insert New Photo from File” (this is a two step process). The second method is to use 
AltaPoint’s TWAIN interface to directly access the photo from a camera device attached to you 
computer.  
 
Both of these options can be found by selecting the “Image” button at the bottom of the “Image” 
tab on the Patient file. The screen appears as follows: 
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Image 

Use the following options from the Image button: 

Acquire Image 

Use this option to acquire an image from the selected source. A source may be selected with 
the following option. 

Select Source 

Use this option to choose a source from where the images come. If selected, digital cameras, 
scanners, and other imaging hardware may be chosen to select an image from the TWAIN 
interface available through those devices. 

Copy Selected Image 

Use this option to copy the selected image to the Windows clipboard. 

Paste New Image 

Use this option to paste a previously copied image into the patient’s record. 

Delete Image and Notes 

Use this option to delete the selected image and its notes. 

Read Archived Images 

Use this option to view archived images. 

Import Image from File 

Use this option to import an image into the file. 

Export Image to File 

Use this option to export an image to a separate file on your computer. 
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Use Stock Image 

Use this option to access the existing library of images available on your system 
 

Methods 

The following describes two options available for putting images into AltaPoint. 

Method #1 – Two Step Process 

You can include any number of images to be displayed as part of the patient file 
“Images” tab screen. To import an image, the image must first be scanned as, or 
converted to, a JPeg (.jpg) file. To include the JPeg image on the Images screen, select 
the “Image” button, then select the “Import Image from File” option. You will be prompted 
to find and select the JPeg file name. Select the appropriate file name and click OK to 
save or Cancel to exit. 

 
Once you have entered the image you have the option to annotate, export or delete the 
image from the record.   
 

Method #2 – TWAIN Interface Direct Connection 

As mentioned earlier, your AltaPoint software has been equipped with a TWAIN 
(standard imaging protocol/API) Interface. This TWAIN interface allows you to directly 
access the photo from a camera or scanner (device) attached to you computer. Note: 
you must first install your camera, scanner and any software as directed by your device’s 
manufacturer. Once your device is installed correctly, you are ready to identify the 
device to the AltaPoint software. To do this you must first click the “Select Source” 
button from the “Image” button on the Image tab of the Patient file, to select the device 
that has been connected to your PC. When you click this button a list will appear with 
any camera or scanner devices detected by Windows. Select the proper device by 
highlighting it, then click the “Select” button. Once you have done this you should be 
ready to begin acquiring images from your camera or scanner.   
 
To acquire an image from your attached camera or scanner (device), select the “Acquire 
Photo” button from the “Image” button on the Image tab of the patient file. This will call 
up your device’s software that will allow you to operate your device. Your device’s 
software will allow you to “capture” or “save” an image. This image will then be saved in 
the “Images” tab of the Patient’s file. Consult your device’s documentation for specific 
information about working with the device and its software. 
 

The Zoom button enlarges the image to a greater size.   
 

You can also print an image by pressing the “Print” button at the bottom of the screen. (The 
default report for printing an image is called “IMAGE.” This report can be modified from the 
Design Custom Form option in the Reports menu.) 
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A sample Image printout is shown below: 
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Image Annotation (Zoom Button) 

Press the Zoom button to view a selected image and annotate it. Pressing this button will 
display the image using the interface shown below. 

 

To annotate the image, first select the Overlay button.  

Show Actual, Fit to Width & Fit to Height Buttons 

The image size and shape may be changed by selecting “Fit to Width” or “Fit to Height” 
options. The “Show Actual” button will display the image as it was originally saved. 

Overlay Button 

The Overlay button provides a way of annotating the image without directly modifying it.  
You can view the image with the Overlay on or off. Use the button tools on the right to 
annotate the image.  

Clear Button 

The Clear button to erase the annotations. 
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Print Button 

Use the Print button to print the image. You can print the image with or without the 
Overlay. For printing the image without the Overlay, select the report called “IMAGE.”  
If you want to include the overlay with the printed image, select the report called 
“IMAGEO.” 

 

Visits Tab (EMR Only) 

Select the Visits tab to view the clinical visits on record for the selected patient.   
 

Check In/Out Tab (EMR Only) 

The Check In/Out tab gives you a convenient way to access the EMR portion of the program 
from the patient file. This functionality is also accessible from the  icon on the main screen. 
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Patient Merge 
Your AltaPoint software comes with a patient merge function to assist you in keeping your 
records concise and accurate. This feature is helpful if you have accidentally entered data for 
the same patient on two different patient records.  
 
BEWARE: This feature is not reversible. You should make a backup before merging two 
patient records in case you experience problems during the process or for some reason decide 
to revert back to the two separate patient records. 
 
To merge two patients to the same record, select Utilities, Tools, then, Merge Patients. The 
screen appears as shown below: 
 

 
 
Identify the two records you plan on merging. The patient entered into the “Into Patient” field will 
be the new merged patient record. All bills, reminders, appointments, and any other pertinent 
information will be merged. 
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The Address File 
Use the address file to store all of your non-patient contact information. The address file is sub-
categorized into the following groups of contacts:  

◦ Guarantors 

◦ Contacts/Individuals 

◦ Businesses 

◦ Insurance Companies  

◦ Physicians 

◦ Attorneys  

◦ Schools  

◦ Facilities  

◦ Locations  

◦ Pharmacies  

◦ Labs  
 
The system will use these subcategories when it needs the appropriate information. While this 
file contains information for Insurance Companies and Guarantors, these address types can be 
accessed individually from the Lists menu option. 

 

To access the address file, select the Addresses icon  , or choose Addresses from the List 
menu. A list of your current Addresses will display. 
 
The following is a description of each field on the address form.  
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Address Page 1 

You can select the Address Page 1 tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+1]. 

Contact Code 

 Enter up to 20 alphanumeric characters (A-Z, 0-9) to uniquely identify the contact in the 
system. 

Address Type 

Select between the several options to indicate which group the contact belongs to. This 
is important because throughout the program certain contact types are displayed for 
specific reasons. For example, if you enter the code type wrong for a physician, let’s say 
you inadvertently enter the code type as “Business,” that physician will not appear in the 
physician list when you go to choose him or her. 

First Name 

 Enter up to 30 characters for the contact's first name. 
 
Note – Special Usage: This field will be used as the Referring physician’s name for 
those records that are code typed for “Physician.” 

Middle 

 Enter the contact's middle initial. 

Last Name 

 Enter up to 30 for the contact's last name. 
 
Note – Special Usage: This field will be used as the Referring Physician’s name for 
those records that are code typed for “Physician.” 

Title and Name 

 Enter up to 40 characters for the contact's official title with credentials.   

Business Name 

Enter up to 40 characters for the Contacts Company’s name. 
 
Note – Special Usage: This field will be used for Facilities and Businesses. 

Address1, Address2 

 Enter up to 40 characters for the contact's address line 1 and address line 2. 

ZIP 

 Enter up to 20 characters for the contact's ZIP or postal code. 

City 

 Enter up to 20 characters for the contact's city. 
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State 

 Enter up to 2 characters for the contact's state or province. 

Work and Home Phone 

Enter the work and home phone numbers with the area codes in the fields provided.  

Sex 

Enter the Sex of the contact. 
 
Note – Special Usage: This field will be needed for Guarantors for billing purposes. 

Inactive 

Select this checkbox if you don’t want this particular address to be used any longer.  
With this box checked, the address will no longer appear in the address list, unless the 
“Show Inactive” box is checked. Note that the code will not be deleted, simply not 
displayed.  
 
NOTE: 
The system will not let you delete a Contact Code that has already been used. This is 
done to maintain the referential integrity of the system. You can delete or reassign 
references that use the Contact Code you wish to delete. 
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Address Page 2 

You can select the Address Page 2 tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+2]. 

 

Fax, Mobile Phone 

 Enter the contact's fax and mobile phone numbers with area code. 

E-mail 

 Enter up to 60 characters for the contact's Internet E-mail address. 

Sales Tax Rate 

Allows for a specific sales tax rate.  
 
Note – Special Usage: This field is useful for multiple practice locations where the tax 
rate varies by location. 

Birth Date 

 Enter the contact's birth date. 
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Note – Special Usage: This field will be needed for Guarantors for billing purposes. 

Provider 

 Enter the service provider for the contact, if applicable. 
 

To view a list of providers, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field 
or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Employer 

 Enter the employer for the contact if applicable. 
 

To view a list of employers, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Notes Tab 

You can select the Notes tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+E].   
 

Insurance ID’s Tab 

 
Use this tab only for referring physicians and facilities where services are performed.  
The screen appears as indicated below. 
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Select the insurance company and enter the individual insurance ID's in the table to the left. 
 
The fields at the right are also available for referring physician’s special numbers as defined 
below: 

Tax Rate 

This field allows a location set up in the address file to have a distinct tax rate different 
from the one specified in the Practice Information file. (Same as field on Address Page 
2.) 

Tax ID 

The Tax ID field will be used for the referring physician’s ID on the ANSI electronic 
claims form. 

Default UPIN 

If you wish to assign a single UPIN to this record for all insurance companies, you may 
enter the UPIN number in this box. 
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Specialty 

The Specialty field will be used for the referring physician’s Taxonomy # on the ANSI 
electronic claims form. 

Lab CLIA Number 

 Enter the Lab CLIA Number in this box, if applicable. 

Facility Number 

This field can be used for another facility where the referring physician provides services 
(other than in your own practice facility).  

NPI 

Enter the NPI number in this field.  
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Insurance Company List 
Enter all of the insurance companies you work with in the Insurance Companies screen from the 
Lists menu. The screen appears as identified below: 

 

Addresses & Contact Tab 

Enter the relevant address information in the fields above for each insurance company.  
Each insurance company must have a unique Code to differentiate it from all other 
codes in the system. 

Fee Schedule 

You have the ability to assign a specific fee schedule to each Insurance Company you 
enter. When you input a fee schedule in this field, the pricing attributes of that fee 
schedule will be used when enter transaction information for a patient who has this 
insurance. If the fee schedule field is left blank, the standard fee schedule or the fee 
schedule identified on the patient's file will be used. 

 

To view a list of fee schedules, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Insurance Category 

The Insurance Category field gives you the ability to group insurance companies 
together for billing and reporting functions. You can create these types in any way you 
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wish. When you create a new Insurance Type, the new type will show up in the list for 
future use.   
 
An excellent use of this feature is grouping certain insurance companies together for 
insurance form printing. You can group each of your commercial carriers together so that 
when you go to print a batch of insurance claims you can print only those that have a 
certain code. There may be many other reasons why you might want to give an 
insurance company a certain type code. 

 

To view a list of previously entered Insurance Type codes, select the lookup button 
displayed to the right of this field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Insurance Type 

Enter the type of insurance this Insurance Company entry represents. Use the drop- 
down menu to select the type. 

Accept Assignment 

Select this checkbox if you always want to accept assignment for this insurance 
company. Otherwise you can decide whether or not to accept assignment on a specific 
patient's file. 

ICD-10 

Select this checkbox if this insurance company is able to receive ICD-10 codes. During 
the transition from ICD-9 to ICD-10 codes, some insurance companies will be able to 
receive ICD-10 codes while others won’t be ready. Select this checkbox for those 
insurance companies that are ready. This can be set to ICD-10 automatically to newly 
entered insurance files by checking the “Default Insurances to ICD-10” checkbox on the 
Practice Information's Option tab. 
 
NOTE:  Checking the ICD-10 checkbox will not affect older claims that were submitted 
with ICD-9 codes. In the event you have to resubmit those old claims, they will still be 
created using ICD-9 codes. 
 
WARNING: Selecting ICD-10 on an insurance company without entering any ICD-10 
codes into AltaPoint will cause those claims to be submitted without diagnosis codes. 

Inactive 

Select this checkbox if you don't want this insurance file used in the future. 
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Practice ID’s Tab 

Enter the practice’s group ID for the specified company in the Your Practice Group ID 
box.    
 

 

Your Practice Group ID 

Enter your practice’s Group ID number for this insurance company (if you are filing 
claims as a group). 

NEIC 

Enter your NEIC number here. 

Additional Payor ID 1 & 2 

Use these fields if you are assigned additional numbers by this insurance company. 

OCNA 

Enter your OCNA number here.  (This number is generally only relevant for Medicare 
insurance company types. 

Federal Tax ID 

Enter the practice’s federal Tax ID in this field. 

EDI ID & Insurance Name 

Enter your Electronic Data Interchange ID and EDI Insurance Name in these fields. 
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Notes Tab 

You can select the Notes tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+E]. Use this notes 
area to maintain notes about the specific insurance company. 
 

Patients Tab 

The Patients tab gives you a convenient look at the patients that are associated with the 
specific insurance company. 
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Guarantor List 
Patient guarantors (non-patient responsible parties) may be entered in the Guarantor screen 
from the Lists menu, or reached . AltaPoint keeps all of the non-patient responsible parties in 
this file so that the patient file can contain only patients that you provide services for. 
 
The guarantor information will be used for billing purposes on insurance claims and on patient 
statements.   
 
The screen appears as identified below: 

 

Guarantor Page 1 Tab 

Enter the relevant address information in the fields above for each guarantor. Each 
guarantor must have a unique Code to differentiate it from all other codes in the system.   
 
NOTE: 

The Title field is optional. 
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Guarantor Page 2 Tab 

 

Continue entering the relevant guarantor information on Guarantor Page 2. Note that you can 
mark a check mark in the E-Mail Statements checkbox to have this guarantor’s statements sent 
via email. For more detail on emailing statements, see the section entitled “E-Mailing 
Statements” in this manual.  

Family Members Tab 

The family members tab will display each patient that has listed this guarantor as the 
guarantor/responsible party on his/her patient file. Use this screen as a way to manage 
families or groups of patients. 

Notes Tab 

You can select the Notes tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+E]. Use this notes 
area to maintain notes about the specific guarantor. 
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Navigating through Lists and the Address File 

Select the appropriate button to move through the address file:  

 

Finding an Address 

Select Search to quickly find a specific address. The address lookup form will display. You can 
search by address code, name, company, or phone number. You can also view the list by 
subcategory, such as “Attorneys Only.” 
 

Adding a New Address 

To add a new address, simply press the New button on the address form. A blank record will be 
inserted into the file that can then be edited with the appropriate address information. Press OK 
to save the new address or Cancel to exit without saving the new address. 
 

Deleting an Address 

To delete an address from the file select the Delete button from the address form. Press OK to 
confirm that you wish to delete the address. 
 
NOTE: 
The system will not let you delete a Contact Code that has already been used. This is done to 
maintain the referential integrity of the system. You can delete or reassign references that use 
the Contact Code you wish to delete. 

Including a Contact Photo 

You can include a photo to be displayed as part of the contact file screen. To import a photo, the 
photo must first be scanned and converted to a Windows Bitmap (.bmp) file -- approximately 
240 x 220 pixels in size. To include the Windows bitmap image on the contact screen, select the 
Photo button. You will be prompted for the Windows bitmap file name. Select the appropriate 
file name and select OK to save or Cancel to exit. 
 
Once you have entered a photo for a contact you have the option to insert a new photo, save 
the photo or delete the photo from the record. Simply press the Photo button (after a photo has 
been entered) and these options will appear.  
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Address Notes 

You can select the contact the Notes tab with the mouse or by pressing [ALT+E]. The text you 
enter is stored in a "Rich-Text" format so that you can use a variety of fonts throughout. The 
options available from the Notes tab include: 
 

Print Notes. You are given the choice of printer and other printing options.  
 

Import from file. This feature allows you to import text from an external file. The 
external file must be either plain text or "Rich Text" (.rtf) format. Most of today's 
popular word processors including Microsoft Word and WordPerfect have the 
ability to Import/Export "Rich Text" documents. 

 

Export to a file. This feature allows you to export notes to an external file. The 
text is saved in a "Rich Text" (.rtf) format. Most of today's popular word 
processors including Microsoft Word and WordPerfect have the ability to 
Import/Export "Rich Text" documents. 

 

Spell correction. The system includes powerful spell correction capabilities 
including the option to add your own names and terms to the dictionary files. 
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Task Management 
Use the Tasks form to record and track all time-critical tasks relating to patients and patients. To 
access the Tasks form, select the Tasks  icon from the command window. Or choose Tasks 
from the Lists menu. The Tasks form will display. 

 
You can view tasks by patient, employee, date, or any combination of the above. 
 

Search & Sorting Fields 

Use these fields to sort the task list that is displayed on the screen. 

Sort By: 

You can sort the task list by Due Date, Assigned Date, Employee, Patient, and who the 
task was Created By.   

Find: 

Use the Find field to find a particular task. First select one of the Sort By options listed 
above to set the category for what you will be searching for, then enter the item to be 
searched for in the “Find:” box. For example, If you select the “Due Date” option in the 
sort by field, you will see that the Find field is now auto-formatted to receive a date. 
Enter the date you are looking for to view a list of tasks that meet the particular Due 
Date. 

Filtering 

Use these fields to filter the task list so that only the items you are looking for display. This is 
different than sorting in that when you filter the list, you eliminate records that don’t match your 
filtering criteria. Use the following options to help you filter the task list by the following 
information: 
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Patient 

 Enter a patient code to view only those tasks for the selected patient.   
 

To view a list of patients, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field or 
select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Employee 

 Enter an employee code to view only those tasks for the selected employee.   
 

To view a list of employees, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field or 
select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Due Date 

 Enter a desired due date to view only those tasks for the selected due date.   
 

Date may be entered by typing in the desired date. 
 
To advance the date forward (Up) or backward (Down) one day from the date 
entered in this field using the keyboard, you can use the + and - keys to change the 
date forward and backward respectively. If the date is blank, selecting this control 
will set the date to today. 

 
Use the date lookup button to display a calendar window to select a desired date.  
As a keyboard alternative, you can press [“F5”] from this field to display the 
calendar window.  

Show Completed 

Check the “Show Completed” checkbox to include completed tasks on the screen view. 
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Task Detail Screen 

The task detail screen gives you particulars about a particular task. The screen appears as 
follows: 

 

Note: If you enter a task with information outside the search criteria entered in the heading 
fields of this form, once the task has been entered, it will no longer appear on the form. 

Description 

Enter up to 40 characters to describe the desired task. 

Due Date 

Enter the date by which you need to have this task completed. You can use the [Shift-Up 
Arrow] and [Shift-Down Arrow] keys to move the date forward and backward 
respectively. 

 

Use the “Date” icon to select a specific date. 

Priority 

Enter the level of priority for this task. Choose between: Critical, High, Medium & Low. 
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Employee 

Enter the Employee or Provider for whom the task is being created. 

Patient 

 Enter the patient code associated with this task. 
 

When entering an employee or patient, you can select the lookup button displayed to 
the right of these field, or select this field and press [“F5”], to display a window listing 
all employees or patients, respectively. 

Completed 

Check this field to display completed tasks. Otherwise only non-completed tasks are 
displayed. 

Reminder 

Check this box if you would like the system to show you a reminder about this task when 
entering the system. When this checkbox is used, a box will pop up upon entering the 
system to remind you about the task.   

Days Before to Remind 

Enter a number in this field for the number of days before a task is due to be reminded 
by the system. This feature works hand-in-hand with the feature above. 

Note Box 

There is a large open area at the bottom of this screen where you can type notes about 
this task. 
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Appointment Scheduler (Legacy) 
Use the AltaPoint Scheduler to manage your daily appointments and tasks. 
**Use this section to understand how to work with appointments, then view the information 
regarding the Pro Scheduler later in this documentation to see how to use the more graphical 
AltaPoint Pro Scheduler. 
 
Note: AltaPoint defaults to the Pro Schedule view. This can be changed in the schedule tab of 
the Employee file.  

Setting up Schedule Options 

You can set up some basic scheduling options by selecting the Schedule Options item from the 
File menu. This will allow you to modify the setup of the current schedule being viewed. The 
options will appear as indicated below: 

 

As you can see, you have the ability to set the appointment length, as well as define when your 
first and last appointment should be set. You also can select whether or not to view appointment 
notes on the daily view. You may also select a color to highlight schedule conflicts. 
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Entering Appointments 

Use the Daily Appointments & Tasks form to enter and track all your appointments and tasks.  

To access this form, select the Schedule button from the command window. Or choose 
Appointments from the Activities menu on the command window. The Daily Appointments & 
Tasks form will display:  
 

 
 
You can maintain a detailed calendar for each doctor and practice employee.   
 
Select the desired calendar using the search field in the upper left-hand corner of the form. To 
select from the list of employees, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field or 
select this field and press [“F5”]. 
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To use advanced scheduling features, double-click the desired appointment or right click on the 
specific appointment and select Edit. The Appointment Detail form will display. 

 
The following is a description of each field on the Appointment Detail form. 

Description 

 Enter up to 40 characters to describe the appointment. This field corresponds to the 
appointment description displayed on the left-hand side of the Daily Appointments & 
Tasks form. 

Patient 

 Enter the patient code for this appointment. It is sometimes helpful to enter the patient 
code in addition to the Description entered above. By entering the patient code, The 
description will be filled with the patient's name (which can then be edited, if desired) and 
patient information such as address, phone numbers, and birth date will be displayed 
after the appointment is saved. In addition, you will be able to print reports showing 
appointments by patient. This field is optional however. 

 

To view a list of patients, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. Or simply start typing a patient name to 
use the Auto-fill option. 
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Wait List 

Click the [Wait List] button to select from or to add a patient to the list. (See “Wait List” 
later in this section.) 

Procedure 

Enter the Procedure that the patient is being scheduled for. This field is optional. 
 

To view a list of procedures, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Date  

 Enter the date of the appointment. 
 

Use the "Spin" button to advance the date forward (Up) or backward (Down) one 
day from the dated entered in this field. As a keyboard alternative, you can use the 
+ and - keys to change the date forward and backward respectively. If the date is 
blank, selecting this control will set the date to today. 

 
Use the date lookup button to display a calendar window to select a desired date. 
As a keyboard alternative, you can press [“F5”] from this field to display the 
calendar window.  

Time 

 Enter the appointment time, or if you selected an appointment from the main screen, the 
appointment time selected will appear. 

Length 

 Enter the appointment length in minutes. The default appointment length is 00:30, or the 

length specified by the File → Schedule Options.  

 
 Note: You can specify an appointment length of any billing code so that when that code 

is used, the specified appointment length will appear. 

Employee 

This field references which Employee the appointment is being scheduled for. 

Alarm 

 Check this field if you would like the system to alert you of this appointment.   

New Patient 

Check this field to mark a new patient. This will enable you to run a report that includes 
only new patient visits. 

Alarm lead time 

 If you checked the Alarm field above, enter the lead-time you would like the system to 
give you prior to alerting you of this appointment. 
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Note:   In order for the appointment alarm to sound at alarm time, AltaPoint must be 

running. AltaPoint does not need to be the active windows program, however.  

Status 

You can identify the status of each appointment if you wish. The options are:  

● Confirmed 

● Left Message 

● Signed In 

● Exam Room  

● Exam Room - Vitals Taken 

● Exam Room- With Doctor 

● Billed 

● Checked Out 

● Rescheduled 

● Cancelled  

● Missed  
 

For quick access when using the scheduler, you can right-click on an appointment and 
update the status of the appointment directly from that screen.  

Location 

Enter up to 10 characters, or select a created location with up to a 20-character location 
code, to identify a location for this appointment.   

Visit Type 

If you choose, you can create visit type categories for your appointments. Select the 
lookup icon to select, add or view the Visit Type for the appointment. 

Color 

You can choose the color of the selected appointment by clicking on the lookup icon 
then selecting the color of your choice.  
 
Note: You can specify an appointment color on any billing code so that when that code 
is used, the specified appointment color will appear. 

Reason Box 

Enter information related to the reason for the appointment. This information will be 
viewable from the day view in the “Reason” column. 

Notes Box 

Use the Notes box to make any necessary notes about the appointment.  

Billing Button 

The billing button has been added to the appointment detail screen so that you can 
conveniently start a new bill for this appointment/patient if you would like. Pressing the 
Billing button will call up the Transaction Entry screen and start a new bill for the patient.   
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Insurance Button 

If you have selected an appointment of an existing patient, the insurance button will give 
you information about the patient’s insurance. The screen appears as shown below: 

 

Audit Trail Button 

Select the Audit Trail button to view details about the appointment creation and 
appointment changes. The screen appears as shown below: 

 

 

Multi-Schedule Button 

Use the Multi-Schedule button when you need to schedule several resources for the 
same appointment. This could be two or more doctors or technicians, or could actually 
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be physical resources if you schedule machinery as well as human resources. The 
screen appears as shown below: 

 

Each employee or resource that has a schedule will appear in the Schedule List. The 
Provider/Employee file is where schedules are created. If you wish to create a schedule 
for a piece of equipment you will need to create a record for it in the Provider/Employee 
file, then check the Schedule checkbox to create its schedule. 

 

Duplicate Button 

The Duplicate button allows you to duplicate a patient’s most recent appointment when 
creating a new appointment for that patient.  When creating a new appointment, 
selecting the Duplicate button will show the following screen: 

 
Select the [OK] button will create a new appointment with the same details as the 
previous visit. 
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Working with appointments 

When looking at the scheduler, you can right click on a specific appointment to receive the 
following screen:  

 
 

Notice that you have the ability at the bottom of the screen to easily review the status of the 
appointment. You also have a range of other options to work with this appointment including 
zooming directly to the patient’s file, emailing the patient, printing important patient information 
and “checking in” a patient to the EMR (EMR only). 
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Repeat Appointments 

The scheduler has extensive support for repeat appointments. If you would like an appointment 
to be repeated in the system, select the "Repeat…" button from the Appointment Detail form. 
The Repeat Appointment form will display. 

 

Select which periodic increment you would like to work with. The example above is setting up a 
weekly appointment. Enter the starting date, ending date, and frequency of the repeat 
appointment in the fields provided. Also select the days of the week you would like the 
appointment to repeat on. 
 

The Exceptions button allows you to make changes to a repeat 
appointment for occasional exceptions to you repeating appointments. 
When you select this button you will see the following screen: 

 
The Exceptions window will populate with all of your repeat appointments. You can add and 
delete dates on an exception basis for your repeating appointment. Press the OK button to 
make the changes permanent. 
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Appointment Templates  

Appointment Templates function much like Repeat Appointments as defined above. Templates 
can be very useful in blocking out portions of time that need to be set aside for specific visit 
types or other recurring appointments where the patient(s) has not yet been identified. These 
templates can be color coded. You can also create templates that have no description just a 
color code if you choose. To create a new template, double-click an appointment time slot on 
the schedule to see the appointment detail then select the template checkbox then and select 
the [Template] button. The screen appears as shown below: 

 
Select the recurring time frame for this template. You can have the template blocked so that it 
cannot be modified or locked so that only certain Visit Types can be used. Make these 
selections and select [OK] to return to the Appointment Detail screen where you can finish the 
other details of your template. 
 

Wait List 

AltaPoint provides you with a quick way to queue the patients who have requested to be placed 
on a waiting list for future openings. You can access the Wait list from the menu at the top of the 
Schedule screen or by clicking the [Wait List] button from the Appointment Detail screen. The 
screen appears as shown below: 
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Select [New] to add a patient to the Wait List. You will see the following screen: 
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Enter the Patient Code and other valid information for the person being placed on the Wait List. 
Notice you can prioritize each record on the wait list.   
 
It is very easy to create an appointment for someone on the Wait List. Simply double-click the 
schedule time slot where you would like to create the new appointment, then select [Wait List] 
from the Appointment Detail screen. 
 

 
When viewing the schedule the Wait List menu item will show how many patients are waiting for 
appointments for the current schedule being viewed. Below is an illustration of the menu bar 
showing two patients awaiting appointments on the wait list: 

 

Moving Appointments 

It is easy to move an appointment to another day or even another calendar. In addition to 
changing the information in the appointment detail, you can follow these steps: 
 

1. Highlight the appointment you would like to move. 

2. Select Cut Appointment from the Appointments menu on the Schedule form, click the cut 
icon , right-click the appointment and select it, or press [Ctrl+X] to move the appointment. 

3. Select the calendar and new appointment date and time. 

4. Select Paste Appointment from the Appointments menu on the Schedule form, click the 
paste icon  , or press [Ctrl+V] to place the appointment. 
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Searching Appointments 

To search for an appointment in the system, select the Search menu on the Schedule form or 
press [Ctrl+S]. There are several ways to search your appointments. When you select the 
Search menu item you encounter the following options: 

 

The following search options are available: 

Search 

Use this option to find a particular appointment within a range of dates. The Search 
Appointments form will display. 

 

Enter the appointment description to search for. The search ignores case-sensitivity and 
will match text anywhere within the appointment description. For example, if you search 
for the characters Thom, the search would find appointments with the following 
descriptions: 

  
 Thomas Masters 

Jenny Thompson 
 

To limit your search to specific dates, enter the desired range of dates in the From and 
To fields -- or leave these dates blank to search all days. 

 
You can use the + and - keys to change the date forward and backward 
respectively. 
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Use the date lookup button to display a calendar window to select a desired date.   
  As a keyboard alternative, you can press [“F5”] from this field to display the  
calendar window. 

Free Appointment Search 

Use the Free Appointment Search to locate the very next available appointment that 
meets your criteria. When you select this search option the following screen will appear: 

 

Description 

Enter a description for the appointment you wish to set. 

Date To & From, Time To & From 

Enter the outside range of dates and times within which you would like to find an 
appointment.   

Employee 

Select the provider/employee with whom the appointment should be made. If you 
need to schedule more than one employee or resource for this appointment use 
the Multi-Schedule option on the right side of the window. 

Patient 

Select the patient for whom you are making the appointment. (Optional) 

Procedure 

Select the procedure code for the appointment. (Optional) 
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Length 

Enter the length of the desired appointment. 

Single Resources/Multi-Resources Toggle Switch 

Switch the Single Resource/Multi-Resources toggle to Multi-Resources if you 
need to schedule more than one employee or resource for this appointment. 

Week Days to Search 

Place a check mark in the days of the week that are acceptable for the desired 
appointment. By default, Monday through Friday will automatically be selected. 

 
Press the OK button to have the system locate the first available appointments that 
match the input variables you entered above. The results appear as illustrated below: 

 

Appointment to Add Fields 

There are three fields in the “Appointment to Add:” section of the Search for Free 
Appointment screen: Description, Patient, and Procedure. These can be used to 
create an appointment for a one of the free-appointment times. If you select a 
patient—which will also fill in the description—select a date and time, and  press 
“Add Appointment” or double-click the desired Date & Time, the appointment will 
be automatically created. If the patient is blank, the Appointment Detail screen 
will open to be edited.  
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Appointment Shortcuts  

 
The following icons provide shortcuts to commonly used features of the legacy schedules. 
 

 
    Cut Appointment 

 
Copy Appointment 

 
Paste Appointment 
 

Go To Patient 

 
Search Appointments 

 
Edit Appointment detail 

 
Insert new appointment for the selected time slot 
 

Delete Appointment 
 

Email Patient 
 

Print Schedule 
 

Dial Patient 
 

    Flag highlighted task as completed 
 
     Go to Today 

 

     Select Favorite schedules to view within the Group View 
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Week View 

 
To view appointments by week select Week from the menu of the Legacy Daily Appointments & 
Tasks form.  
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Month View 

 
To view appointments by month select Month from the menu of the Daily Appointments & 
Tasks form. 
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Group View 

To view appointments for multiple employees, select Group from the menu of the Daily 
Appointments & Tasks form. 

 

 
You will also want to use a couple of special view options from the View menu option. Select the 
View option to utilize these features: 

View All Employees 

Use this option to show all possible schedules on the screen. Use the scroll bar to view 
schedules. 

Fit Schedules to Screen 

Use this icon to fit all currently viewed schedules within the screen.  
 
Note: Using these icons will refresh the view. Upon returning to the group view you settings will 
have been remembered.  
 

Calendar View 

This pop-up calendar will always be active on the Group View schedule so that you can 
interactively change dates and dynamically view appointments for each visible 
employee/resource. 
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Task View 

On the right-hand side of the scheduler screen you will find the tasks area. When you right-click 
in this screen you will get the following options: 

 
 

If you select New Task the following screen will appear: 
 

 
 
Enter the description of the task, as well as any notes. If you would like a reminder to appear 
when you log into the system, place a checkmark next to Reminder and a number in the “Days 
before to remind” field. 
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Printing a Daily Schedule 

 
You can print a schedule for the day by selecting Print from the File menu or by clicking on the   
icon then selecting “Print Daily Appointments. 
 

 
 

 
 
A sample daily schedule is shown below: 
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Printing a Fee Slip 

From the schedule Day View you can print a Fee Slip for each patient on the Daily Schedule. 
From the Print menu select “Print Daily Fee Slip” as shown in the illustration below: 
 

 
 A sample Fee Slip is shown below. You will need to modify it to your specifications using the 
Pro Report Writer as described later in this manual. 
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Group View Sample 

Below is a sample group view report: 
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Week View Sample 

Below is a sample week view report: 
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Pro Appointment Scheduler  
The AltaPoint Pro Schedule is a more graphical representation of the schedule data. If you have 
used the AltaPoint Scheduler in the past, don’t worry, you will still be able to access your data 
through either scheduler. (Both schedulers read the same data.) The Pro Schedule allows you 
to view your data in a Day, Week, Month, and Year view. The data can be entered into the Pro 
Scheduler as detailed in the AltaPoint Scheduler (Legacy) section above. Some differences are 
detailed below. 
 
The Pro Schedule will come up by default when an employee file is created. To change the 
default view to one of the legacy schedulers, or back to the Pro Scheduler, you must identify it 
on the Schedule tab of the Employee File as shown below: 

 
 

 

 
Each Employee can determine which schedule they will see when they select the schedule icon.  
In the options shown above, Day, Group, Week, and Month refer to the original, legacy 
AltaPoint Scheduler. Identify the Pro Schedule to have it be your default schedule view. Also, 
identify the schedules or resources you would like to see when the Pro Schedule is accessed.  
By default the Pro Schedule will appear in the Day view showing the resources identified on this 
screen. 
To change to the Week, Month, or Year view, change the option in the drop-down box 
highlighted at the top of the scheduler. 
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Drag and Drop 

One of the nice features of the Pro Schedule is the ability to move appointments by 
dragging them to a new position on the screen. Simply click and hold the left mouse 
button on the desired appointment and drag it to a new location within the view. You can 
also right-click an appointment and cut or copy an existing appointment. 

 

My Resources 

The My Resources menu box allows you to change which Employee(s) you can see on 
the current view. This list will include only those Employees who have selected the 
“Maintain a Schedule for this Employee” checkbox on the Schedule tab of their 
Employee file. 

All Locations 

The Locations menu box gives you the ability to filter the appointments of an Employee’s 
schedule by a specific location. The Appointment Detail screen for each appointment 
has a place to identify the location of the appointment. If a Location is specified when a 
user first logs into AltaPoint, subsequent appointments created during that session will 
be marked for that location. To view appointments for only one specific location, select it 
from this drop-down box. 

Group 

The AltaPoint Pro Schedule gives you the ability to Group employee schedules in any 
manner you would like. Some may want to create group views of certain employees for 
certain locations. You can create these groups in any advantageous way you would like. 
To create a new Group view, select the “plus”  icon from the Pro Schedule header. The 
Group screen appears as shown below: 
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Select the [New] button to create a new group.   
 

 

Create a new Code and Description for this group and identify a location if desired and 
the list of employees that should appear in the group view. Press OK to create the new 
group. Once the group has been created you can select it from the (Select Group) drop-
down box. 
 

Schedule View 

Select between Day, Week, Month, & Year for the view you would like to see. 

Printing the Pro Schedule 

To print the current schedule view, click on the   icon or select Print from the File menu. A 
sample daily, group view from the Pro Schedule is shown below: 
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Medical Records System 
AltaPoint Medical software has been designed for ease of use and functionality. Combining the 
billing and clinical systems into one package enables offices to avoid double data entry into 
separate billing, clinical and scheduling systems. This system was designed to record all 
aspects of the patient’s visit from the patient’s initial check in to check out. It also provides 
exceptional customization for specialty clinics. The Medical Records functionality of this system 
helps limit liability in the office and combines ease of entry and legitimate clinical information 
management.  
 
The Medical Records System activates several features in AltaPoint that would otherwise not be 
available. This section of the documentation covers those features in detail. 
 

EMR Features 

From the main menu screen, under Lists, you will find selections that are only available in the 
Electronic Medical Records program. These areas are: Medications, Allergies, Exam Word 
Lists, Lab Connections, Immunizations, Clinical Decision Rules and Patient Education. Each of 
these areas is covered in detail below. 
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Medications List 

This feature allows the user to enter new medication records which may be used to classify 
medication billing codes. Formulations can also be assigned to a medication, which allows the 
user to select the correct formulation when writing a prescription. Select Lists, Medications and 
the following will appear. 

 
  

 
Press the New button to create a new medication. Existing records may also be edited by 
pressing the Edit button. The following will appear: 

 
Enter a code (short name of medication) and description (complete name of medication). 
Identify the SNOMED and RxNorm code for the drug. Press the Formulations button to create 
formulations for the medication. 

 
 

Press the New button to create a new formulation. Simply type the formulation into the new 
record. 
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Creating Billing Codes Using Medication Codes 

Once you’ve created your medication codes, you can utilize those codes to create billing codes 
for medications you dispense from your office. Go to List, Billing Codes. Create a new billing 
code for a specific medication. Go to the Inventory tab and select the Immunization sub-tab. 
 

 
 
Enter the medication code in the Medication Code field. You can use the lookup icon to find the 
medication code from the list or you can type the code in. You may also want to enter the 
Inventory Location. Press [OK]. 
 

Allergies List 

This facility helps the practice maintain a list of pertinent allergies for use on patient records. A 
sample list is shown below: 

 

 
To create a new allergy, select the [New] button.   
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Enter the allergy Code and Description. Identify the SNOMED and RxNorm code for the allergy.  
 

Exam Word Lists 

To understand how to edit and create Exam Word Lists, you need to understand the 
functionality of the Point and Click interface that is used in multiple places within AltaPoint’s 
Electronic Medical Records program. When you use the exam word lists in the EMR portion of 
the program, you will encounter a screen like the one shown below. 
 
The interface is designed into 3 basic sections. These sections include a Record section, 
Selecting section, and Expanded Record section. In the following example, we’ve selected the 
Family History exam. We got to this screen by going into the Medical Records, pressing Medical 
History, then Family History. 
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Record Section 

The Record section shows the different Systems in this exam word list. 

Selecting Section 

The Selecting section shows different word list selections that can be made for each 
System. 

Expanded Record Section 

The Expanded Record section is the Expanded Notes area in the exam word list. 
 

Recor
d 
Sectio
n 

 

Expanded Record Section 

 

Selecting 
Section 
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 Editing and Creating Exam Word Lists 

 
This feature allows for complete customization of exam word lists. These lists are accessible 
and usable from the various Point and Click Medical Records interfaces. These lists include the 
following: Well Patient History, Family History, Review of Systems, Physical Exam, and many 
more. To customize the list, select Lists, Exam Word Lists. The following dialog will appear: 

 
 

 
Notice that there are a number of codes. There are codes for Well Patient History (HIST### 
codes), Family History (Family), Review of Systems (Review), and the Physical Exam 
(Physical). Other codes exist and can be created. Edit existing codes and add new ones as 
needed. Select the appropriate code to be modified and press Edit You will see the following: 
 

  
 
You can select a system by clicking on the system name in the upper right corner. In the above 
example, the currently selected System is Asthma. Each System has four categories (columns) 
associated with it. These categories automatically appear in the Selecting section of the exam 
when you choose the associated system. See the first screen in this Exam Word List section of 
the manual to see an example of a selecting section in an exam.   
 
Words and Expanded Notes may be added to each category (one of the four columns). These 
words will be associated with the system that is highlighted. Once a word has been selected, an 
expanded note may be entered directly beneath the selected record and column. This expanded 
note will appear when selecting the associated word from the Record section.  
 
The note will appear in the Expanded Record section of the Point and Click Interface. If a touch-
sensitive monitor or computer screen is used, the Point and Click interface will work similar to 
the way a mouse works on a standard computer. If the Expanded Notes is left blank, the word 
itself will appear when selected. 
 
To add an additional word to a category, select the last word in the category with the mouse and 
press the Enter key on the keyboard. This will create an additional field where the user can type 
a word. To make that word pull up additional words when it is selected from the Point and Click 
interface, type those words into the Expanded Notes section directly below the selected record.  
 

New System button 

Press this button to create a new System. The user must enter a code and description in 
the Edit Lookup Code dialog. See the following. 
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Delete System button 

Press this button to delete an existing System. If the system has been used in a patient 
exam, AltaPoint will not allow you to delete it. 

System Up and System Down buttons 

Use these buttons to change the order the systems are displayed. 

Insert Word button 

Press this button to create an empty field in the category area of the screen where you 
can add a new word. Select the Category in which you would like add the new word. You 
can also click on the last existing word in a category column and press the Enter key. 

Delete Word button 

Press this button to delete an existing word. If this word has been used in a patient 
exam, AltaPoint will not allow you to delete it. 

Move Up and Move Down buttons 

Use these buttons to change the order the words are displayed in any one category 
column. 

Category 

In the top left portion of the exam word list screen you will see a drop-down arrow next to 
category. 
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Select the category with which you would like to assign the current exam. You can also 
leave it blank.  

Show Not Recorded 

Placing a check mark next to “Show not Recorded” will allow the words “Not Recorded” 
to appear on the Encounter form next to the systems where no information has been 
selected. The image below shows a portion of an Encounter form. You can see where 
Not Recorded is shown. If you do not place a check mark next to Show not Recorded, 
the systems where no information has been selected will be left off of the encounter form 
completely. 
 

Import button 

Press the Import button to import an exam word list. The exam word list must have a file 
extension of “.wl”.  Browse to where the file is located and press OK. This will import an 
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existing exam into the exam you currently have open. To avoid overwriting an existing 
exam, create a new exam word list before importing. Instructions to do this are below. 

Export button 

Press the Export button to export an existing exam word list. When you press this 
button, you can browse to where you’d like to save the file and give it a name. You can 
then import the exam into another practice. 

 Creating a new Exam Word List 

If you would like to create a new exam word list, go to List, Exam Word Lists and press [New]. 
The following will appear: 

 
 
Enter the new code and description for your new word list.   

 
Select [OK] to create the new blank word list that you can begin to populate. The new word list 
screen appears as shown below. 
 

 
 
You can assign a Category to this word list if you choose. Press the [New System] button to 
create your first system. Continue adding systems. Once you’ve finished creating all your 
systems (you can add more later if you need to), begin assigning words to each system by 
typing words into fields for Category 1 through Category 4. The idea is to enter more general 
information in to Category 1 and get more detailed as you “drill down” to Category 4. Look at 
some of the existing Exam Word Lists for examples. When you are finished, press [OK]. 
 

Templates – Imbedded Templates in Exam Word Lists 

One of the great features of your AltaPoint EMR program is the ability to document an exam 
using a word list (pick-list) method, a template based method, or a combination of both. In the 
sections above, the word list method has been discussed.  In this section, we will address how 
to create a template wherein a series of prompts can ask specific questions and based on the 
responses ask new questions or document responses.  
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To create a template, use the Expanded Note section of the Exam Word Lists screen. To edit or 
create a new word list, select Exam Word Lists from the Lists menu. An illustration is shown 
below: 

 
  
Even though this text area looks small, an unlimited amount of text can be placed in this section.  
Each word from each category heading can have an Expanded Note associated with it and 
therefore can include a template. It is advisable to create the template in a simple text editor 
then past the text into the Expanded Notes field. 
 
In the example above, the word “Headaches?” has been created in category 1 and an 
Expanded Note and includes text that will function as a template with visual prompts. When this 
word list or exam is used and the “Headaches?” word is selected, the prompts screen will 
appear as shown below: 
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The prompts will appear in this area of the expanded note field. In this template if you answer 
“Yes” a series of other questions are asked. Below is how this template could appear on an 
Encounter Form: 
 

Patient is experiencing headaches.   
  Following a severe blow: No 
   
  Additional Symptoms accompanying headache: 
    - Severe pain: Yes 
    - Nausea or vomiting: No 
    - Blurred or double vision: Yes 
    - Confusion: No 
    - Memory problems: Yes 
    - Fever: Yes 
    - Stiff neck: No 
    - Nasal discharge: No 
    - Recently consumed a great deal of Alcohol: No 
    - Traveled to or exercised at high elevation: Yes 
    - Taking prescription medications: No 
    - Taking non-prescription medications: Yes 
    - Drinking less caffeine-containing coffee, tea, or drinks: No 
    - Do attacks reoccur over several days then subsist for weeks or months: No 

Building Templates 

The templates used in AltaPoint are simple sections of text that use special characters to tell the 
program what items are prompts (questions), answers or text output. The template that created 
the Headache text above is shown below for reference. 
 

{Headaches:||Yes::[HEADACHE1]||No::No headaches.}  
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[BEGIN::HEADACHE1]  
Patient is experiencing headaches.   
  Following a severe blow: {Following a severe blow:||Yes||No} 
  {Additional Symptoms with headache:||Yes::[HEADACHE2]||No} 
[END] 
 
[BEGIN::HEADACHE2] 
  Additional Symptoms accompanying headache: 
    - Server pain: {Server pain:||Yes||No} 
    - Nausea or vomiting: {Nausea or vomiting:||Yes||No} 
    - Blurred or double vision: {Blurred or double vision:||Yes||No} 
    - Confusion: {Confusion:||Yes||No} 
    - Memory problems: {Memory problems:||Yes||No} 
    - Fever: {Fever:||Yes||No} 
    - Stiff neck: {Stiff Neck:||Yes||No} 
    - Nasal discharge: {Nasal Discharge:||Yes||No} 
    - Recently consumed a great deal of Alcohol: {Recently consumed a great deal of 
Alcohol:||Yes||No} 
    - Traveled to or exercised at high elevation: {Traveled to or exercised at high 
elevation:||Yes||No} 
    - Taking prescription medications: {Taking prescription medications:||Yes||No} 
    - Taking non-prescription medications: {Taking non-prescription 
medications:||Yes||No} 
    - Drinking less caffeine-containing coffee, tea, or drinks: {Drinking less caffeine-
containing coffee, tea, or drinks:||Yes||No} 
    - Do attacks recur over several days then subsist for weeks or months: {Do attacks 
reoccur over several days then subsist for weeks or months:||Yes||No} 
[END] 

 Creating Prompts 

To create a prompt, use { } braces to enclose the entire statement. Generally a statement will 
include a question then a Yes or No answer. For example:   

 
{Headaches:||Yes::[HEADACHE1]||No::No headaches.}  
 

In this statement, the prompt that appears on the screen is “Headaches:” Below there will be an 
option for “Yes” and “No.” If “Yes” is selected, a new set of instructions called [HEADACHE1] 
will be executed. If “No” is selected, the text “No headaches” will be returned and the template 
will terminate. Any time a Yes or No answer is selected where there is not another set of 
instructions identified, the template ends. 

 
Within a statement the “Yes” and “No” answers need to be separated by double pipe symbols 
“||” as shown in the example above. 
 

Templates - Special Characters & Commands Used in Templates 

{ }  Braces: Used to enclose the details of a prompt. 
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||  Double Pipe Symbols: Used to separate the prompt text, the Yes and No  
answers. 
 

[ ] Block Parenthesis: Used to identify a set of instructions. Also to begin and end a  
set of special instructions. 
 

:: Double Colons: Used to separate the Yes, No identifiers from their actions. 
 
[Begin::xxxx] Begins a new set of instructions, called from a previous section. 
 
[End] Ends the current set of instructions 
 
abc… Basic text that is not used in conjunction with the special characters above will  

simply be displayed on the encounter note. 

Template examples: 

Insomnia 
{Insomnia:||Yes::[I1]||No::-Patient is not experiencing insomnia.} 
[Begin::I1]-Patient is experiencing insomnia. 
   Often have trouble falling asleep: {Often have trouble falling asleep:||Yes::[I2]||No::[I3]} 
[End] 
[Begin::I2] Yes 
   Feeling pressure or stress daily: {Feeling pressure or stress daily:||Yes||No::[I3]} 
[End] 
[Begin::I3] No 
   Waking during night and having problems falling back to sleep: {Waking during night 
and problem falling back to sleep:||Yes::[I4]||No::[I5]} 
[End] 
[Begin::I4] Yes 
   When awake during the night, do you dwell on problems or troubles: {When awake 
during the night, do you dwell on problems or troubles:||Yes||No::[I5]} 
[End] 
[Begin::I5] No 
   Waking during the night and feeling short of breath: {Waking during the night and 
feeling short of breath:||Yes||No::[I6]} 
[End] 
[Begin::I6] No 
   Over 60: {Over 60:||Yes||No::[I7]} 
[End] 
[Begin::I7] No 
   Pregnant: {Pregnant:||Yes||No::[I8]} 
[End] 
[Begin::I8] No 
   More caffeinated beverages than usual: {More caffeinated beverages than 
usual:||Yes||No::[I9]} 
[End] 
[Begin::I9] No 
   Eating late at night or consuming too much alcohol: {Eating late at night or consuming 
too much alcohol:||Yes||No::[I10]} 
[End] 
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[Begin::I10] No 
   Recently stopped or reduced the amount of a sleep medication: {Recently stopped or 
reduced the amount of a sleep medication:||Yes||No::[I11]} 
[End] 
[Begin::I11] No 
   Little or no exercise most days: {Little or no exercise most days:||Yes||No} 
[End] 

 
 
 
Hip Pain 

{Hip Pain:||Yes::[HIP]||No::Patient is not experiencing hip pain.} 
[BEGIN::HIP] Patient is experiencing hip pain.   
     Following a severe blow, injury, or fall: {Following a severe blow, injury, or 
fall:||Yes::[SEVEREBLOW]||No::[NO]} 
[END]  
[BEGIN::SEVEREBLOW] Yes 
     Are you experiencing any of the following symptoms: 
 Swelling: {Swelling:||Yes||No} 
 Deformed: {Deformed:||Yes||No} 
 Badly bruised: {Badly bruised:||Yes||No} 
 Bleeding: {Bleeding:||Yes||No} 
 Able to move hip: {Able to move hip:||Yes||No} 
[END] 
[BEGIN::NO] No 
     Did the pain begin suddenly: {Did the pain begin 
suddenly:||Yes::[SUDDENPAIN]||No::[STRENUOUS]} 
[END] 
[BEGIN::SUDDENPAIN] Yes 
     Are you taking corticosteroid drugs: {Are you taking corticosteroid drugs||Yes||No} 
     Do you have sickle cell anemia: {Do you have sickle cell anemia:||Yes||No} 
[END] 
[BEGIN::STRENUOUS] No 
     Following Strenuous Activity, sports or repetitive motion tasks: {Following strenuous 
activity, sports, or repetitive motion tasks:||Yes||No::[OTHER]} 
[END] 
[BEGIN::OTHER] No 
     Pain in both hips or joints: {Pain in both hips or joints:||Yes::[FEVER]||No::[ONE]} 
[END] 
[BEGIN::FEVER] Yes 
     Do you have a fever over 100F, a rash, or recently been sick: {Do you have a fever 
over 100F, a rash, or recently been sick:||Yes||No} 
[END] 
[BEGIN::ONE] No 
     Is the pain in just one hip: {Is the pain in just one hip:||Yes::[LUMP]||No} 
[END] 
[BEGIN::LUMP]Yes 
     Is there a lump or mass: {Is there a lump or mass:||Yes||No} 
     Experienced unexpected weight loss: {Experienced unexpected weight 
loss:||Yes||No} 
[END] 
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Using Templates from Within Word Lists 

When you are documenting an exam using an exam word list, the selected words of the word 
list will appear in the Expanded Record Section of the screen. You can always manually enter 
free-form text in this area as the situation warrants. However, any time you select a word from a 
word list that has template text in it (using the special formatting shown above), the template 
script will begin to run and send you the prompts as it has been programmed. You can always 
stop a template by hitting the [Esc] Escape button on your keyboard. The template will stop and 
allow you to enter text or other words from the word list. If you start the same template again, it 
will start from the beginning. 
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Lab Connections 

AltaPoint offers the ability to import HL7 labs. There are three steps that must be taken before 
you can begin importing these labs. These steps are as follows: 
 

1. Set up a Default Lab Reviewer 
2. Create an address file for the lab. 
3. Create a connection for the lab 

 

 Set up a Default Lab Reviewer 

You can set up a default lab reviewer by going to File, Practice Information, then selecting the  
Options tab.  
 

  
 
In the Default Lab Reviewer field, enter the employee code of the employee who will be the 
default lab reviewer. This will allow HL7 lab results that are received from the lab to be assigned 
for review to the default lab reviewer after they have been imported. It is best if this employee is 
someone with an established password and rights to the system. 
 
Instructions on how to review labs can be found in this manual in the area titled “Review Labs.” 
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 Create an Address File for each Lab 

To set up an address file for all the labs with which you work, go to List, Addresses. Press New 
and you will see the following: 

 
 

 
 
You must select Lab as the Address Type. Enter the Business Name and address. You don’t 
need to enter any information on the other tabs. Once you’ve entered the necessary 
information, press [OK] to save the record. If you are entering multiple new labs you can select 
the [New] button to have the system save the current record and allow you to create a new lab 
record. 
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 Creating a Lab Connection 

To create a lab connection, go to List, Lab Connections. You will be shown a list of the current 
labs in the system. Press [New] to create a new lab connection. The lab connection screen 
appears as shown below. 
 

 

Source ID 

Create a Source ID. This can be the name of the lab.  

Source Lab 

Click on the lookup icon to select the address file for the lab. (The lab should have 
already been created in the address file in the previous step.) 

Description 

Enter a description for this lab connection. 

Directory 

Browse to the folder where you would like to store this labs information. C:\alta is 
suitable but not required. Once you’ve determined the directory for this lab connection, 
AltaPoint will automatically create three folders in this directory. The folders are called: 
Incoming, Outgoing, and Processed. The “Incoming” folder is where the lab will place the 
lab reports. 
 
You will need to install the software that your lab gives you and direct it to these folders.  
 

Order Form 

This field is linked to the report in the system that could create the HL7 for lab orders. 

Manifest Form 

This field is linked to the report in the system that could create the HL7 information for a 
manifest form. 
 
 

Once you have the lab connection created and the lab software installed you are ready to import 
labs. To do this, go to Utilities, Import Labs. 
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Choose the lab you want to import from and press Import. If your lab has placed the lab results 
in the incoming folder, they will be imported into AltaPoint where they will be ready to be 
reviewed. 
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Reviewing Labs 

After labs have been imported they can readily be viewed in the Patient file. To view labs for a 
specific patient, go to their patient file and select the Visits tab. Then click on the [Labs] button 
at the bottom of the screen. The patient file is illustrated below: 
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Immunizations 

AltaPoint’s Electronic Medical Records gives you the ability to customize your immunization 
information. AltaPoint comes with the following immunizations already set up: 

 

● DTAP 

● HEPA 

● HEPB 

● HIB 

● IPV 

● MMR 

● PCV 

● TD 

● VAR 
 
You can select an existing immunization or create one that is not listed. Go to List, 
Immunizations, select an immunization then press [Edit]. You will see the following: 

 

Code 

Enter a unique code in this field. 

Name 

Enter a name for the immunization in this field. 
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Series, Repeating, or No Schedule 

When creating a new immunization, you can select whether this immunization is a 
series, repeating, or no schedule from this drop-down field.   

Sex 

Identify whether the immunization is for both genders or is sex specific. 

Include on Immunization Certificate 

Place a checkmark next to this field if you would like this immunization included on the 
certificate. 

Due Age 

Set the age at which the immunization is due. 

Patient Younger Than 

Set the age limit for the immunization (in Months). 

Minimum Interval 

Assign the minimum interval between immunizations. 

Required 

Place a check mark in this field if this immunization is required. 

Notes 

Include any notes. The immunizations listed at the beginning of this section come with 
notes already created. 
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Clinical Decision Rules 

AltaPoint V22 EHR has a flexible tool to allow physicians to create their own clinical decision 
rules. The flow of this tool is as follows: 
 

● Create Rules 

● Integrate Rules into exam word lists 

● Utilize exams containing rules to create chart notes and other tasks 

Create Clinical Decision Rules 

Select Lists from the main menu, then Clinical Decision Rules. The following screen will appear: 

 
 
Any rules that have been created will appear in the list. To create or edit a rule, use the buttons 
at the right side of the screen. The New or Edit screen appears as shown below: 
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This is the screen where rules are created. Identify a Code and Description for the rule you want 
to create. Use Criteria fields 1 through 10 to create conditions that will appear in a list during an 
exam. Each condition will have a check box next to it for selection during the exam. Use the 
boxes at the right to identify circumstances under which a task should be created for a given 
level of affirmative answers. Once set up, select the [OK] button to save the Rule. These rules 
can be modified later, if needed. 
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Integrate Rules into an Exam Word List 

To integrate a new rule into an exam word list, select Lists -> Exam Word Lists. Select the 
specific exam into which you would like to insert your new decision rule. Next, select the system 
you want to modify and click a cell within the column where you want, then the decision rule to 
be called from. Select the [Insert Word] button at the right and enter text to represent the new 
decision rule. With the new text selected, enter the code of the new decision rule in the 
Expanded Notes section below the column. The decision rule code needs to be entered inside 
brackets and with the word “RULE” preceding it. The text should appear in this format: 
[RULE:SPINE]. 
 
A sample screen is shown below to illustrate where these items need to be entered. 

 
In this example, a rule with the code “SPINE” is being associated with the word list item “Spine 
Injury” in the “Neck” system of the “PHYSICAL” exam. 
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Utilizing a Clinical Decision Rule from within an Exam 

From our example on the previous screen, when the “Spine Injury” word is selected from the 
“Neck” system, a pop-up box will appear that includes all the criteria entered when the rule was 
created. After the appropriate checkboxes have been selected, press the [OK] button to save 
the selections. 

 
The screen below illustrates how the decision rule text will appear in the progress note. 

 
 
The decision rule text will appear in progress note at the bottom of the screen with the 
associated indication on each line. Also, any actions to be taken based on the decision rule will 
be listed. In this case the recommendation is that an X-ray be ordered. 
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A task may be created at this time if the decision rule calls for it. Below is an illustration of the 
task that was created for the X-Ray that was prescribed by the decision rule:  
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Patient Specific Education Resources 

AltaPoint uses its zPatient patient portal to allow patients to find information recommended for 
their diagnoses or lab results. The screen below illustrates a fictitious patient logged into 
zPatient. When the [Patient Education] button is selected a list of resources will populate based 
on the patient’s diagnosis or lab results. 

 

In AltaPoint, the practice can identify web sources for patient education by selecting List -> 
Patient Education. In the resulting screen a practice can build a list of resources for any 
diagnosis or lab result. 
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Customizing the Medical Records Menu Items  

In AltaPoint EMR, the medical records screen can be customized. You may choose which menu 
items appear as well as the order they appear. You may also delete menu items that are not 
used by a particular provider. The customization of the EMR screen is done on the provider’s 
file. This allows one provider’s screen to differ from another. To customize the EMR menu 
options, select Providers and Employees from the File menu. From the Word Lists tab, select 
the [Customize EMR Menus...] button. The screen appears as shown below: 

 
In the list above, the items without an asterisk are the main menu options. Items with asterisks 
are sub-menus of the main menu item directly above it. For example, View List, New Check In... 
and the other asterisked items are sub-menus of the Check-In List main menu item. You can 
delete any sub-menu item or main menu option you would like. You can also re-position menu 
items so that they appear in an order that reflects this particular provider’s preferences. You can 
even place sub-menu items under different main menu options, if you choose. 
 
The [Default] button will recreate the original default system order if you make changes that you 
don’t want to keep. The default settings reside in a simple text file named EMR.mnu that is 
located in the folder where you installed the AltaPoint program files. You can modify the 
EMR.mnu file if you would like. We would recommend that you make a copy of this file before 
modifying it so that you have a copy of the file as it was originally shipped to you from AltaPoint. 
 
After you have made your changes for this provider, select [OK] to save your changes. 
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Changing the EMR Menu to the Right Side of the Screen 

Just as you can customize the EMR menu as described in the section above, you can also 
change the position of the menu items from the left side to the right side of the screen. To do 
this, follow the directions in the section above and add the following information to the top of the 
Customize EMR Menus screen. 
 

[OPTIONS] 
   Right Hand 
[END OPTIONS] 

 
The result of using the “Right Hand” option as described above is illustrated on the following 
screen. 

 

 
Now the EMR menu is on the right-hand side. 
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Check-In List 

The Check-In List feature is the main tool for monitoring patients. It will list all patients that have 
been checked in at the specified location (location is specified at user login). If the program was 
set up with multiple locations, this program will only pull up patients checked in to the location 
where the user logs in. Once the Check-In record has been created, the user can select a 
patient and begin entering medical information about that patient.  
 
A patient can be checked in from one of two places. First, the patient may be checked in from 
the original patient’s record by using the “Check In/Out” tab. Second, the patient may be 
checked in through the Medical Records screen, either by clicking on the medical records icon  
or by going to Activities, Medical Records, Check In List.  
 
If you choose to go through the patient file, go to the “Check In/Out” tab. You will see the 
following:  

 
 

The patient can be added to the Check-In List by filling out the information on this tab and 
pressing the Check In button (unless the patient has already been checked in). This window 
allows the user to enter information for the current visit, view last visit information, record the 
chief complaint of the patient, and enter the Co-Pay assignment information. The Check Out 
button can be used to check the patient out. Once a patient has been checked in and checked 
out, that visit will then be added to the records in the Past Visits list.  
 
Patients may also be checked in and checked out from the Medical Record’s Patient Check-In 
List. Go to Activities, Medical Records, Check In List and you will see the following: 
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Check In Detail 

Press this button to access the Check-In Detail record for a patient who has already 
been checked in. 

Check Out 

Press this button to check a patient out once the visit is complete. Once a patient has 
been checked out, the record will lock 48 hours later and certain parts of the record will 
no longer be editable, although they can still be viewed. Also, once a patient has been 
checked out, that visit will be added to the records in the Past Visits list. 

Go to Patient 

Press this button to go to the patient’s record in the Patient File. Press OK in the 
patient’s file to return to the Medical Records feature. 

New Check In 

Press this button to check a patient in. You will be taken to the same screen that is 
available on the Check In tab of the Patient File. Press New Check In and the following 
screen will display: 
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Patient 

Select a patient by pressing the lookup icon or by selecting this field and pressing F5. A 
patient record has to be created before you can check the patient in.  

Chief Complaint 

Once the patient has been selected, enter the chief complaint. You may click on the 
lookup icon to bring up a choice of words for the chief complaint. This field is not where 
the official diagnosis is entered. Rather, this field is used to enter the patient’s 
description of the problem. 

Load Default Diagnoses 

Pressing this button will automatically retrieve the default diagnoses from the patient’s 
file and enter it into the Current Visit's “Assessment, Plan, Bill” Diagnoses. 

Make Default Diag button 

Pressing this button will copy these diagnoses to the patient’s record for future use as 
permanent diagnoses. 

Read Default 

Pressing this button will automatically retrieve the default diagnoses from the patient’s 
file. 

Visit Type 

Enter the Visit Type by clicking on the lookup icon and selecting a type from the list. You 
may create as many visit types as you’d like.  

Last Physical Exam 

The last date a physical exam was performed will appear next to Last Physical Exam.  
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Primary Insurance 

The patient’s primary insurance company name will appear next to Primary Insurance.  

Current Visit 

In the Current Visit portion of the screen, the date and check-in time will auto-populate. 
Select a responsible provider and assign a room. If the patient is under 18 years of age, 
click on the lookup icon to choose the person who accompanied the patient to the 
appointment. Putting this information is useful for liability purposes, allowing your office 
to identify the person with whom the patient came into the office. When you click on the 
lookup icon you will see the following: 
 

 
 
For the highlighted record, the information will automatically populate the fields in the 
right-hand side of the screen. If there are multiple people in the family, you may choose 
the person who accompanied the patient. If the person who accompanied the patient is 
not in the list, press Add, then add the person. After choosing the person from the list, 
select the relationship from the drop-down menu. Press [OK]. 

Last Visit 

This section will display the most recent visit date, the provider name, and the diagnosis 
from the last visit. 

 
Once a patient has been checked in, you are ready to begin entering information into that 
patient’s medical record. 

Medical History 

The Medical History feature allows the user to enter pertinent medical information. It can also be 
used to enter information for other periods of the patient’s life history. The Medical History 
feature allows the user to enter information for the following periods; Through 5 Years, 6 – 18 
years, and As Adult. These periods are accessible through the buttons on the right-hand side of 
the screen. When the Medical History screen is opened, it will automatically select the 
appropriate period for the patient’s age.  
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The Medical History is a snapshot of the patient’s current status. It is a one-record system, while 
the patient visits are documented and kept in a multiple history record file. In other words, you 
can go back in to the medical history and update it at any time. The medical history never locks.  
 

Patient History - Through 5 Years 

 
 
This image above is for a patient who is less than five years old. You can press the [6 to 18 
Years] or [As Adult] buttons in the Medical History list, if necessary. Those screens will be 
shown in the following pages of this manual. A description of the available buttons and fields 
follows. 

OK 

Press this button to save the information and move on to the Current Visit feature. 

Cancel 

Press this button to move to the Current Visit feature without saving any changes. 

Delivery 

Select the birth delivery method of the patient from the drop-down list. Singleton means 
one fetus. Multiple means 2 or more fetuses (twins, etc). 

Gestation 

Enter the number of weeks the child was carried (16 to 44 week gestation). 

Apgars 

Enter the appropriate Apgar scores. 
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Length 

Enter the length of the child at birth. The current height of the child need not be entered 
unless the patient has been born at the current visit. The height of the child can be taken 
down in the Current Visit feature. The child’s status in relation to the average length of a 
child is represented to the right as a percentile figure. 

Head Circ. 

Enter the head circumference of the baby at birth. The child’s status in relation to the 
average head circumference of a child is represented to the right as a percentile figure. 

Weight 

Enter the weight of the baby at birth. 

Nutrition 

Check the Breast checkbox if the baby is breastfed. Select from the available Formula 
options if the baby is drinking something other than breast milk or if the baby is drinking 
a combination of breast milk and something else. Press the lookup icon next to Formula 
and you will see the following: 

 
This list may be added to, or records changed by pressing the New or Edit button. The screen 
looks as follows: 
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Through 5 Years Patient History Checklist 

On the right-hand side of the medical history screen are fields allowing you to enter other 
medical history information. You may place a check mark in the Yes or No column. If you 
answer Yes to anything, you may also click on the lookup icon to bring up either the Problem 
List or the Allergy History to enter more detail. 

 

Patient History – 6 to 18 Years 

Press the 6 to 18 Years button to access the following screen. This feature allows the user to 
enter information on the current education and activity levels of the patient. There are two basic 
parts to this window: An education and activities section, and a checklist of specific items that 
are important to the patient’s medical history. 
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School 

Select the patient’s current school. Press the lookup button or press F5 on the keyboard 
to bring up a list of schools that have been entered in the address file. If this patient’s 
school is not listed, you can press New to add a school to the address file.  

Grade 

Enter the patient’s academic grade level. 

Level 

Enter the level of academic achievement for the student. 

Sports 

Enter the applicable sports and activities with which the child is involved. New sports and 
activities records can be added by pressing the Lookup button. In the Lookup dialog, 
press the Edit or Add button to change or add a new Sports record for use with this and 
other patients. 

Activity Level 

Select the appropriate activity level from the drop down list. 

Nutrition 

Select Good or Poor from this drop down list to describe the patient’s nutrition. 

Tobacco Use 

Select the appropriate option regarding the patient’s smoking status.  
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6-18 Patient History Checklist 

The checklist on the right-hand side of the Medical History screen includes Yes, No, and 
Lookup options to describe the allergy, immunization, problem, or medication options. 
Click the Yes or No checkbox to choose the desired option. The Lookup button will 
access the Allergies, Immunizations, Problem List, or Medication List screens. 

 

Patient History – As Adult 

 
Press the As Adult button to access the following screen. This feature allows the user to enter 
information about the patient. There are two basic parts to this window: An information and 
activities section, and a checklist of specific items that are important to the patient’s medical 
history. 
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Last Mammogram 

Enter the date of the patient’s last mammogram if appropriate. 

Marital Status 

Select the marital status of the patient. 

Number of Children 

Enter the number of children the patient has had. 

Activity Level 

Enter the activity level of the patient. 

Nutrition 

Enter the nutrition of the patient. Choose between Good and Poor. 

Tobacco Use 

Select the appropriate option regarding the patient’s smoking status.   

Sexual History Taken 

Check this check box if the provider asked about the sexual activity of the patient. 

Advance Directive 

Check this check box if the patient has informed the practice of some advance directive 
instructions. 

Living Will 

Use this check box to identify the existence of a living will. 
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Diabetic 

Identify diabetic patients with a checkbox in this field. 

Neph Tested 

Check this box if the patient has been tested for Nephropathy. 

As Adult Patient History Checklist 

The checklist includes Yes, No, and Lookup options to describe the allergy, 
immunization, problem, or medication option. The Lookup button will access the 
Allergies, Immunizations, Problem List, or Medication List screens. 
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Point, or Tap and Click Interface 

The next three buttons (Well Patient History, Family History and Social History) have a point 
and click interface that allows the doctor or clinician to quickly and easily select specific items 
about the patient’s medical history. This description of the Point and Click Interface applies to all 
Point and Click interfaces (Well Patient History, Family History, Review of Systems and Physical 
Exam). These features work well with a Tablet PC computer, with the mouse, or a touch screen 
monitor. 
 
The interface is designed into 3 basic panels and a summary page. The three panels include a 
Record section, Selecting section, and Expanded Record section. In the following example, 
we’ve selected the Family History button. 

 
Record Section 

In this section, the user selects the system or disease that he or she would like to record 
information about by either typing the information into the Expanded Record section or 
selecting words from the Selecting section. Press Father, or Mother while a word is 
highlighted in the record section. 

 
Selecting Section 

In this section, the user selects words that will appear in the Expanded Record section 
once they are selected. This area is also completely customizable. These words may be 
tied to other phrases or words that can appear in the Expanded Record section. 
 

Expanded Record Section 
In this section, the user can type in any notes he would like. On the right-hand side of 
this section is in area that looks like a calculator, although it is not one. It is simply used 
to allow the person entering the notes the ability to enter numbers and symbols to be 
included in their notes. The “Now” button will enter the current time. The “Today” button 
will enter today’s date. 
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  Set Normal 

Press this button while highlighting a word in the record section. This will put the Normal 
word in the expanded notes section to be associated with the word in the record section.  

   All Normal 

If the All Normal button is selected, all records will automatically be filled with the Normal 
word (or the word’s expanded notes) located in the upper left-hand corner of the 
Selecting section (“None”, circled in the example above).  

    Clear Item 

Press the Clear Item button to clear one item of the Expanded Record.  

    Clear Form 

Press Clear Form to clear all items in the Record section. 

    Exam 

The Exam button allows you to jump to other exams quickly. You will find a current list of 
the word list exams in the system when you select this button.   

    Jump to Marker 

The Jump to marker button is designed to allow you to move to a specific place within an 
Expanded Note. If you have clicked on a word in the current word list you are working on 
and there is an Expanded Note associated with the word, you can click on the [Jump to 
Marker] button to have the cursor move to a specific place within the note. To create a 

“Marker” in the Expanded Note text, use the “{}” characters, also known as the right and 

left brace symbols, put together without a space. This feature is particularly helpful when 
you have a long or detailed note that you often use, but might have some areas that 
must be modified based on the exam taking place. When strategically placed within a 
note, these markers will make it easy to go back through the note and modify the pre-
formatted text for the current exam subject.     
 
Example: 

The patient is experiencing significant respiratory stress. Oxygen levels for the 
patient are {}. Patient is being administered a breathing treatment…  

 
As mentioned before, AltaPoint allows you to have a long and detailed Expanded Note 
associated with any word from a word list. This feature allows you to strategically place 
markers in the text so that you can easily make changes to the non-boilerplate part of 
the note. 
 
NOTE: This feature cannot be used in conjunction with the Template feature 
discussed later in this documentation.   
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Summary View 

The Summary view is designed to show you an overview of the current patient 
encounter. To view an overview of the current visit, select the Summary tab at the top of 
the EHR window. As sample Summary page is shown below: 

 
Select the [Split View] button to have the summary screen appear along side the exam 
screens. Depending upon the size of your computer monitor, this is a great way to see 
more information about the patient visit as it is being created. A sample spit view screen 
is shown below: 
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As you modify the patient visit you can select the [Refresh] button to have the summary 
view refresh with any updated visit notes. 
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Well Patient History 

Press the [Well Patient History] button to access this feature from the Medical History screen. 
The Well Patient History is made up of several records that represent various age periods in a 
patient’s life. When it is a child’s record, the history follows the guidelines published by the 
American Academy of Pediatrics.  

 

 
 

Use the Point and Click interface to quickly enter information about the patient. Click on Normal 
to enter OK into the record. Type additional information into the Expanded Notes section as 
deemed appropriate for each item. 
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Family History 

Press the Family History button to access this feature from the Medical History screen. The 
Family History allows the user to show the relationship between the patient and the status of 
diseases with the patient’s relatives, which may affect the patient. See the following: 

 
 

Note that the Asthma record has been selected. The user may use the interface to add Mother, 
Father, and other relatives to the Expanded Notes section. Other options are available with the 
other records. Information may also be typed into the Expanded Record section. 
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Social History 

Press the Social History button to access this feature from the Medical History screen. The 
Social History allows the user to show the relationship of social habits and lifestyle and its 
effects. See the following: 

 
 
Note that the Alcohol record has been selected. The user may use the interface to add text to 
the Expanded Notes section. Other options may be selected such as “Times a week” to show 
recurrence of the patient’s habits. Other options are available with the other records. Information 
may also be typed into the Expanded Record section. 
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Advance Directives 

The Advance Directives tab allows you to identify any advance directives desired by the patient.  
You can identify up to 2 witnesses for the advance directive instructions. You can also identify 
whether or not a hard copy is on file. The Advance Directive screen is displayed below: 
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Transitions in Care 

AltaPoint has a “Transitions in Care” screen that assists you in tracking patient flow to-and-from 
referring providers. The screen appears as shown below: 

 
Identify the provider the patient is being referred to or using the lookup icon. Enter any relevant 
notes in the boxes provided. 
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CMS Reporting Window 

The CMS Reporting window was originally used to identify several conditions that are used in 
reporting for “Meaningful Use.” This is no longer the case, effective late 2012, as a result of new 
certification guidelines. The screen is shown below: 

 
Identify the boxes that are true for a given patient.   
 
 Note: The AltaPoint EHR has been certified for Meaningful Use 2011 only. 
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Medical Record Lists (left-hand side buttons) 

The Allergies, Problem List, Immunizations, and Medications buttons all work to define more 
information about the patient. These buttons will be marked with the word “(ALERT!)” next to 
them when an allergy has been marked critical, a vaccination date deadline has passed, or a 
medication date has been passed. 
 

Allergies 

Press the Allergies button to access the Allergies feature. This feature gives the user the 
ability to document the patient’s allergies. It also allows the user to specify the date of 
onset, date resolved, and mark the allergy as critical. Marking the allergy as critical will 
change the text to red, alerting the physician of an allergy problem.  

 
There are two main areas in the Allergy History screen: a place to enter the allergy information 
under the Allergy History and a place to enter Notes related to that specific record. 
 
To create a new record, select the [New] button. This will create an additional line in the Allergy 
History display. Enter the appropriate diagnosis code, which will automatically bring up the 
description of the diagnosis in the Allergic To column. Information may be added to the 
description by selecting the field and typing in additional information.  
 
Enter a Date of Onset. Enter a date in the Date Resolved field if the allergy has been resolved. 
Select “Yes” in the “Critical” field if the physician needs to be alerted to the allergy. Allergy 
records that are marked as critical will be displayed in the Immunizations screen in a column 
marked “Allergies”. 
 
From the [Reminder] button you can conveniently set a reminder for this patient, which can also 
be used to draw attention to the patient's allergies. 
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Immunizations 

Press the Immunizations button to access the Immunizations feature. This feature has been 
designed with the ACIP/AAP guidelines in mind. When a new patient is registered, the 
immunizations deadline dates are automatically set for the current age of the patient. An 
immunization certificate/report may also be printed out for school or personal immunization 
records. Press the Immunization button and you will see the following: 

 
The Immunizations feature is divided into three columns. The immunization history can be 
viewed in the Received column. Those immunizations that have not been given can be viewed 
in the Pending column. The Allergies column is available to alert the clinician or provider to 
critical allergies such as Penicillin or other vaccination allergies. Only allergies marked as critical 
can be viewed in this column. 
 
NOTE: Before you can administer immunizations, you need to set up the billing codes properly. 
Go to Lists, Billing Codes. If you haven’t already created a billing code for each immunization, 
begin by pressing [New]. Create a code and description, and set the code type as Procedure. 
 
The critical part of this process is to properly set up the inventory tab to reflect that this billing 
code is for an immunization. 
 

 
 
Place a check mark next to Inventory Item. There are two sub-tabs for inventory information:  
 

On the “Costing” tab, you may enter a Standard and Average cost. Be sure to enter a 
Lot Number, as well as an Expiration Date.  
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On the “Immunization” tab, you MUST select an Immunization Code. You may do this by 
placing a check mark next to the appropriate immunization code. Once you’ve taken 
these steps, this billing code will be available when you are ready to administer the 
immunization. 

 
(Back to the Immunizations screen.) 
 

 
 
 
To administer an immunization, follow the steps described below. 

 

1. Highlight the immunization you would like to administer and press [Toggle Approved]. 
The status will change from Due to Approved. 

 
 

 
 

2. With the immunization still highlighted, press [Administer]. The following screen will 
appear: 
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This screen will allow the user to record the administered vaccine. The patient’s vaccinating 
clinician or provider will automatically appear next to Provider.  

 
When accessing the vaccination Billing Code, the lookup dialog will only pull up Billing 
Codes that have been set up as immunizations, making it easier to find the right code. The 
Lot number will automatically be filled in if it was specified in the billing code. The volume of 
the vaccination may be entered along with the route. A physiological site may also be 
chosen for the site of the vaccination. Notes may also be entered about the vaccination. 

 
Once this information has been entered, press [Given], [Not Given], [Refused] or [Had 
Illness] to specify the status of the vaccination. Press the [OK] button to save the record to 
the Received column in the main Immunizations window.  

Received 

Immunization records can be deleted or added to the Received column by pressing the 
Edit History button. This will bring up the following: 
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Choose the Immunization Type and select a date to add to the record for the 
immunization history. Press the Add button once the information has been entered to 
add the record. To delete a record, select the record and press the Delete button.  
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Approve Other 

If the immunization you want to administer is not in the pending list or you have not yet 
set up a billing code for it, you may press Approve Other to create a billing code for that 
immunization. When you press [Approve Other], you will see something like the 
following: 

 
Press [New] to create a new billing code to be used with the new immunization. 

Print Certificate 

Press the [Print Certificate] button to print a report/certificate of the patient’s 
immunization history. Press this button and the following dialog will be displayed. 
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Check the desired options to print the Immunization Certificate. Press the Preview button 
to view the report on screen before it prints. A certificate similar to the following will be 
displayed. 
 

 
 
Press the Print button to print the report to the desired printer or fax machine. 
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Sending Immunization Records to Registries 

Select the [Send Records] button to send Immunization information for the current patient to an 
immunization registry. Many state registries can accept immunization information electronically.  
When you press the [Send Records], the following screen will appear: 
 

  

 
Select the check boxes of the immunizations that you want to include in the immunization file.  
Also, optionally, you can have the file include the AltaPoint Patient ID number for the patient in 
case the registry wants this information. Then press the [Create File] button to create the 
registry file. The system will show you the following screen and indicate at the bottom the name 
and location of the resulting file. This file can be sent to the immunization registry. The file that is 
created is a version 2.3.1, HL7 file. 
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Create Task button 

Press the [Create Task] button to assign the task of immunizing a patient to your task list 
or another employee’s task list. The following will display: 

 
The items shown in the above example will automatically be entered. You can change or 
add to the description if you’d like. Enter a due date, priority, employee to which the task 
will be assigned, and leave the patient chart number as assigned unless otherwise 
required. Enter any additional information as needed. Press OK to save and assign the 
task.  
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Problem List 

Press the Problem List button to record problems and diagnoses for the patient. A diagnosis 
may be entered along with dates that correspond to the beginning and resolution of the 
problem. It may also be marked critical to alert the physician to a problem. There are two main 
areas in the Problem List feature; a place to enter the problem under the Problem History, and a 
place to enter Notes. Please see the following. 

 
 

To create a new record, select the New button. This will create an additional line in the Problem 
List screen. Enter the appropriate diagnosis code, which will automatically bring up the 
description of the diagnosis in the Description column.  
 
Enter a Date of Onset. If applicable, enter a date in the Date Resolved field. Select “Yes” in the 
Critical field's pull-down if the physician needs to be alerted to the problem. If there are any 
problems marked as critical, the text for those items will appear in red. 
 
From the [Reminder] button you can conveniently set a reminder for this patient. 
 
The [Populate from Permanent Diagnosis] button enters diagnosis codes and descriptions from 
the patient's “Permanent Diagnosis” list in the patient file. 
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Medication List 

NOTE: This section deals with the AltaPoint EMR medication screens. Electronic prescription 
services are available. Contact AltaPoint for more information and pricing at 
sales@altapoint.com or 888-258-2552. 
 
The Medication List is divided into two sections: Chronic Medications and Acute Medications. A 
history of medications prescribed will appear in this screen. Medications taken by the patient 
may be recorded and prescribed using this feature. See the following: 

 
A medication may be added to either the Chronic Medications window or Acute Medications 
window by pressing the [New] button. The following interface will appear. 

 

mailto:sales@altapoint.com
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Note that Provider and Patient Weight information appears at the bottom of the interface 
to help the provider prescribe the correct dosage. 
 
A medication is designated as Chronic when information has been entered in the 
Chronic Medication part of the screen, found in the upper right corner. If these fields are 
all left blank, the medication will be designated as acute. 

Medication 

Press the lookup button and select a Medication code from the lookup list. 

Billing Code 

A billing code may be entered if the office is dispensing the medication. 

Formulation 

Select the appropriate formulation from the lookup dialog. The appropriate drug 
formulations will be available based on the medication chosen in the Medication field. 
Remember, formulations may be added or edited by going to Lists then Medications 
from the main menu.  

Dose 

Enter the appropriate dosage along with the type of dosage to be taken (milligrams, 
teaspoons, tablets, etc…). 

Route 

Select the appropriate route for the medication (orally, nasally, subcutaneously, etc…). 

Frequency 

Enter the frequency the medication should be taken (how often), or choose how often 
the medication should be taken. 

Dispense 

Choose the dispensing quantity and type of dispensing (tablets, grams, units, etc…), and 
choose the number of days of medication to be supplied.  

Refill 

Enter the number of times the prescription may be refilled. 

Print the DEA Number 

Check this checkbox to print the provider’s DEA number, entered into the provider’s 
record. 

Advice to Patient 

Enter information into the Advice to Patient field to add additional requests and advice 
for the patient. This will print on the prescription. 
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Print RX 

Press this button to print the prescription for the patient. Note that an electronic signature 
may be printed on the prescription if the provider has created a Bitmap image of her 
signature and set up the signature under her record in the Providers and Employees 
feature. A PIN will need to be entered. Press the Print RX button and the following Print 
Custom Report dialog will appear. 

 
The RX Report Code will automatically be chosen. This form may be modified to create 
your own prescription custom report. To have a custom prescription report designed for 
the practice, please contact AltaPoint or your authorized AltaPoint reseller. Press the 
Print button to print the prescription directly to a printer or fax machine. Press Preview to 
view the prescription on screen. 

 
 
This is an example of the prescription to be printed. Note the prescription with date and 
time. Also note that the prescription filled is the same as the information entered into the 
prescription entry interface as documented earlier. 

Details (this refers to the main Medication List screen) 

Select an existing prescription, then press this button, and you can view the details for 
any prescription.  

Refill 

Select an existing prescription, then press this button. This will allow you to refill the 
selected prescription.  

Insurance 

Press this button to display the insurance information for the selected patient. 

Current Meds Only  

Place a checkmark in this field to show all chronic medications that the patient is 
currently prescribed. 
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Medication Reconciliation 

Use the Medication Reconciliation checkbox to compare the patient’s existing medications to 
the ones proposed in the current visit. The Medication Reconciliation screen appears as shown 
below: 

 

 

 The Existing button allows you to add any additional medications the patient has been using, 
but were not prescribed by your practice. 
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Past Visits 

The Past Visits feature works very similar to the Visits tab located in the Patient File. 
Press the [Past Visits] button and you will see the following: 

 
Use the [View Detail] button to view the detail of the past visit that is highlighted. The 
Chief Complaint/Diagnosis and the Problem Resolution/Plan will show the details of the 
selected visit. The Note list is date-entry based and will show past notes entered from 
the patient's record or from previous notes entered into the Notes feature. 
 

Reminders 

This Reminders button accesses the same records as the Reminders tab in the patient's 
file. This feature will allow the user to send reminders to the patient. Reminders may be 
sent electronically through email, or the user may print the reminders and send them 
through snail mail. The Reminders feature may also be used to display a pop-up 
message to alert the staff regarding a specific issue with a patient.  
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New reminders may be created from this screen by pressing the New button. Edit a 
selected reminder message by pressing the Edit button. Placing a check mark next to 
“Include Past Dates” will display old reminders. See the section earlier in this manual 
titled “Reminders” to learn more specific information on how the Reminders feature 
works.  
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Notes 

These are the same date-specific notes available from the Notes tab in the Patient file. 
Press the Notes button and you will see the following: 

 
Create new notes by pressing the New Note button. You can edit an existing note if it 
has been less than 24 hours since the note was created. To edit a note, press the [Edit 
Note] button.  
 
Limit the notes records to be viewed on this screen by filtering by the following fields: 
Start Date and End Date, Provider, Category, and Diagnosis.  
 
When you press [New Note] you will see the following:  
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You may enter a diagnosis code and a category, as well as have this note show in the Allergy 
List and/or Problem List screens. You may also mark this note as critical. The notes screen 
offers a spell checker, which may be accessed by pressing the Spelling button. Enter the 
information and press [OK].  
 
 

Growth Charts 

Growth charts give the user the ability to track the patient's growth based on the CDC's 
guidelines for the normal growth curve. Six different types of charts are represented.  
 

3. Weight for Age < 3 

4. Length for Age < 3 

5. Head Circumference 

6. Weight for Age > 3 

7. Height for Age > 3 

8. Body Mass Index for Age > 2 
 
Each of these chart types have been designed using the CDC guideline’s growth, weight and 
head circumference standards. These chart types allow the user to chart and print the growth 
curve of the patient at these different stages. A legend appears to the right of each chart type 
explaining the different curves according to color. Press the Growth Chart button and you will 
see the following: 

 
When the weight and height measurements are entered into the current visit record, those 
measurements are represented in the various charts that appear for each age category as small 
squares on the growth line.  
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This chart may be printed by pressing the Print button. Measurements can also be shown using 
standard or metric measurements (inches and centimeters or pounds and kilograms). 

Show Data 

Press the Show Data button to show the data represented by the points on the growth 
curve. This information is taken from past visits. It will display the patient's age, 
measurement in standard and metric, date of the visit, and the representative percentile.  

 
This is how the data looks from the [Show Data] button. 
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Diagnostics 

Press the Diagnostic Studies button and you will see the following: 

 
You may select a category on the right-hand side of the screen to view existing labs as well as 
enter new ones. The information stored in the diagnostics is a permanent part of the patient's 
main record. The Diagnostics Studies screen includes the following categories (tabs): 
 

Vision/Hearing 
Chemistry 
Hematology 
Microbiology 
Pathology 
Radiology 
Other Labs 
Consultant Reports. 
EKG (See accompanying EKG product documentation) 
Spirometer (See accompanying EKG product documentation) 

Vision/Hearing 

 
The Vision/Hearing category, shown above, allows for specific entry of data about 
standard Far and Near vision measurements as well as standard Hearing 
measurements. The vision section allows the user to enter the left and right eye far 
vision and the left and right eye near vision. The hearing section allows the user to enter 
the decibel frequency that the patient is capable of hearing. 

Date Specific Narrative Interface 

 
The Date Specific Narrative interface is accessible from the Chemistry, Hematology, 
Microbiology, Pathology, Radiology, Other Labs, and Consultant Reports categories. 
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These categories allow for general data entry through a date-specific narrative interface, 
described in more detail below.  
 
The EKG and Spirometer tabs are documented and available through the accompanying 
documentation included with that equipment. For specific information regarding 
equipment that will work with the EKG or Spirometer categories, please contact 
AltaPoint. 
 
 Select a category and you will see the following: 

 
From this screen the user can opt to create a new record, edit an existing record, clear a 
visit status, print any of the existing labs, or run the spell checker. If you would like to 
create a new record, press the [New Record] button. You will see the following:  
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Enter the relevant data for this diagnostic category.  
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Review Labs 

This feature allows providers to review and sign off on imported lab results. To learn more about 
setting up a lab connection to import the HL7 results from a lab, please see the section 
“Creating a Lab Connection” of this manual. 
 
A provider may review the lab, as well as select the lab record and press the [Reviewed] button 
to indicate that the specified lab has been reviewed. Go to Activities -> Medical Records -> 
Review Labs. You will need to enter your provider PIN number. Press OK and you will see the 
following: 

 
Labs that have not yet been reviewed will appear in the upper portion of this screen. The 
contents of the lab will appear in the bottom part of the screen. To review a lab record, select 
the record and press [Detail]. A sample lab screen is shown below. Once you have reviewed a 
lab, select the [Reviewed] button to mark the lab as “Reviewed.” 
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Current Visit 

This feature allows the user to enter information about the current visit. There are four basic 
areas to this interface.  
 

1. The main Current Visit interface is the screen where you can record the vital signs. This 
is the screen the user sees when the Current Visit button is pressed. 

2. The HPI/ROS/Exam screen 

3. The Anticipatory Guidance screen 

4. The Assessment, Plan and Billing screen 
 
The “Current Visit” (Vital Signs) screen is shown below. 

 

Main Current Visit Interface 

The main Current Visit window allows the user to enter Vital Sign information. The person who 
is logged in to AltaPoint and entering the vital signs is the name that will appear under the 
“Recorded By” field in the top left corner. This allows the record to be tied to this user.  

Chief Complaint 

The Chief Complaint field is where the user may enter information specifying the reason 
the patient has come to the current visit. You may also press the lookup icon to bring up 
a word list, at which time you may select appropriate words describing the chief 
complaint. This word list appears as follows: 
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Click on the words that best describe the patient’s chief complaint. You may also type in any 
text necessary. You can learn more about exam words lists in this manual in the section titled 
“Exam Word Lists”. 

Height and Weight 

Enter the patient's height and weight. This information can be entered either into the 
standard or metric measurement fields. The proper measurement will automatically be 
calculated in the complementary field. If the patient is under three years old, the Head 
Circumference field will also be available.  

Body Mass Index 

The patient's body mass index will be automatically calculated and will then appear in 
the body mass index field.  

Blood Pressure 

The systolic and diastolic readings for the patient's blood pressure may be entered 
multiple times, showing the position the patient was in when the reading was taken, as 
well as the limb that was used.  

Temperature 

Enter the patient's temperature as well as the method used to take the temperature. 
Here, the Fahrenheit or Celsius measurement will also be automatically calculated when 
the complementing measurement is entered. The patient's pulse and respiration may 
also be recorded. 
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Pulse Oximetry 

The patient’s pulse oximetry readings may be entered in this section. This section is 
applicable to asthmatic or respiratory patients. Up to four measurements may be entered 
for this current visit record. 
 

HPI/ROS/Exam 

On the Current Visit screen, select one of the following [HPI/ROS/Exam] options from the left-
hand menu to bring up the appropriate Exam Word List. For example, the History of Present 
Illness screen: 

 

 HPI (History of Present Illness) 

This screen, as well as the ROS and Exam screens, uses the Point and Click Interface 
described in the Medical History section of this manual. This screen gives the user the 
opportunity to enter specific information about the history of the patient’s present illness.  
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 ROS (Review of Systems) 

Use the Review of Systems feature to record the current condition of the patient’s 
various systems. The standard systems have already been added to the interface. To 
customize this interface, please see the Exam Word Lists topic. This feature also works 
according to the directions from the Point and Click interface. See the following: 

 
The Set Normal button will select the “Normal” option for the highlighted item. The All-
Normal button will automatically select the “Normal” option for all records. The Clear 
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Item button will clear the currently selected record, and the Clear Form button will delete 
all text from the form. 
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 Exam 

Press the Physical Exam button and you will see the following:  

 
Use this screen to record the Physical Exam. If needed, you may customize the 
information for your specific specialty or practice.  
 
You can enter expanded notes to be associated with any exam word. (This is explained 
more fully in the Exam Word List section of this manual.) If you’ve opted to enter 
expanded notes in the exam word list setup, when All Normal is selected the expanded 
notes associated with Normal will automatically be recorded.  
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Anticipatory Guidance 

The Anticipatory Guidance section allows the user to show an audit trail of having given 
the patient education on the options available. On the main Current Visit screen, press 
the Anticipatory Guidance button and you will see the following: 

 
The Age field allows the user to select the appropriate age option. The age will 
automatically be selected, based on the age in the patient file. The Anticipatory 
Guidance section covers Diet, Development, Safety, and Medical Education and follows 
the guidelines issued by the American Academy of Pediatrics. Additional notes may also 
be entered if needed. Press the OK button to return to the main Current Visit screen. 
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Assessment, Plan, and Billing 

This feature allows you to assess the patient's condition, create a plan for the patient, 
sign the encounter, print the encounter, and enter billing information that can be used to 
immediately create a bill or place the bill in a queue for later bill creation. From the main 
Current Visit screen, press Assessment, Plan and Billing to see the following: 

 
This screen allows the user to enter the diagnoses, enter procedures performed, type a 
narrative for the proposed plan, perform billing tasks, and allows the provider to sign and 
print the encounter form. Once the form is signed, the record is protected from alteration 
by the electronic signature assigned to it. Each section of this screen is explained below. 

Assessment/Diagnosis 

Diagnosis codes may be selected (up to a total of twelve) for each field by clicking in the 
code field and then clicking on the  button to bring up the diagnosis list. Diagnoses may 
also be entered directly into the fields.  
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Add to Problem List button 

 Pressing this button will add the diagnoses to the problem list. 

Procedures 

The Procedures section of the Assessment, Plan and Billing screen allows you to enter 
the billing codes associated with the current visit. You can enter the number of units, as 
well as place a “pointer” in the Diagnosis field, which will assign a diagnosis to the 
specific billing code. 

 
Once you’ve entered all the billing information, place a check mark in the Bill column to 
indicate you would like that item included on the bill.  

Back to the Assessment and Plan screen 

 

Duplicate 

The [Duplicate] Button gives you a convenient way of making a copy of an existing bill 
within the medical records portion of the program.  
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Select the Bill Number that you want to make a copy of, make sure the appropriate 
check boxes are checked to copy diagnoses and/or procedures, and click the [OK] 
button. 

Sign Encounter Form 

Press this button to add the physician's electronic signature to the visit record. An 
imported image of the physician's signature and PIN number can be set up in the 
employee file. 

Print Encounter Form 

Press this button to print the entire encounter. 

Create Bill Now 

Press this button to automatically create a bill using the diagnosis codes and procedure 
codes you’ve assigned to this visit. You will be taken into the transaction entry. 

Send Bill Later 

Press this button to take the diagnosis codes and procedure codes and create a queued 
bill in the Unbilled Visits feature, which will be explained later in this manual. 

Printing an Encounter Form 

After filling out the details of the patient’s current visit you can print an Encounter Form. To print 
the encounter form, select the [Assessment, Plan, & Bill] button at the bottom of the current visit 
screen. Then select the [Print Encounter] button. The Print Patient Encounter Form screen, 
below, will appear. (If the record hasn't been signed, you will first be asked if you wish to sign it 
now.) 
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Use this dialog box to select the desired options to print on the encounter form.  

 
The Select Sections tab allows you to choose which sections and options will appear on the 
encounter form. 

Chief Complaint 

This information comprises the chief complaint entered in the Check In screen. 

Vitals 

This information comprises the vitals entered into the Current visit screen. 

Well Patient History 

This information is taken from the Well Patient History section of the Medical History list. 

Anticipatory Guidance 

This information is taken from the patient education information entered under the 
Current Visit screen by pressing the Anticipatory Guidance button. 

Physical Exam 

This information comes from the Physical Exam information entered with the Point and 
Click interface. 

Problem List 

Check this option to include the problem list on the printout. 
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Allergy List 

Check this option to include the allergy list on the printout. 

Medications - Chronic 

Check this option to include chronic medications. 

Medications – Acute 

Check this option to include acute medications. 

Social History 

Check this option to include information on the patient’s social history. 

Family History 

Check this option to include information on the patient’s family history. 

Check-In-Out Date 

Check this option to include the dates the patient was checked in and out for this visit. 

Diagnostic Studies 

Diagnostics are also printed to allow the user to see the diagnostics entered by the 
physician. 

Assessments 

This information comes from the Assessment/Diagnosis section of the “Assessment, 
Plan, Bill” screen. 

Plan 

This information comes from the plan narrative entered into the “Assessment, Plan, Bill” 
screen. 

Procedures 

Procedures are entered to allow the user to see which procedures were performed. 

Current Visit Notes 

Current Visit Notes come from the Notes feature in the patient’s visit record. 

All Visit Notes 

Select this option to print all notes for the patient. 

Immunizations 

Select this option to print immunizations. 

Images 

Select this option to include images on the printout. 
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Print Practice Logo 

The practice logo is imported in the Practice Information file in the Options tab. 

Show Provider's Signature 

The provider's signature may be imported by going through the Employee File → Page 2 

→ [Employee Signature...] button. 

Show Confidential Meds 

Check this option to include medications that have been flagged as “Confidential.” 

Hide Recorded By 

Authenticated Encounter with Digital Signature (Plain Text) 

An authenticated encounter must be entered with a digital signature. 
 
A range of dates may be specified. In addition, the order of the items to be printed may 
be changed. Using the Options tab, the order may be changed by selecting the item and 
then pressing the buttons to the upper right of the Options tab. 
 
Note that Handouts may be printed as well as HIPAA forms for the practice. Images may 
also be printed. Please see the “Printing Encounter Forms with Handouts and/or HIPAA 
Forms” and “HIPAA” sections of the manual for more information. 

 
The Print Options tab allows you to choose whether or not to use the default Encounter form or 
to use the modifiable one. It also allows you to select the order in with the sections will appear 
on the encounter form (for the default encounter form). The screen appears as shown below: 
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Printing an Encounter Form - Using the Default (Non-modifiable) Form 

There are two types of encounter forms that you can print. The first is a pre-formatted encounter 
form created by AltaPoint. This form is not modifiable except that you can specify which 
sections are available to be printed and the order they print in. The second type of encounter 
form is a modifiable form that the user can customize.  
 
If the “Use Default Form” checkbox is selected, as shown above, then the list of sections is 
offered to you in the order they will appear on the encounter form. You can change the position 
of any section by highlighting the desired section, then using the buttons at the right to move it 
to the Top, Bottom, Up One, Down One or to simply delete the section from the report. The 
Reset button causes all of the sections to be added and in the default order. In this fashion, you 
have significant control of how the data will appear on the encounter form.  
 

NOTE: Don't forget to click on the Save button to save the changes made to the sections 
available and print order. 

 
A basic sample of  the Default Encounter form is shown below: 
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Printing an Encounter Form - Using a Customizable Encounter Form 

If the “Use Default Form” checkbox is not selected, the program will ask you which  
encounter form to use.  The screen appears as shown below: 
 

  
 
Select the desired custom form by using the spyglass icon next to the “Use Custom Form” field. 
The “ENCOUNTER” custom form is the customizable encounter form that comes with your 
AltaPoint software. If you wish to modify this form, we recommend you make a copy of the form 
and modify the newly created copy. For details about copying and modifying custom reports, 
please see the section in this document related to Custom Reports. 
 
You can control the look and feel of your encounter form including fonts, color, the order of 
section printing, and virtually all other aspects of this report by using the custom report writer in 
this software. 
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Printing Encounter Forms with Handouts and/or HIPAA Forms 

 
 
From the Print Patient Encounter Form, select the Handouts or HIPAA Form tab. The HIPAA 
Forms tab is shown below: 

 
 

Each HIPAA form (and Handout, on the Handouts tab) that is in the system will be displayed.  
Place a check mark by any form that you want printed out along with the encounter form. Press 
[Print] or [Preview] to view the reports. 
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Approving Visits 

The Approve Visits feature is useful if you are a supervising provider. You can set up the 
supervising provider information by clicking , or going to File, Providers and 
Employees. Press Edit and go to the Insurance IDs tab. Enter the supervising provider 
code at the bottom of the screen. 
 
To access the Approve Visits screen, select Activities, Approve Visits.  

 
Enter your PIN and press OK. The following will appear: 

 

Approve Visit 

To approve a visit, highlight a patient then press the Approve Visit button.  

Print Visit 

Press this button to print the encounter form for a visit.  

Visit Detail 

Press this button to go to the visit detail for a visit.  
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Search 

Press this button to search for a specific patient in the Visit Approval screen. If you press 
this button you will see the following: 

 

View All 

Press this button to view all the patients whose visits are waiting to be approved. This is 
useful after you’ve narrowed your list by a search. 

Close 

Press this button to close the Visit Approval screen.  
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Unbilled Visits 

This feature allows you to create bills from patient visits where the provider has assigned 
diagnosis codes and CPT codes. The visits have been queued and are ready to become bills. 
This feature is very useful and acts as a superbill/encounter form hand-off feature to the billing 
specialists in the office. Select Activities, Unbilled Visits and the following will appear: 

 
Note that the visits already entered and queued from the “Assessment, Plan, Bill” feature will 
appear in the Visit History portion of this window. The selected bill’s Chief Complaint/Diagnosis 
and Problem Resolution / Plan will also appear in the right half of this window. 

Bill Now 

Select a patient and press Bill Now to go directly to the Transaction Entry feature and 
complete the bill’s procedure codes and diagnosis codes. See the section titled Patient 
Billing for more information on how to complete and enter a bill. 

No Bill 

Press this button if you do not want to create a bill for the selected visit. This will erase 
the bill from the queued bills. If you change your mind, you may queue the bill again from 
the Assessment and Plan interface if the patient is not already checked out. You can 
also create a bill by going to Activities, Transaction Entry, although it would not be tied to 
the visit. 

Visit Detail 

Press the Visit Detail button to automatically jump to the selected visit’s medical record. 
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Search 

Press the Search button to search through the patient records for the desired patient. 
This is helpful if there are many unbilled visits in the queue. Enter the patient’s name and 
press OK to begin the search. 

View All 

Press this button to view all the patients in this list. This is useful after you’ve narrowed 
your list by a search. 

Close 

Press this button to close the Unbilled Visits screen. 
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Patient Billing 
 
The Transaction Entry form is used to enter patient charges and payments. Also, from this form 
you can manage the specific information that will be included on an insurance form (each Bill 
number will produce a different insurance claim form). To access the Transaction Entry form, 
select the Billing icon  from the command window, choose Transaction Entry from the 
Activities menu, or enter through the Patient File's Ledger screen. The Transaction Entry form 
will display. 

 

NOTE: 
Read through the next several pages to learn many important tips about creating and 
managing the billing process, including printing an insurance claim form.  
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When a patient is entered, the Transaction Entry screen appears as follows:  

 

When a new Bill Number is created for a patient, many pieces of information are taken from the 
patient’s file including; insurance information, billing information, default diagnosis information 
and other important data. (If the information in the patient file is incomplete or wrong, it will be 
incomplete or wrong in the transaction screen as well.) 
 
The following is a description of each field on the Transaction Entry form. 
 

Billing Heading Fields 

Patient 

 Enter the patient code. 
 

To view a list of patients, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field or 
select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Bill Number 

 The next available billing number will automatically be displayed if this is left blank while 
creating the bill.   

 
To view a list of existing bills for the patient entered above, select the lookup button 
displayed to the right of this field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 
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Date 

 Enter the billing date. Today's date will automatically be displayed for new bills. You can 
use the [Shift and +] and [-] keys to move the date forward and backward respectively.   

Provider 

 Enter the service provider who is responsible for the overall claim. This is the provider 
that will appear on the insurance claim form. 

 

To view a list of providers, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field 
or select this field and press [“F5”]. 
 

Billing Detail Fields 

Start & End Dates 

 Enter the date of the charge or payment. You can use the [Shift and +] and [-] keys to 
move the date forward and backward respectively. You can specify an end date if 
desired. 

Provider 

 Enter the Provider code of the person providing the service. (This could be the physician 
or an assistant, however the provider listed in the header section of the bill will appear 
on the claim form.)   

 

Select the "Show More" button to display a form listing all providers. You can search 
providers by code or name. As a keyboard alternative, you can list all providers by 
pressing [“F5”] from the Employee column. 

Billing Code 

 Enter the billing code for the charge or payment. 
 

Select the "Show More" button to display a form listing all billing codes. You can 
search billing codes for this billing line by code or description. As a keyboard 
alternative, you can list all billing codes by pressing [“F5”] from the Bill Code column. 
 

NOTE: 
Short List & Word Search 
When looking up a procedure code from the lookup button, you can check the 
Short List box to get a list of procedures that you have previously placed on your 
“Short List.” See the Billing Code section of this manual for more about the Short 
List. 
 
You also have the ability to do a word search if you don’t know the actual 
procedure code. Choose “Sort by: Description”, then start entering the name or 
partial name of the procedure, the system will narrow your search quickly. If you 
enter info into the “Find” field, the search will start from the beginning of the 
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description. If you use the “Word Search” field at the bottom, the entered info 
may be found anywhere in the description. 

M1 – M4 

Enter up to 2 characters for modifiers #1 through modifier #4 to the billing code. 

POS 

Enter the Place of Service for this line item. 

Diagnosis 

Enter the diagnosis code for the treatment. 
 

Select the "Show More" button to display the “Item Detail Options” screen. The 
screen appears as indicated below. 

  

You can enter up to 12 diagnosis codes for this bill. Notice that you can look up a 
diagnosis code by selecting the appropriate lookup icon next to diagnosis code A – L.  
Once you have identified the diagnosis for this bill you should indicate which letter(s) of 
diagnosis relate to this particular line item. Do this by entering the letter(s) in the 
“Diagnosis” field.  For example, if diagnosis “A” and “D” of the bill's diagnosis codes 
apply to this particular line item, you would enter “AD” in the Diagnosis field on the bill's 
line item. 
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For more information about billing with the ICD-10 codes, please see the “Using ICD-10 
Codes on Your Bills” section of this manual. 

Anesthesia Billing 

For anesthesia billing, fill in the starting and ending time for the anesthesia service along with 
the base units to calculate the Total Units. The Total Units number will appear on the claim for 
the anesthesia service procedures. For more information on the proper values for the base 
units, please review your anesthesia coding book/reference. 

 
NOTE: 

When looking up a Diagnosis code from the lookup button, you have the ability to 
do a word search if you don’t know the actual diagnosis code. Choose “Sort by: 
Description”, then start entering the name or partial name of the procedure, the 
system will narrow your search quickly. If you enter info into the “Find” field, the 
search will start from the beginning of the description. If you use the “Word 
Search” field at the bottom, the entered info may be found anywhere in the 
description. 

 
NOTE:  Other items on this screen directly relate to the insurance claim form and 
are discussed in more detail later in this section. 
 

(The following information relates back to the main billing screen.) 

Amount 

Enter the billing rate or payment amount. This should automatically appear if an amount 
has been entered for the billing code. 
 
Note: It is not necessary to enter a negative amount for billing codes set up as type 

Payment. The system will automatically compute a minus extended amount for 
you. 

Units 

 Enter the number of units.  

Extended 

 This is a display-only field and is calculated by the system by multiplying the Amount 
column by the Units column. 

Description 

 This field displays the full description of the billing code entered on the selected billing 
line. 

Notes 

 Use this field to attach a note to the selected billing line. With the billing line highlighted, 
you can access this field with the mouse or by selecting the Notes button. You can 
return to the billing line by selecting the Detail button.   

 
Tip: You can simply toggle between the billing line and note by pressing the Alt-E key. 
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Note:  When a note is entered for any line item, an asterisk (*) will be shown next to the 
date field of the line to indicate the existence of a note. 

 

Show Item Balances 

When you select this option, a new column will appear that shows the balance of each 
line item on a particular bill. A partial view of the screen is shown below: 

Show Bill Detail 

This is a powerful option. The Show Bill Detail option, when checked, allows you to view 
many details about the bill at the bottom of the main Transaction Entry screen. A sample 
view is shown below. 
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UB04 Checkbox 

Checking the UB04 checkbox will reveal the information on the screen below. These 
fields mimic the fields available on the UB04 insurance claim form.  

 

Patient Responsibility 

 This field shows the estimated patient balance of the current bill being displayed. This 
field will include any co-pay amount that might be due. 

Insurance Responsibility 

 This field shows the estimated insurance balance of the current bill being displayed. 

Bill Balance 

 This field shows the sum of all charges and payments for the bill displayed. 

Patient Balance 

This field shows the sum of all charges and payments for all bills associated with the 
patient displayed. 

Family Balance 

This field shows the sum of all charges and payments for all bills associated with the 
displayed patient’s family. 

New Button    

Creates a new bill for the currently listed patient. (Patient may be changed.) 

Case Management   

The [Duplicate...] button is a great feature that allows you to copy an existing bill with all 
or part of its detail.    

 
Use the panel on the left to select from the existing bills for the patient. The details of 
each bill will display on the right as you highlight the different existing bills. You can also 
choose to copy the billing codes and diagnosis codes for the bill. Select OK to copy the 
older bill of your choice. When you choose a previous bill to be copied, many important 
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characteristics of the old bill will be copied as well, such as insurance information, 
address and demographic information, etc. 
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Using ICD-10 Codes on Your Bills 

AltaPoint has been designed to automatically handle the ICD-9 to ICD-10 transition for you. 
First, you’ll need to let AltaPoint know which code set (ICD-9 or ICD-10) a specific payor 
accepts. By default, AltaPoint will assume the payor is accepting ICD-9 codes. As a payor 
transitions to ICD-10, open that insurance file from the Insurance List and check the “ICD-10” 
check box. From that time forward, all bills you create for that insurance company will 
automatically submit ICD-10 codes rather than ICD-9. 
 
If you need to change this back, return to the insurance company and uncheck the ICD-10 
checkbox and all new bills from that point on will submit only ICD-9. 
 
If needed, the transition can be even more granular than this. You have the ability to choose on 
a per-bill basis which claims will be submitted with ICD-9 and which will include ICD-10 codes. 
To do this, from the Transaction Entry screen, select Billing, then access the tab for the 
insurance you’re submitting to (Primary, Secondary, etc.), then check the ICD-10 checkbox. 
Doing so will cause ICD-10 codes to be submitted on that claim only – all other claims for that 
insurance company will be submitted with ICD-9. 
 
Newly created insurances can be defaulted to ICD-10 as it's created. In the Practice 
Information's “Option” tab, there is a “Default [new] Insurances to ICD10” check box, as well as 
to use the ICD-10 view by default. 
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Billing Options Button 

 
Clicking the “Billing...” button will allow you to change many important settings that relate to 
billing and the medical claims form for the currently selected patient. The following “Billing 
Options” screen is displayed when the billing button is pressed: 

This screen illustrates the items found on the “Billing” tab of the Billing Options screen. 
 
From this screen you can make billing decisions such as whether or not to bill the patient, which 
insurance to bill, which claims to resubmit, and so on. This screen makes it easy to manage the 
claim printing from the actual bill. 
 
Most of the fields on this screen originate from a similar screen in the patient file. For ease of 
use they are accessible from the billing screen so that you can easily modify the current record 
for insurance claim form printing. For more information on these fields, see the section entitled 
“Patient File” in this manual. 
 

Billing Options Button - Insurance Tabs 

The Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Insurance tabs let you modify the patient’s 
insurance information directly from the billing area so that you can quickly and easily 
make changes for billing purposes. These screens are also where you would enter 
information about Prior Authorization. Most of the information on this screen comes from 
entries made in the Patient file under the Billing tab. 
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Billing Options Button - Insurance Claim Tab 

From this tab you will recognize many important fields that need to be entered to 
complete the printing of the medical HCFA and ANSI forms. Note that the facility and 
referring physician record may be entered into this area. 

 

Billing Options Button – Accident/Disability Tab  

The Accident/Disability tab is a continuation of the Insurance Claim tab. It allows you to 
answer relevant questions for completing claims where an accident or disability are 
present. 

Billing Options Button - Notes Tab 

On the notes screen you can enter any notes pertaining to this bill.  
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Billing Options - Chiro Tab (Chiropractic Users Only) 

The Chiro tab on the Billing Options screen gives you the ability to include chiropractic specific 
information on each bill. Some of these fields are ANSI specific and will help correctly complete 
an ANSI 4010 insurance claim. When you select the Chiro tab you will see the following screen: 

 

Treatment Series Number 

The Treatment Series Number will update based on the number of visits that have 
occurred up to the value in the Treatment Series Total box. 

Treatment Period Count 

Treatment Series Total 

Enter the number of total visits the current series will require. 

Monthly Treatment Count 

Subluxation Level 1 & 2 

Use Subluxation boxes 1 & 2 to indicate the level of subluxation. Values include: 
Cervical 1-7, and Coccyx. 

Nature of Condition Code 

Enter the nature of the patient’s condition using the drop-down box. Values include: 
Acute Condition, Chronic Condition, Non-acute, Non-life Threatening, Routine, 
Symptomatic, and Acute Chronic Condition. 
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Complication Indicator 

Enter a complication indicator. Values are Yes or No. 

Unit/Basis for Measuring Code 

Indicate the unit or basis for measuring code. Options are Days, Months, Week, and 
Years. 

X-Ray Availability Indicator 

Enter an X-Ray availability indicator. Enter Yes or No. 

Patient Condition Description notes 

The Patient Condition Description box allows you to enter specific notes for the above 
fields. Some of this information may be necessary for some ANSI 5010 claims. 
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Billing History Button 

The [Billing History] button at the bottom of the screen will show you a list of this 
invoice’s claim and billing history.  

  
The Bill’s history includes the Billing Date, Billing Method and Billing Recipient. 

NOTE: 
When printing Statements or Insurance Claims, you MUST  have the “Create Billing Log” 
checkbox checked in order for the results to appear on the screen above.  

Billing Options Button - Update Patient Button 

The Billing Options settings, if modified, will remain with this particular bill only and will 
not change the information on the Patient file unless you choose to change them by 
selecting the Update Patient button at the bottom of the screen. 

Billing Options Button – Copy from Billing Button 

This feature will copy the billing details from another bill to the current bill. When you 
select the Copy from Billing button you will see the following screen: 
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Select the appropriate bill from the list and select the OK button. The billing details of the 
selected bill will be copied to the current bill. 

Billing Options Button – Audit Trail Button 

The Audit trail button gives you information about this particular bill relating to changes 
and edits that have taken place since the bill was created.  
 

NOTE:  
In order to have information populate this screen you must enable this option in the 
Password setup for each provider. The Password feature is located under the HIPAA 
menu item. An illustration of the checkbox that must be set is shown below: 

 

Billing Options Button – UB04 Button 

This button gives you access to the fields needed to create the UB04 insurance claim 
form.   

 
NOTE: 

After you have made changes to any of the fields in the Billing Options screen, you can 
press the Update Patient button to have the changes reflect on the patient file.  
Otherwise, the changes will only relate to the bill being edited. 
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Line Detail Button (Item Detail Options) 

 
 The Line Detail button offers additional fields relating to the specific line item being worked on. 
In addition to billing options, you can specify any information required to generate a medical 
insurance claim. The following screen will display when this button is selected: 

 
You can also enter the EPSDT, COB & Local Use boxes here, which correspond to the 
fields on the insurance form. 

Diagnosis 

You can enter up to 12 diagnosis codes for each bill. Notice that you can look up a 
diagnosis code by selecting the appropriate lookup icon next to diagnosis codes A – L. 
You can make the diagnosis enter the patient’s default diagnosis by selecting the “Make 
Default Diagnosis” button. (Once you have identified the diagnosis for this bill you should 
indicate which letter(s) of diagnosis relate to this particular line item. Do this by entering 
the letters(s) in the “Diagnosis for this item” box. For example, if diagnosis A and D listed 
to the right correspond to this particular line item you would enter “AD” in the “Diagnosis 
for this item” box. 

Bill Patient Only & Bill Insurance Only Check boxes 

Use the check boxes at the bottom of the screen to indicate Bill Patient Only, Bill 
Insurance Only. Leave these check boxes blank if you want both billed. These check 
boxes can also be used to resubmit a bill that includes some line items while excluding 
others. 
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Never Bill Checkbox 

Use this checkbox if you never plan to have this bill billed to anyone. 

Consider Deductible Check box 

The Consider Deductible box, if checked, will aid in displaying the patient portion of a 
bill based on the deductible amount listed on the patient’s file.   

Note on Statement and Insurance check boxes 

The Note on Statement and Insurance check boxes allow you to decide whether to 
include the note (if any) on this line item on a Statement or Insurance claim. (Works in 
conjunction with the same option printing the bill, which allows for the printing of some 
notes, but not others.) 

Taxable Check box 

Check the Taxable check box if this line item is taxable. If when creating the billing 
code originally the taxable box was selected, this taxable checkbox on this screen will 
already have a check mark in it. You can deselect the taxable status if you would like. 

Emergency 

Select this check box to indicate that this service was provided because of an 
emergency. 

Patient Responsibility Field 

The Patient Responsibility box will indicate in dollars what the patient responsibility is 
for the item.  The Consider deductible box above will have an effect on this number as 
well as the fee schedule co-pays listed on the billing code. 

Patient Aging Date Field 

The Patient Aging Date field gives you the ability to enter a date that is not the billing 
date or the date of service for patient aging purposes (for this line item only). When you 
run a patient aging report, you have the ability to select the Aging From date as either 
the Bill Date, Service Date, or Item Aging Date. 

Adjudicated On checkbox 

Enter the date when this claim was adjudicated on. 

Allowed by Insurance Fields 

The Allowed by Primary Ins. and Secondary boxes allow you to enter an allowable 
amount by the insurance company for this procedure. This box has been added for 
those insurance companies who require this amount to be included on the insurance 
form. 

Adjustment Group 

Select the Adjustment Group designation from this drop-down box for the line item.  
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Adjustment Reason Code 

Select the appropriate adjustment reason code for the line item. You can create or edit 
reason codes from the lookup icon. 

Local Use Fields (1-5) 

These local use fields are optional and are designed for you to store relevant information 
about this line item. These fields can be used on reports and insurance forms if needed. 

 
 
(The following information relates back to the main billing screen.) 
 
 
 The [Process...] button will let you print an Insurance Form, a Ledger, and a Statement. 
 
 
  By pressing the Delete button you have the option to delete the current line in the bill or to 

delete the entire bill. 
 

Making Line-Item Payments 

If you choose, you can pay off each line item of a bill. This will give you substantial control over 
your patient billing. Making payments this way will allow you to mark certain items paid while 
other line items remain to be paid. (The alternative to paying by line item is to simply apply 
payments to the entire bill. Both options go toward the bill's balance.) 
 
  You can use this button to pay off a particular line item from within a bill. Make sure the line 

you want to make a payment to is selected before pressing this button. 
 

        The following screen will appear: 
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Enter the Payment Amount, Payment Code and Payment Date in the appropriate 
boxes. 
 
The Patient Aging Date defaults to the date the payment was entered. This date can be 
changed. The importance of this field is that this line item will be aged according to this 
date. Most practices do not want the patient balance to begin aging until after the 
insurance has paid. 
 
Once the OK button is pressed, a new line item will appear on the bill with the payment 
information you just entered.   
 
An easy way to see which payments belong to which line items is to check the 
“Show Item Balances” check box at the bottom of the Transaction Entry Screen. 
Checking this box will change the Transaction Entry screen to appear as indicated 
below: 
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Notice the Item column. This column will indicate which payments belong with a specific line 
item. In this way you can track the reimbursement of specific procedures. 
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Accounts Receivable Management 
View and manage accounts receivable quickly and easily through the Accounts Receivable 
Management screen, located under the main screen's Activities menu. This screen is made up 
of two related grids, the Patient Grid and Open Bills Grid, and a section which allows you to 
select Filters for the views you want to use, view the selected patient's information and set up 
collections letters scheduling, and add bill-specific notes. 

 

Patient Grid 

A list of the patients with open bills corresponding to the filter choices you have selected, along 
with the amount for each 30-day aging period and total outstanding balance. This grid can be 
sorted by any of the various columns, in either ascending or descending order, by clicking on 
the title of the desired column. 

Open Bills Grid 

A list of the open bills for the patient selected above, the amount due by age, and the bill's 
balance. This grid can be sorted by any of the various columns, in either ascending or 
descending order, by clicking on the title of the desired column. 

Filter 

The initial view from the Accounts Receivable Management allows you to select which filters, if 
any, you may want to use.  
 

● Balance Pull-down: Allows the selection of Aging range to be viewed 
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● Greater or Equal: Enter the amount of money as the lowest amount owed which you 
want to view. 

● Patient Type 1 and 2: Customizable fields in the patient files which can be used to find 
open bills. 

● Provider: Allows a Provider-specific list of open bills. 

● Bill Status: Sort by customizable bill statuses. 

● Set Filter: Runs the report to show the information according to the filters entered, if any. 

● Clear Filter: Clears previous results. 

 

Edit Bill 

Go directly to the selected bill. 

Billing History 

View the billing history for the patient and their insurance claims. 

Patient Ledger 

View or edit the selected patient's ledger. 

Close 

Close the Accounts Receivable Management screen. 
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Patient Information 

The Patient Information screen shows some basic contact information, as well as allowing 
collection letter scheduling.  

Collection Letter Scheduling 

The collections section in the Patient Information screen allows for an easy way to manage the 
scheduling of collection letters. 
 

● Begin Collection Letters: Checking this box automatically checks all 4 boxes of the 
Collection Letter list and adds dates into the Scheduled Date fields. The scheduled dates 
start with today's date (date Begin Collection Letters is checked) and each subsequent 
date is the scheduled 30 days later than the previous date. 

● Clear Collection Status: Allows you to decide to clear all information and check boxes 
regarding collection letters. 

● Collection Letter check box: Enables or disables a particular collection letter to be sent. 

● Scheduled Date: The date which a collection letter becomes effective. 

● Date Sent: Date the letter is sent. This will be automatically filled in by printing the 
collection letter. 
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Batch Payments 
You can enter payments by directly entering an entry on an existing bill in the Transaction Entry 
feature or you can use the Batch Payments feature. Selecting Batch Payments from the 
Activities menu allows you to enter a check payment for several patients or bills. For example, if 
you have an Explanation of Benefits (EOB) report along with an insurance check that covers 
several patients, you can distribute portions of the check amount to each patient from this 
feature. Likewise, this feature will allow you to distribute a patient payment over several bills on 
the patient’s or family’s account. To get started entering a batch payment select the “Batch 
Payments” option from the Activities menu and the following screen will display: 

 
This screen allows you to view payments that have already been entered into the system. 
Notice that there is an “Unapplied” column that allows you to see whether or not a payment has 
been fully applied. You can sort the payments on this screen by: Deposit Date, Payor or Patient 
Code. You can also select a specific Deposit Date to find a particular payment/Deposit.  
 
Use the buttons at the right of the screen to create, edit or delete payments/deposits.  
 
   Existing deposit payment records may also be accessed and edited later if needed by 

selecting the [Edit] button. 
 
    Press the [New] button to start a new deposit record to be applied to the patients’ balances. 

The following screen will appear: 
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Patient 

Enter the Patient’s chart number for whom the payment is being made. Note, if you are 
entering an EOB for many patients, enter the first patient on the list. 

Bill Number 

This field is optional and can be left blank. Some people may prefer to look up a specific 
bill number, but this is not necessary because when you enter the Patient Chart Number 
above you will be given a list of the patient’s bills to choose from. You do not have to 
enter the Patient Chart Number and a Bill Number. Press the Bill No. lookup button to 
view a list of bill numbers. 

Payor 

Specify the Payor. The drop down list will automatically populate with the patient’s name 
and any insurance companies associated with the patient’s billing record. 

Date 

Enter the payment/deposit date in this field. Note: The current system date will display 
by default, but can be changed. 

Check Number 

Enter the check number of the payment or a reference number by which this payment 
can be referred to. This can be a fairly large alphanumeric field. For the bank deposit 
report the total amount of the check will be combined and referenced using this number 
as opposed to each individual payment being listed separately. 
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Payment Code 

Enter the Payment billing code you want to use to associate with this payment. Use the 
lookup icon at the end of the field to view a list of existing payment codes. 

Write-Off Code 

Enter the Write-Off billing code you want to associate with this payment (if any). Use the 
lookup icon at the end of the field to view a list of existing payment & write-off codes. 

Deductible Code 

Enter the Deductible billing code you want to associate with this payment. Use the 
lookup icon at the end of the field to view a list of existing payment codes. 

Provider 

Enter the Provider/Employee code for the provider that will get “credit” for this payment. 
(Credit in terms of employee production reporting). Use the lookup icon at the end of the 
field to view a list of existing Provider/Employee codes. 

Payment Amount 

Enter the amount of the check or payment. This should be the entire payment 
amount even if the payment covers a number of different patients. This payment 
amount will be reduced as you apply portions of the payment among the patients or 
family members. 

 

Choice: Apply Payments to a Bill OR to Specific Line Items Within a Bill 

Note: Generally for patient payments you will apply payments to the bill and not to 
specific line items, whereas for insurance payments you should apply the 
payments to the specific line items as listed on the insurance EOB report. If you 
choose not to apply insurance payments to specific line items you will not be able 
to run the Insurance Payment Analysis Report. 
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The two types of payments may be entered depending on the status of the View Detail check 
box below the payment entry area. If the [View Detail] button is checked the line item details of 
the originally selected bill will appear as shown above. 

Specific Line Item Payments 

If the “View Detail” checkbox is checked, the full detail of a billing will be displayed. This 
view allows payments to be applied directly to specific procedure charges or dates of 
service. Press the [Alt] key and the letter D to toggle quickly between the detail view and 
billing view and quickly navigate through to other billings as required. Or, use the mouse 
to check or uncheck the “View Detail” check box.   
 
After a payment has been entered in the New Payment field and the line has been 
saved, the values for Applied:, Unapplied: and Write Off at the bottom of the screen will 
be updated for this batch payment. 

Overall Billing Payment 

If the View Detail checkbox is not checked, a payment that is entered in this view can 
only be applied to the overall bill, it is not directly applied to procedures that were billed 
to the patient or insurance. This feature is useful for final patient payments and in some 
cases, co-payments. Some billing services elect to only use this feature for insurance 
payments as a time saver. In either case, select the option that works best for your 
practice. Keep in mind that the Insurance Payment Analysis report will only work when 
payments have been made to specific line items. 

 
Regardless of which option is chosen, enter a Payment and, if necessary, a Write-off for 
each billing or date of service. Then, move to the next patient on the EOB by pressing 
the Next Patient button. Also notice that Bill Options may be accessed, modifications 
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may be made as necessary. The actual Bill may also be opened with its transactions into 
the Transaction Entry screen if modifications are required.  

 
After a payment has been entered in the New Payment field and the line has been 
saved, the values for “Applied:”, “Unapplied:” and “Write Off:” at the bottom of the screen 
will be updated for this batch payment. 

 
Apply Batch Payments Screen continued… 
 
   Select the [New Deposit] button at the bottom of the screen to start a new batch payment. If 

the current payment has not yet been fully applied, you will be asked whether or 
not you want to save the current payment. 

 
 
    Select the [Next Patient] button to move to the next patient that money from the current batch 

payment should be applied to. When this button is selected, you will be taken to 
the top of the Batch Payment screen to the Patient field. Enter or look up the next 
patient then click your mouse in the blank detail portion of the screen to have the 
new patient’s bill history display. You do not need to fill out any of the other 
header fields besides the new patient’s code. 
 
 

    For your convenience, the “Bill Options” button has been placed at the bottom of this screen 
so that you can quickly change the billing options for any listed bill.  This is 
particularly useful for changing the options for who should be billed next.  For 
example, after inputting an insurance payment through the “Apply Batch 
Payments” screen you can conveniently click on the [Bill Options] button and 
indicate that the secondary insurance or the patient should now be billed. You 
can modify any other billing option from this screen. Some of this same 
information is available by placing a check mark in the “Show Bill Detail” check 
box at the bottom of the screen. 

 
    Select the Open Bill button to go directly to the selected bill in the Transaction Entry mode. 

This allows you to modify or simply view the entire bill if necessary.  Once you 
have finished modifying/viewing the bill, select the [Close] button to return to the 
batch payment screen.  

 
NOTE: This is the same screen that is accessible from the “Transaction Entry” 
screen. 

Example - Entering a Batch Payment for Multiple Patients (Insurance EOB) 

The following is an example of how to enter a payment from an insurance company for multiple 
patients in a clinic. 
 
To create the batch payment select “Batch Payments” from the Activities screen. The Deposit 
List will appear displaying a list of previously entered batch payments. Select the [New] button 
to create a new batch payment. Enter the Patient code of the first patient on the EOB record. 
Enter the Payor, skip the bill number, and enter the appropriate date. Note the check number or 
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other reference information in the Check Number field to reference this payment. Enter the 
payment code, Write-off Code, Deductible Code, Provider, and Payment Amount. Note that the 
Payment Amount should be for the entire Insurance Check and not simply patient’s portion of 
the check. (See detailed descriptions above for more information on any of these fields.) 
 
At this point, the screen will look something like this: 

 

Press the Tab or Enter button one more time to move to the transaction area. The following 
screen will appear: 
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Notice now that the top of the screen is static after the general deposit information has been 
entered. The main portion of the screen is displaying the different billing numbers associated 
with the patient we selected above. At this point you can choose whether to apply a payment to 
one of the listed bills or to get more specific and apply payments to line items within one of the 
bills. (See “Choice: Apply Payments to a Bill OR to Specific Line Items within a Bill” 
section above for more information.)   
 
In this example we will apply payments to specific line items as directed by the insurance EOB 
report. We will assume that the insurance payment is from Blue Cross/Blue Shield and covers 
bill numbers 1111 and 1112. To begin applying payments we will select billing number 1111 and 
check the [View Detail] button at the bottom. The screen will now show only detailed items from 
billing number 1111. 

 
The cursor appears in the Payment column and is ready to receive a payment. We will enter a 
payment amount in this column then hit the tab key and enter an optional Write-Off amount. We 
will continue applying payments in this manner for the remaining line items as though called for 
in our fictitious insurance EOB report. The screen would then appear as shown below: 
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Notice that the bottom right corner of the screen is keeping track of the amounts applied, 
unapplied and written off. Also notice that we have applied amounts to each line item but have 
yet to apply $380.00 of the original $525.00 payment included in our Insurance check from Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield. The insurance EOB report also calls for the payment of bill number 1118 for 
Foster Lee. So the next step is to click on the [Next Patient] button at the bottom of the screen 
and select Foster Lee’s chart number from the Patient field. The screen will appear as illustrated 
below: 
We have also checked the View Detail checkbox on the screen above. There is only one line 
item on bill number 1118. Let’s say the fictitious insurance EOB report calls for payment of 
$360.00 to this line item. After applying the $360.00 amount to this line item and finishing out 
the line, we could select the [New Patient] button and enter the remaining $15.00 payment on 
the last patient then simply select the [Close] button at the bottom of this screen to finish the 
batch payment. This would complete the posting of the $525.00 insurance check. Now if we 
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were to go to the Activities menu and select Batch Payments, the Deposit List would now show 
our posted payment. The Deposit List would appear as illustrated below: 

 

Notice that our payment appears with the payment amount of $525.00 and $0.00 remaining to 
be applied. The payment is complete and has been allocated to the proper patients as indicated 
by our fictitious insurance EOB report. 
 
Now if we were to run a Bank Deposit Sheet from the Reports menu for today we would see the 
payment as one check payment. The report would appear as illustrated below: 
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Legacy Post Electronic Remittance Advice (ERA)  

Electronic Remittance Advice files can be posted directly to AltaPoint for your claims. The ANSI 

835 remittance file should be sent to you by the patient’s insurance payor or your claims 

clearinghouse. When you have received these remittance files you can post them to AltaPoint 

by selecting the Activities menu → Electronic Claims → Post Electronic Remittance Advice.   

 

When posting ERA files, AltaPoint compares the insurance company’s Federal Tax ID in the 

insurance file to that of the one specified in the ERA file. They must match in order for the file to 

be imported. You can enter the payor’s Tax ID from the Lists → Insurance Company menu. 

 
The ERA screen is illustrated below: 

 

File Name 

From this screen you must identify the file that should be posted (the file received from 
the payor). You can use the lookup icon to find the desired 835 file. 

Payment Code 

Identify the payment code that should be associated with the insurance payment. 

Adjustment Codes 

Enter Adjustment Reason Codes for Contractual Obligations, Correction and Reversals, 
Other Adjustments, and Payor Initiated Reductions. You can make this as simple or 
complex as you wish. Some use the same Adjustment code for all categories. Others 
use a specific Adjustment code for each category. 
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Deductible Code 

Enter the Deductible Code you wish to associate with deductible amounts. 

Effective Date 

Enter the effective date of the remittance advice. 

Reference 

Utilize the reference field to uniquely identify the remittance file being imported. 

Check boxes 

Select the check boxes to reflect the actions you would like taken as the remittance file 
is imported. 
 

Press the [OK] button when you are ready to import the electronic remittance file. 
 

 Post Pro Electronic Remittance Advice (ERA) 
To use Pro Electronic Remittance Advice instead of the Legacy module, go to File>Practice 
Information>Options tab and put a check mark on the bottom right for Pro Electronic Remittance 
Advice and click [OK].  Once you launch this module, begin by using the File Name search 
glass to select your 835 file. Next click [Process] and Yes when prompted to load the ERA file 
into the module. 
 
Only items with a Status column of “Passed” can be posted by this module. After you have used 
the module to post all that are Passed, you can click on the [Error Report] to identify which items 
need to be manually posted. 
 
You can also alter the note for that particular line item (bottom left) and choose to see it on a 
patient statement by checking the Note on Statement check box on the bottom right. 
  
Note: Make sure to choose your desired Payment and Write-Off Codes (look on top) 
before choosing [Post Selected] or [Post All].  
 
Insurance Payments of 0.00 are highlighted in red only to alert you. You can use the [Zoom 
Billing] button to mark this bill for a later follow up.  
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Bill Management 
The Bill Management screen is a very important tool that can assist a practice in managing the 
billing information on a bill by bill basis. This screen can also help a practice manage the flow 
and accuracy of its insurance claim reimbursement. The astute user will find many ways to 
make the Bill Management screen an important tool in the practice's information gathering 
efforts. 
 
The billing management screen appears as illustrated below: 

 

Search and Sort 

The search and sort portion of the window allows you to dictate in what order the records of the 
screen will be viewed. 

Sort By: 

The Sort By box allows you to identify which column you would like the information on 
this screen sorted by. Options include: Date, Chart Number, Bill Number, Balance and 
Claim Batch Number. 

Find: 

Use the Find box to locate a specific record(s). This field must be used in conjunction 
with the Sort By field above. Specify the column that includes the data you will be doing 
a search on in the Sort by field. Then enter the desired information to be found in the 
Find box. For example, if you were trying to locate a particular bill that you knew had a 
balance of $155.00 you would identify Balance in the Sort By field, then enter 155 in the 
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find box. As you type the amount in the Find box you will see the records of the screen 
change as it narrows down the search results until it finds the balance of $155 (if the 
record exists). 

Filter 

The filtering portion of the screen allows you to narrow the number of records that appear on the 
screen based on the values placed in the filters. To run a query on this screen, enter the filtering 
options that suit your needs then click on the Apply Filter button at the bottom of the screen to 
view the records that fit the entered values. You can still have the filtered list sorted by using the 
Sort By field in the Search & Sort window. A description of the available filters follows: 

Billing Dates range 

The Billing Dates From and To fields allow you to view a subset of bills according to a 
date range selected by you. 

View Unpaid 

The View Unpaid drop-down menu gives you 3 quick ways to view bills that remain to be 
paid. Select between Any Unpaid Balance, Unpaid by Insurance, and Unpaid by Patient.  
The conditions under which a bill would appear in the list under each option are 
described below: 
 
Any Unpaid Balance: Any bill with a balance greater than zero. 
 
Unpaid by Insurance: Bills where any insurance is marked to be billed but has yet to be  

marked Paid (in the Billing button of the Transaction screen). In other words, the 
bill may have a $0.00 balance but if the Insurance Paid checkbox has not been 
checked, the system will think it remains unpaid as far as the insurance is 
concerned. 
 

Unpaid by Patient: Any bill where the Bill Patient check box is checked and the balance  
is greater than zero. 

Claim Batch 

The Claim Batch filter allows you to quickly view all of the bills in a particular insurance 
claim batch. The lookup icon at the end of the box will give you a searchable list of 
existing claim batches.   

Provider 

The Provider filter allows you to view all or part of the bills that have a particular provider 
identified in the billing header of a bill. The lookup icon at the end of the box will give you 
a list of providers in the system. 

Insurance Type 

The Insurance Type field allows you to filter out all records except for the filter you 
select.  The filter options under the Insurance Type drop-down box include All Claims, 
Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, and No Insurance. The conditions under which a bill would 
appear in the list under each option are described below: 
 
All Claims: This option will display any bill with an insurance company marked to be 
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billed.  This filter will exclude any bill that has no insurance company listed, an 
insurance listed but not marked to be billed, and bills marked only to be billed to 
the patient. Note: The Status box is grayed out when this option is selected. 
 

Primary, Secondary or Tertiary: These three Insurance Type options are designed to 
work in conjunction with the Status box. This filter is designed to allow you to 
view either Primary, Secondary or Tertiary insurances that have a particular 
status as identified by you in the status box. For example, you may wish to view 
all Primary claims that have been rejected. To do this you would set the 
Insurance Type to Primary, then set the Status box to Rejected. Upon clicking 
the Apply Filter button at the bottom of the screen, you would see a list of claims 
that fits your query. 
 

No Insurance: This option is designed to show you a list of bills that contain no  
Insurance Company code listed on the bill (in either Primary, Secondary or 
Tertiary). Note: The Status box is grayed out when this option is selected. Status 

 

Insurance Status 

This status box is to be used in conjunction with the Insurance Type box described 
above. More specifically, the Ins. Status box is to be used with the Primary, Secondary 
or Tertiary Insurance Type options. These status options allow you to narrow the list to 
only a specific Insurance Type and one status. The Status options are described below:  
 
Each of these statuses can relate to the Primary, Secondary or Tertiary insurance of the 
bill to be filtered, and can be seen in the “S” column next to the  Primary, Secondary and 
Tertiary insurance columns. 
 
P – Pending: The Pending status means the insurance bill is ready to be printed. When 

a bill is created and there is insurance information on the bill, the system will 
automatically mark the status of the insurance as “Pending” until it is printed or 
an electronic file is created. When a claim is printed the status changes to “Sent.” 
When a claim is included in an electronic claims file the status changes to 
“Queued.” The electronic claims batch will not be marked “Sent” until you change 
the status on the Claim Batch List when you have actually sent the electronic 
claims file. 
 

Q – Queued: The Queued status means that the claim has been created as part of an 
electronic claim batch, but not yet sent. In other words, this is an electronic claim 
status. 

 
H – Hold: The Hold status can be set by the user to identify a claim that is being held for  

some particular reason. This status must be set manually by the user. 
 
S – Sent: The Sent status identifies a claim as having been sent. This could be a paper 

or electronic claim. While this setting can be changed manually, the system will 
automatically change a paper claim's status from Pending to Sent when it is 
printed. An electronic claim will not be marked “Sent” until you change the status 
on the Claim Batch List when you have actually sent the electronic claims file. 
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R - Rejected: The Rejected status can be set by the user to identify a claim that has  
been rejected by insurance for some reason. This status must be set manually by 
the user but can be reset to a new status when its condition changes. 
 

D – Dispute: The Dispute status can be set by the user to identify a claim that is being 
disputed for some particular reason. This status must be set manually by the user but 
can be reset to a new status when its condition changes. 
 
Q – Queued: When a claim is included in an electronic claims file the status changes to 
“Queued.” This means that an electronic claims file has been created but still needs to 
be sent. After sending the electronic claims batch you should go to the Claim Batch List 
from the List menu and change the status of the batch to Sent. For more information, 
see the section entitled “Claim Batch List” in this manual. 
 

*: The (*) in any one of the three status fields for a bill indicates that the insurance  

checkbox has been marked paid. Other status letters may exist but if the 
Insurance Paid checkbox is marked on the bill for a given insurance, the asterisk 
will appear in the Status field. 

 
Blank Status box: If the Status box is blank there is no insurance company listed  

on the bill for that insurance column (Primary, Secondary or Tertiary). One other 
exception might exist. Older data created before this Bill Management screen 
was created, starting with version 6.0 of the software may not appear with blank 
status information in the window. 

Bill Status 

Filter by a customizable bill status. 
 

  You must select the Apply Filter button at the bottom of the screen to have the 
system show you the records that match the filter criteria you have input.  

 
  Select the Clear Filter screen to clear all the filter values and begin a new 

search. 
  
  The Create Claims button has been included on this screen to make it 

convenient to create new insurance claims directly from this screen after 
changes have been made.   

 
  The Edit Bill button has been included on this screen to make it convenient to 

go directly into the Transaction Entry from any bill listed on the screen. 
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Special Features of the Bill Management Screen 

Column Heading Sorting 

You can sort the data of this screen by any column by clicking on the desired column 
heading. To reverse the sort order, click on the heading again. You can also change the 
order of the columns by dragging a column heading to another position. 

 

Reverse order: 
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Advanced Filtering 

The Bill Management Screen has some really powerful functionality in terms of 
advanced filtering. When you select the [Advanced Filter] button at the bottom of the 
page, a gray bar appears. You can grab any column heading and pull it to this area to 
have the program list all the items in alphabetical order. You can then “drill down” to see 
more detail for each record. 
 
In the example below, the Patient Name field has been put in the advanced filter area. 
You could then click on the plus sign (+) next to the name to drill down to all of the bills 
for that patient. 

 
You can add additional filtering criteria to the view.  In the view below, Billing Date has 
been added to the Patient Name filter. 
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 In this way, you can greatly customize the view of your Bill Management screen. 
Upon leaving the Bill Management screen, the filters are removed and the view is 
restored to the original view. 

 
Another feature of the Advanced Search is the ability to use comparative filters to narrow 
down the data you're viewing. 

 
 
“File” Choices: Patient, Billing, Billing Detail, Billing Code, and Employee. 
 
“Field” options are based on the file selected. 
 
“Compare with” options: equal to, not equal to, less than, greater than, contains, and 
contains the whole word. 
 
Value: Enter the appropriate value to filter the data. 
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Estimates 
Select Estimates from the Activities screen or select New Plan from the Patient Ledger screen 
to generate an estimate for a patient. The following screen will display: 

 

Notice that this screen is basically identical to the Transaction Entry screen discussed in the 
previous section except for the "Done” and “Billed” fields. Follow the instructions for the 
Transaction Entry screen as outlined in the previous section where similar. Estimates are kept 
completely separate from the system’s “real” bills, however you can easily convert an estimate 
to a “real” bill. 
 
When creating an estimate, the “Done” and “Billed” fields will be blank. This default setting is the 
equivalent of being set to “No.” This indicates that the estimate is still pending. If you perform 
the services of the estimate, you will need to change the “Done” setting to “Yes” for each 
completed item. 
 
After you have changed the “Done” setting to “Yes,” the system is ready to recreate the estimate 
as a bill. Press the Close button to do this. The following confirmation prompt will display when 
the Close button is selected. 
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Press the “Yes” button to have the system create a new bill with the completed estimated items.  
When you press “Yes,” the system will automatically take you to the newly created bill, as 
illustrated below: 

 
Notice now that you are in the Transaction Entry screen and the completed estimate item is now 
an actual bill. This bill can be edited, printed and worked with like any other bill in the system. 
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Online Eligibility 
AltaPoint gives you the ability to check a patient’s insurance eligibility details directly from within 
the software. Eligibility checks are done through either Apex EDI or Availity, AltaPoint business 
partners. (There are monthly fees associated with online eligibility checking. Please contact 
AltaPoint sales for pricing details.) 
 
Patient online eligibility can be checked on individual patients or in a convenient batch mode. 

Single patient eligibility checking 

You can run eligibility on a single patient, either from the patient file or from the 
appointment schedule. 
 
From the patient’s file, select the Billing tab and click on the [Eligibility] button at the 
bottom of the screen. 
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From the schedule, right-click on the patient appointment for which you would like to 
check insurance eligibility and select “Patient Eligibility”. 
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Checking multiple patient’s eligibility in a batch  

Eligibility can be checked on multiple patients at one time from the Appointment 
schedule. Select the Eligibility menu item. 

 
 
The following window will display: 

 
 

By default the Batch Eligibility screen will check all of the patients that have an 
appointment for the current date. You can change these dates. You can also check 
eligibility for a range of patients or providers. 
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Electronic Prescriptions 
AltaPoint has the ability to send prescriptions electronically using the MDToolbox e-Prescribing 
module.  
 
The MDToolbox e-Prescribe module is an optional subscription service which can be accessed 
through AltaPoint. In addition to writing non-controlled substances, this module offers the added 
options of Electronic Prescriptions of Controlled Substances (EPCS) and prescribing through 
the AltaPoint Mobile app, discussed in the AltaPoint Mobile App section of this manual. For 
pricing information, or to order electronic prescribing, contact AltaPoint by calling 888-258-2552 
or emailing sales@altapoint.com. 
 

NOTE: New York prescribers are required to send all prescriptions electronically. 

E-Prescribe Setup 

The first thing which will need to be done is to go to “File” → “Practice Information” and enter the 

serial number and activation key with the key issued by AltaPoint. A practice ID will need to be 

entered into the “File” → “System Connectivity...” → e-Prescribe tab. The “Testing Only” check 

box should be left unchecked in order to send live prescriptions. 

 
NOTE: The “Practice ID” field must NOT be changed after it's entered and used.  

 
Each individual who will be accessing e-Prescribe will need to be given access in the HIPAA 
menu's “Passwords and Security” section. The check box which gives this control is in the 
“Utilities” category, called “e-Prescribe”. This screen is shown below. 

mailto:sales@altapoint.com
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In addition, the users' information should be correctly entered into their employee file. Names 
should be entered without any additional punctuation or credentials (Credentials have their own 
field). License and DEA number information is entered, when appropriate for the user, in the 
employee file's “Page 2” tab, and the National Provider ID (NPI) information is on the “Electronic 
Billing” tab. 

E-Prescribe: Prescriber Signup 

There are three areas in AltaPoint with the EMR—one in the practice-management only—where 

the e-prescribe can be accessed. The first way is to use the  button on Page 1 of the 

Patient file. The other two are EMR specific: Through the EMR's Medication tab in the check-in 

list or through the Patient file → Visits tab → [Medications...] button.  

 
NOTE: The “Online Entry & Refills” checkbox must be checked in order to access the e-
prescribe, otherwise the built-in medication screen will be opened. 

Prescriber Identification 

The first time a prescriber tries to connect to the e-prescribe, a message will appear to 
set up the proper eRx account, which involves an Identity-Proofing Process. 
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As seen in the proceeding screenshot, going through the activation process takes 
around 5 minutes, and requires the entering of credential information, Knowledge Based 
Authentication, and activation.  

 
The knowledge-based authentication consists of questions from Experian, based on the 
prescriber's history and credit to confirm their identity. The questions must be answered 
within a 5-minute time limit or the session will timeout. 

 
After the credentials are verified, an activation code is sent to the verified phone number. 
If the verified number is a cell phone, it will be sent in a text message. If it is a home 
phone number, an automated call will be made and leave a message. When the 
activation code is entered and validated, the prescriber's e-prescribe account will be 
activated and e-prescribing can be started. 
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2-Factor Authentication (2FA) & Electronic Prescribing Controlled Substances (EPCS) 

The MDToolbox e-Prescription module provides the option of prescribing controlled 
substances electronically. Before prescriptions can be written for controlled substances, 
Identification Proofing (discussed in the previous section: “Identification Proofing”) must 
be completed and 2-Factor Authentication set up.  
 
2-Factor Authentication adds the security of something you know (password) with 
something you own (a token app or key fob). The process of signing up for 2FA and 
EPCS can be started immediately after the initial sign up, or at any time following by 
going to the “EPCS Signup” option in the “Setup & Tools” menu. 
 

NOTE: Ohio prescribers are required to use 2-Factor authentication for all 
prescriptions, not just EPCS. There is a setting check box, available to all 
prescribers, to require 2-factor authentication for all prescriptions. This will be 
selected automatically for Ohio prescribers. 
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A decision must be made as to how the prescriber will receive the 2-factor credentials 
token codes: either through a software or hardware token. 

● Software Token: Requires a download and install of a smart-phone app from a 
third-party company (VIP Access from Symantec). 

● Hardware Token: This is a small Key Fob token which can be carried around 
which has the 2FA signing app on it. The token can only be mailed to the verified 
address and can take up to 5-7 business days to arrive. After the token arrives, 
return to the EPCS setup screen to set it up. 

 
When you have the VIP Access app installed, or the hardware token in hand, go to the 
“Setup 2-Factor Credentials” section of the sign up (if you're not already there), and click 
the “I have it – Register My Token > >” button. This will take you to the screen “Step 3. 
Register your Software [or Hardware] Token”. 
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To register the token, a password must be selected and entered twice. (The second time 
is to confirm the password is correct.) The “Credential Id” field is the credential number 
from the token app or key fob. (This is the number which begins with “VSMT”.) The 
“Security Code” field is the security code which changes approximately every 30 
seconds, so make sure this field is entered with enough time to click the “Register >>” 
button before the code expires and changes. 
 

 
The last step to prescribing controlled substances is to set the Access Controls. 

EPCS Access Control Setup 

The EPCS Access Control screen allows you to set up the security settings and 
permissions for EPCS. Per the DEA rule for Controlled Substance Access Control, two 
users are required in order to save changes to this screen. You must get a second user 
that will authorize the changes. One of the users must be a prescriber who has signed 
up for EPCS and can sign off on the changes with their 2-Factor Credentials. The other 
user can be any user that has been added to the account (access e-prescribe with the 
user) that has Admin permissions. This does not need to be a prescriber, it can be a 
nurse, office manager, etc.  
 
Prescribers with EPCS should access the “Access Control” through the “Setup & Tools” 
menu's “EPCS Setup”. Other Admin users should select “EPCS Permissions” from the 
same menu. The following screenshot is for the prescriber path only. 
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Select the 2 users who will approve changes to the Access Control permissions. If an 
EPCS prescriber is doing the initial setup, their name will appear in the “First User 
(Prescriber w/Token):” field and the second user will need to be selected (as illustrated 
below). If the initial setup is being done by an Admin user, their name will appear in the 
“Second User (Prescriber or Admin):” field and the first user will have to be selected. 

 
In the lower half of the Access Control screen, there is a grid with check boxes for each 
user which will have permissions or help in managing EPCS. 
 

 
The check box permissions are as follows: 

● Has Validated Token: This column indicates which users have a registered 
EPCS token (Read Only). 

● Access Control Managers: Designate at least 2 users who will be in charge of 
managing access control (who can edit this screen). At least 1 user must be a 
EPCS-registered prescriber. 

● Authorization Verifier: Select which Access Control Manager(s) will be in charge 
of verifying DEA registration and State Authorization(s) as needed. This user 
must sign off that they have verified each prescriber allowed to sign as having 
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current good standing controlled substance registrations. This user is legally 
responsible for continually verifying that prescribers are in good standing and will 
immediately revoke privileges if: 

▪ The prescriber's token or password is lost, stolen, or compromised 

▪ DEA registration expires 

▪ DEA registration is revoked, terminated, or suspended 

▪ The prescriber is no longer authorized (e.g. leaves the practice) 

● Allowed to mark Ready to Sign EPCS: Select which users are allowed to mark 
controlled substances “ready to sign”. Only users with full Rx permissions and 
prescribers are allowed to mark controlled substance prescriptions. 

● Allowed to Sign and Send EPCS: Select which prescribers are currently 
authorized to send EPCS prescriptions (if they have signed up for EPCS 2-factor 
credentials using the Signup in the “Setup and Tools” menu). 

 
When the changes are saved, the 2-Factor Credentials Sign-off for the provider selected 
at the top—“First User (Prescriber w/Token)”—will come up to approve the changes. The 
provider will then need to enter the “Sign Password” created during EPCS signup, enter 
the security code generated by either the software token app or key fob, and click on the 
[Sign + Authorize] button. This screen is pictured below. 

 

E-Prescribe: Writing Prescriptions 

There are three areas in AltaPoint with the EMR—one in the practice-management only—where 

the e-prescribe can be accessed. The first way is to use the  button on Page 1 of the 
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Patient file. The other two are EMR specific: Through the EMR's Medication tab in the check-in 

list or through the Patient file → Visits tab → [Medications...] button.  

 
NOTE: The “Online Entry & Refills” check box must be checked in order to access the e-
prescribe, otherwise the built-in medication screen will be opened. 
 

In the upper left, under the patient's name and birthday, there are a list of links which can be 
selected to enter information such as “Current Allergies” and “Pharmacy”.  

 
Clicking on one of those links open a window to enter needed information. This is particularly 
helpful as the allergies can be used as a part of the medication interaction check. If you know 
which pharmacy—or pharmacies—the patient wants to use, enter it here.  
 

NOTE: If information needs to be entered in more than one of these screens, the other 
screens are available by clicking the appropriate tab on the top of the window. The 
window does not need to be closed in order to click a different link. 
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To create a new prescription, click on the  button. It will bring up the prescription 
writing screen, shown here: 

 

Drug Search Tools: 

By selecting the wrench pull-down  from the upper-right of the prescription writing 
screen, options for the drug search are provided. 

  
The first section selects which subset of drugs the drug search uses to find the 
medication being searched. These include All Drugs, Common Library, Favorites, Drug 
Class, Indication, and Supplies. 
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The search can begin with, or contain, the entered text based on which radio button is 
selected. The search may be narrowed by prescription type to Prescription drugs, Over-
The-Counter, Brand name, Generic drugs, and Obsolete drugs. 
 
The drug search may be turned off if the ordering is a supply or compound which is not 
found in the database. Directions offered can be selected from common, favorite, or 
past-used directions. If the prescription being created is one in which drug, formulation, 
and directions are commonly used, the prescription may be saved to the favorites (Favs) 
list. 
 
A check box is available to display a dosing tool which can offer general guidelines for 
appropriate doses for the patient. 

Drug: 

Enter the drug to be prescribed. The system will automatically begin to search for 
suggestions by what it entered. The magnifying glass to the right will also open a screen 
of available drugs. 

Directions: 

The administration directions may be entered in this field and searched, much like the 

“Drug:” field. The  icon to the right may also be selected, which will allow for the 
directions to be entered in a more step-by-step manner, as shown here: 

 

Dispense#: 

This line contains the medication's Number and Units to be dispensed (such as 5ml or 
30 tablets), the number of days the prescribed medication is to be taken for, and number 

of refills available. The  icon gives the options for packaging sizes, if that's something 
on which there is a preference. 
 
Below the main line are two related checkboxes: “Substitutions Allowed” and “As 
Written”. Select the checkbox desired. “Substitutions Allowed” is the default. 

Pharmacy Note: 

If there's a note for the pharmacy, which is not to be placed on the prescription label, 
enter that here. DO NOT put any directions or sig information here! 

Internal Note: 

Notes for the practice only. 

Diagnosis/ICD: 

If the diagnosis code(s) are required for the prescription, search for and select those 
here. 
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Auto-Expire Check Box: 

Automatically sets the status to 'Historical' when expired, if checked. 

Auto-Renew Check Box: 

Automatically creates a new pending prescription when expired, if checked. 

Rx Status: 

Displays the status of the prescription being viewed. 

Drug Interaction check: 

The e-prescribe system will check the entered information for allergies and current 
medications to provide warnings in the case of a known drug interaction. If an interaction 
is found, the following screen will appear:  

 
Here the option is given to either cancel the prescription and allow the search for another 
drug or to override the warning and continue writing the prescription. Overriding the alert 
will add a field on the main prescription writer called “Alert Override Reason:” so that the 
reason to ignore the warning may be explained. 
 

The drug interaction check may be manually run by pressing the  icon in the upper-
right portion of the prescription writer screen. 

New Order/Hx Radio Buttons: 

In the upper-right corner are two radio buttons: “New Order” and “Hx”. Generally, the 
“Hx” option is used for entering prescription information for drug prescribed by other 
prescribers or practices, or general prescription history.  
 
If “Hx” is selected, the prescription will be added into the history and used in the drug 
interaction check, if applicable, and will not be sent. The “Save + Send Now” button is 
removed and a new section is added, which is shown below. The medication status is 
set in the pull-down menu and may be set as “Current”, “Historical”, or “Discontinued”. 
The “Prescribed By:” field may be filled by someone else in the practice with the 
associated pull-down, or entered manually.  

 

Main E-Prescribe Screen  

The patient's various medications are displayed below the patient information, along with 
the status, date written, and options to change the status or delete a pending 
prescription. You can change the medications view: ALL-Meds, Group by Date, Current 
Only, Diag Summary, and Refill Requests.  
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The wrench pull-down  menu in the upper-left provides options to quickly select 
particular types of medications, refill current medications, mark that a patient takes no 
meds, and print medication lists. Screenshot below: 

 
There are various boxes and buttons on the main medication screen which can be 
helpful in sending or refilling a medication, as well as changing a medication's status. 
 

       Favs List Pull-Down: This pull-down allows for addition of a medication from the  
 Favs list. Favorite prescriptions may be added while writing a prescription or   
 through the “Favs List Setup” option in the setup menu. 
 

      Pending-Prescription Send Options: For Pending-Approved prescriptions, three  
 options are available. The blue arrow is “e-Send”, preparing to send the   
 prescription electronically. The white printer icon in the middle is to print the  
 prescription. The red-and-white pill next to the green checkmark is to mark the  
 prescription as complete and they will not be sent. Another pull-down menu is  
 given when this box is checked in order to change the medication's status, as  
 shown below: 
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             Delete/Remove this pending prescription. 
 

      The green button will create a refill of a current or historical drug and add it as a                                                    

 new, pending, medication. The middle button will mark a current medication as  
 historical (red with white hyphen) or a historical medication as current (press the  
 white button with the green “up” arrow). The red button with the white hand will  
 mark the medication as discontinued. A screen will then ask you to enter the  
 reason the medication was discontinued—for your records only—along with  
 options to “Send the e-Cancel to Pharmacy (if eRx Pharmacy has cancel opt.)”,  
 “Void (Hide/Do not show in chart)”, and “Do Not Warn if prescribed in future for  
 patient (alert off)”. 

 

 Complete button: This will open the Prescription Preview screen. Routing,  
 patient, and prescription information can be reviewed prior to sending or printing  
 the prescription. 

 

E-Prescribe: Menu Options 

In the upper-left corner of the e-Prescribe window, in the blue area left of the patient's name, 
there are arrows which open the menu options. 

 
There are 4 sections to the menu: Pending Rx, Pharmacy Refill Requests, Alerts & Messages, 
and Setup & Tools.  
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Pending Rx: 

The Pending Rx menu option shows the prescriptions which have been created, but 
which have not yet been sent, printed, or added to the patient's prescription list. To get to 
the patient's medication screen to work with a pending prescription, simply click on the 

patient's name. In the upper-right of this menu is a little folder icon  which opens a 
“Pending Detail View”. This lists out the pending medication details, which can then be 
selected to finish writing, sending, printing, or recording the medication(s). 

 

Pharmacy Refill Requests: 

This section shows refill requests coming from pharmacies.  
 
NOTE: A patient's basic demographic information is loaded into the e-prescribe on a 
one-by-one basis. The refill request options work best with that information loaded. If the 
e-prescribe has not previously been accessed through the particular patient(s) for which 
the refill requests are being made, it is recommended that the e-prescribe screen is 
exited and re-entered through that patient's file or EMR. This will only need to be done 
the initial time. 
 

In the upper-right of this menu is a little folder icon  which opens a “Detail View”. This 
lists out the refill details, which can then be selected to finish accept or reject the 
request. 
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Alerts & Messages: 

Alerts and messages from pharmacies. 
 

In the upper-right of this menu is a little folder icon  which opens a “Detail View”. This 
shows the details of any alerts and messages received. 

Setup & Tools: 

This is where most of the setup options, as well as reports, are located in the 
MDToolbox e-Prescribe system. 

 
My Settings: This is where many of the user-specific options are located.  

● “My Services-Signup Status” tab: Allows for upgrading or downgrading options 
for e-refill requests and Electronically Prescribed Controlled Substances (EPCS). 
(EPCS requires EPCS registration and 2-Factor Authentication. For more 
information, see the “E-Prescribe: Prescriber Signup” section of this manual.) 

● “My Preferences & Defaults” tab: Options for the “Pending Rx” box, Prescription 
Writer, and Favorites list are found here. 

 
Reports: There are 3 reports which you may find useful: the e-Rx Status Report, the Rx 

Listing Report, and the Audit Log Report. 
 
Practice Setup: Much of the information found in the Practice Setup, such as Prescribing 

Locations, Prescribers, and Staff are filled automatically by the AltaPoint 
program. The Settings tab does allow for options such as the “Auto Update Meds 
Historical When Expired” and “Force 2-Factor sign of all Rxs (not just controlled)” 
are found here. (The 2-Factor Authentication is checked and unchangeable in 
Ohio due to state legal requirements.) 

 
EPCS Signup: This is where a provider signing up for EPCS which was not initiated 

following the initial identity proofing process, or if the process hasn't been 
finalized would come to go through the process. 
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EPCS Permissions: This is where the permissions for the EPCS is set. In order to set 
these options, a provider with an EPCS token and another user, set as an 
administrator, must have accessed e-prescribe. (These permissions are also 
“Step 4” under the “EPCS Signup” option of the menu. 

 
Alert Setup: Set up the level of drug-interaction alerts shown for each staff member. 

Options include: “Show All”, “Show Med/High”, “Only High”, and “Off/Manual 
Check”. The exception is “Duplicate Therapy Alert” which is all or nothing. 

 
Fav List Setup: Favorite prescriptions can be saved in the process of writing common 

prescriptions, but they can also be created, edited, marked “Inactive/Historical”, 
or deleted from this screen. Creating the RX Favs in this area also allows for the 
Favs to be saved for a specific prescriber or as under the category of “Shared 
Practice Wide Favs”. 
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Setting up your software to use Online Eligibility 
You will need to enroll with either Apex EDI* or Availity in order to receive online 
eligibility information.  

Apex EDI: 

You can contact them at 800-840-9152, http://www.apexedi.com, or you can select Apex 
EDI from the Activities menu in your software. (You will receive an error saying your 
username is not set. Click [OK] and you will be redirected to Apex EDI’s site for 
enrollment options.) 

Availity: 

You can register at https://www.availity.com or call 877-732-5633. 
 

Once you are enrolled with either clearinghouse, they will issue you the User Name, 

Password, and, if using Availity, the Public Office ID and URL. Those items need to be 

entered on the File → System Connectivity... → Online Services tab, as illustrated on the 

screen below: 

 

 

 

http://www.apexedi.com/
https://www.availity.com/
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*Eligibility checks are done through either Apex EDI or Availity, AltaPoint business partners. 
There are monthly fees associated with online eligibility checking. Please contact AltaPoint 
sales for pricing details. 
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Electronic Insurance Claims 
Your AltaPoint software has the capability of creating insurance claim files that can be sent 
electronically. Currently the software will produce an ANSI 4010a (837) file, a “Print Image” of a 
standard HCFA claim form, as well as the UB04 form. Most clearinghouses are capable of 
receiving this type of output. AltaPoint recommends that you utilize either the Apex EDI or 
Availity interface that has been integrated into the software. You can, however, choose a 
different clearinghouse. Choose a clearinghouse like Apex or Availity that follows HIPAA 
guidelines for patient record confidentiality.   

Apex EDI and Availity Integrated Claims 

Apex EDI and Availity are full-service claims clearinghouses that can also provide unlimited 
online insurance eligibility reporting for your patients. One of the main benefits of using one of 
the AltaPoint-Integrated interfaces is the use of the central control window from which you can 
easily submit, review and manager your insurance claims. Use of the integrated interface is the 
easiest and quickest way to ultimately get paid.  

Apex EDI: 

You can contact them at 800-840-9152, http://www.apexedi.com, or you can select Apex 
EDI from the Activities menu in your software. (You will receive an error saying your 
username is not set. Click [OK] and you will be redirected to Apex EDI’s site for 
enrollment options.) 

Availity: 

You can register at https://www.availity.com or call 877-732-5633. 
 

Once you are enrolled with either clearinghouse, they will issue you the User Name, 

Password, and, if using Availity, the Public Office ID and URL. Those items need to be 

entered on the File → System Connectivity... → Online Services tab, as illustrated on the 

screen below: 

http://www.apexedi.com/
https://www.availity.com/
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*Insurance claim services and eligibility checks are done through Apex EDI or Availity, AltaPoint 
business partners. There are monthly fees associated with these online services. Please 
contact AltaPoint sales for pricing details. 
 

Creating claims through the AltaPoint Apex EDI interface 

To create a batch of electronic claims, select the Apex EDI option from the Activities menu. You 
will see a screen that appears as illustrated below: 
 
 
 
From this menu you can generate and send claims, check the status of sent claims, modify 
claims with problems, check patient insurance eligibility, and view remittance reports. 
 

Generating & uploading new claims 

Select the [Generate Claims] button to create a new batch of claims. The following screen will 
appear: 
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Enter the proper information into the fields of the screen to identify the claims you want included 
in your electronic claims batch.  (The Claim Form field should contain “ANSIAPEX”.) When you 
are satisfied with the selections you have made, select the [Process Claims] button at the 
bottom of the screen.  (A description of the options on this page can be found lower in this 
section.) 

The batch will be processed. 

  

You will now be given a chance to send the batch to Apex EDI.   

  

Select [Yes] to upload the claims. 

  

When this screen disappears, your claims have been sent.  You can go back to the Apex EDI 
screen to check the progress of your claims (Activities menu -> Apex EDI) 

  

After the claims have been uploaded, you will see the Status field updated to “Uploaded.”  After 
a brief time you can come back and check the status of individual claims by selecting the 
desired row and pressing the [Check Status] button.     

 

Apex EDI Status Codes 

● "Ready" - The claim passed Apex EDI's front-end validation edits and will be 
transmitted to the payer in the next EDI cycle. 

● "Processed" - The claim has been transmitted to the payer. 

● "Failed" - The claim did not pass Apex EDI's front-end validation edits and will 
not be transmitted to the payer. (To correct a failed claim, select the [View Claim] 
button and fix the items marked by Apex EDI as having a problem.) 

● "Duplicate" - The claim carries the same data as a claim submitted within the 
last week. The duplicate claim will not be transmitted to payer. 

Once the claim has a "Processed" status, the claim is transmitted to the payer.  The 
payer will run edits on the claim to check the validity of the data (i.e. Apex EDI’s edit can 
ensure that the claim has a subscriber id that is 9 digits long, but the payor’s edits will 
check to see if 9 digit value is a valid subscriber id).  If there are problems, the payor will 
send a report back that shows that the claim failed their edits.  In this case, the claim will 
not be passed on for adjudication and no ERA will be issued.   
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Viewing an online version of a claim 

You can view the details of the claim in an online form by selecting the [View Claim] button.  A 
sample claim view is shown below: 

 

  

If the claim has been failed, you will see the Failed Validations in the window above the claim.  
You can make changes on the online form and select the [Save Changes] button to resubmit 
the claim. 
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The fields of the Print Insurance Claims window are described below: 
 
NOTE:   

You can have the system sort a batch of claims by insurance company if you 
select any option besides “All Insurance” on the Insurance to Print box. This 
feature helps make it easier to mail the claims.  For example, if you select 
“Primary Only” the outstanding primary claims will be printed and sorted in 
alphabetical order by insurance company.  Repeat this step for Secondary and 
Tertiary if needed. 

Insurance Form  

The default code for Apex EDI integration users should be “ANSIAPEX”   This 
should not be changed. 

Claim Type 

This setting should be set to Electronic to create the claims batch. 

Insurance to Print 

Indicate which insurance claims to print.  Click on the drop-down arrow to select 
between All Insurance, Primary Only, Secondary Only or Tertiary Only. 
NOTE:  If you select any option besides “All Insurance” the system will sort the 
claims by insurance company for ease in mailing.  For example, if you select 
“Primary Only” the outstanding primary claims will be printed and sorted in 
alphabetical order by insurance company. 

Batch Number 

The Batch Number field indicates the number that will be associated with this new batch.  
This field is automatically incremented by 1 for each new batch. 

Show Insurance Payments 

Click on this box to have the claim include the insurance payments that have already 
been made for this claim. 

Show Patient Payments 

Click on this box to have the claim include the patient payments that have already been 
made for this claim. 

Create Billing Log 

Check this box to have the system generate a billing log of the claims being printed. 

Estimates 

This box is generally used more for paper claims and not electronic claims.  It remains in 
the system for customer testing purposes. 
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Reprinting Claims 

Print Options 

The Reprint Claims section allows you to reprint claims that have already been 
generated.  Select between, “Print Pending Only”, “Reprint All Unpaid”, and “Reprint All 
Claims” in the Print Options box.  Utilize the Dates Last Printed field if you want to 
narrow the scope of the claims to regenerate. 

Dates Last Printed 

Enter the appropriate ranges for the desired claims to print.  In this way you can select a 
specific patient’s claim to be printed or a range of patient’s claims.   
 

Select the [Process Claims] button to create the new claims batch based on the selections you 
have chosen.   
 

Ranges to Print Tab 

Click on the Ranges to Print tab to view options for printing claims.  You have many 
ranges to choose from in narrowing the scope of claims you wish to print. 
 
One range worth specifically noting is the "Insurance Types From:" range.  This range 
corresponds to the Insurance Type field on the Insurance Company file.  You can group 
insurance companies together for later use in running reports or printing insurance 
claims.  For example, if you need a special type of insurance form for a few specialized 
companies, you can group these companies with the same Insurance Type.  When you 
go to print all the outstanding claims for these companies, you can specify to print only 
the claims for that group of insurance companies.   
 
NOTE:  

If you leave each range blank, the system will assume you want all claims 
printed. 

 

Filters Tab 

 
A filter allows you to limit the data included in the report based on the value of one or more 
fields. The use of data filters is optional.  Furthermore, you have the option of changing these 
filters at the time you print the report.  To specify a data filter, enter the following information: 

File 

Enter the file name containing the data to be filtered.  Select the drop-down control to 
view a list of files defined for this report. 

Field 

 Enter the field name for the data element to be filtered.  Use the drop-down control to 
view a list of all fields defined for the file selected. 
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Compare with 

Select the drop-down control to select the manner to evaluate the selected field.  The 
options available are: 
 

● Equal to 

● Not equal to 

● Greater than 

● Less than 

● Contains 

Value 

Enter the value to be used to evaluate the selected field. 
 
For example, if you wanted this report to only include patients with a balance greater or equal to 
$100, you would use the following filter: 
 
 File Field             Compare with Value 
 

 Patient Patient Balance  Greater Than             99.99 

 

Profile button 

In many of the reports available in your AltaPoint software the user is provided with a 
wide variety of options for selecting data ranges and other print options.  To help 
manage these ranges for your most commonly used reports, you have the ability to save 
the report settings as a report profile.  These profiles, containing all of the previously 
selected report criteria, can later be accessed for report printing and previewing by 
selecting the Profile button on the desired report. This feature has been added to 
virtually all standard reports, custom reports, statements and insurance claims. 

 
To learn more about using the Profiles button, visit the section Report Profiles in the 
Reports section of this manual. 
 

Validate Claims Button 

The Validate Claims button is not necessary when using Apex EDI as the service has its 
own front-end edits capability built in.  When you send a batch of claims you will be 
notified if a claim has failed the initial edits. 
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Managing the AltaPoint Apex EDI Interface Window 

From the Apex EDI Claims window you can manage the claims process.  In the previous section 
we discussed, Generating Claims, Checking Claim Status, and Viewing an Online Claim. 
Other features of the screen are discussed below. 
 
  
 
   The completed button lets you clear out records that have been finished.  This will delete the 
record from this screen but will not impact the patient accounting in the system. 
 

Eligibility Tab 

The Eligibility tab gives you quick access to view eligibility benefits for a specific patient.  
The screen is shown below: 

 
  

 
Locate the specific patient for whom you would like to check eligibility benefits for.  
Identify the Insurance position and the coverage type using the fields on the screen.  
Then select the [Check Benefits] button to have Apex EDI query the payor for a benefits 
report. 

 

Insurance Eligibility Setup 

Each Insurance company you have set up in AltaPoint for which you want to check 
employee benefits must be linked to the payor list in Apex EDI.  To do this, look up and 
identify the insurance company using the search icon. Then click on the [Check 
Eligibility] button.  If Apex EDI finds an match it will link the insurance company to its 
payor list.  If it does not find an exact match, you will be asked to identify the company in 
a list.  The screen is illustrated below:   
 

  
Using the drop-down box, select the correct payor from the list given.  If the payor does 
not exist, contact Apex EDI to enquire about the company. 
 
Once a payor is linked with the Apex EDI list it is connected for any patient with that 
insurance code in AltaPoint.  (You only have to do this once for a given insurance 
company.) 

 

Remittance and Reports tab 

The Remittance and Reports tab is where you can look for results and reports from Apex 
EDI.  The “Download Folder Location” is where all of the remittance and other reports 
will be stored.  Selecting the [Download All Files] button will check your account at Apex 
EDI for any reports that have not previously been downloaded. 
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After a short while you will receive the following confirmation that all new files have been 
downloaded to the folder identified above. 
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Click the [OK] button to close the confirmation window.  At this point you can select the 
[Post Remittance Advice] button to open the “Post Electronic Remittance Advice” 
window to automatically post the payments to the correct insurance claim.  

 

 
See the section on Posting Electronic Remittance Advice earlier in this documentation 
for more information about using this posting feature. 

 

Downloading Individual Files 

You can also download individual files.  Select the “All Files” or “ERA Files” radio button 
to have the system generate for you a list of files that are ready to be downloaded.  Use 
the arrow at the end of the window to select the desired file then click on the [Retrieve 
File] button.   
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If you are downloading an “ERA” file, you will be sent to the “Post Electronic Remittance 
Advice” window to post the specific file you just downloaded. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Notice the File Name field has already been populated for you on this screen. 
 
See the section on Posting Electronic Remittance Advice earlier in this documentation 
for more information about using this posting feature. 
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Electronic Claims – Other than Apex EDI or Availity 

 
We strongly recommend you use either Apex EDI’s or Availity's services because of the level of 
integration offered from within AltaPoint. However, you can choose to use other claims 
clearinghouses. To create a batch of electronic claims, select the Create Electronic Claims 
option from the Electronic Claims option under the Activities menu. You will see a screen that 
appears as shown below: 

 

To send a batch of ANSI 5010 claims, enter “ANSI5010” in the Claim Form field. Enter the 
proper information into the fields of the screen to identify the claims you want included in your 
electronic claims batch. When you are satisfied with the selections you have made, select the 
[Process Claims] button at the bottom of the screen. The batch will be created after the save 
location is selected. The default location for where the file will be stored on your computer is 
identified in the Insurance Form information (this is described in more detail below).  
 
Please review the description of the fields on the Print Insurance Claims window that were 
described in the previous section. 
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Validate Claims Button   

To learn how to use AltaPoint Claim Scrubbing, see Claim Scrubbing, Validating Claims 
later in this documentation. 

Process Claims Button   

Select the [Process Claims] button when you are ready for the system to generate the 
electronic claims file. 

Location of Generic Electronic Claims File 

When an electronic claims batch is created, a computer file is created and saved on your 
computer. The default save location of the file is included in the Report Form itself. In other 
words, if you are using the PROCLAIM report format, the location where the file is to be saved is 
indicated in the report under the [FORM OPTIONS] section. A small section of the PROCLAIM 
report is shown below to illustrate the file name and location. 

 

The default file location and name is prefaced by “FILE=.”  Because there is no specific path 
indicated, this file will be saved in the file where the AltaPoint program is stored (generally 
C:\alta). You can also enter a specific path. For example, C:\eclaims\alta1.clm. You will still be 
presented with an option before each batch is created to change where the claim batch will be 
saved. It will be populated with the form's default save location, as shown in the following 
screenshot: 
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Sending a Generic Electronic Claims File 

Once an electronic claims file has been created you must send this file to your clearinghouse or 
to the insurance company. This sending function is up to you. Contact your clearinghouse to 
find out how they want you to send files to them. 
 

 

 

Sample Output from an ANSI form: 

 
ISA*00*          *00*          *ZZ*V06292         *ZZ*C00521         
*160922*1153*U*00401*000000016*1*T*:~GS*HC*V06292*C00521*20160922*1153*16*X*004010X098A1~ST*
837*0016~BHT*0019*00*000000016*20160922*1153*CH~REF*87*004010X098A1~NM1*41*2*CREEKSIDE 
CLINIC*****46*V06292~PER*IC*DANIELLE 
FOX*TE*8015551122~NM1*40*2*MEDICARE*****46*C00521~HL*1**20*1~NM1*85*2*DENNIS  
LANDON*****XX*~N3*1100 E. NORTH UNION AVENUE*SUITE 
101~N4*MIDVALE*UT*84047~REF*EI*~NM1*87*2*DENNIS  LANDON*****XX*~N3*1100 E. NORTH UNION 
AVENUE*SUITE 
101~N4*MIDVALE*UT*84047~REF*EI*~HL*2*1*22*0~SBR*P*18*1487******~NM1*IL*1*WEAVER*LEN*H***MI
*000000000~N3*3120 N 4400 
E~N4*CREEKSIDE*UT*84236~DMG*D8*19620813*M~NM1*PR*2*MEDICARE*****PI*~N3*1078 N 900 
E~N4*CREEKSIDE*UT*84137~CLM*WEAVE00001B1070*70***::1*N*C*N*N*~DTP*454*D8*20090105~DTP*304*
D8*20130718~HI*BK:7840~NM1*82*1*LANDON*DENNIS****XX*~SBR*S*18***OT****~DMG*D8*19620813*M
~OI******N~NM1*IL*1*WEAVER*LEN*H***MI*000000000~N3*3120 N 4400 
E~N4*CREEKSIDE*UT*84236~NM1*PR*2*ADVANCED 
HEALTH*****PI*~LX*1~SV1*HC:99213*70*UN*1***1~DTP*472*D8*20130507~HL*3*1*22*0~SBR*P*18*1749**
****~NM1*IL*1*WEAVER*LEN*H***MI*000000000~N3*3120 N 4400 
E~N4*CREEKSIDE*UT*84236~DMG*D8*19620813*M~NM1*PR*2*ADVANCED HEALTH*****PI*~N3*9994 N 7100 
E~N4*CREEKSIDE*UT*84177~CLM*WEAVE00001B1070*70***::1*N*C*N*N*~DTP*454*D8*20090105~DTP*304*
D8*20130718~HI*BK:7840~NM1*82*1*LANDON*DENNIS****XX*~SBR*S*18***OT****~DMG*D8*19620813*M
~OI******N~NM1*IL*1*WEAVER*LEN*H***MI*000000000~N3*3120 N 4400 
E~N4*CREEKSIDE*UT*84236~NM1*PR*2*MEDICARE*****PI*~LX*1~SV1*HC:99213*70*UN*1***1~DTP*472*D8
*20130507~SE*64*0016~GE*1*16~IEA*1*000000016~ 

 
The ANSI file is much more cryptic than the real claim form. 
 
 
 
For more details or technical support contact your local reseller or AltaPoint at (888)258-2552.  
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Printing Insurance Claims 
You can print paper claim forms in a batch or individually from the billing screen. AltaPoint 
Medical gives you the ability to print standard HCFA 1500 and UB04 insurance claim forms. 

Printing Batch Insurance Claims 

To print a batch of insurance claim forms, select Print Insurance Forms from the Activities 
menu. The following screen will display: 

 
NOTE:   

You can have the system sort a batch of claims by insurance company if you 
select any option besides “All Insurance” on the Insurance to Print box. This 
feature helps make it easier to mail the claims. For example, if you select “Primary 
Only” the outstanding primary claims will be printed and sorted in alphabetical 
order by insurance company. Repeat this step for Secondary and Tertiary if 
needed. 

 
Input selections as defined below to print insurance forms. 
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Claim Form  

Enter the code for the insurance claim form to use (the default standard HCFA form is 
called “CMS1500 14”. The UB04 form is simply called UB04). You can create additional 
claim forms or modify the MEDCLAIM or UB04 formats for your use.     
 

To view a list of reports, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field or 
select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Print Claim Type 

Select between Paper and Electronic to indicate the type of claim to print. (Optional. 
Paper or electronic are determined by the claims' form details.) 

Insurance to Print 

Indicate which insurance claims to print. Click on the drop-down arrow to select between 
All Insurance, Primary Only, Secondary Only, or Tertiary Only. 
NOTE:  If you select any option besides “All Insurance” the system will sort the 
claims by insurance company for ease in mailing. For example, if you select 
“Primary Only” the outstanding primary claims will be printed and sorted in 
alphabetical order by insurance company. 

Batch Number 

The system will show the batch number for the new batch of claims. This number auto-
increments for you. 

Show Insurance Payments 

Click on this box to have the claim include the insurance payments that have already 
been made for this claim. 

Show Patient Payments 

Click on this box to have the claim include the patient payments that have already been 
made for this claim. 

Print Insurance Labels 

Click on this box to have the system generate a label for each insurance company for 
which a claim is printing. After you have told the system to print the insurance claims, the 
following box will appear allowing you to print your insurance labels. 
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Select the label format by clicking on the lookup icon or press “F5”.  Select the 
appropriate box for printing one label per insurance company or one label per insurance 
claim. Then you have the option to indicate which label to begin printing (this keeps you 
from wasting labels). Input the Column and Row where you would like the labels to begin 
printing.  

Print on Plain Paper 

Check this box to have the system generate a claim form on plain white paper. 

Create Billing Log 

Check this box to have the system generate a billing log of the claims being printed. 

Estimates 

Select the Estimates checkbox to print a batch of Estimates rather than actual claims. 

Reprinting Claims 

Print Options 

The Reprint Claims section allows you to reprint claims that have already been 
generated. Select between, Print Pending Only, Reprint All Unpaid, and Reprint All 
Claims in the Print Options box. Utilize the Dates Last Printed field if you want to narrow 
the scope of the claims to reprint. 

Dates Last Printed 

Enter the appropriate ranges for the desired claims to print. In this way you can select a 
specific patient’s claim to be printed or a range of patient’s claims.   
 

Ranges to Print Tab 

Click on the Ranges to Print tab to view options for printing claims. You have many 
ranges to choose from in narrowing the scope of claims you wish to print. 
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One range worth specifically noting is the "Insurance Types From:" range. This range 
corresponds to the Insurance Type field on the Insurance Company file. You can group 
insurance companies together for later use in running reports or printing insurance 
claims. For example, if you need a special type of insurance form for a few specialized 
companies, you can group these companies with the same Insurance Type. When you 
go to print all the outstanding claims for these companies, you can specify to print only 
the claims for that group of insurance companies.   
 
NOTE:  

If you leave all of the ranges blank, the system will assume you want all claims 
printed. 

 

Filters Tab 

 
A filter allows you to limit the data included in the report based on the value of one or more 
fields. The use of data filters is optional. Furthermore, you have the option of changing these 
filters at the time you print the report. To specify a data filter, enter the following information: 

File 

Enter the file name containing the data to be filtered. Select the drop-down control to 
view a list of files defined for this report. 

Field 

 Enter the field name for the data element to be filtered. Use the drop-down control to 
view a list of all fields defined for the file selected. 

Compare with 

Select the drop-down control to select the manner to evaluate the selected field. The 
options available are: 
 

● Equal to 

● Not equal to 

● Greater than 

● Less than 

● Contains 

Value 

Enter the value to be used to evaluate the selected field. 
 
For example, if you wanted this report to only include patients with a balance greater or equal to 
$100, you would use the following filter: 
 
 File Field             Compare with Value 
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 Patient Patient Balance  Greater Than             99.99 

Profile button    

In many of the reports available in your AltaPoint software the user is provided with a 
wide variety of options for selecting data ranges and other print options. To help manage 
these ranges for your most commonly used reports, you have the ability to save the 
report settings as a report profile. These profiles, containing all of the previously selected 
report criteria, can later be accessed for report printing and previewing by selecting the 
Profile button on the desired report. This feature has been added to virtually all standard 
reports, custom reports, statements and insurance claims. 

 
To learn more about using the Profiles button, visit the section Report Profiles in the 
Reports section of this manual. 
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Claim Scrubbing – Validating Claims 

Your AltaPoint system gives you the ability to verify the data on your claim forms before you 
send them. To begin this process select Print Insurance Forms from the Activities menu. You 
will see the following screen: 

 
 

Select the [Validate Claims] button to view the following screen: 
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This screen is where the rules are set up regarding which fields will be tested on your claim 
forms. These rules are Claim Form specific. The rules on the screen above are specifically for 
the “CMS1500 14” form. It is possible for this screen to be blank the first time you do this for a 
new Insurance Form. If it is blank, you can select the [Set to Default] button to have AltaPoint’s 
default rules added to this screen. You do not need to use the AltaPoint default rules. You can 
create rules of your own or simply add to or edit the default rules that AltaPoint gives you.   
 
To add a new rule, go to the last rule in the list and hit the down-arrow on your keyboard to go to 
a new blank line: 

 
 
Select the File Name, Field Name, Operator, and Value for your new rule. If you examine some 
of the existing rules you can learn how the rules work. Many of AltaPoint’s rules are designed to 
simply make sure a certain field is populated and not inadvertently left blank. Here is an 
example: 

 
 
This rule simply makes sure the patient’s birth date is not left blank. You can however, set rules 
that look for a specific value, in which case you would enter that specific value in the “Value” 
box. An example is shown below: 

 
In this example, the claim validator will check to see if the provider’s NPI number is equal to 
1234567890. You can set up an unlimited number of rules. The length of time it takes to valid a 
batch of claims will depend on the number of claims in the batch, the number of rules to 
process, and the capability of the computer doing the work. 
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Once you have setup your rules you can begin validating a batch of claims. 
 
To start validating a batch of claims, select the [Validate Claims] button at the bottom of the 
rules screen. 

 
 
The program will check each pending claim against your validation rules. When the program is 
finished with the validation process, it will give you either a confirmation that the claims passed 
the validation, or it will give you an error report that identifies the claim(s) that have problems.  
The error report will give you specific information about the problem. Below is an example of an 
error report. 
 
 
 
 
With this report you can track down the errors in your claims before you send them off. 
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Printing an individual Insurance Claim Form 

You can also print an individual claim form directly from the Transaction Entry screen. Select 
Transaction Entry from the Activities menu, or click on the Transaction Entry icon, or enter the 
Transaction Entry screen by any other method. Bring up the desired bill to print. This can be 
done by entering the patient code, then looking up the bill number or by simply entering the bill 
number, if you already know it. A sample Transaction Entry screen is illustrated below: 

 

Once the bill is displayed, you can select the Print button from the bottom of the screen. Select 
the “Print Insurance” option to print the individual claim. See the section entitled “Transaction 
Entry” in this manual to see how to change specific claim form options, if needed. 
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Outstanding Insurance Reports 

You can print a report that lists the claims that are outstanding (submitted but not paid). You can 
print this report for primary, secondary or tertiary insurance. To print an outstanding insurance 
report, select the Print Custom Report option from the Reports menu. The screen that appears 
asks you for a report code. Enter or select the “INSPRI” report to print an outstanding primary 
insurance report. Having done this, the screen will appear as follows: 

 
The filters listed above automatically appear and are set up to give you a list of all claims sent to 
primary insurance companies that have been sent but not yet paid. You can print or preview the 
report. A sample report is shown here:  

 
NOTE: 
A similar report can be created for secondary and tertiary claims. The custom report for 
secondary insurance is called “INSSEC.” The custom report for tertiary insurance is called 
“INSTER.”  
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Claim Batch List 
The Claim Batch List is a quick way to view details of insurance claim batches. This screen will 
display information about electronic and paper claim batches. The Claims Batch List is primarily 
an “information only” screen. Modifications to batches should be made at the individual bill level. 
The Bill Management window is also very useful for locating and making changes to claims that 
belong to a certain batch. (For more information see the Bill Management section of this 
documentation.) To view the Claims Batch List, select that option from the List menu. The 
screen is illustrated below: 

 
You can sort and filter the records that appear on the screen by using the Find, Sort By and 
View Only boxes at the top portion of the screen. Note that the Find and Sort By boxes must be 
used together. When using the Find button to do a search, you must also identify the column 
that the search will be performed on. The two columns that can be searched on are Batch 
Number and Status. Select one of the two options in the Sort By box then enter the search in 
the Find box. The resulting records will begin displaying as you type. 

Batch 

The batch field displays the batch number. Note: If an entire batch gets resent a new 
batch number will be reassigned to the batch. The old batch number will simply be 
overwritten. 

Ins. Type 

The Insurance Type field simply displays which insurance, primary, secondary or tertiary 
constitutes the makeup of the batch. Notice in the screen above that there are two 
listings for batch number 16. When a batch is sent with multiple insurance types, each 
Insurance Type will be listed separately. 
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EMC Receiver/Form 

The EMC Receiver box will identify the company or clearing house receiving the batch.  
This box will only be populated for electronic claim batches not paper batches. The 
Insurance form used for the batch will be listed for either electronic or paper. 

Status 

The Status field indicates the status of the batch. Status options are Pending, Hold, 
Sent, Rejected, Dispute, and Queued. 

EMC File Name 

The EMC File Name will display the location of the path and file name of the electronic 
claim batch. This box will only be populated for electronic claim batches not paper 
batches. 
 

The [Set To Sent] button is used to change the status of a batch to the condition 
of “Sent.” This button is particularly needed for electronic claims submission. 
When an electronic claims batch is created in AltaPoint the batch status is set to 
Queued. Because the software doesn’t know if you have actually sent the claim 
file or not, it must rely on you to set the status of the batch to Sent once it has 
actually been sent. 
 
The [Set to Resend] button is a way to set a batch's claims to be resent. Before 
the action is taken, a confirmation screen asks to make sure the batch and it's 
claims have their status changed. This screen is shown below. 

 
 

The [Print] button gives you the ability to reprint a claim batch directly from the list 
of past batches. The Print Insurance Claims screen will appear for the selected 
batch.  
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Printing Statements 
 
Use the Print Statements form to produce professional, laser-quality statements and bills for 
your patients. Access this form by selecting Print Statements from the Billing & Collections 
options in the Activities menu of the command window. The Print Statements form will display: 

 

The following is a description of the fields on the Print Statements form. 

Statement Form 

 Enter the desired Statement format 
 

To view a list of existing forms, select the lookup button  displayed to the right of this 
field or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

 
Note: All statement and bill formats can be modified by you. You can create as many different 

forms as you like. For more information on creating a custom statement form see the 
section titled Custom Reports in this manual. 
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Effective Date 

 Enter the effective date to be used when calculating patient aging and dunning 
messages. 

 
You can use the + and - keys to change the date forward and backward, 
respectively. If the date is blank, the first press of the keys will set the date to today. 

 

Use the date lookup button to display a calendar window to select a desired date. 
As a keyboard alternative, you can press [“F5”] from this field to display the 
calendar window.  

Balance Forward Date 

 Enter the date to be used as the "Balance Forward" or previous statement date. Any bills 
dated before the entered balance forward date that have a balance will appear on the 
statement as a summary balance forward amount. 

Minimum Account Balance 

To limit statements printing to only those patients with a specific minimum account 
balance, enter the minimum balance in this field. 

Minimum Patient Owed 

To limit statements printing to only those patients with a specific minimum patient 
balance, enter the minimum balance in this field. This field relates to the patient portion 
owed only and not the insurance portion. 

Sort Statements By 

You have the option to sort the printed statements by the Patient/Guarantor Code, Zip 
Code, or name alphabetically (Last Name, First Name). 

Print Paid Bills 

You can control which statements print out by selecting between the following options:  
Print Unpaid Bills Only, Unpaid Bills Plus Current Bills, or All Bills. 

Print Payments 

You can control the payments to include on your statements by selecting between the 
following options: Include All Payments, Include Insurance Payments, Include Patient 
Payments, or Exclude All Payments. 

Subtotals 

You can control how your statements are subtotaled by selecting between the following 
options: No Subtotals, Subtotal By Patient, or Subtotal By Bill Number. 

Aging From 

Indicate how you would like the statements aged. Choose between Bill Date (Balance 
Forward), Bill Date (Open Item), Service Date (line item date), and Item Aging Date.   
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Balance Forward Format 

 Check this option to have the statement print in a "balance forward” format. The balance 
forward format will summarize unpaid billing details to a single amount labeled "Balance 
Forward." The system will use the “Balance Forward Date” to determine which billing 
items to include in the Balance Forward total. Leave this option unchecked to print the 
details of all unpaid bills on the statement. 

Combine Family Members 

Check this option to have the statement combine all family members with the same 
guarantor in the same statement. 

Combine Split Patient Payments 

Check this option to have the statement combine payments that have been split over 
several bills. For example, if a patient paid $100 and the $100 covered three separate 
bills, the system would show the payment as $100 and not the individually allocated 
amounts. This will make it easier for the patient to recognize payments that have been 
made. Note: A check number or reference number must also be used in order to make 
this connection. 

Summarize Patient Payments 

Check this option to have the statement summarize all patient payments that have been 
made. 

Summarize Insurance Payments 

Check this option to have the statement summarize all insurance payments that have 
been made. 

Order by Item Number 

Check this option to have the statement sorted by the bill item number rather than by 
date. Using this feature, you can show payments, credits and other activity for a specific 
line item directly below the item they refer to. 

Show Patient/Insurance Responsibility 

Check this option to have the statement show estimated patient and insurance 
responsibility as summary totals. 

Show Future Appointments 

Check this option to have the statement show all future patient appointments that have 
been made. 

Show Notes 

Check this option to have the statement include the notes that have been made on 
invoice line items. 

Show Dunning Messages 

 Check this option if your would like dunning statements to print on patient statements. 
You select the dunning messages to correspond with each delinquency category. You 
enter the specific dunning messages in the Practice Information file. 
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Create Billing Log 

Check this option if you would like the system to create a billing log for the statement’s 
being run.  

Ranges to Print Tab 

Select the Ranges to Print tab with the mouse or by pressing the Alt-R. You can limit 
the number of statements printed selecting a range of guarantors, patients, bills, 
transaction dates and providers. Leave these fields blank to include a statement for 
all accounts that meet the criteria on the Options tab. 
 

Filters Tab 

 
A filter allows you to limit the data included in the report based on the value of one or more 
fields. The use of data filters is optional. Furthermore, you have the option of changing these 
filters at the time you print the report. To specify a data filter, enter the following information: 

File 

Enter the file name containing the data to be filtered. Select the drop-down control to 
view a list of files defined for this report. 

Field 

 Enter the field name for the data element to be filtered. Use the drop-down control to 
view a list of all fields defined for the file selected. 

Compare with 

Select the drop-down control to select the manner to evaluate the selected field. The 
options available are: 
 

● Equal to 

● Not equal to 

● Greater than 

● Less than 

● Contains 

Value 

Enter the value to be used to evaluate the selected field. 
 
For example, if you wanted this report to only include patients with a balance greater or equal to 
$100, you would use the following filter: 
 
 File Field  Compare with Value 
 
 Patient Patient      Balance          Greater Than 99.99 
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Handouts Tab 

The Handouts tab allows you to include other documents along with each statement that 
is printed/sent. The Handout tab appears as illustrated below: 

 

In order for a document to appear in this window, it must be a Rich Text File (.rtf) and it 
must be saved in a folder called “Handouts” where the practice data has been installed. 
For example, the default installation location would be: C:\Alta\Data\Handouts. 
 
Place a check in the check box next to the document(s) you wish to have printed with 
each statement. Then, when you print or preview your statements your documents will 
appear with each individual statement that has been included in your statement ranges. 
 

HIPAA Forms Tab 

Much like the Handouts tab above, the HIPAA Forms tab allows you to include a 
document(s) with each patient statement. The difference is that the HIPAA Forms tab 
includes preformatted HIPAA documents that AltaPoint has included with the software 
and the Handouts tab includes custom documents that you create which may or may not 
be HIPAA related. 
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Place a check in the check box next to the document(s) you wish to have printed with 
each statement. Then, when you print or preview your statements your documents will 
appear with each individual statement that has been included in your statement ranges. 
 

Emailing Statements 

You can send statements directly to patients that have elected to receive statements 
electronically without the need of a third-party service. This feature can dramatically reduce 
costs and improve cash flow to the practice. Statements are sent as a PDF attachment, which is 
identical to the standard printed statement, including color, practice logos, and other customized 
options. To insure HIPAA compliance, the attached PDF statement is password-protected with 
the last four digits of the guarantor's social security number. 
 
It's easy to set up individual patients to receive e-mail-based statements. First, check the E-mail 
Statements checkbox on the Billing tab of the patient form. If the guarantor is a non-patient, 
check the E-mail Statements checkbox in the guarantor form. Also, make sure you have entered 
an e-mail address for each patient/guarantor. The patient file is shown below for your reference: 

 

The last four digits of the patient's/guarantor's social security number are used as a password to 
open the e-mail statement. Because of this, the E-mail Statements checkbox cannot be selected 
unless there is a valid entry in the Social Security field of the patient/guarantor file. 
 
Set up your e-mail settings by selecting the Electronic Statements tab of the Print Statement 
form. The screen appears as illustrated below: 
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Select the Connection Settings button to setup your Internet e-mail options in AltaPoint. 

  

You will need some information from your Internet Provider.    

Your E-mail Host (SMTP): 

Enter Your E-mail Host (SMTP) address in this box.  This might also be called your 
Internet Service Provider’s “Outgoing Mail Server.”  Your Internet provider can supply 
you with this information. 

E-mail Port: 

This is a default setting and should be left set to 25.   

Your User ID: 

Enter your User ID information for your Internet Provider.  This information is supplied  to 
you by your Internet provider.   

Passwords 

This is the password to access your email account and can be furnished by your Internet 
provider if you have forgotten it. 

Return E-mail Address: 

Enter your Return E-mail Address in this box.  (This is the address that will show up in 
the “From:” box on the e-mails you send.) 

Creating the Body of the Email to be Sent 

From the main Electronic Statements screen, enter the subject and Body of the email that will 
be sent to each user.  Remember that the statement itself will be an attachment to the email.  A 
sample screen might look like this: 

  

 
Finally, select the Process Statements button to preview or send statements via e-mail. 
NOTE: If you elected to preview statements prior to sending them, simply select the E-mail 
button from the statement preview to complete the process and e-mail the statements. Only 
patients who have been set up to receive statements electronically, who have a social security 
number (for the guarantor) and an e-mail address will be selected for processing. 
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Finance Charges 
AltaPoint allows you to automatically process finance charges on selected past-due accounts. 
When you use this command, the program will calculate the dollar amount “past due” for each 
account, then add a finance charge to the most recent bill of the specific account. You can 
modify the finance charge percentage and date information as discussed later in this section. 
 
NOTE: 

You should always make a backup of your data before 
proceeding with this feature. Once finance charges have been applied to the 

individual accounts, you cannot reverse those charges, except for deleting them one-by-
one, from each bill. By making a backup before using this feature, you could always 
restore that backup in the event that you make a mistake or wish to re-run the feature 
with different parameters. 

 
Access the Process Finance Charges form by selecting Generate Finance Charges from the 
Billing & Collections option in the Activities menu. The following form will display: 

 

The following is a description of each field on the process finance charges form. 

Billing Code 

 Enter the Billing Code to be used for finance charges accessed to patient accounts. This 
billing code will appear on the transaction detail for each patient account charged. You 
should have already set up this code in the system.  

 
Note: When creating a billing code for a Finance Charge, the Code Type of the Billing 
Code should be “Patient Charge.” For more information on creating billing codes see the 
section titled Billing Codes in this manual. 
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To view a list of billing codes, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field 
or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Effective Date 

Enter the effective date to be used when processing finance charges. This field will 
default to today’s date. The date entered will appear as the date for each finance charge 
placed on patient accounts.  
 

You can use the + and - keys to change the date forward and backward, 
respectively. If the date is blank, the first press of the keys will set the date to today. 

 

Use the date lookup button to display a calendar window to select a desired date. 
As a keyboard alternative, you can press [“F5”] from this field to display the 
calendar window. 

On Charges Through 

Enter the date to be used for determining delinquency of unpaid charges. This date will 
default to 30 days prior to today's date. Only unpaid balances before the date entered in 
this field will be considered when assessing finance charges. Any payments made after 
this date will be applied to the patient balance prior to accessing the finance charge. 

 
You can use the + and - keys to change the date forward and backward, 
respectively. If the date is blank, the first press of the keys will set the date to today. 

 

Use the date lookup button to display a calendar window to select a desired date. 
As a keyboard alternative, you can press [“F5”] from this field to display the 
calendar window. 

Patient Type1 

To limit the finance charges to a specific patient type, enter the patient type 1 in this 
field. For more information about patient types, see the section titled The Patient File in 
this manual. 

Patient Type 2 

To limit the finance charges to a specific patient type, enter the patient type 2 in this 
field. For more information about patient types, see the section titled The Patient File in 
this manual. 

Periodic Interest Rate 

Enter the periodic interest rate to be used for calculating the finance charge. If you wish 
to apply finance charges on a monthly basis, the periodic interest rate would be one 
twelfth the annual interest rate. For example, if you wanted to assess a periodic rate 
based on an 18% annual percentage rate, you would enter 1.5 (18 / 12 = 1.5) in this 
field. 
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Minimum Balance 

To limit finance charges to only those patients with a specific minimum balance, enter 
the minimum balance in this field. 

Minimum Charge 

Enter the dollar amount that will be your “minimum finance charge” amount in this field.  
If the finance charge generated is less than the minimum charge, then the minimum 
charge is assessed.  

Range of Patients 

Enter the range of patient codes to process. Leave these fields blank to include all 
patients. 

Range of Providers 

Enter the range of patients to process by provider. In the patient file, you can specify a 
default provider (doctor). Leave these fields blank to include all providers' patients. 
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Reminders (Patient Recall) 

Creating Reminders 

There are two ways to create reminders. You can have the system generate an automatic 
reminder for you based on the use of a specific billing code, or you can create individual 
reminders manually. Creating reminders in your system is a two-step process. First, you must 
create the reminder in the program, then you can print the reminder(s). Generally, you will want 
to print a batch of reminders for a specific range of dates.   
 

Manual Reminders 

Use the AltaPoint reminder form to enter a manual reminder with specific information relating to 
follow-up visits for your patients. You can enter an unlimited number of reminders per patient. 
Reminders can then be easily retrieved on custom reports and mailing labels at a future date.  
The Reminders screen is also where you will enter “Alert Codes” for specific patients. (See 
section entitled Alert Codes later in this manual.) 
 
Access the Patient Reminder form by selecting the Reminder button  on the toolbar, by 
selecting Reminders from the Activities menu, or by selecting the Reminders tab from the 
patient form. The following form will display: 

 

The following is a description of each field on the Reminders form. 

Patient 

 Enter the patient code for the reminder. 
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 To view a list of patients, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field or 
select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Date 

Enter the date the patient is to be recalled on.   
 

You can use the + and - keys to change the date forward and backward, 
respectively. If the date is blank, the first press of the keys will set the date to today. 

 

Use the date lookup button to display a calendar window to select a desired date. 
As a keyboard alternative, you can press [“F5”] from this field to display the 
calendar window. 

Reminder Type 

Enter the type of reminder that you are setting up. You will either be setting up a 
reminder or an alert for the given patient. Use the drop-down arrow to select between 
Reminder Only, Alert on New Appointment Only, Alert on New Billing Only, or Alert on 
New Appointment or Billing.  (See section entitled Alert Codes later in this manual for 
more information.) 

Procedure 

 Enter the billing code (if known) for the procedure to be performed at the reminder date. 
 

 To view a list of billing codes, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field 
or select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Description 

Enter a short description for the reminder. (The description of the Procedure code will 
automatically display in this field. You can modify this text or add to it.) 
 

Provider 
Enter the patient’s provider or the provider who will perform the future procedure in this 
space. 

 
  To view a list of providers, select the lookup button displayed to the right of this field or 
select this field and press [“F5”]. 

Notes 

Enter unlimited notes to describe the reminder, if desired. 
 

Generating Automatic Reminders 

You can have the system automatically generate a reminder when certain billing codes are 
used. For example, you could have the system generate a yearly exam reminder every time a 
patient came in for a basic exam. To do this you would go to the basic exam billing code and set 
it up for a yearly reminder as described below. 
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To have the system generate an automatic reminder when a specific billing code is used, select 
the particular billing code from the Billing Code option under Lists. Once selected, press the 
Reminders tab to view the following information: 

 

You must click on the box next to “Generate Reminder” to activate the reminder. Then you must 
select the Reminder Type. Generally, to recall a patient for a future patient visit select the 
“Reminder Only” option. The Alert on New Appointment Only, Alert on New Billing Only, and 
Alert on New Appointment or Billing options are designed specifically for system alert codes.  
(Alert Codes are defined later in this manual.) 
 
After selecting the Reminder Type, you have the option to enter a Follow Up Procedure. Enter a 
follow-up procedure code if the patient should be recalled for a different procedure than the 
code currently being modified. Otherwise the reminder that is generated will use the code and 
description of the code being edited. For example, if the automatic reminder being set up is for 
an office visit, and you want to see the patient back in one month for a consultation, you could 
enter the code for a consultation in the Follow Up Procedure box. When the recall is generated 
for the visit in one month it will indicate that the recall is for a consultation and not for an office 
visit. 
 
In the “Recall After” section, place the number of recurring frequencies in the box and indicate 
whether the unit is in days, weeks, months or years. For example, if you wanted to see a patient 
6 weeks after having performed this procedure you would input a 6 in the box, then click on the 
“Weeks” button and select OK to save the code. 
 
Next time this code is used, a reminder will be generated in the reminder file (see screen 
displayed under the section entitled “Manual Reminders.”)  
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Sending Reminders 

Once a reminder(s) has been created it can be either printed or sent via e-mail. You must 
indicate on each patient’s file the method by which they would like their reminders sent. Page 1 
of the patient file lets you mark a checkbox for how the patient would like this done. You must 
enter a valid e-mail address in order for a reminder to be sent via e-mail. Page 1 of the patient 
file is illustrated below: 

 

NOTE:   
The system default is to send Reminder Notices by regular mail. To send notices via e-
mail you must check the E-Mail checkbox and enter a valid e-mail address. 
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Printing Reminders 

 
Once a reminder(s) has been created it can be printed by selecting Print Custom Reports from 
the Reports menu. The print custom reports form will ask you for a report code. Press “F5” on 
your keyboard, or click on the look up icon, to select a reminders report. The system comes with 
a number of templates that you can use or modify. The “POSTCARD” report code is designed to 
print a 4”x 6” postcard using a dot-matrix printer. The “POSTCGEN” report code is designed to 
print a 4”x 6” postcard using a laser printer (3 cards to a page). The “LETTER2” report code will 
produce an 8.5 x 11” reminder letter.   
 
Select the “LETTER2” report code from the list and select OK. The following screen will be 
displayed: 

 

You can enter “Filters” to select which reminders will print (all reminders are contained in the 
same file). In the above example, only the reminders that fall in the month of April 2015 will be 
printed. You could print reminder postcards similarly by using the “POSTCARD” report instead 
of “LETTER2.” You can print reminders anytime for virtually any range of dates. 
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Sending Reminders via E-mail 

Once a reminder(s) has been created it can be sent by e-mail. To send a batch of reminder 

notices by e-mail, you must first set up your connection settings. Connection settings can be 

added by going to File → Practice Information → E-mail tab, or by selecting E-mail Reminders 

from the Reminders option under the Activities menu. When the screen comes up, select the 
Connection tab. You will see the following screen: 

 

You will need some information from your Internet Provider.    

Your E-mail Host (SMTP): 

Enter Your E-mail Host (SMTP) address in this box. This might also be called your email 
service provider’s “Outgoing Mail Server.” Your e-mail provider can supply you with this 
information or may be possibly found through an Internet search.  

E-mail Port: 

This is a default setting and should be left at 25 unless otherwise specified by the email 
provider.   

Your User ID: 

Enter your User ID information for your email provider. This information is usually the 
user ID used to log into the email service. 

Passwords 

This is the password used to access your email account. 
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Return E-mail Address: 

Enter your Return E-mail Address in this box. (This is the address that will show up in 
the “From:” box on the e-mails you send and to which someone would respond.) 

Security: 

The 3 options available: None, TSL, and SSL. 

Authentication: 

Select the method of authentication: None, PLAIN, LOGIN, CRAM-MD5, NTLM (SPA), 
or MSN.  
 

Having set up your connection information, you can now modify the standard reminder 
message, if you would like. (The program comes with a message already typed in, however, 
you can make changes to the Message Heading or Message Footer.) 
 

Sending the e-mail messages 

 
When you are ready to send the messages, select the E-mail Options tab. The screen appears 
as indicated below: 

 

From this screen you identify the range of reminders you want sent. 

Providers From: 

Enter the range of providers you would like reminders sent from. You can leave this 
blank to print all reminders (regardless of the provider). 
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Reminder Dates From: 

Select the range of recall dates you would like reminders sent for. In the above example, 
any reminder in the system that has a recall date between April 1, 2015 and April 30, 
2015 would be sent. (If the client was set up to receive reminders via e-mail.) 

 
Once the ranges have been selected, press the Process button to generate the reminders. The 
generated reminders must still be sent. You can view and send the reminders from the E-mail 
Log screen. Select the E-mail Log tab to view the following screen: 

 

Each processed reminder should appear in the list above. Send the reminders by selecting the 
Send button at the bottom of the screen. You can delete any individual reminder to keep it from 
being sent by pressing highlighting the specific reminder then selecting the Delete button on the 
bottom of the screen. 
 
NOTE:   

If a particular reminder does not show up that you think should have, make sure that the 
client is set up to receive reminder via e-mail. Also make sure that the intended reminder 
falls within the range of dates specified on the E-mail Options tab. 
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Printing a Reminder Report 

 
You can print a list of reminders that are in the reminder file for any range of dates. To do this, 
select the Print Custom Reports option from the Reports menu. Press the “F5” key on your 
keyboard or click on the lookup icon to display a list of reports. Select the “RECALL” report and 
click the OK button. Enter valid dates in the Value field to restrict the records of the report to a 
specific time period. You can either Print or Preview the report (as well as print from the preview 
screen). 
 
The following example shows the criteria for printing the Recall report for patient recall entries 
for the month of April, 2015. 
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Alert Codes 
“Alert Codes” are codes that you set up to alert your staff to situations regarding a specific 
patient. These alert codes can be medical related, payment related, or anything else that you 
would want to be alerted to regarding a specific patient.   
 
To begin using “Alert Codes” you must first set up the appropriate generic Alert Codes for your 
practice. This is done in the same way that you set up your billing codes. A sample code is 
shown below. 

 

You can use your own method of coding. This example uses a code called “ALERTPAY.” Put 
the warning that you would like displayed in the “Description” window. Set the “Code Type” to 
“Procedure.” These are all of the fields you need to populate to set up an alert code.   
 
NOTE:   

This example is a payment related alert code. You can also set up medical related alert 
codes as well. You can create an unlimited number of alert codes in the system. 
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Using Alert Codes 

Once you have set up some Alert codes, you can begin creating reminders for certain patients 
that should use the codes. These alert reminders are created using the reminders file. Select 
Reminders from the Activities menu or click on the Reminders icon. The following screen shows 
an alert code being set up for Kenny Allen. 

 

Indicate the Patient’s code and the Date when the alert was input (generally the current date), 
then select the Reminder Type. The reminder type can be one of the following: Alert on New 
Appointment Only, Alert on New Billing Only, Alert on New Appointment or Billing, or Alert on 
Patient Lookup. The reminder only option is only for reminder usage and is not a valid Alert 
type. Use one of the other four options to set up a valid alert. After selecting the Reminder Type, 
enter in the correct procedure code. In the example above the code is “ALERTPAY.” You can 
use the lookup icon or press “F5” to help you find the correct code. When you select the code, 
the Description field will automatically update with the correct code description (you do not need 
to enter it).   
 
NOTE: 

You can create an alert reminder without using a predefined code. Create a reminder 
from the above screen, leave the procedure code blank, but include a description, 
reminder type and any notes that you want displayed.    

 
Once the Alert Reminder has been set up correctly for the patient, an alert screen will display 
any time the Reminder Type condition(s) are met. In the example above, any time an 
appointment or new billing is made for Kenny Allen the alert will display.  
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The following screen demonstrates how the alert will display: 

 

Notice that you have the ability to permanently remove the alert by checking the “Remove Alert” 
box on the screen. Otherwise, click the OK button to keep the alert active but to remove it from 
your screen.   
 
NOTE: 

You can have an unlimited number of alerts for any given patient. For example, a patient 
may need an alert for a medical condition as well as an alert for a payment situation. If a 
patient has more than one alert that is set up to display, the system will show one alert at 
a time. After you hit the OK button on the first alert, the second alert will display and so 
on. 
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HIPAA Menu Features 

  

There are many features in your AltaPoint software to help assist your office in its HIPAA 
compliance efforts. Many of these features deal with protection of PHI (Protected Health 
Information). Some specific HIPAA related features in your AltaPoint software can be accessed 
from the main HIPAA menu.   
 
These items will be discussed below. 

Passwords and Security 

See the section entitled “Passwords” earlier in this manual.  

Data Encryption 

You have the ability to encrypt all or part of your AltaPoint data. This option can help you in your 
HIPAA compliance efforts. While HIPAA does not require you to use encrypted data files, it 
does require you to protect your PHI (Protected Health Information). The provision you are 
trying to comply with states that “A covered entity must have in place appropriate administrative, 
technical, and physical safeguards to protect the privacy of PHI.” Protecting access to your 
computers and networks through passwords and other security measures can also help you 
achieve this protection. 
 
When you encrypt your AltaPoint data files, the files are only viewable from within the AltaPoint 
software. If someone were to attempt to look at or use an encrypted data file externally from the 
program they would see something similar to the screen below: 
 
 
     *Example: Encrypted Patient File 
 
Your data when viewed from within the program will look normal.  
 
To encrypt your AltaPoint data select the Data Encryption option from the HIPAA menu item.  
You will see the following screen: 
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Select the data files you wish to encrypt, place a check mark in the “Encrypt data files” 
checkbox (as illustrated above), then select the OK button. This will initiate a data rebuild. The 
resulting data will be encrypted. Make sure to make a backup before running this utility! 
 
The “Do not reset balances” checkbox will make this operation run more quickly.   
 
You can always de-encrypt your data files by using the steps identified in the paragraph above 
and removing the check mark from the “Encrypt data files” checkbox. Then press “OK” to rebuild 
the data back to an unencrypted state. 
 
NOTE: 

The .dbf files are the only files that get encrypted. The index (.cdx) files cannot be 
encrypted. The indexes only contain bits and pieces of each record and are not related 
to other indexes. PHI cannot generally be gleaned from an index alone. 
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Continuity of Care Records 

Your AltaPoint software allows you to create a Continuity of Care Record for any patient who 
has a signed visit in the EHR. This is a patient summary record that can be sent to the patient or 
to another physician. The record includes demographic information as well as medications, 
problems, allergies, and immunizations. The CCR files created by AltaPoint are in the CCD 
format. 
 

 

 
Select the desired patient from the lookup field and select OK. If a record is available for the 
patient it will display in the view window illustrated above.   
 

Key Value 

The Key Value field displays the hash value associated with the record. This value is 
generated based on the text of the record.   

Validate button 

The [Validate] button will compare the Key Value to the text of the record to verify that 
the record is unchanged. This validation has more significance when importing a CCR 
from another source. It will validate that the record has not been changed since the 
sender created the record. 

Send 

The [Send] button allows you to create a file with the record details. Using this option 
you can export the record to a file and attach it to an email message. The [Send] button 
opens a window like the one displayed below: 

 

You can, and generally should, password-protect the file before creating and sending it. 
Enter a password of your choosing in the Password field. Then identify the recipient 
using the lookup options on the screen or simply enter the email of the recipient. Choose 
“[Export to File], [Attach to Email], or [Cancel].   
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*You must setup your email settings on the E-Mail tab of the Practice Information file to 
send directly from AltaPoint. CCRs emailed from AltaPoint V22 are encrypted and can 
be read on the recipients end using AltaPoint’s EHR Reader Program. The reader 
program is discussed in the next section. 

Import 

If you wish to import a CCR for a patient from an outside source, select the [Import] 
button. Enter or lookup the location from where the CCR should be imported into the 
“File to Read:” field. Enter the password associated with received CCR and select 
[Open]. 

 

If the file and password are valid, the record will appear in the window. An example is 
shown below: 
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You can select the [Validate] button to confirm that the associated Digital Signature 
matches the data as it was originally created. 
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AltaPoint EHR Reader Program 

The AltaPoint EHR Reader Program can be used on the recipient’s end to view encrypted 
CCRs sent by your AltaPoint V14 program. The reader can be downloaded from: 
http://www.altapoint.com/downloads/EHRreadersetup.exe 
 
Once installed the reader program appears as shown below: 
 

 

 
The recipient can locate the CCR received from AltaPoint and open it by entering the password 
and selecting the [Open] button. The CCR will appear in the window. The recipient can verify 
that the document has not been altered by selecting the [Validate] button. 
 

http://www.altapoint.com/downloads/emrreadersetup.exe
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Public Health Surveillance 

The Public Health Surveillance feature in your AltaPoint software is designed for you to be able 
to send an HL7 message to immunization registries regarding a patient’s immunization history. 
 
To create an HL7 message regarding a single patient’s immunizations, select Public Health 
Surveillance from the HIPAA menu. Select the desired patient and click the [OK] button. (If the 
patient does not have any immunizations on record, you will get a message to that affect.) 
Otherwise, you will see the Send Immunization Records screen as illustrated below: 
 

  

The immunizations on record for the patient will appear in the window. Select the immunizations 
you would like to include in the HL7 file. Select the “Create with patient ID” box if the record 
should include identification, then select [Create File] button. The program will identify where the 
file has been saved. 

 
Clicking on the magnifying glass next to the created file's location will open the folder containing 
the file. 
 
This file can now be sent to the registry. 
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Patient Request for Restricted Access 

A covered entity is required to allow an individual to request that uses and disclosures of their 
PHI be restricted. See HIPAA Reg. 45CFR §164.522 (a).   
 
AltaPoint allows you to set up a pop-up reminder for any patient who has requested any sort of 
restricted access to their PHI. The reminder can be created by selecting the “Patient Request 
for Restricted Access” option from the HIPAA menu item. The screen appears as follows: 

 
 
Identify the patient who has requested the restricted access, then add any additional specific 
notes requested by the patient, then select the OK button. Once created, this reminder will 
appear each time an attempt is made to access that patient’s patient file. This will help remind 
your practice about the patient’s specific request.  
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Patient Request for Amendment 

A covered entity will provide for an individual to request an amendment to their PHI or a record 
in a designated record set for as long as the information is maintained in the designated record 
set. 
See 45CFR §164.526.  
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External Record Request 

This option provides an easy way to document a patient’s request for records to be sent to 
another doctor, provider, or other entity. It also allows the user to document who made the 
request and who authorized it. Once the request is recorded and saved, it will be saved as a 
record in the Patient History section of the patient’s Notes. Select “External Record Request” 
from the HIPAA menu and the following will appear. 

 

Select a patient code from the Patient Code list. Specify who made the request and who 
authorized the request. Enter a date and the user who processed the request (defaults to user 
who signed into system). Specify who the records are to be sent to. If a referring physician or 
other individual requested the records, select the referring physician or other individual and their 
street address will be copied to the Records Sent to box. Enter a primary contact and purpose 
of request. Press the OK button to save the records. The Print button will allow medical records 
to be printed if the program is linked to the available medical records system. To print the 
information otherwise, go to the Patient’s record and print out the information from the Notes tab 
after saving the information (pressing the OK button). 
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Patient Access Log 

The patient access log provides opportunities for the user to see who has accessed patient 
records in the system. A report may be printed out showing a log of patient access. Keep in 
mind that this feature will only work as long as Employee Codes and Passwords have been set 
up. Select this option from the HIPAA menu and the Patient List will appear. 

 

Select a patient from the Patient list and press the OK button. The following will appear. 

 

Press the Print or Preview button to view the Access report. A similar report to the following will 
appear. 
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The report will display billing, medical and patient record access, showing a date and time for 
each period of access. 
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Print HIPAA Forms 

A variety of HIPAA forms have been added to the system to provide ease of use in collecting 
and producing HIPAA related documents for patients, associated vendors, and other entities. 
Select this option and the following will appear. 

 

A patient record should be selected depending if printing a form that requires patient 
information. Otherwise, other forms may be printed without putting in a patient record. Here is a 
list of included forms. These forms may be modified using Microsoft Word ™ or any other word 
processor. The forms should be located by default in the C:\Alta\HIPAA directory. 
 
Amendment – Agree to Amend.rtf 
Amendment to Denial – Accurate and Complete.rtf 
Amendment to Denial – Not available for Inspection.rtf 
Amendment to Denial – Not available.rtf 
Amendment to Denial – Not part of record set.rtf 
Amendment to Denial – Other Organization.rtf 
Amendment Rebuttal – Patient Disagreement.rtf 
Amendment Request.rtf 
Authorization – Denial.rtf 
Authorization – Outside Request for PHI.rtf 
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Authorization – Release of PHI.rtf 
Authorization – Use or Disclose PHI (Recipient).rtf 
Authorization – Use or Disclose PHI.rtf 
Employee Computer Access & Confidentially Agreement.rtf 
Employee Confidentiality Certification 1.rtf 
Employee Confidentiality Certification 2.rtf 
Privacy.rtf 
Request for Access to PHI.rtf 
Response – Request for Accounting.rtf 
Response – Request for PHI.rtf 
Restriction of Use and Disclosure.rtf 
 
Place a check next to the forms to be printed. Several forms may be selected. Press the 
Preview or Print button to view the documents.  
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To Edit HIPAA forms 

These instructions will help an advanced user, to be used at your own risk. These forms have 
been designed using a word processor. The information for the patient is printed through 
brackets. The following example shows how a form is set up. Notice that the word Date is 
contained in brackets. This allows the date to print in this location. Other fields are as 
designated. For a full list of fields, contact AltaPoint or your local reseller for help in designing or 
editing existing forms. These fields may be moved around if required. Or, the text may be 
changed based on your requirements. 
 
To open a document, select File and Open Document in your word processor, navigate to 
C:\Alta\HIPAA and open the document that you would like to use. Note that you must be able to 
open documents with an “.rtf” extension. The “.rtf” file format stands for rich text format. Save 
the document, making sure that the document is saved with the “.rtf” extension. 
 
[Date] 
 
[Patient:FullName] 
[Patient:Address1] [Patient:Address2] 
[Patient:City], [Patient:State]  [Patient:ZIP] 
 
Case # 1001 
Filed: 03/15/02 
Completed: 03/15/02 
 
Dear [Patient:FullName]: 
 
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to process your request for amendment of your protected health information. Your request was forward to _____________ 
for review.  
 
Your request as been accepted and the appropriate amendment has been made and added to your record. If so indicated on your request, the amended 
information will be forwarded to the organization or individual you specified.  
 
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to assist you. Please reference the above case number in any following correspondence. 
 
If you have any questions about this letter, please call [Practice:PContact],  
at [Practice:Phone]. 
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
[Practice:PContact] 
Privacy Official  
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Reports 
 
Any office management system is only as good as its ability to pull meaningful information out of 
the vast amounts of raw data placed into it. AltaPoint provides unparalleled power and flexibility 
in retrieving, organizing, and presenting your data. 
 
In addition to flexible management reports that come built into the system, you can design an 
unlimited number of your own reports and forms. 
 
All reports support your favorite Windows fonts and most can be previewed on the screen 
before printing.   
 

Pro Reports vs. Regular Reports 

Your AltaPoint software comes equipped with reports created by AltaPoint’s own WYSIWYG 
report writer, and also with reports created by a report writer called Report Builder. Instructions 
for running and designing reports using AltaPoint’s report writer are detailed within other 
sections of this manual. To learn how to create reports using Report Builder, AltaPoint 
encourages you to view the “LearnReportBuilder.pdf” documentation included in your AltaPoint 
installation or also available for download at: 
http://www.altapoint.com/downloads/LearnReportBuilder.pdf 
 
To run Pro or Regular reports, select Reports from the main menu then select “Print Custom 
Reports” (for AltaPoint’s legacy “Regular” reports) or “Print Pro Reports” to print the reports 
created by Report Builder.  A portion of the Reports menu is illustrated below: 

 
 
Upon selecting one of these print options, you will be given a list of valid reports to choose from. 
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Printing Reports to Specific Printers 

In AltaPoint “Regular” custom reports, with the exception of Column Style reports, you can 
define which printer on the network the report should always print on. This feature is particularly 
useful for label printers and other specialized printers you may utilize. You can also bypass the 
Select Printer dialog box to speed up your work flow. The text below shows the syntax for 
adding a section to your custom report to identify the desired printer: 
 

[FORM OPTIONS] 
Printer Name = \\APSUPPORT01-PC\HP LaserJet Professional P 1102w (Copy 1) 
Select Printer = False 
[END FORM OPTIONS] 

 
This section should be the first section of your report. If a [FORM OPTIONS] section does not 
already exist, you should add one. A sample is shown below for illustration purposes. It is very 
important that you identify the printer as it appears in the Windows Printer Select Dialog Box. 
The printer name is also case sensitive. 

 
If you are unsure about the printer name of the network printer, do a test by printing something 
to the desired printer. Take note of the exact printer name when you select it from the Windows 
dialog box. Below is an example: 
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This printer's name is “\\APSUPPORT01-PC\HP LaserJet Professional P 1102w (Copy 1)”.  
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PDF Files with Regular AltaPoint Reports 

Reports may also be saved in PDF format. This allows a previewed report to be saved as an 
image on your computer in a PDF format for future access, printing, and viewing. When a report 
is previewed on screen, look for the following button at the bottom of the screen. 

 
The following screen will appear: 

 

Enter a file name. Press the lookup button to the right to specify a path and file name, if desired. 
Options for PDF output include compression, launching Acrobat ™ (Adobe Acrobat is a program 
used to view PDF documents), adding thumbnails views for each page to the PDF, entering a 
password, to protect and encrypt the document, and E-mail options for sending the document 
electronically. Press OK to finish and save the document. 
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PDF Files with Pro Reports 

You can also print PDF files using the AltaPoint Pro reports. In order to print a Pro report to a 
PDF file you must first change a setting in the specific report to allow it to “Print to File.” The 
screens below illustrate how to change the setting. To begin, go to Reports menu on the main 
AltaPoint screen, then select Create Custom Reports, then highlight the PRO report you want to 
print to a PDF file. Once highlighted, press the [Report Detail] button from the menu on the right-
hand side. You will see a screen similar to the one below. Once at the screen select the [Design 
Report Detail] button at the bottom of the screen. 

 
The next screen will allow you to select the “Print to File” setting required to print a PDF file. 
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Check the “AllowPrintToFile” checkbox then save the report by selecting “File” from the menu, 
then “Save.” Now that the report is saved you create the report output as a PDF file. 
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Generating the Pro PDF Report 

To print the report to a PDF file, generate the report as usual, then select “Print.” The screen 
below illustrates the settings that need to be entered: 

 
 
Select the “Print to File” checkbox, then select PDF File from the drop-down menu. You must 
also identify where you want the PDF file to be created. Select [OK] and the PDF file will be 
created. 
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Emailing Reports 

You can email any report from your AltaPoint program. You must have a valid email client 
(Microsoft Outlook, Mozilla Thunderbird, etc). set up on your computer to use this function. 
Simply preview the report to screen first, then select the [Email] button. You will see the 
following screen: 

 
Enter the email address of the recipient, or select from one of the icons at the end of the field, to 
lookup an email address in the program. Enter the subject and message for the email. When 
you select the [OK] button, a PDF named “AltaPointDocument.pdf” of your report is created 
and attached to an email that will appear in the default email client set up on your machine. You 
can send the message from your email program. Each time you email a new report, a new 
AltaPointDocument.pdf document is created that overwrites the previous document created 
from your last email. However, you can always look in your email program for a history of the 
documents you have sent. 
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Efaxing Reports 

You can efax any report from your AltaPoint program. To use this feature you will need to 
subscribe to an efax solution like eFax (www.efax.com).   
 
To efax a document, simply view the report to screen first, then select the [Efax] button. You will 
see the following screen: 

 
Enter the fax number in the Fax Number field.   

Fax Server 

In the Fax Server field enter the fax server location as given to you by your efax 
company. To use this feature you will need to subscribe to an efax solution like EFax 
(www.efax.com).   
 

Enter the subject and any message you would like to include, then select the [OK] button to 
send the faxed report. 
 
 

http://www.efax.com/
http://www.efax.com/
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Report Profiles 

In many of the reports available in your AltaPoint software the user is provided with a wide 
variety of options for selecting data ranges and other print options. To help manage these 
ranges for your most commonly used reports, you have the ability to save the report settings as 
a report profile. These profiles, containing all of the previously selected report criteria, can later 
be accessed for report printing and previewing by selecting the Profile button on the desired 
report. This feature has been added to virtually all standard reports, custom reports, statements 
and insurance claims. 
 
Selecting the Profile button from a report screen will cause the List Report Profiles form to be 
displayed. 

 

From the Report Profiles list, you can: 
 
• Select an existing profile – this will close the list form and set the report options to those 
previously saved to the selected profile. 
 
• Update an exiting profile – this will modify the report criteria of the highlighted profile to those 
of the current report options. 
 
• Create a New profile – this will allow you to enter a new profile code and description. This does 
not save the setting from the current report. Use the Update button (above) to save the current 
settings once the profile has been created. 
 
• Edit a Profile – modify the description of an existing report profile. 
 
• Delete – delete an existing report profile. 
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There are some special codes that can be used for date fields. 
 
The following date values have been reserved for special use when selecting a report profile: 

 
01/01/1001 First day of the current month (based on the AltaPoint system date) 
01/02/1001 AltaPoint system date 
01/03/1001 Last day of the current month 
01/04/1001 Thirty days prior to the AltaPoint system date. May be used as the balance- 

      forward date on statements. 
Enter these dates exactly as shown in any date field to achieve the desired result as defined 
above. 
 
Another powerful use of report profiles is that they allow you to chain reports together as a 
report group that can be printed as a single process. See the next section to learn more about 
Report Groups. 
 

Report Groups 

Being able to print a series of different reports as a single process can be a real time saver. 
Your AltaPoint software provides this powerful feature. The first step in printing a report group is 
to create a report profile for each report to be included in the new group. For more information 
on creating report profiles, see the previous section. Once you have created a report profile for 
each report of the group, select Print Report Group from the Reports menu. 
 
The List Report Groups form will be displayed: 

 

 
From the Report Groups list, select New to create a new report group. The Report Group form 
will be displayed: 
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Add Report 

Use the “Add Report...” button to add as many report profiles to this report group as 
needed. Once all of the desired report profiles have been selected, select OK to save 
the report group.  

Delete Report 

Use the “Delete Report” button to delete individual reports from the report group. 
 

To run a Report Group, select the Print Report Group option from the Reports menu and select 
either Print or Preview to produce the reports as a single print process. 
 
NOTE: Group reports that are previewed are displayed in separate preview windows which can 
be viewed independently once the report group is processed. 
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Report Filters 

Many of the reports in your AltaPoint software give you the ability to filter the data that you view 
in the resulting report. These filters allow you to limit the data included in the report based on 
the value of one or more fields. The use of data filters is optional. Furthermore, you have the 
option of changing these filters at the time you print the report. Generally, you will find the report 
filter options on a separate tab named Filters. A typical filters screen will look as illustrated 
below: 

  

To specify a data filter, enter the following information: 

File 

Enter the file name containing the data to be filtered. Select the drop-down control to 
view a list of files defined for this report. 

Field 

 Enter the field name for the data element to be filtered. Use the drop-down control to 
view a list of all fields defined for the file selected. 

Compare with 

Select the drop-down control to select the manner to evaluate the selected field. The 
options available are: 
 

● Equal to 

● Not equal to 
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● Greater than 

● Less than 

● Contains 

Value 

Enter the value to be used to evaluate the selected field. 
 
For example, if you wanted this report to only include patients with a balance greater or equal to 
$100, you would use the following filter: 
 
 File Field  Compare with Value 
 
 Patient Patient      Balance                             Greater Than 99.99 
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Day Sheet 

The day sheet provides a detailed transaction journal and practice analysis for a specific date. 
Access the day sheet by selecting Day Sheet from the Reports menu. The Day Sheet form will 
display. 

 

You can limit the scope of the report by selecting a From and To range for many important 
informational categories. Many of these category ranges are found on the main screen, 
however, you will find many other important ranges on the Additional Ranges tab. 
 
NOTE: 
You can choose to leave the range fields blank. Leaving these fields blank will include all data 
for the range of dates specified.   
 
The Day Sheet gives you three distinct reports for a specific date: a transaction detail report, a 
charge summary report, and a payment summary report. 
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Day Sheet Locking 

When you print a Day Sheet you will see the following dialog box: 

 
 
Selecting [Yes] to this question means that you are locking the items on this Day Sheet from 
being printed in the future (you can always print a transaction journal to review the same items). 
This is a method of “controlling” a continuous set of transactional records.  
 
You can disable these reminders if you would rather not lock your Day Sheets. In the Password 
settings section of the HIPAA menu you can turn this feature off by checking the “Modify After 
Printed on Day Sheet” check box. By default the system is designed to lock.   

 
Day Sheet locking can also be turned on or off using a check box on the Option tab of the 
Practice Information screen. 
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The Transaction Journal 

Use the transaction journal to see the detail of all charges and payments for the ranges you 
select. Access the transaction journal by selecting Transaction Journal from the Reports 
menu of the command window. The Print Transaction Journal form will display. 

 

You can limit the scope of the report by selecting a From and To range for many fields such as 
guarantors, patients, bills, transaction dates, and employees. These ranges all serve to “narrow 
the scope” of the report. You can customize the report further by selecting options from the 
Include field such as “All Transactions,” “Charges Only” or “Payments & Credits Only” from the 
“Include:” Box. You also have the ability to sort the details of the report in one of several ways. 
To view the sorting options, click on the drop-down arrow next to the Sort by: box. 
 
Select the List Archived Transactions Only checkbox to view only transaction detail that has 
been archived. 
 
NOTE: You can choose to leave the range fields blank. Leaving these fields blank will 
include all data for the range of dates specified.   
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Select the Additional Ranges tab to select additional transaction journal range options.   

 

NOTE: You can choose to leave the range fields blank. Leaving these fields blank will 
include all data for the range of dates specified.   
 
The following tab shows additional information on Report Options. 
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Select Insurance Companies 

Choose a range of insurance companies to be included in the transaction journal. 

All Insurance, Primary, Secondary, or Tertiary 

Select one of these options to show only transactions currently being billed to the primary, 
secondary or tertiary insurances. 

Subtotal by Provider 

Check this option to show subtotals by provider. 

Calculate Total Accounts Receivable 

Select this option to tally a total accounts receivable balance. 

Totals Only 

Select this option to show totals only without detailed information. 

Print Notes 

Select this option to show notes. Notes may include check reference numbers or additional 
information written into transaction notes. 

Print Diagnosis 

Select this option to print the diagnosis for each date of service. 
 
A sample transaction journal is shown on the following page. 
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Bank Deposit Form 

From your AltaPoint software you can print a daily deposit form that lists each check received 
during the day.  
 
You must first set up your payment billing codes to be included on the Deposit Sheet. For an 
item to appear on this report, you must place a check mark in the “Show on Deposit Sheet” 
check box on the Billing Options tab of the Billing Codes screen. This is illustrated below on a 
sample billing code: 

 

Once your check payment codes have been set up properly, you can print a deposit sheet for 
the day. To print the Bank Deposit Form, select the “Bank Deposit Sheet” option from the 
Reports menu. The following screen will display: 
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Enter the amount of cash you want to add to the deposit. If you are not adding a cash amount to 
the deposit place a 0 in the field or leave it blank. Enter your bank’s name and your account 
number in the fields provided if desired. Press the OK button and you will see the following 
screen.  

 

The Value field of the first line will always list today’s current date. You can select print to view 
today’s list of checks or you can modify field to another date to view a list of checks from that 
day.  
 
 
NOTE: 

You have the ability to modify the DEPOSIT report format in the Design Custom Forms 
area if you would like. 
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The Practice Analysis Report 

Use the practice analysis report to see your transaction activity summarized by billing code. The 
practice analysis report also provides a convenient source document for posting to an external 
general ledger system. Access the practice analysis report by selecting Practice Analysis from 
the Reports menu of the command window. The Print Practice Analysis form will display. 

 

You can limit the scope of the report by selecting a From and To range for guarantors, patients, 
bills, transaction dates and employees. Also note the List Archived Transactions Only checkbox. 
This option will enable users to view archived transactions with the report. 
 
NOTE: 
You can choose to leave the range fields blank. Leaving these fields blank will include all data 
for the range of dates specified. 
 

The Patient Ledger 

Use the patient ledger report to see the detail of all charges and payments for a specific patient 
or range of patients. Access the patient ledger report by selecting Patient Ledger from the 
Reports menu of the command window. The Print Patient Ledger form will display. 
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You can limit the scope of the report by selecting a From and To range for guarantors, patients, 
bills, transaction dates and employees. Leave these fields blank to include all data. You can 
also select a different Report Form, other than LEDGER if you would like (we recommend using 
the LEDGER format). Select between No Subtotals, Subtotal by Patient and Subtotal by Bill 
Number. You can have the report show Ledger and Patient Aging or Ledger or Aging only. You 
can also choose whether to age the ledger by Bill Date or by Service Date. Select the 
checkboxes at the right to customize the report further. Note the List Archived Transactions 
Only button to display paid archived transactions. 
 

Patient Aging Report 

Print the Patient Aging Report to see which patients owe the practice money and to determine 
how delinquent their accounts are. Select Patient Aging from the Reports menu. The following 
screen will appear: 

 

The AGING1 report is the default patient aging report. You can modify it if you would like. Enter 
the “Effective Date” from which the aging should be calculated. You can enter a minimum 
balance that would exclude accounts with balances less than this amount. Then select between 
Bill Date and Service Date to tell the system which dates to use when calculating the patient 
account aging.   
 
Check the “Aging Tied to Accept Assignment” box if you want to exclude insurance claims as 
part of the patient portion that you have “Accepted Assignment” for to appear on the report. If 
this box is left unchecked, the report will contain an aging for the entire patient account. To see 
whether or not you have accepted assignment on a particular claim, look at that bill through the 
Transaction Entry screen, then select the Billing button at the bottom of the screen. Select the 
Primary, Secondary or Tertiary Insurance tab, (depending on which claim you are interested in), 
look at the “Accept Assignment” checkbox to see if it has been checked or not. If the box has 
been checked, this claim will not appear as part of the patient aging report when the “Aging Tied 
to Accept Assignment” box is selected as a report option. 
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You can also use the Ranges to Print tab to narrow the scope of your report. 
 
NOTE: 
You can choose to leave the range fields blank. Leaving these fields blank will include all data 
for the range of dates specified.   
 
Select Print or Preview to begin generating the report. The report may take a couple of minutes 
to compute, depending upon the size of your data.  
 

Insurance Aging Report 

Print the Insurance Aging Report to see which Insurance Claims are pending and to determine 
how long they have been outstanding. Select Insurance Aging from the Reports menu. The 
following screen will appear: 

 

You can run the Insurance aging report for all pending insurance claims, or you can choose 
between primary, secondary or tertiary insurance claims only.   
 
The AGING2 report is the default insurance aging report. You can modify it if you would like. 
Enter the “Effective Date” from which the aging should be calculated. You can enter a minimum 
balance that would exclude accounts with balances less than this amount. Then select between 
Bill Date and Service Date to tell the system which dates to use when calculating the patient 
account aging.   
 
Check the “Aging Tied to Accept Assignment” box if you want only those claims that you have 
“Accepted Assignment” for to appear on the report. If this box is left unchecked, the report will 
contain an aging for every outstanding claim. To see whether or not you have checked accepted 
assignment on a particular claim, look at that bill through the Transaction Entry screen, then 
select the Billing button at the bottom of the screen. Select the Primary, Secondary or Tertiary 
Insurance tab, (depending on which claim you are interested in), look at the “Accept 
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Assignment” checkbox to see if it has been checked or not. If the box has been checked, this 
claim will appear in the insurance aging report when the “Aging Tied to Accept Assignment” box 
is selected as a report option. 
 
You can also use the Ranges to Print tab to narrow the scope of your report. 
 
NOTE: 
You can choose to leave the range fields blank. Leaving these fields blank will include all data 
for the range of dates specified.   
 
Select Print or Preview to begin generating the report. The report may take a couple of minutes 
to compute, depending upon the size of your data.  
 
A sample Insurance Aging report might appear as shown below: 
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Insurance Payment Analysis Reports 

The Insurance Payment Analysis Report is designed to give your practice information about the 
insurance payments being made for your procedures. This management report can help you 
identify reimbursement amounts and averages for each procedure. Pay special attention to the 
notes at the end of this section. They will help you run the report successfully. 
 
To run this report, select Insurance Payment Analysis from the Reports menu. The following 
screen will appear: 

 
 
The IPAP, IPAS & IPAT reports are designed to give reports based on the primary, secondary & 
tertiary insurances, respectively. You can utilize the ranges of this page to tailor your report for 
the information you want. For example, you may choose to run the report for only 1 insurance 
company to see how well they reimburse. To do this, you would enter the insurance company’s 
code in both ranges that ask for the Insurance Companies Code. This would generate a report 
for only that specific insurance company. 
 
You can run this report without entering any information in the ranges. If you do this, the report 
will be generated for all records in the system. 
 
 
NOTES:   
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Items will only show up in this list if the bill has been marked paid by insurance 
and you have applied payments directly to the line item (line item payments) and 
not to the overall bill.   
 
If the primary insurance has been paid on a bill but the secondary insurer has yet to pay, 
the bill will not be included in this analysis. 
 
Also, it is possible to get results on this report that seem to be in error. However, in most 
of these cases, it is because you have used fractional units when billing out services or 
products. When fractional units are used, the Average Charge and Average Payment 
take into account the fractional units and can skew the results. 
 
To learn more about line item payments see the Patient Billing section of this manual. 
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Audit Log 

AltaPoint contains an audit log accessible from the Reports menu. You can choose to print the 
legacy audit log report or view a sortable audit log. 

Audit Log Report 

The Audit Log Report will give you a listing of transactions that have been edited or deleted 
since the time they were originally created. The report will also identify who modified the record 
and when. Added, edited, and deleted appointments will also be recorded. 
 
To run this report, select Audit Log from the Reports menu. The following screen will appear: 

 
You can Print or Preview the report. A sample Audit Log Report is shown below. 
 
 
NOTE: 

The AUDIT report is a customizable report that you can modify if you wish. Also, you 
may want to add some filters to this report that allow you to check an audit log for a 
range of dates or for a specific employee. To review how to use the report filters, see the 
Custom Report section of this manual. 

 
 
NOTE: 

This feature works in conjunction with the Password feature. In order to track an 
employee’s modified records you must check the Employee Audit Trail checkbox in 
his/her password settings. You must also give the employee the password clearance to 
edit and/or delete transactions. 
 
To change these settings, select “System Security and Passwords” from the file menu. 
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For more information on Passwords see the “Passwords” section in this manual. 
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Sortable Audit Log 

View the sortable audit log from the Reports -> Audit Log -> Sortable View. Enter or look up the 
patient for whom you would like to see an audit record. 

 
Once the patient is identified select the [OK] button to view the audit information. A sample Audit 
Log is shown below: 

  
  
Each column can be sorted by clicking on the heading of the column you would like to sort. 
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SQL Queries 

SQL Queries are a powerful way to view and export your data. The database AltaPoint uses 
allows you to use a subset of the SQL language. You will not be able to modify or delete your 
data using an SQL query through this view. To access this feature, select Reports, SQL 
Queries. You will see the following screen: 

 
You can run simple queries which will allow you to view all the data in a data table. For 
example, to see all the information in the Patient table you would type the following in the white 
box at the top of the SQL Query screen: “select * from patient”. Then you would press the 
[Execute Query] button. You would get a result similar to the following: 
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You can save the text of your SQL query command by selecting the [Save Query] button. 
Likewise, you can open a previously saved query by selecting the [Open Query] button. These 
files should be saved as text (.txt) files. 
 
There are many books and Internet resources available that teach SQL which you may find 
helpful. 
 
NOTE:  A list of all data tables is listed at the end of this manual. 
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Inventory Item List 

The inventory item list allows you to print a report containing all of your practice billing codes. 
Access this report by selecting Inventory, Item List from the Reports menu of the command 
window. 

 

You can limit the scope of the report by selecting a From and To range for billing codes. You 
can also select between 'All Billing Codes' or 'Inventory Items Only' to print.   
 

Inventory Reorder Report 

The inventory reorder report shows you all products that are below the desired stocking level. 
Access this report by selecting Inventory, Reorder Report from the Reports menu of the 
command window. 

 

You can limit the scope of the report by selecting a From and To range for billing codes. 
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Inventory Cost of Goods Sold 

The inventory cost of goods sold report reflects the cost associated with selling each product in 
the practice. Access this report by selecting Inventory, Cost of Goods Sold from the Reports 
menu of the command window. 

 

NOTE: 
When calculating the cost of each inventory item, the system uses the Standard Cost on 
the billing code. 

 
You can limit the scope of the report by selecting a From and To range for guarantors, patients, 
bills, employees, and transaction dates. Leave these fields blank to include all data. 
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Patient Labels using Avery Labels Styles 

Your AltaPoint software comes with several common Avery label styles from which to print 
Patient Labels. To print to these labels select Reports -> Print Pro Reports. Select the Avery 
label style then select the [OK] button. On the following screen you can select the Avery label 
style and any specific ranges of patients, providers, etc. you would like labels printed for, then 
select the [OK} button. 

 
Select the range of patients, then select [Print] or [Preview]. A sample preview of Avery style 
5160 labels is shown below: 

 
 
NOTE: 

These reports can be copied and modified to create Pro Reports that create labels for 
Employees, or other addresses. See the section regarding the Pro Report writer “Report 
Builder” later in this documentation.  
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Custom Pro Reports (Using Report Builder) 
The custom report writer Report Builder is a powerful, yet advanced tool. Report Builder is for 
advanced users who:  
 

● know SQL 

● know AltaPoint data structures 

● are familiar with advanced report writing concepts 
 
 
To create a new AltaPoint Pro style report using Report Builder, select Reports -> Design 
Custom Reports, then select the [New] button. Enter the Report Code and Description then 
select “Pro Report” as the Report Type. The screen will look like the one below: 
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Once completed, select the [OK] button. The following screen will appear: 

 
Next you will need to select the tables that contain the data you want to display on your report. 
Click on the [Insert Table] button to view a list of available tables. Select the first table, then 
continue adding additional tables as needed by selecting the [Insert Table] button for each new 
table needed for your report. Then select the [Generate SQL Query] button to have the report 
writer create the information it needs (you can also modify the SQL for your purposes). Next, 
select the [Design Report Detail] button to go to the Visual portion of the Report Builder report 
writer. The screen will look similar to the one below: 
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This is where you can design the report in the layout you desire.   
 
*NOTE:  

You need to identify the data file that is the lowest level of detail for your report in the 
“Data Pipeline” field on the left hand side of the screen. You must populate this field. 

 
 
To learn more about using Report Builder, review the “LearnReportBuilder.pdf” documentation 
included in your AltaPoint installation or also available for download at: 
http://www.altapoint.com/downloads/LearnReportBuilder.pdf 
 

Custom Reports (AltaPoint Legacy Reports) 
 

Column-Style Reports 
Custom reports can be designed as column-style or form-style reports. Column-style reports are 
used to format data in rows and columns on the page. To create a column-style report, select 
Design Custom Report from the Reports menu of the command window. The Custom Reports 
lookup form will display. 
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The Custom Reports lookup form lists all of the custom reports created by you. To edit an 
existing report, press the Edit Format button. Pressing the Report Detail button takes you to the 
same screen as the Edit Format button for Column Style Reports. The Report Detail button will 
show a different screen if accessed from any report other than a column-style report. The 
Report Detail button will be discussed later in this manual. 
 
To create a new report, select the New button. The form on the next page will display. 
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Report Code 

 Enter up to 20 characters to uniquely identify the report. 

Description 

 Enter up to 40 characters to describe the report being created. 

Report Type 

 Check the Column Style option to create a report with data organized in rows and 
columns. 

 
When you have completed this form, select OK. The Design Column Report form shown on the 
following page will display: 

 

Selecting Files 

The first task in creating a custom report is to select the data files you would like to include. You 
can build simple reports using just one file or more complex "relational" reports using several 
data files. AltaPoint's custom report writer is said to be a "relational" report writer because it 
gives you the ability to create reports using multiple files and to define the rules as to how each 
file "relates" to other files in the report. 

Primary File 

 Select the file that contains the main or "lowest detail" data for the report. Selecting the 
drop-down control provides a list of all data files to choose from. 

Index 

 Most data files are indexed based on a key field (such as Patient Code, or Billing 
Number). Because many of the data files have more than one index, this field is 
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provided to give you a choice of how you would like the primary data sorted on the 
report. 

 
Select this drop-down control to display the available indexes for the primary file 
selected above. 

Related Files 

If you are creating a simple report using only one file, you do not need to enter any related file 
information and can proceed to the next topic in this section titled Columns Properties. 
 
To add another file to the report, you must be able to create a logical link between the new file 
(child file) and a file already defined in the report (parent file). To create a link or "relation" 
between the two files, the files must contain a common data element or field (i.e. Billing 
Number). In addition, the "child" file must be indexed on the common field. See Appendix A for 
the format of each data file and the key fields available. 

File 1-5 (Child Files) 

 Enter the name of the "child" file you wish to add to the report. 

Key Field (Child Key) 

 Enter the field name from the "child" file that can be related to a like field in the "parent" 
file. Select the drop down control to view a list of fields in the "child" file. Remember that 
the "child" file must be indexed on this common field. See Appendix A for the format of 
each data file and the key fields available. 

Related to File (Parent File) 

 Specify the "parent" file to which you would like the new "child" file linked. 
 
  File 1 can be related only to the Primary File. 
  File 2 can be related to the Primary File or File 1. 
  File 3 can be related to the Primary File or Files 1 or 2. 
  File 4 can be related to the Primary File or Files 1 - 3.  
  File 5 can be related to the Primary File or Files 1 - 4. 

Related Key Field 

Enter the field name from the "parent" file that corresponds to the Key field of the "child" 
file. Select the drop-down control to view a list of all data fields in the related file. 
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Column Properties 

Once you have selected the files to include in your report, select the Column Properties tab on 
the Design Custom Report form. 

 

Select the Add button to add a new column to the report. A column with the caption of 
"undefined" will appear in the Report Columns window. Enter the following information to define 
the report column: 

File 

Enter the file name containing the data for this column. Select the drop-down control to 
view a list of files defined for this report. 

Field 

 Enter the field name for the data element to be printed in this column. Use the drop-
down control to view a list of all fields defined for the file selected. 

Alignment 

 Select whether the data should be left justified, centered, or right justified within the 
column margins. 

Font 

 Use the lookup button to the right of this field to select the name, size, and style of the 
font to use for this column. You may leave this field blank to use a default font. 

Column 

 Once you have defined more than one column, you can use this field to change the 
order of this column in the report. 
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Width 

 Specify the width of this column in inches. 

Subtotal this column on a change in column: 

 For columns containing numeric data, you can have the report subtotal the column when 
the data in another column changes (or at the end of the report). To do this, specify the 
column that contains the data that must change in order for a subtotal to print.   

 
If this option is selected for a non-numeric column, the system will print a subtotal count 
of records printed. 

Grand total 

 For columns containing numeric data, specify if you would like to have a grand total 
printed at the end of the report for the column. 

 
If this option is selected for a non-numeric column, the system will print a count of all 
records printed. 

 
Once you have defined each column on the report, select the Column Titles tab on the Design  
Custom Report form. 

 

Column Titles 

Enter column titles for your report by: 1) highlighting the desired column in the Report Columns 
section on the left-hand part of the screen; and 2) entering the desired heading information in 
the Column Titles section on the right-hand part of the screen. 
 
Enter the following information for each column: 
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Column Title 1,2 and 3 

 You can enter up to three lines of description for each column. 
 

Note:   You can enter \- (backward slash, hyphen) to have a line drawn across the 
column. You may wish to enter \- as the Column Title 3 to underscore the column 
title. 

Font 

 Use the lookup button to the right of this field to select the name, size, and style of the 
font to use for this column's titles. You may leave this field blank to use a default font.  

Alignment 

 Select whether the column title should be left justified, centered, or right justified within 
the column margins. 

 
Once you have defined the column titles for the report, select the Titles tab on the Design 
Custom Report form. 
 

Report Titles 

 

You can have up to 6 lines of title information to print at the top of your report. Enter the 
information shown on the following page to define a report heading. 

Heading 1 - 6 

 Enter the text you would like to print for each heading line. This may include your 
Practice name or a description of the report. 
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Note: Entering the text [page] (with brackets) will cause the current page number to 

print on the line selected. Entering the text [date] will cause the current date to 
print on the line selected. 

Font 

 Use the lookup button to the right of this field to select the name, size, and style of the 
font to use for this heading line. You may leave this field blank to use a default font.  

Alignment 

Select whether the heading line should be left justified, centered, or right justified within 
the report margins. 

 
Once you have defined your Report Headings, select the Margins tab on the Design Custom 
Report form.  
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Report Margins 

 

Specify your report margins in inches. For example, enter 1.25 for one and one quarter inches. 
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Filters 

 

A filter allows you to limit the data included in the report based on the value of one or more 
fields. The use of data filters is optional. Furthermore, you have the option of changing these 
filters at the time you print the report. To specify a data filter, enter the following information: 

File 

Enter the file name containing the data to be filtered. Select the drop-down control to 
view a list of files defined for this report. 

Field 

 Enter the field name for the data element to be filtered. Use the drop-down control to 
view a list of all fields defined for the file selected. 

Compare with 

Select the drop-down control to select the manner to evaluate the selected field. The 
options available are: 
 

● Equal to 

● Not equal to 

● Greater than 

● Less than 

● Contains 

Value 

Enter the value to be used to evaluate the selected field. 
 
For example, if you wanted this report to only include patients with a balance greater or equal to 
$100, you would use the following filter: 
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 File Field Compare with Value 
 
 Patient BALANCE Greater Than 99.99 
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Sorting 

 

The sorting tab allows you to sort the results of your report. You have up to five sub-sorts that 
you can assign beginning with Field #1. First the report will alphanumerically sort by the field 
identified in #1. If there is more than one record that is identical in field #1, it will sub-sort those 
records using the field identified in #2, and so on.   
 
Note: The fields that are available for sorting are only those fields of the Primary File as defined 
by you on the Files tab.  
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Form and Label Style Reports 
Custom reports can be designed as column-style or form-style reports. To create a form-style 
report, select Design Custom Report from the Reports menu of the command window. The 
Custom Reports lookup form will display. 

 
The Custom Reports lookup form lists all of the custom reports created by you. To create a new 
report, select the New button. The following form will display. 

 

Report Code 

 Enter up to 20 characters to uniquely identify the report. 

Descriptions 

 Enter up to 40 characters to describe the report being created. 

Report Type 

 Check the Form/Label Style option for forms and labels. Check the Patient Statement 
option for statements and bills or check the Insurance option for insurance claims. 

 
For this report, select the Form/Label Style option. When you have completed this form, select 
OK. The Design Custom Form window shown on the following page will display. 
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Selecting Files 

The first screen you will be met with is the Form Designer screen.  

 

Press F9 on the keyboard to toggle between this screen and the File Selection screen. You will 
see the following screen: 

 

 
The first task in creating a custom report is to select the data files you would like to include. You 
can build simple reports using just one file or more complex "relational" reports using several 
data files. AltaPoint's custom report writer is said to be a "relational" report writer because it 
gives you the ability to create reports using multiple files and to define the rules as to how each 
file "relates" to other files in the report. 
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Primary File 

 Select the file that contains the main or "lowest detail" data for the report. Selecting the 
drop-down control provides a list of all data files to choose from. 

Index 

 Most data files are indexed based on a key field (such as Patient Code, or Billing 
Number). Because many of the data files have more than one index, this field is 
provided to give you to choice of how you would like the primary data sorted on the 
report. 

 
Select this drop-down control to display the available indexes for the primary file 
selected above. 

Related Files 

If you are creating a simple report using only one file, you do not need to enter any related file 
information and can proceed to the next topic in this section titled Line Detail. 
 
To add another file to the report, you must be able to create a logical link between the new file 
(child file) and a file already defined in the report (parent file). To create a link or "relation" 
between the two files, the files must contain a common data element or field (i.e. Billing 
Number). In addition, the "child" file must be indexed on the common field. See Appendix A for 
the format of each data file and the key fields available. 

File 1-5 (Child Files) 

 Enter the name of the "child" file you wish to add to the report. 

Key Field (Child Key) 

 Enter the field name from the "child" file that can be related to a like field in the "parent" 
file. Select the drop down control to view a list of fields in the "child" file. Remember that 
the "child" file must be indexed on this common field. See Appendix A for the format 
of each data file and the key fields available. 

Related to File (Parent File) 

 Specify the "parent" file to which you would like the new "child" file linked. 
 
  File 1 can be related only to the Primary File. 
  File 2 can be related to the Primary File or File 1. 
  File 3 can be related to the Primary File or Files 1 or 2. 
  File 4 can be related to the Primary File or Files 1 - 3.  
  File 5 can be related to the Primary File or Files 1 - 4. 

Related Key Field 

Enter the field name from the "parent" file that corresponds to the Key field of the "child" 
file. Select the drop-down control to view a list of all data fields in the related file. 
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Line Detail 

Once you have selected the files to include in your report, select the Line Detail tab on the 
Design Custom Form window. 

 

The Line detail tab is where you input the form margins, fonts, text, and data elements to print 
on the form. 

Selecting Margins 

Margins are specified as follows: 
 

[MARGIN] 
Top = .5 
Bottom = .5 
Left = 1 
Right = 1 
[END MARGIN] 

 
The above text between [MARGIN] and [END MARGIN] constitutes a report "section." Margins 
are entered as inches. Here we have selected 1/2-inch margins for the top and bottom of the 
page. We have selected 1-inch left and right margins. 

Selecting Fonts 

In the fonts section you specify all of the Windows fonts that you will use in the form. 
 
Fonts are entered in the format of: 
 

Font N = Font Name, Point Size, Style 
 
For example: 
 

[FONTS] 
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Font 1 = Arial, 10, Normal 
Font 2 = Times Roman, 10, Bold 
Font 3 = Times Roman, 12, Bold + Italic + Underline 
[END FONTS] 

 

Entering Text and Data Fields 

The form detail section is used to enter any data fields (as well as free-form text). The form 
detail section is defined as: 
 

[FORM DETAIL] 
. 
. 
. 
[END FORM DETAIL] 

 
Within the Form Detail section, data fields are entered in the following format: 
 
[File Name:Field Name, Column Position, Row Position, Width, Justification]  
 

File Name Designates a file previously defined on the Files tab. 
 
Note: The File Name parameter may be omitted if the desired file is 
the primary file. 

 
Field Name Enter the field name from the file selected above.  See Appendix A for 

a list of available field names for the file selected. 
 
 Note: To format simple text such as a field caption, you can enter the 

text inside of double quotes (i.e. "Patient ID") instead of entering a File 
Number and Field Name. 

 
Column Position Enter the column position in inches from the left margin for the field. If 

this parameter is omitted, the field will print next to the previous text 
printed on the line. 

 
Row Position Enter the row position (vertical) in inches from the top margin for the 

field. If this parameter is omitted, the field will print on the same line as 
the text in the previous command.   
 

Width Enter the width in inches for the field. This parameter is optional and 
may be used to truncate (shorted) text to fit into a space on the report. 
You can also use the width parameter in conjunction with the 
Justification parameter (below) to justify the field within a desired 
width. 

 
Justification This parameter is optional and may be used to justify the field using 

the width parameter above. Enter: 
 
  Left = Left Justify     

Center = Center Text     
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Right = Right Justify 
 
Semi-Colon (;) The semi-colon indicates a line return. The use of semi-colons can 

take the place of entering row positions for each data field and is 
optional. (See the examples on the following pages to see that the 
row position has been omitted on most fields.)  

 
Example: 
 
 [Patient:PatientName, 0, 1.5, 3, Left, Font 1]; 
 
Use double quotes to specify plain text instead of a data field: 
 
 ["Statement of Account", 0,, 7, Center, Font 3]; 
 
You can combine fields with other fields and text by using the '+' symbol: 
 
 [Patient:City + ", " + Patient:State + "  " + Patient:Zip, 0,, 6.5, Left, Font 1]; 
 
You can also use the following special commands: 
 
 \- Draw a single line across the width of the field. 
 \= Draw double lines across the width of the field 
 [Page] The current page number. 

; Use the semi-colon to indicate the end of a line. 
[End Page]  Start a new page.  

 
 
The fields you can print depend on the file selected. The files you can access depend on the 
section in which they are defined. For a list of fields for each file, see Appendix A in this manual. 
 
Two special sections are used for mailing labels. The are: 
 

[LABEL SHEET] 
Width = (the width in inches of the sheet of labels, i.e. 8.5 for 8 and 1/2 inches) 
Height = (the height in inches of the sheet of labels, i.e. 8.5 for 8 and 1/2 inches) 
Labels Across = (the number columns of labels across the sheet) 
Labels Down = (the number of rows of labels down the sheet) 
[END LABEL SHEET] 

 
[LABEL MARGINS] 
Top = (the top margin in inches to use for each individual label printed, i.e. .25 for 1/4 inch) 
Left = (the left margin in inches to use for each individual label printed, i.e. .25 for 1/4 inch) 
[END LABEL MARGINS] 

 
 
 
The following example shows a complete label format for patient labels. The labels are printed 
on a sheet with labels 3 across and 10 down. 
 

[MARGINS] 
Top = .5 
Bottom = .5 
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Left = .75 
Right = .75 
[END MARGINS] 
 
[LABEL SHEET] 
Width = 8.5 
Height = 11 
Labels Across = 3 
Labels Down = 10 
[END LABEL SHEET] 
 
[LABEL MARGINS] 
Top = .25 
Left = .25 
[END LABEL MARGINS] 
 
[FONTS] 
Font 1 = Arial, 10, Normal 
Font 2 = Arial, 10, Bold 
[END FONTS] 
 
[FORM DETAIL] 
[Patient:PatientName, 0,, 2.5, Left, Font 2]; 
[Patient:Address1 + " " + Patient:Address2, 0,, 2.5, Left, Font 1]; 
[Patient:City + ", " + Patient:State + "  " + Patient:Zip, 0,, 2.5, Left, Font 1]; 
[END FORM DETAIL] 
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Filters 

 

A filter allows you to limit the data included in the report based on the value of one or more 
fields. The use of data filters is optional. Furthermore, you have the option of changing these 
filters at the time you print the report. To specify a data filter, enter the following information: 

File 

Enter the file name containing the data to be filtered. Select the drop-down control to 
view a list of files defined for this report. 

Field 

 Enter the field name for the data element to be filtered. Use the drop-down control to 
view a list of all fields defined for the file selected. 

Compare with 

Select the drop-down control to select the manner to evaluate the selected field. The 
options available are: 
 

● Equal to 

● Not equal to 

● Greater than 

● Less than 

● Contains 

Value 

Enter the value to be used to evaluate the selected field. 
 
For example, if you wanted to print labels for those patients in the city of Midvale, you would use 
the following filter: 
 
 File Field Compare with Value   
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 Patient CITY Equal to Midvale 
 

Statement, Insurance Forms, Ledgers and Aging 
Formats 
 
When you create a Statement, Insurance Form, Ledger or Aging report, the screen is different 
than the other formats. The screen is basically a blank text editor rather than the more 
structured screens of the other reports. The screen appears indicated below: 
 
NOTE:  The best way to learn how to work with the report types in this section is to look at how 
we have created various reports. The MEDCLAIM, STATEMENT and LEDGER reports are 
particularly helpful to review. 

 

Within the Statement, Insurance Forms, Ledgers, and Aging Formats section, data fields are 
entered in the same manner as identified above for Form Style reports. However, when drawing 
a box or defining the size of an image the fields are entered in the following format:   
 
[File Name:Field Name, Horizontal Start Position, Vertical Start Position, Field Width, 
Field Depth, Line Weight, Print Color, Display Color]  
 

File Name Designates the file from which you will you will “grab” a field from. 
 

Field Name Enter the field name from the file selected above.  
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 Note: To format simple text such as a field caption, you can enter the 
text inside of double quotes (i.e. "Patient ID") instead of entering a File 
Number and Field Name. 

 
Horizontal Enter the column position in inches from the left margin for the field. 
Start Position  If this parameter is omitted, the field will print next to the previous text 

printed on the line. 
 
Vertical Enter the row position (vertical) in inches from the top margin for the  
Start Position      field. If this parameter is omitted, the field will print on the same line as 
   the text in the previous command.   

 
Field Width Enter the width in inches for the field. This parameter is optional and 

may be used to truncate (shortened) text to fit into a space on the 
report. You can also use the width parameter in conjunction with the 
Justification parameter (below) to justify the field within a desired 
width. 

 
Field Depth Enter the vertical depth in inches for the field. This parameter is 

optional. This field is particularly useful in drawing boxes on a form or 
defining the size of an image. See the “MEDCLAIM” form for an 
example of how this field is used for drawing boxes. 

 
Line Weight This parameter dictates how heavy of a line will be drawn. The 

number 1 is a thin line, the number 4 is a significantly thicker line. This 
parameter is most useful in drawing boxes.  

 
Print Color This parameter dictates the color the field will use when the report is 

printed.  
 
Display Color This parameter dictates the color the field will use when the report is 

previewed to the screen.  
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Semi-Colon (;) The semi-colon indicates a line return. The use of semi-colons can 
take the place of entering row positions for each data field and is 
optional. (See the examples on the following pages to see that the 
row position has been omitted on most fields.)  

Example: 
 

[{Box,3.5,1.5,0.75,3,1,Black,Silver}] 
 
Use double quotes to specify plain text instead of a data field: 
 
 ["Statement of Account", 0,, 7, Center, Font 3]; 
 
You can combine fields with other fields and text by using the '+' symbol: 
 
 [Patient:City + ", " + Patient:State + "  " + Patient:Zip, 0,, 6.5, Left, Font 1]; 
 
You can also use the following special commands: 
 
 [Page] The current page number. 

; Use the semi-colon to indicate the end of a line. 
[End Page]  Start a new page.  

 

Special Sections for Custom Statements and Bills 

Because of the special processing needs of patient statements, ledgers and bills, the following 
additional sections are provided for these types of custom forms. These sections are identified 
in brackets below [ ]. We have also identified where and in what circumstance they can be used. 
 

NOTE:  The best way to see how these sections are used is to look at how the 
STATEMENT and LEDGER reports have been designed in the program. The 
STATEMENT report is listed later in this section for your review. 

 

Statements, Ledgers, and Aging – Always  
 [First Page Title] 
 [Page Title] 
 [Client Headings] 
 [Headings] 
 
Statements only - if Balance Forward Format is checked. 
 [Balance Forward] 
 
Statements, Ledgers and Aging – if Patient Aging is other than “Show Aging Only” 
 [Bill Detail] 
 
Statements only – if Subtotal by Patient is selected. 
 [Subtotal Heading] 
 [Patient Subtotal] 
 
Statements only – if Subtotal by Bill No. is selected. 
 [Subtotal Heading] 
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 [Bill Subtotal] 
 
Statements only – if “Summarize Patient Payments” is selected. 
 [Payment Detail] 
 [Subtotal Heading] 
 [Patient Payment Totals] 
 
Statements only – if  “Summarize Insurance Payments” is selected. 
 [Payment Detail] 
 [Subtotal Heading] 
 [Insurance Payment Totals] 
 
Statements only – if “Show Patient/Insurance Responsibility” is selected. 
 [Insurance Responsibility] 
 [Insurance Paid] (only if insurance has paid on all claims on the statement) 
 
Ledger and Aging only – if Aging is “Show Ledger and Aging” or “Show Aging Only” 
 [Aging Total] 
 
Ledger and Aging only – if Aging is “Show Ledger Only” 
 [Ledger Total] 
 
Statements only – Always 
 [Statement Total] 
 
Statements only – “Show Patient/Insurance Responsibility” 
 [Insurance Responsibility] 
 [Insurance Paid] 
Statements only – if "Show Future Appointments” is selected. 
 [Appointment Heading] 
 [Appointment Detail] 
 
Ledger and Aging 
 [Report Totals] 

 
 

With these special report sections, there are some special fields defined for printing totals and 
other information. These fields are entered by typing the special field name in the following 
format: 
 {FIELDNAME} 
 
For example, the special field {Balance} is used to print the total patient balance on the invoice 
or statement being printed. 
 

Special Fields for Statements, Insurance Claims and Ledgers 

 
The following provides a detailed list of the data files, and special fields available for each of 
these special sections. 
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FIELD *USE DESCRIPTON 

{Today}   S/L/F/I Enters the current date in the report. 

{Box} S/L/F/I Draws a rectangular box on the form.  

{Charges} S/L/I Enters the total amount of charges for a bill/statement. 

{Payments} S/L/I Enters the total amount of payments for a bill/statement. 

{Balance} S/L/I Returns the balance for a bill/statement. 

{Image} S/L/I Command to insert an image on a page. Notice that you 
identify the image name as well as the position on the page. 

{Page} S/L/F Enters the page number of the report. (This will automatically 
increase sequentially.) 

{Balance 
Forward} 

S Returns the Balance Forward amount based on the dates 
supplied by the user. 

{PaymentDate} S/L Returns the date of payment. Used in conjunction with the 
Summarize Patient and Insurance check boxes. 

{PaymentDesc} S/L Returns the description of the payment code. Used in 
conjunction with the Summarize Patient and Insurance check 
boxes. 

{PaymentAmount
} 

S/L Returns the payment amount. Used in conjunction with the 
Summarize Patient and Insurance check boxes. 

{BillBalance} S/L This will yield a bill balance for each bill when the user selects 
the “Subtotals: Subtotal by Bill No.” on statements and ledgers. 

{PatientBalance} S/L This will yield a patient balance for each patient when the user 
selects the “Subtotals: Subtotal by Patient” on statements and 
ledgers. 

{TotalPatientPay
ments} 

S/L This will show a total for all payments that are of the type 
“Patient Payment” for the statement when the “Summarize 
Patient Payments” Check box is checked. 

{TotalInsuranceP
ayments} 

S/L This will show a total for all payments that are of the type 
“Insurance Payment” for the statement when the “Summarize 
Insurance Payments” Check box is checked. 

{InsuranceRespo
nsibility} 

S/L This command will return the calculated insurance portion of 
the bill/statement when the Show Patient/Insurance 
Responsibility” checkbox is checked. (Should be used in 
conjunction with the {PatientResponsibility} command.) 

{PatientResponsi
bility} 

S/L This command will return the calculated patient portion of the 
bill/statement when the Show Patient/Insurance Responsibility” 
checkbox is checked. (Should be used in conjunction with the 
{InsuranceResponsibility} command.) 

{Aging 1} S/L This command returns the calculated aging total for period #1 
(using 30 day increments for periods). This command 
corresponds to the Current charges. 

{Aging 2} S/L This command returns the calculated aging total for period #2 
(using 30 day increments for periods). This command 
corresponds to the charges that are greater than 30 days old. 

{Aging 3} S/L This command returns the calculated aging total for period #3 
(using 30 day increments for periods). This command 
corresponds to the charges that are greater than 60 days old. 
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{Aging 4} S/L This command returns the calculated aging total for period #4 
(using 30 day increments for periods). This command 
corresponds to the charges that are greater than 90 days old. 

{Aging 5} S/L This command returns the calculated aging total for period #5 
(using 30 day increments for periods). This command 
corresponds to the charges that are greater than 120 days old. 

{Dunning} S This command returns the dunning message in the Practice 
Information file. It will use the message that corresponds the 
oldest charges.  

{reporting 1} L This command returns the calculated aging total for the entire 
report (all patients in the report) for period #1 (using 30 day 
increments for periods). This command corresponds to the 
Current charges. 

{ReportAging 2} L This command returns the calculated aging total for the entire 
report (all patients in the report) for period #2 (using 30 day 
increments for periods). This command corresponds to the 
charges that are greater than 30 days old. 

{ReportAging 3} L This command returns the calculated aging total for the entire 
report (all patients in the report) for period #3 (using 30 day 
increments for periods). This command corresponds to the 
charges that are greater than 60 days old. 

{ReportAging 4} L This command returns the calculated aging total for the entire 
report (all patients in the report) for period #3 (using 30 day 
increments for periods). This command corresponds to the 
charges that are greater than 90 days old. 

{ReportAging 5} L This command returns the calculated aging total for the entire 
report (all patients in the report) for period #5 (using 30 day 
increments for periods). This command corresponds to the 
charges that are greater than 120 days old. 

{ReportBalance} L This command returns the calculated balance for the entire 
report (all patients in the report).  

{ClientAging 1} L This command totals the aging by Client (Guarantor). If there 
are two or more patients linked to the same guarantor, this field 
will total the aging for all linked parties into one aging figure. 
This command corresponds to the Current charges. 

{ClientAging 2} L This command totals the aging by Client (Guarantor). If there 
are two or more patients linked to the same guarantor, this field 
will total the aging for all linked parties into one aging figure. 
This command corresponds to the charges that are greater 
than 30 days old. 

{ClientAging 3} L This command totals the aging by Client (Guarantor). If there 
are two or more patients linked to the same guarantor, this field 
will total the aging for all linked parties into one aging figure. 
This command corresponds to the charges that are greater 
than 60 days old. 

{ClientAging 4} L This command totals the aging by Client (Guarantor). If there 
are two or more patients linked to the same guarantor, this field 
will total the aging for all linked parties into one aging figure. 
This command corresponds to the charges that are greater 
than 90 days old. 
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{ClientAging 5} L This command totals the aging by Client (Guarantor). If there 
are two or more patients linked to the same guarantor, this field 
will total the aging for all linked parties into one aging figure. 
This command corresponds to the charges that are greater 
than 120 days old. 

 
* The USE Column indicates which report type the feature can be used on. The Letters 
stand for:  

▪ S=Statement 

▪ L=Ledger 

▪ F=Form Style 

▪ I=Insurance Form 
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Using the Graphical Report Writer (AltaPoint Legacy 
Reports) 

Editing Form-Style Reports (Edit Format button) 

 
Your AltaPoint software has a graphical report writer that can be used when creating Letters, 
Labels, Insurance Claims, Statements, Ledgers, and other similar reports. This report writer will 
help you design and edit reports for your use. One of the easiest ways to learn about the report 
writer is to work with any of the form-style reports that have been pre-installed in your software. 
You may want to make a copy of an original report and modify the copy so that the original 
report does not become damaged. 

 
You can modify and view a rendered version of your Form Style report by selecting the Edit 
Format button from the Design Custom Reports option on the Reports menu. The example 
shown below is of the NEW PATIENT LETTER (LETTER1) that comes with your software. 
 
 

Editing Fields 

Notice the fields shown in gray. These are fields that can be selected then modified. You can 
click your right mouse button on any field to show a list of options for use in modifying the field. 
When you right-click on an existing field you will be shown the following screen: 

 

These options are discussed below. 
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Properties (“F5” shortcut key) 

The Properties option identifies all of the details of the selected field. The Properties 
screen appears as follows: 

 

Section field 

The Section field identifies which section the field appears in when viewed from 
the Form Detail View. These sections are defined previously in this manual. 

 
Data Field checkbox 

The Data Field checkbox, when checked, identifies this item as a data field. 
When it is left unchecked the item is treated as simple text. 

 
When this checkbox is checked the screen identifies the Data File and the Field 
Name that is being used for this item. (A list of Data Files and Field Names is 
provided later in this manual.) 

 
When this checkbox is left unchecked the screen displays the text without any 
field information. 

 
Position 

The Position box identifies the physical position of the selected item on the form 
or page. You can identify the Left and Top position as well as the length of the 
field in the boxes provided. Enter the number in inches for each setting. You 
can also enter the justification or position for the field (Left, Right or Center). 

 
Font 

The Font box allows you to define the font attributes for the selected item. Select 
the Name, Size, Style and Color for the item. 
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Show Form Detail (F9 shortcut key) 

While looking at the Form Designer screen, with an item selected, you can press the F9 
key on your keyboard or select the Show Form Detail option from the list to see the 
actual programming of the form. You will be taken directly to the line of text in the report 
that contains the selected item. This view is often very useful in editing a report.   
 
When you select this option, you will see the text detail of the report. A sample section of 
a report is shown below as an illustration. 

 
[Practice:Address1, 0,, 6.5, Center, Font 2]; 
[Practice:Address2, 0,, 6.5, Center, Font 2]; 
["TELEPHONE: " + Practice:Phone,0.000,0.000,1.500,LEFT,Font 2] 
[Practice:City + ", " + Practice:State + "  " + 
Practice:Zip,1.750,0.000,3.000,CENTER,Font 2]; 
["FACSIMILE: " + Practice:Fax,5.000,0.000,1.500,RIGHT,Font 2]; 
["\-",0.000,0.000,6.500,LEFT,Font 2]; 

 
From this view you can edit the text of the report in any way you desire. A discussion of 
the fields and text items shown above can be found in the Custom Report Writer 
sections of this manual. 

Show Component Toolbar (F11 shortcut key) 

The Show Component Toolbar option brings to the top of the screen a toolbar that 
appears below: 

 

This toolbar is used in creating new fields on a report. The “A” button creates text or 
fields. The “Box” button allows you to draw boxes on a form. The “Symbols” button 
allows you to enter an image or picture on your form. 
 
See the next section entitled “Entering a New Field” to see an explanation of these 
options. 

Undo, Save and Exit 

The Undo option allows you to “undo” your last command in case you’ve made an error. 
You can also press the “Ctrl + Z” keys as a shortcut for this command. 
 
Press the Save option to save the current report or form. 
 
Press the Exit option to exit the form designer. 
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Align to Grid 

This option will align the selected field to an invisible grid. This will help you align a field 
to other fields on the screen both horizontally and vertically. 

Bring to Front 

This option will bring the selected item to the forefront of any other items that physically 
overlap it on the page. 

Send to Back 

This option will send the selected item behind any other items that physically overlap it 
on the page. 

Align 

The Align option helps you align two or more items in a similar fashion. Use this option 
when you want two or more items to be aligned similarly on the page. In order to use this 
option you must first select the items on the page that you want to align together. Do this 
by pressing the Shift key on your keyboard while clicking on each item you want to align 
together. Each time you click a new item it will be selected along with the other items 
previously selected. Once you have selected each item you want to be aligned together, 
move your mouse over one of the selected items and click the right mouse button, then 
select “Align.” 
 
The following screen will appear: 

 

 
Now you can select the alignment you desire. 

Position  

The Position option helps you move items from the front of the page to the back and 
vise-versa. This can help you when building or modifying complex reports such as the 
“CMS1500 14” claim where many boxes exist. You may need to send a particular box to 
the “Back” so that you can select an item currently positioned behind it. Right-click your 
mouse on report screen and select “Position.” You will see the following options. 
 

  

 
 

Entering a New Field  

Show Component Toolbar (F11 shortcut key) 

The Show Component Toolbar option brings to the top of the screen a toolbar that 
appears below: 
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This toolbar is used in creating new fields on a report. The “A” button creates text or 
fields. The “Box” button allows you to draw boxes on a form. The “Symbols” button 
allows you to enter an image or picture on your form. 
 

Creating a new Text or Field (“A” button) 

 
When you select the “A” button, a new field will be entered on the form at the 
position where you next click the mouse. The field appears as follows: 

 
You can right-click on this item and work with the properties of the text or field as 
shown above in the properties section. 
 

 
Creating a Box or Line 

 
When you select the “Box” button, a new box will be entered on the form at the 
position where you next click the mouse. The box will first appears as follows: 

 
You can immediately resize the box by dragging with your mouse any one of the 
dots on the perimeter of the box. You can also right-click on the box to change 
the properties of the box. The properties box is displayed below: 
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You can modify all of these properties to create the box or line you desire. 
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Inserting a Image or Picture 

 
When you select the “Symbols” button, a new box will be entered on the form at 
the position where you next click the mouse. The field appears as follows: 

 
You can immediately resize the image by dragging with your mouse any one of 
the dots on the perimeter of the box. You can also right-click on the box to 
change the properties of the image. The properties box is displayed below: 

 

Select the “Load Image from File” option to identify the image you would like to 
insert. An “Open” box will display allowing you to select the image. 
 
You can modify the properties as identified in the Properties section discussed 
above. 
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Printing Custom Reports 

To print a custom report, select Print Custom Reports from the Reports menu. The 
screen will appear as illustrated below: 

 

Select the desired Report Code by using the lookup icon or by entering in the code 
manually.   
 
You have the ability to preview a report before you print it. You can also use or create a 
report Profile that saves the Filtered data of any report you run. For more information, 
see the sections about Filtering Data and Profiles in this manual. 
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Presentation Graphics 

Graph Practice Analysis 

The practice analysis graph allows you to view all patient charges by billing code. To view this 
graph, select Practice Analysis from the Graph menu of the command window. The Graph 
Practice Analysis form will display. 

 

Select the range of employees, providers, service dates, bill dates, or entry dates in the fields 
provided. You can also select ranges from the Additional Ranges tab to narrow the scope of 
your graph. Select Preview to display the View Graph form. 
 
 
NOTE: 
You can choose to leave the range fields blank. Leaving these fields blank will include all 
transaction data in your graph. 
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Graph Billing by Employee 

To graph all patient charges by doctor/employee, select Billing by Employee from the Graph 
menu of the command window. The Graph Billing by Employee form will display. 
 
Select the range of employees, providers, service dates, bill dates, or entry dates in the fields 
provided. You can also select ranges from the Additional Ranges tab to narrow the scope of 
your graph. Select Preview to display the View Graph form. 

 

NOTE: 
You can choose to leave the range fields blank. Leaving these fields blank will include all 
transaction data in your graph.   
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Pie Chart - 3D 
 
 
While previewing the graph, you can change the graph type to one of the following: 
  

Pie Chart 
Pie Chart – With Labels 

 Bar Chart – Vertical 
 Bar Chart – Horizontal 
 
The additional graph types are displayed on the following pages. 
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Pie Chart – With Labels 
 

********************************************************************************* 
 

 
 Bar Chart - Vertical 
 

********************************************************************************* 
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Bar Chart - Horizontal 
 

Graph Receipts by Employee 

To graph patient payments by employee, select Receipts by Employee from the Graph menu 
of the command window. The Graph Receipts by Employee form will display. 

 

Select the range of employees, providers, service dates, bill dates, or entry dates in the fields 
provided. You can also select ranges from the Additional Ranges tab to narrow the scope of 
your graph. Select Preview to display the View Graph form. 
 
 
NOTE: 
You can choose to leave the range fields blank. Leaving these fields blank will include all 
transaction data in your graph.   
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Interfacing with QuickBooks 
 
AltaPoint includes a utility that allows you to post the transaction activity in AltaPoint to 
QuickBooks, the popular bookkeeping software from Intuit, Inc. This feature provides a great 
benefit to QuickBooks users by eliminating the need to enter transaction activity in each 
program. 
 
There are two distinct methods that can be used to interface with QuickBooks. The first method 
is a two step process by which an import file is created (1) then imported by the QuickBooks 
application (2). (For users of any QuickBooks versions.) 
 
The second method is a direct posting method whereby QuickBooks transactions are directly 
posted to accounts without having to create an import file. However, this posting method is still 
invoked by you on a periodic basis. (This method is for users of QuickBooks versions 2003 
and higher – this option did not exist in prior QuickBooks versions.) 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: 

You should make a backup of your AltaPoint and QuickBooks data before proceeding 
with this feature as there is no automatic way to reverse a posting.  

 

Preparing to Post to QuickBooks (both posting methods) 

 
Follow these steps before posting to QuickBooks for the first time. 
 
1. It is recommended that you configure QuickBooks to use Account Numbers (rather than 

Account Names). Select this option in QuickBooks by selecting the Preferences option from 
the File menu. Select Accounting from the items displayed in the left margin of the 
Preferences form. On the Accounting Preferences form, check the Use Account Numbers 
box. By using account numbers rather than account names, you lessen the chance of mis-
typing a desired account when posting from AltaPoint. 

 
2. Create a new Accounts Receivable account to reflect the amount owed by AltaPoint 

customers.   
 

Note:  It is important that you create this account as type "Other Current Asset" rather than 
type "Accounts Receivable." This is because, any transactions posted to a 
QuickBooks "Accounts Receivable" account requires the selection of a QuickBooks 
customer. To avoid having to enter patients in both AltaPoint and QuickBooks, create 
the AltaPoint Accounts Receivable account as type "Other Current Asset." 

 
3. In AltaPoint, enter the appropriate QuickBooks General Ledger number for each AltaPoint 

Billing Code. A General Ledger number is nothing more than an account in your QuickBooks 
chart of accounts list to which you would like AltaPoint transaction activity posted. For 
example, the following table lists sample AltaPoint billing codes and corresponding 
QuickBooks accounts: 
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 AltaPoint QuickBooks 

Billing Code Description Account Description   
PAYMENT Patient Payment 1010 Checking 
14  Basic Exam 4040 Income - Calls & Exams 
 
In the above example, you would enter the QuickBooks account number 1010 as the General 
Ledger number for the AltaPoint billing code PAYMENT. In like manner, you would enter the 
QuickBooks account number 4040 as the General Ledger number for the AltaPoint billing code 
14. 
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Posting to QuickBooks Method #1 (Import File) 

This method is for users of any QuickBooks version. 
 

Create a QuickBooks Import File 

After you have properly configured QuickBooks and AltaPoint as discussed above, you can post 
your AltaPoint transaction detail to the QuickBooks bookkeeping program. To do this, select 
“Post to QuickBooks...” from the Utilities menu on the command window. The following form will 
display: 

 

The following is a description of each field on the Post to QuickBooks form. 
 

Accounts Receivable Account 

Enter the QuickBooks Accounts Receivable account to reflect the amount owed by 
AltaPoint customers.   

 
Note:  This account should have been created in QuickBooks as type "Other Current 

Asset" rather than type "Accounts Receivable." This is because, any transactions 
posted to a QuickBooks "Accounts Receivable" account requires the selection of a 
QuickBooks customer. To avoid having to enter patients in both AltaPoint and 
QuickBooks, create the AltaPoint Accounts Receivable as type "Other Current 
Asset." 

Default Income Account 

Enter the default QuickBooks Income account to be used to record your income. When 
you set up each AltaPoint Billing Code you can specify the QuickBooks account to which 
you would like transaction activity to be posted. If while posting, AltaPoint finds a billing 
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code that does not have a corresponding QuickBooks account entered in the General 
Ledger field, the default income account entered here will be used. 

Default Bank Account 

Enter the default QuickBooks bank account to be used to record patient payments. 
When you set up each AltaPoint Billing Code you can specify the QuickBooks account to 
which you would like transaction activity to be posted. If while posting, AltaPoint finds a 
billing code that does not have a corresponding QuickBooks account entered in the 
General Ledger field, the default bank account entered here will be used. 

Post from Date 

Enter the beginning date to be used for transaction activity to be posted. 

Post to Date 

Enter the ending date to be used for transaction activity to be posted. 

Posting Method 

Select “Create IIF Import File” for this method. 

QuickBooks Import File 

AltaPoint will automatically display a suggested file name to be used in creating a 
QuickBooks import file. This file name is in the format of YYYYMMDD.IIF where YYYY is 
the year, MM is the month, and DD is the day of today's date. Example 19981203.IIF for 
December 3, 1998. 
 
 

Press the OK button to create the QuickBooks IIF file. 

Importing an AltaPoint Posting file into QuickBooks 

Once you have created an AltaPoint posting file as explained above, you can import the 
transactions contained therein into QuickBooks. To do this, select “Import” from the File menu 
on the QuickBooks main form. You will be prompted for a file name to import. Specify the 
AltaPoint posting file created as explained in the previous section. 
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Posting to QuickBooks Method #2 (Direct Posting) 

(This method is for users of QuickBooks versions 2003 and higher – this option did not 
exist in prior QuickBooks versions.) 
 
You will prepare your QuickBooks and AltaPoint accounts exactly as outlined in Posting method 
#1 above. Additionally you will need to run a one-time setup procedure to create a link between 
your AltaPoint practice data and your QuickBooks data, version 2003 or higher. 
 
First, open your QuickBooks program and open the company file you intend to use to receive 
your AltaPoint data. Then, while QuickBooks is running, open your AltaPoint program to the 
Post to QuickBooks option under the Utilities menu. The screen looks like this: 

 
Enter your account numbers as described in method #1 above. Make sure the Posting Method 
is set to “Post Directly.” Then enter the exact path to your QuickBooks Company File, including 
the company file name. Then press the OK button. At this point, QuickBooks is receiving 
authentication information from your AltaPoint program. You should receive the following 
screen: 
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When you receive this screen, select the “Yes, Always” button. Next, you will receive the 
following screen: 

 
 
Select the Yes button to confirm the request. This will only need to be set up one time. Upon 
selecting the Yes button on this screen, QuickBooks will attempt to post your AltaPoint data 
according to the settings on your AltaPoint screen. You may receive errors if the accounts you 
identified in your AltaPoint “Post to QuickBooks” screen do not exist in QuickBooks or are typed 
wrong. You can fix your errors and attempt to re-post. 
 
The last step involves giving you the right to log into your QuickBooks files on an ongoing basis. 
Open your QuickBooks program and select the “Customize Desktop” option from the View 
menu item.   
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Select the Integrated Applications Icon from the icons at the left of the screen, then select the 
“Company Preferences” tab. Now you should see the screen above. Select the Properties 
button to receive the following screen: 

 
 
Place a check mark in the “Allow this application to login automatically” check box. Leave the 
login as “Admin.” Then press the OK button to finish the task. 
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Posting to QuickBooks on a regular basis 

Even with posting method #2 (direct to QuickBooks,) you will need to invoke this posting 
operation on a periodic basis. Some choose to do this daily or weekly, others only do it monthly. 
Whatever you choose, backup your AltaPoint and QuickBooks data prior to running your posting 
operation, as there is no other quick way to reverse a posting. You will find that AltaPoint will 
retain your settings so that you will not have to reenter them each time you post. 
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Utilities 
The Utilities menu gives you access to several important features including Data File Backup 
and Restore Options, Data File Management Options, Archiving Options, and Exchanging Data 
Options. Each of these areas is explained. 

 

Utilities – Data File Backup and Restore Options 
Utilities – Data File Management Options 
Utilities – Archiving Options 
Utilities – Exchanging Data Options 
 

Utilities – Data File Backup and Restore Options 
Use the Backup and Restore options from the Utilities menu to perform routine backups and 
restore data when necessary. Both of the options are explained in the following. It would be 
wise to read through this entire section before backing up or restoring files to your system to 
avoid any issues with the system. This area of the program may also be locked from other 
user’s access to avoid unnecessary problems that may result from an unrequited user’s 
impractical use of this feature. 

Backup Data Files 

Select Backup Data Files from the Utilities menu to access this option. This feature allows the 
user to specify a location for the data file backup and proceed to backup the data. Once this 
option is selected from the Utilities Menu, the following will appear. 
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Enter the path for the backup in the Backup Location field. The user may also browse to a 
specific drive, folder, or access point by pressing the lookup button (magnifying glass button to 
the left of the field). Press the OK button and the system will proceed to backup the files to the 
specified location. For more information,  
 

Restore Data Files 

This option allows flexibility in deciding which files to restore to your current dataset or system. It 
may have several purposes which could include the following: 

o Simple Examples 

▪ Restoring backed up data over existing data which may be experiencing 
data problems. 

o Advanced Examples 

▪ Restoring specific data files including insurance, procedure, or diagnosis 
files when duplicating a data set for another doctor or for billing services 
who have a need to duplicate information in other sets of data. 

▪ Restoring an old set of data from an old backup to a separately created 
set of data if data was archived or deleted that needs to be recalled and 
evaluated. 

 
When restoring data, it may be a good idea to get help from AltaPoint, your local dealer, or 
AltaPoint representative to accomplish this task effectively and correctly. 
 
Select this option and the following will appear: 
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All available options are selected. If resolving an issue where a full restoration is necessary, 
leave all boxes selected. If a specific file is in question, select only that option when restoring 
the data. Press Select All or Select None to expedite the selection process. Press the OK button 
to proceed to the next option; the following will appear: 

 

Select the location of the backup file to be used to restore the data from. Press the Lookup 
button to browse to the desired directory that contains the backup file if necessary. Press OK 
and all selected (checked) files will be restored to the currently open data set. 
 
***IMPORTANT NOTE: 
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It is generally advisable to select all files when restoring from a backup unless you are 
very confident of the consequences in using the selective restore. You must use this 
feature with care as many files within the system are related. For example, the “Billings” 
file and the “Billing Item Detail” file comprise the transaction entry screen. If you restore 
one without the other you will have mismatched and therefore corrupted data. 

Add New Forms 

Your AltaPoint program is shipped with a backup set of report forms. If you somehow damage 
or lose one of the original custom forms that were shipped with the product, you can use the 
“Add New Forms” option to retrieve an original copy.   
 
When the “Add New Forms” option is invoked, the program automatically checks to see if all of 
the original form report names exist in the system. If any form is missing, the system recreates 
the form in its original state for your use. The system will not modify any existing reports, even if 
you have modified one of the original system reports. The “Add New Forms” utility only looks to 
recreate a form if it sees that the form name is missing. 
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Utilities – Data File Management Options 
From the Utilities menu you have several options for working with your data files if you suspect 
data damage or corruption. The options are Rebuild Indexes, Rebuild Data or Reset Balances.  
Each is described below. 
 

NOTE: Everyone else needs to be out of AltaPoint, and all other AltaPoint forms closed 
prior to  

Rebuild Indexes 

The Rebuild Indexes feature will recreate your data file indexes. A file index is basically 
a sorted list of your data file. The index helps the system find specific records more 
efficiently and quickly. Use this feature if your search lists appear to be out of order. 

Restructure Data 

The Restructure Data option verifies that all fields that should be in the database are 
present and of the proper size and type. This type of database testing is also done in the 
more time-consuming and thorough Rebuild Data option. 

Rebuild Data 

The Rebuild Data option is an all-encompassing rebuild. Using this option will rebuild 
each data file in the system (that you select). This rebuild will check for corrupt records 
and attempt to repair them. This rebuild also rebuilds the indexes and resets the patient 
balances, as described in this utilities section. 
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To run the rebuild, select Rebuild Data from the Utilities menu. The following screen will 
appear. 

 

You can select specific data files or choose to rebuild all data files.  
 
NOTE: As noted at the top of the screen, you should make a backup before proceeding 
with this utility. Making a backup before rebuilding your data files will protect you in the 
event the rebuild finds corruption that it cannot fix. In this situation, the rebuild will offer 
you an error message indicating that corruption has been found and that you may want 
to restore from a recent backup. If you receive this message it is because the rebuild 
program cannot repair the corrupted record and will delete it if you continue. For this 
reason the message suggests that you may wish to restore from a recent backup that 
may not have the data corruption.  
 
This is a very useful utility. It generally does not need to be run on regular basis. Use it 
when you suspect problems with your data. If you find yourself rebuilding your data 
frequently, you may need to check your hardware for problems. 

Do not reset balances Checkbox 

AltaPoint will automatically recalculate the patient balances in the system. This can take 
a long time if your data files are large. If you do not wish to reset the patient balances, 
place a check mark in the “Do not reset balances” checkbox. Not resetting the patient 
balances will not hurt your system. 
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Close AltaPoint When Done 

This option is useful if you will be leaving the rebuild unattended. You can have the 
program shut down after a successful rebuild.   

Pack Data 

The Pack Data utility rewrites and condenses all of the data files. This utility will remove 
any item that has been marked for deletion.  

Reset Balances 

The Reset Balances feature recalculates the patient balance on ledger tab of the patient 
file. This balance is a stored balance that gets updated with each new transaction on the 
patient’s account. It is possible for this balance to reflect incorrectly, if you suspect this, 
run the Reset Balances utility. This utility goes through the transaction file and re-
calculates each patient balance based on the transaction in the system. This is the 
correct balance.   
 
NOTE: 

Every statement, invoice and insurance claim is calculated as indicated above.  
In other words, these forms do not take the amount listed on the patient file 
screen for its balance, it will calculate it each time to ensure accuracy. 
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Utilities – Sync Data (PDA Port) 
Your AltaPoint software has a nice facility for exporting patient and schedule information to a 
handheld device. The official name for this software is “PDA Port” and it is now part of the main 
AltaPoint program. These sync utilities are designed as a one-way download of information from 
AltaPoint to a handheld device using Microsoft Outlook. Most “Smart Phones” and handheld 
devices on the market today are capable of synchronizing with Microsoft Outlook.   
 
Successfully updating a handheld device with your schedule or patient information involves a 
three-step process. First, export information from AltaPoint. Second, import that information into 
Microsoft Outlook. Third, sync your handheld device with Microsoft Outlook. 
 
You can find the PDA Port Sync Data utilities under the Utilities menu. The screen appears as 
shown below: 
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Exporting Patient Cards from AltaPoint 

Below the Patient export screen is illustrated: 

 
This export will create a comma separated file that includes patient demographics and 
optionally, insurance, pharmacy, and/or permanent diagnosis information for each patient. 
 
If the Filters are left blank, the export file will contain every patient in your database. To select 
only the patients for a specific provider, enter the filters as shown above. The value field is 
where you would enter the desired provider’s code.  
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Exporting Calendars from AltaPoint 

Below the Appointment export screen is illustrated: 

 
This export will create a comma separated file that will include appointment information and 
optionally, contact information, reason for visit, procedure code, notes, and/or permanent 
diagnosis information for each scheduled appointment. 
 
If the Filters are left blank, the export file will contain every appointment in your schedule. By 
default the Start Date and End Date are populated to include one month of future appointments. 
These values can be modified to suit your needs however, the larger the date range you select, 
the longer it will take to sync your information. 
 
To select only the appointment schedule for a specific provider, enter the filters as shown 
above. The value field is where you would enter the desired provider’s code.  
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Importing Patients and Appointments to Microsoft Outlook 

This example uses Microsoft Outlook 2003. Other versions should work similarly. Consult your 
Outlook documentation to confirm. 
 
To import patients or appointments into Outlook, select “File”, then “Import and Export.” The 
screen appears as shown below: 
 

 
 
Select “Import from another program or file.” Select [Next >]. 
 

  
 
Select the “Comma Separated Values (Windows)” option then select [Next >]. 
 

  
 
Browse to your previously exported Patient.CSV or Calendar.CSV file from the steps above. 
Note that you can identify how you would like Outlook to deal with duplicate records. You will 
likely want to have Outlook either “Replace duplicates with items imported” or “Do not import 
duplicate items.”  Select [Next >]. 
 

  
 
Select the destination folder in Outlook where you want your patients or appointments to go.  
Note: Depending upon the capabilities of your handheld device, it may be advisable to create a 
new folder for your AltaPoint patient and appointment records. This is entirely up to you. Some 
smart-phones will only synchronize appointments to the main default schedule. In this case you 
will need to identify the main Calendar file. Outlook has a separate folder for Calendars and 
Contacts. Choose the appropriate folder for the type of file you are importing.   
 
Select [Next >]. 
 

  
 
Verify your selections then press [Finish]. You will not need to worry about [Mapping Custom 
Fields] as the exported file from AltaPoint has been created in a way that Outlook will 
understand. After Outlook finishes importing the Contacts or Appointments, you will see those 
new records appear in the contact or calendar resource you identified. 
 

Synching Outlook with your PDA or Smartphone 

Consult your handheld’s documentation for details on how to synchronize your handheld with 
Microsoft Outlook. 
 

Post to QuickBooks 

See the section on QuickBooks earlier in this manual. 
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Import Labs 

See the section on Lab Connections earlier in this manual. 
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Utilities – Archiving Options 

This functionality allows users to purge appointments and archive Invoices that have a zero 

balance and are older than a date that you select. A backup may be performed from this screen 

(and should be done) prior to running this feature if one hasn’t been performed recently. Press 

the Backup button and refer to the Backup topic to use it. To run the Archiving feature, select 

Utilities →  Tools → Archive Billings/Purge Appointments and the following will appear: 

 

Purge Appointments Older Than 

Enter a date into this field to completely eliminate appointment history records from the 
beginning of time through the specified date. Press the OK button and the feature will delete the 
appointment records. 

Archive Paid Invoices Older Than 

Enter a date into this field and press the OK button to run the utility. All paid invoice transactions 
that have a Billing Date before the date your selected will be moved to an archive file. This will 
allow the data to be excluded from statements and reports. This feature will help your system 
run quicker if your data has become very large. The archived records are placed in a separate 
file apart from the remaining current records.   
 
NOTE: 

After performing this operation successfully, you should run the “Pack Data” option from 
the “Utilities” menu to reclaim the hard drive space in the original invoice file. 

 
NOTE: 

If you are using AltaPoint’s backup feature, your archived files will be included in each 
backup. 
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Reporting for Archived Records 

Several reports, including the Transaction Journal, include a checkbox option labeled “Use 
Archive Invoices”, shown below. Check this option when running reports to view the archived 
data on the report. 

 

Export Patient Encounters 

The Export Patient Encounters option allows you to export certain patient visits into a text file 
that can be read by any basic text editor or word processor. You can select a specific range of 
dates and/or a range of providers to tailor your results. 

 

Merge Patients 

See the section on Merge Patients earlier in this manual. 
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Clear User Logins 

*Only affects users who have “–SER” code in their serial number. 
 
The Clear User Logins feature clears out all logins from the AltaPoint Authentication Server that 
are associated with your serial number. If you have an SER key and are having trouble logging 
in the number of users your license calls for, this feature may help. In order to clear the user 
logins, everyone in the practice must exit AltaPoint. Then one user must log back in and run the 
Clear User Login menu item. This action will contact the AltaPoint Authentication Server and 
attempt to clear out any remaining logins that have been orphaned.  

Automatic Updates 

Use of the “Automatic Updates” function simplifies and automates the process of updating 
AltaPoint on a practice's workstations.  
 
First, download the newest update of AltaPoint version 16 from www.altapoint.com to the server 
machine and run the Update, as usual. Open AltaPoint, log in, and select “Automatic Updates” 
from the Utilities menu. 
 
When an older version of AltaPoint is opened on a workstation, a message stating the version of 
AltaPoint being run is older than other versions on the network and asks if you want to update. 
By clicking “Yes”, the program will begin to update, resulting in the screens below. 
 

 
After clicking “OK” to the “Update completed!” message, AltaPoint will close. When AltaPoint 
opens again, it will be the same version as on the server. 
 

NOTE: Using the automatic update feature will double the size of the AltaPoint files on 
the server due to the process used to share the files. 

http://www.altapoint.com/
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Utilities: Exchanging Data Options  

Import/Export Data 

AltaPoint Medical comes equipped with utilities that allow you to import and export data to and 
from the software. These options can be accessed from the Utilities menu. The files that can be 
imported and exported are listed below: 
 

Address File 
Appointments 
Bill Header 
Bill Detail 
Billing Codes 
Diagnosis Codes 
Provider/Employee File 
Fee Schedule Header 
Fee Schedule Detail 
Patient File 
Reminders 
Reference 
Tasks 

Exporting Data 

The export feature of your AltaPoint software is an excellent way to get a copy of your practice’s 
data out of the system in text format. This feature is also extremely useful for illustrating what a 
file should look like to be able to be imported successfully into AltaPoint. Files exported using 
this utility are created in ASCII, comma delimited text format. 
 
To export an AltaPoint data file, select the Utilities menu, Tools, and then “Export Delimited 
Text...” The following screen will display: 

 

Click on the drop-down arrow at the end of the “AltaPoint Data File:” box to select the AltaPoint 
data file you would like to export. Then enter a name by which the new file will be called. Press 
the OK button to create the export file.  
 

NOTE: The resulting data file will be placed in the same folder as the AltaPoint data 
files. This is usually the “Alta” folder. 

 

Importing Data 

 
The import utility is designed to be a one-time operation. You must import text information into a 
blank AltaPoint data file. For example, if you are trying to import the patient file, there must not 
be any patient records in the system. Otherwise, the program will give respond with an error 
indicating that the file already contains data. You cannot append records using the import utility. 
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The easiest way to learn what the data of a specific file should look like is to export that same 
file from AltaPoint. In other words, if you want to see what the patient file should look like you 
should export the patient file from the AltaPoint system. You can view the resulting file from any 
text editor or word processor. 
 
It is not necessary to represent every field that AltaPoint exports. You must, however, indicate 
the order in which the fields appear in the first line of the file. The example below shows how the 
“Patient” file looks after being exported from AltaPoint. (As viewed through Windows Notepad.) 

  

Notice that the first line of text indicates the order of the fields for each record that follows below. 
Notice also that each of the fields in the header is capitalized and is separated from the next by 
a comma. For the actual records beneath the header row text fields are enclosed by quotation 
marks. Blank text fields are indicated by two quotation marks “”, and separated by a comma. 
Notice that the “SIMPS00002” (Michael Lee) record above has no Middle Initial listed and 
therefore has only the two “” characters. Number and logical fields should not be enclosed by 
quotation marks. (See Index A to get a list of fields for each importable data file.) 
 
 
To import a file in AltaPoint, select “Import Delimited Text...” from the Utilities's “Tools” sub-
menu. The following screen will display: 

  

Enter the name of the appropriate text file you have created in the “Import Text File:” box. Then 
click on the drop-down arrow at the end of the “AltaPoint Data File:” box to select the 
corresponding AltaPoint data file that will be imported.   
 
EXAMPLE:  If you have created a file called patient.txt that contains fields comparable to the 
AltaPoint patient file, you would enter “patient.txt” in the “Import Text File:” box. Then you would 
select “Patient File” from the “AltaPoint Data File:” Press the OK button to begin importing the 
records. 
 
 

Export Quality Measures 

See the section “Clinical Quality Measures” earlier in this documentation. 
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Data File Details 
 
The files listed below comprise the data files of your AltaPoint software. The remainder of this 
section identifies the fields associated with each file. A few files have been omitted because 
they are either not importable or are used for maintenance only. 
 

File Format List 

 
v10+ File v9 File Description Ref File  Legacy Report Writer Name                       
PRACTICE data01 Practice File Yes Practice     
EMPLOYEE data02 Provider/Employee Yes Provider, Employee   
PROVIDER ID data03 Insurance Ids Yes InsuranceID     
PATIENT data04 Patient File Yes Patient, Client     
FEE SCHEDULE data05 Fee Schedule Header Yes NA     
FEE DETAIL data06 Fee Schedule Detail Yes Fee     
APPOINTMENT data07 Appointments Yes Appointment     
APPOINTMENT LOCK data08 Appointment Locks Yes NA     
TASK data09 Tasks Yes Task     
BILLING CODE data10 Billing Codes Yes Code     
BILLING data11 Billing Header Yes Bill     
BILLING DETAIL data12 Billing Detail Yes Detail     
REPORT OPTION data13 Report Header No NA – contains actual forms 
REPORT DETAIL data14 Report Detail No NA – contains actual forms 
CUSTOM FIELD data15 Custom Fields No NA – lookup     
CONTACT data16 Address File Yes Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, 
        Referral, Facility, Address1, 
        Address2, Guarantor   
RECALL data17 Reminders Yes Reminder, Recall     
MEMO data18 Unused No NA     
ESTIMATE data19 Estimate Header No NA    Same fields as data11 
ESTIMATE DETAIL data20 Estimate Detail No NA    Same fields as data12 
DIAGNOSIS data21 Diagnosis Codes Yes NA     
PRODUCT CATEGORY data22 Product Categories Yes NA     
PATIENT IMAGE data23 Patient Images Yes Image     
BILLING HISTORY data24 Billing History Yes History     
AUDIT data25 Audit Log File Yes Audit     
EXAM data26 Exam Files (Vision) Yes Exam     
MAIL data27 Email Yes Email     
AUTHORIZATION data28 Authorization File Yes Authorization     
NOTE data29 Notes History Yes NA     
LOOKUP data30 Look Up Values No NA     
UB04 data31 UB Information Yes UB92, UB04     
MEDICAL RECORD data32 EMR Medical History No NA   EMR tables 
PROBLEM LIST data33 EMR Problem List No NA   are highly 
PATIENT VISIT data34 EMR Visits No Visit    confidential 
ANTICIPATORY GUIDANCE data35 EMR Anticipatory Guid. No NA   and cannot be 
SYSTEMS DETAIL data36 EMR Systems Detail No NA   altered per 
IMMUNIZATION data37 EMR Immunizations Yes Immunization   HIPAA 
MEDICATION data38 EMR Medications No NA   regulations 
USER LOCK data39 EMR User Locks No NA     
RELATIONSHIP data40 EMR Relationships No NA     
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LAB data41 EMR Labs Yes Lab     
ARCHIVE data42 EMR Archives Yes NA    Full visit when signed 
LAB CONNECTION data43 Lab Connections Yes NA     
BILLING ARCHIVE data44 Archived Billing Header No NA    Same fields as data11 
BILLING DETAIL ARCHIVE data45 Archived Billing Detail No NA    Same fields as data12 
DEPOSIT data46 Deposits Yes Deposit     
DOCUMENT data47 Documents No NA     
BATCH data48 Batch Information No NA     
REGISTERED MODULE data49 Unused No NA     
REPORT PROFILE data50 Report Profiles No NA    Cannot modify   
REPORT GROUP data51 Report Groups No NA    Cannot modify   
LAB PANEL data52 Lab Panel No Lab Panel     
EMR BUTTON data53 Unused No NA     
WAIT LIST data54 Appointment Wait List Yes NA     
IMM SCHEDULE data55 Imm Sched. Header Yes NA     
IMM LOOKUP data56 Imm Sched. Detail Yes NA     
SYSTEM LOOKUP data57 Exam Systems Yes NA     
EXAM LOOKUP data58 Exam Pick Lists Yes NA     
ADJUSTMENT LOOKUP data59 Adjustment Codes Yes NA     
CREDIT CARD data60 Credit Card Yes NA     
MESSAGE none Instant Messaging No NA     
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Appointment Status Types 

The following information can be used when running reports where appointment status is used 
as a filter. 
 
1 – Signed In 
2 – Exam Room 
3 – Checked Out 
4 – Rescheduled 
5 – Canceled 
6 – Missed  
7 – Confirmed 
8 – Left Message 
 

Insurance Types 

The following information can be used when running reports where insurance types are used as 
a filter. 
 
0 – Medicare 
1 – Medicaid 
2 – Champus 
3 – Champva 
4 – Medical Group 
5 – FECA 
6 – Other Medical 
7 – BC/BS 
8 – Workers Comp 
9 – Dental (Dental Practice Type Only) 
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